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Abstract
This rcs-:arch investigated the role of ll'lt inrnlvcment in prnc-:ssing advertising messages by
means of a '.\x2 foctorial experiment with control. The experiment was designed to examine the
effects of advertising exposure on the decoding proces:o with a risk and pkasun: trcatmcnr for three
product categories. Overall, re~ults from 58'.\ respondents provide ~trong support for the influence
of affective components of involvement in the evaluation of advertising information in hoth high
and medium involvement ;;,ituations. Specifically. risk and pleasure antecedents were examined to
determine their relative impact on involvement, information processing, and outcomes of the
decoding process in terms of recall and attitudes to the advertisement.

The involvement construct was found to he relatively stahle. but the affective antecedents. pleasure
and sign. influenced the decoding process and its outcomes after advertising exposure. Evidence
from this research suggests that cognitive processing of advertising messages is simpler than has
been assumed in the advertising and consumer behaviour literature to date as information
processing is driven predominantly by affect. Pleasure appeals were also found to be particularly
effective across product categories. Purchase risk was perceived to be very IO\v or non-existent at
the time of advertising exposure.

Insight into the underlying processes that influence the decoding of advertising is also provided.
This suggests that advertising situations are specific and based on the relative importance of the
product, the nature of involvement, advertising appeal. user status. proximity of the next purchase,
attitude to advertising and potentially gender identification.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the study

The purpose of this thesis is to establish the role and nature of involvement and its risk and
pleasure antecedents in information processing of print advertisements today. Recent
developments within neuroscience suggest that consumer decision-making is foremost driven by
affect (feelings) with little rational involvement except for post-rationalisation (Plassmann et al.,
2007). This study aims to investigate popular involvement scales and advertising models that are
based on, or include, cognitive dimensions to examine their impact on the decoding of advertising
messages. A strong theoretical foundation for the investigation is provided through the integration
of the generic advertising literature and aspects of consumer behaviour theory relating particularly
to consumer decision-making and perceptions of risk within this process.

The involvement construct utilised in this study is adapted from McQuarrie and Munson's (1992)
work on felt involvement, which consists of two dimensions, namely importance and interest The
investigation is extended to examining the indirect and direct impact of risk and pleasure
antecedents on information processing and attitudes to the advertisement and recall of product
claims. It is hypothesised that a dynamic link exists between the communications process and
involvement and its antecedents reflecting ongoing changes within these variables after advertising
exposure.

In addition, the investigation also takes account of the wider advertising environment by linking
consumers' general attitudes to advertising to the decoding process and by including the product
usage of consumers to examine the salience of advertising messages to existing and non-users of a
product category. It is hypothesised that as a purchase situation approaches consumers will be
more rational in the way they evaluate advertising messages. The result of the enquiry is a
development of a set of advertising models expressing the output of the empirical investigation
indicating the variables that can affect the decoding of advertising messages for different product
categories.
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1.2
1.2.1

Justification for the study
Theoretical Plurality of Involvement

This study takes a theoretical approach to analysing the involvement construct as presented in the
advertising and consumer behaviour literatures. The involvement construct has received much
attention in both sets ofliterature since Krugman's (1965) initial work on involvement as a
motivational state. However, it is generally believed that involvement is a complex construct
(Broderick and Mueller, 1999; Celsi and Olson, 1988) due to its diverse use as a determinant of
consumer behaviour within different aspects of the consumption process such as products,
advertisements, and decision-making (Engel and Light, 1968; Jain and Srinivasan, 1990;
Laaksonen, 1994). The motivational nature of involvement is varyingly operationalised as
personal relevance (Higie and Feick, 1989; Zaichkowsky, 1985), importance and interest
(McQuarrie and Munson, 1992; Mittal and Lee, 1989), and in terms of sign, risk, and pleasure
dimensions (Jain and Srinivasan, 1990; Laurent and Kapferer, 1985).

The development of involvement scales has historically been somewhat incestuous by extending
existing scales rather than questioning the underlying dimensions of the involvement construct.
The initial phase of this study uses exploratory research in the form of repertory grid technique to
elicit meanings of involvement in a non-American culture to help identify whether involvement is
a universal construct. In addition, the quantitative phase of this research includes measurements of
personal relevance, importance and interest, and the antecedent dimensions of involvement (i.e.
sign, risk, and pleasure) in one study to distinguish the effects from these three perspectives of
involvement within an advertising contexL

It is therefore pertinent to review the nature of involvement due to its universal treatment within
advertising and consumer behaviour theory but divergent conceptual definitions and multiple
operationalisations of the construct. This study provides an alignment of the advertising and
consumer behaviour literature to identify if a universal treatment of involvement is justified.
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1.2.2

Involvement within advertising and consumer behaviour

Involvement is a key construct within advertising theory and models such as the strong (Strong,
1925, cited in Brassington and Pettitt, 2000) and weak (Jones, 1991) theories of advertising, the
FCB grid (Vaughn, 1986), the Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986), and the
Rossiter-Percy grid (Rossiter and Percy, 1987). The advertising literature endorses the view that
involvement moderates the link between advertising exposure, information processing and the
attitude formation process (Greenwald and Leavitt, 1984; Mitchell, 1981; Petty and Cacioppo,
1986). Essentially, involvement affects the attention and processing efforts of consumers
differently depending on their level of involvement. High involvement generally leads to careful
consideration, thinking, and evaluation of arguments contained in an advertising message. Low
involvement, on the other hand, is characterised by more passive information processing where
consumers use peripheral cues (e.g. colour, shape, humour, music, attractive spokesperson) to
make inferences about the position being advocated in the message.

The concept of high and low involvement is also an important differentiator of consumer
behaviour. The involvement construct has been used to classify product categories (Laurent and
Kapferer, 1985; Vaughn, 1986; Zaichkowsky, 1985) and it is recognised that high involvement
products are purchased differently from low involvement products (Engel and Blackwell, 1982)
and thus should be advertised differently. Extensive and routine decision-making is distinguished
by the perceived risk in making a poor decision and thus involvement is higher when perceived
risk increases (Engel and Blackwell, 1982). Consumers who are highly involved in a purchase put
more time and effort into the buying process to ensure that the right decision is made by searching
for information relevant to the product and by evaluating alternative brands. Advertising acts as
one of a variety of information sources. Advertising theory states that communications strategies
will differ on the basis of consumers' need for information. Advertising messages may need to
contain detailed factual information as well as communicating brand image and benefits in a high
involvement situation. By contrast, advertising in a low involvement situation may only centre on
brand image and benefit messages, as consumers are not willing to process detailed information.
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The involvement construct within advertising and consumer behaviour theory is inextricably
linked to the extent that involvement in an advertising context has been defined and
operationalised as perceived risk (Rossiter et al., 1991; Vaughn, 1986). However, perceived risk
may not necessarily be the main motivation for paying attention to and processing advertising
messages. nor for searching and evaluation behaviour in a high involvement situation. Compared
to products, services are characterised by higher levels of perceived risk in the buying process
primarily due to the impact of intangibility (Zeithaml, 1981 ), but a recent study by Mortimer
(2003) found that even high involvement utilitarian services are often not being chosen through a
detailed evaluation of alternatives (risk assessment), but through more emotive issues such as
likeability. familiarity. and compatibility between user and brand image. Thus the relative impact
of risk and pleasw·e (1.e. cognition and affect) on involvement within an advertising context needs
to be clarified. This study will examine the role and nature of involvement within information
processing of advertising messages to provide further insight into the complex issue of
involvement and its causes from an alignment of advertising and cunsumer behaviour literatw-e.

1.2.3

Advertising industry context

Advertising forms a_key part of most marketing communications campaigns in consumer markets.
The PIMS (Profit Impact of Market Strategy) study has for many years collected and analysed
FMCG marketing communications data from all over the world. PIMS suggests that. on the basis
of market standing, brand leaders should be spending around 70% of the promotional budget on
advertising with number 2 and 3 brands spending in the region of 50'Jo-60?o on advertising
(Pickton and Broderick, 2001).

The advertising industry in the UK was worth an estimated £l 7bn in 2006 (lAB.co.uk.) and print
media still accounts for the biggest share of advertising expenditure with 56% of traditional media
spend (Eurnmonitor, 2005) ln recent years, media fragmentation has changed the allocation of
advertising spend from broadcast media. in particular. to online media, whi~·h is reported to
account for 1Oo/c of UK media spend in 2006 (www.mediaguardian.co.uk).
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Print and on-line media are both high-involvement advertising environments, which require
consumers to expend similar effort in processing advertising copy and static visual elements in
addition to being comparable in terms of size and positioning effects of advertisements.

Campaign effectiveness is at the top of the advertising agenda (Kotler, 2006) and this study aims
to provide insight into the driving factors (involvement and its antecedents). which influence
consumers processing of advertising messages and outcomes of the decoding process in terms of
likeability (attitudes to the advertisement and the brand) and recall. The findings from this study
could therefore also be valid in an on-line context, although this would have to be verified in
future research. The outcomes of the decoding process lead to a number of managerial
implications for advertising strategies and campaign research, which are discussed further in the
final chapter.

1.3

Research process and approach

This research started with a view to assessing the importance of involvement within information
processing of print advertisements in the UK today. Much research had been undertaken in the
mid 1980s, predominaatly by American researchers, to improve operationalisations of the
involvement construct and two main directions emerged from this activity. z.aichkowsky ( 1985)
developed a uni-dimensional Personal Involvement Inventory scale, which has been widely used
since. At the same time, Laurent and Kapferer (1985) argued that involvement was a motivational
state that could only be captured by the antecedents of this construct. Since then, limited focus has
been devoted to the influence of the antecedents of involvement and its consequences for
information processing and attitudes to the advertisement and the brand. This then became the
starting point for the project by first investigating the construct of involvement and its
operationalisation. The five stages of the research process are summarised in Figure 1-1 and
briefly described below.
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Figure 1-1 Research sequence
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Stage 1
An examination of the involvement literature revealed that despite converging definitions of
involvement as a motivational state this was not reflected in the operationalisations of the
construct. This lead to an extensive review of the dimensions included in measurements of
involvement. which highlighted some confounding between antecedent, involvement, and outcome
dimensions within involvement scales.

Stage 2
Exploratory research was carried out using the repertory grid technique (Kelly, 1955) to elicit
personal constructs (i.e. meanings of involvement) to consumers in the UK. This phase of the
project was extensive in terms of time and effort revealing that consumers considered involvement
and its antecedents as a pool of reasons for their involvement. Pleasure and risk emerged as the
main dimensions with pleasure as the more dominant component. The results of the repertory grid
exercise aided in the selection and adaptation of operationalisations of antecedents and
involvement within the quantitative phase of the research (stage 4).
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Stage 3
The advertising literature and consumer behaviour literature was reviewed to establish the role of
involvement within information processing of advertising messages and decision-making. As a
key construct within consumer behaviour theories, involvement has received a somewhat universal
treatment, which is generally expressed in terms of effort in processing communications messages,
searching for product information, and evaluating competing brands. From this examination
eighteen hypotheses were identified for investigation.

Stage4
Two product categories were chosen for the advertising experiments (credit cards and chocolate
bars) on the basis of relevance to the sample and medium involvement level, which was
hypothesised to capture the range of involvement for a particular product category (i.e. for some
people involvement is high and for others it is low). Initial data analysis revealed that it was not
possible to distinguish advertising effects for different product categories within similar
involvement levels and thus the need arose to collect further data to enable comparisons between
high and low involvement product categories. Mobile telephones were chosen to represent the
high involvement product category on the basis of a pilot test.

Stage 5
The outcome of the full analysis enabled the development a set of advertising models indicating
the variables that can affect the decoding of advertising messages for different product categories.
The above outline of the research process indicates that this study utilises both qualitative and
quantitative research methods to achieve its objectives.
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Gill and Johnson (2002) illustrate the methodological continuum between positivist and
constructivist methods with laboratory experiments and ethnography at its extremes respectively,
and with a variety of methods between these poles. In line with Kuhn ( 1970) who views
researchers as puzzle solvers and not testers of paradigms, Paley (2000) also advocates a 'tool'
model where qualitative and quantitative methods are simply tools appropriate for a range of
scientific purposes.

The research approach adopted in this study does not fit neatly into any specific research
paradigm, but has some similarities with the realism approach, which Healey and Perry (2000)
consider appropriate for the studying of marketing research in the "real" world. They compare the
realism paradigm with positivism and constructivism and propose that the ontology of realism
should be defined as one reality, but with some imperfections. The ontology of positivism on the
other hand is seen as real and predictable and differs from that of constructivism where reality only
exists in a person's mind and the assumption is that many realities exist (Peter and Olson, I 983).

The epistemology for positivism is based on the assumption that findings are true. Conversely, the
epistemological belief within constructivism is that findings are seen as subjective. Within the
realism paradigm it is assumed that :findings are probably true (Healey and Perry, 2000).
Thus realism's world is distinguished from the very objective positivist world that is real,
predictable and value-free and the very subjective world of constructivism where reality only
exists in a person's mind and is value-laden. By contrast realism is value-aware (Healey and
Perry, 2000) and occupies a position between the two main paradigms in marketing (Hunt, 1991).

Realism sets out to examine causes via abstract (constructivist) research, which may be confirmed
by concrete empirical (positivist) research (Tsoukas, 1989) and has similarities with the approach
adopted in this study, which borrows from the field of psychology to contextualise UK consumers'
perceptions of involvement and uses Kelly's (1955) repertory grid technique to understand the
meanings UK consumers attach to product and purchasing involvement and the language used to
describe their subjective perceptions.
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The output from the exploratory research is incorporated into a questionnaire, which is used as part
of a laboratory experiment to examine empirically the similarities and differences in advertising
treatments to improve understanding of how print advertisements are processed. This approach is
often used in advertising research (Davis, 1997) and thus a positivist method is adopted for the
main study employing factorial design to allow for interaction effects within the processing of test
advertisements from the manipulation of pleasure and risk appeals.

Healey and Perry (2000) argue that the realism paradigm constitutes a convergence of theory
building and theory-testing methodologies and posit that realism research could underlie many of
the methodological methods used by marketing researchers. However, any research paradigm has
both strengths and limitations. Deductive research is criticised by some researchers for being too
introspective (Botterill, 2001) and for imposing scientific logic to human beings, who in the
constructivist view are subjective and not predictable (Gill and Johnson, 2002). Ozanne and
Hudson (1989) argue that to study social sciences it is necessary to observe behaviour in the
environment in which this behaviour occurs.

The deductive view is that such methods suffer from being unstructured and unreliable, as they
cannot be repeated. A criticism of the realism paradigm is that this type of research is often based
on relatively small and non-random samples, which is a limitation in achieving population
validity. Gill and Johnson (2002) encourage researchers to assess the various research methods in
relation to their appropriateness to the research topic, reliability, and validity. Utilising both
qualitative and quantitative methods can provide greater validity and reliability according to Fisher
(1990), which is demonstrated in the methodology that has been adopted in this study (see Chapter
6).
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1.4

Outline of the thesis

The research is divided into eight chapters, which are summarised in Figure 1-2, with an overview
of the presentation of the study provided below.

Figure 1-2 Structure of thesis

Chapter 2
Information Processing of
Advertisements

Chapter3
Involvement Construct

Chapter4

/

Chapter5

Operationalisations of
Involvement

Exploratory Research
Reoertorv Grid

till

Chapter6
Methodology:
Advertising Experiments

Chapter7
Results and Discussion

Chapter8
Conclusions

Chapter 2 focuses on a review of the literature on involvement within advertising theory and
identifies eighteen hypotheses for testing. Firstly, the impact of involvement within information
processing of advertising messages is acknowledged. A comprehensive review of how advertising
works is then provided by outlining the development of this knowledge by examining information
processing models and strategies. This is then followed by a discussion on the growing
importance of affect within consumer decision-making which also acknowledges recent influences
from neuroscience to enable a review of the relative impact of affect and cognition within
consumer decision-making. The chapter then outlines the importance of memory and learning as
part of information processing and extends this discussion to the concept of salience as specific
information relating to the advertising execution, product information, and the brand is believed to
be retained as "special advertising moments" that may be recalled later. Subsequently, the
importance of attitudes is discussed in relation to measuring advertising effectiveness. The chapter
concludes with a review of advertising planning models setting out the case for investigating the
usefulness of the PCB grid (Vaughn, 1986) in the present research context.

In Chapter 3 the extensive research on the involvement construct is examined. A review of how
involvement definitions and perspectives have changed over time provides an understanding of the
origins of involvement dimensions that have informed the work on operationalisations of the
construct to date (explained in Chapter 4). The chapter supplies an in-depth discussion on the
construct of felt involvement, defined as 'an activated state of attention' that has been adopted in
the present research. The outcome of this review culminates in an examination of the antecedent
factors that influence involvement and highlights some confounding between the dimensions that
constitute involvement and its antecedents.

The purpose of chapter 4 is to provide a detailed evaluation of involvement operationalisations.
The chapter firstly links the operationalisations of the construct to the three main perspectives of
involvement discussed in chapter 3 and provides an organisation of the literature on the main
involvement operationalisations.
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These measurement scales are evaluated using Rossiter's (2002) C-OAR-SE procedure to explain
the discrepancy between definitions of the construct and its operationalisation, which are mainly
due to the development procedures adopted when refining existing involvement scales. The
antecedent factors of involvement are also evaluated systematically leading to a review of scale
and index measurements of involvement. The chapter concludes by highlighting the complexity of
developing valid and reliable operationalisations of involvement.

From a synthesis of the two previous chapters an exploratory study is undertaken to ascertain how
consumers in the UK perceive involvement, which is explained in Chapter 5. This study uses the
repertory grid technique (Kelly, 1955) to elicit personal constructs (i.e. meanings of involvement).
The chapter contains the methodology, results, and discussion of this initial primary research,
which informed the selection and adaptation of operationalisations of felt involvement and risk and
pleasure antecedents within the main study.

Chapter 6 explains the methodology adopted to conduct the advertising experiments. The chapter
outlines the factorial design of the experiments and the procedure followed in the selection of the
product categories used in this study. It further describes in detail the steps undertaken to design a
questionnaire for the investigation. Procedures for randomly assigning respondents to test and
control groups is provided in addition to those used in the development of the different advertising
portfolios, which acted as stimulus material for six test groups and three control groups.

The statistical analysis of the research results is presented in chapter 7. The normal distribution of
data is established allowing parametric tests to be used in the analysis of eighteen hypotheses
identified in the literature review. Respondent profiles are described together with analysis of the
involvement construct and risk and pleasure antecedents. The relationships investigated in the
proposed advertising model are then presented and the results section finally demonstrates the
effects of the risk and pleasure appeals used in the test advertisements. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of the findings.
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Chapter 8 identifies the main contributions to knowledge that have resulted from this study and
conclusions of the main findings are provided. In brief, it has been found that involvement is a
relatively stable construct and that affective antecedents have greater impact on the decoding
process after advenising exposure. Evidence from this research thus indicates that cognitive
processing of advertising messages is somewhat simpler (i.e. more affective) than has been
a%umed in the advertising and consumer behaviour literature to date, as perceptions ofrisk were
very low or non-existent at the time of advertising exposure. This has an impact on the suitability
of certain advertising appeals and the study found that emotional appeals were more effective than
cognitive appeals across product categories. A set of advertising models express the output of the
investigation by differentiating bet\\'een the decoding process in different situations dependent on
1he product category and advertising appl'.al. Managerial implications for advertising strategy and
effcctivrness research arc also idl'.ntificd. Purthcr, the limitations of thl'. study arc discu~sed and
future areas Dfrcsearch arc put forward.
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2

PROCESSING OF ADVERTISING INFORMATION

2.1

Introduction

This chapter examines how consumers process advertising information and draws attention to
particular factors that influence this process. Involvement has an important function in influencing
consumers' information processing, evaluation, and memory of advertising stimuli (Celsi and
Olson, 1988; Greenwald and Leavitt, 1984; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). Involvement is generally
believed to be a complex construct (Broderick and Mueller, 1999; Celsi and Olson, 1988) and
occupies a fundamental role within popular advertising models, e.g. Elaboration Likelihood Model
(Petty and Cacioppo, 1986), the FCB grid (Vaughn, 1980, 1986), and the Rossiter-Percy grid
(Rossiter and Percy, 1987). The multi-dimensionality of involvement is linked to its reception
environment and other situational influences including communication medium, programme and
editorial context, advertisement, product, market, and country etc. (Murry et al., 1992;
Papavasiliou, 1989; Tyebjee, 1979), which also affects the attention and processing efforts of
consumers.

In established markets like the UK, most advertising is concerned with existing brands (Ehrenberg,
1974). Consumer responses to advertising are predominantly influenced by experience with the
brand and both advertising and brand salience can influence trial. An appreciation is provided of
the impact of advertising and brand salience and the interaction with involvement and information
processing. Both cognitive and affective mental processes affect the way advertising information
is evaluated and the relative impact of these input variables is explored. The chapter also
considers two output variables, which are important to advertisers, as recall and attitudes to the
advertisement are often used to measure the effectiveness of advertising. Figure 2-1 provides an
overview of the main areas of discussion in this chapter and a more complex interrelationship
between these variables will become apparent in the following sections. A detailed examination of
the involvement construct will be addressed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2-1 Chapter Overview
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2.2

Involvement and the Processing of Advertising Information

Advanced communications models such as the Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty and
Cacioppo, 1986) suggest that involvement is an important mediator of information processing, as
high and low leveb of involvement exhibit different impads on the intensity and naturl'. of
decoding and consequently persuasion of a message (see Krugman. I 965; Petty and Cacioppo.
1986). High involvement generally leads to careful consideration, thinking and evaluation of

arguments contained in an advertising message. By contrast low involvement leads to more
passive information processing by using heuristics (e.g. simple positive or negative cues) to make
inferences about the position being advocated in the message.
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In order for a message to be comprehended by the consumer it must first receive attention
(Greenwald and Leavitt, 1984). Perceptual filters determine whether a message will get through
and receive additional attention for further elaboration. Increasing levels of involvement stimulate
this activation of cognitive processes, as more capacity is required for comprehension and
elaboration. However, unconscious processing has also been found to influence later evaluations
of stimuli (Janiszewski, 1988). Some authors believe that unconscious processing (e.g. mere
exposure) may be responsible for a significant part of advertising effect (East, in press; Shapiro et

al., 1997). The modern view is that the brain's neural networks automatically stimulate memory
either via attention or interpretation, without conscious cognition (du Plessis, 1998) suggesting that
attention and decision-making may in some cases be driven by affect alone.

Essentially, information processing of advertisements is related to the way advertising works for
different people in different situations. A strong and a weak theory of advertising are advanced in
the literature as explanations for consumers' responses to advertising (Jones, 1991). The influence
of advertising has traditionally been explained as a hierarchical sequence of effects from attention
through to action. AIDA, Awareness, Interest, Desire, Action, (Strong, 1925, cited in Brassington
and Pettitt, 2000) and Lavidge and Steiner's (1961) model assume that advertising can affect a
degree of change in the knowledge, attitudes, beliefs or behaviour of target audiences (Fill, 1999).
According to McGuire (1978), persuasion would not occur if one of the links in this chain process
were broken. These models deal with primary effect of advertising from an individual's
perspective, and do not take into account any secondary effects generated from brand awareness
and attitudes due to media publicity or other media campaigns or indeed brand experience.
Hierarchical models of advertising response are labelled strong forces of advertising as these are
assumed to move buyers forward to a purchase stimulated by timely and suitable promotional
messages (Fill, 1999).

However, the strong theory of advertising has been criticised for not being a universal explanation
of advertising response (Ehrenberg 1997; Jones, 1991; McDonald, 1997).
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It may he limited to explaining advertising effects for new hrands and issues, and high
involvement purchases, either where no existing knowledge is present in the consumer's mind
and/or where the need for information is high (Burnkrant and Sawyer, 1983 ).

Ehrenberg l 1974) proposed that in established markets advertising works predominantly on
existing buyers hy nudging them and reinforcing existing purchase patterns and behaviour through
the mechanism of Awareness, Trial and Reinforcement (ATR). This idea is prominent within the
weak theory of advertising, as advertising is used to reinforce existing attitudes, not to
considerably change them as attempted within the strong theory of advertising (Jones, 1991 ).

As huycrs arc already familiar with these hrands the function of the advertisement is to confirm
established behaviour. which is effective when consumers more readily perceive brands they
already use lEast, in press). Tbe assumptions of the A TR model arc based on consumer inertia and
advertising fulfils a defensive function hy trying to maintain the status quo (Ehrenherg, 2000).
The weak theory of advertising is most applicable to low rnvolvement, every day consumer
purchases as advertisements help the consumer to frame the purchase in terms of the benefits that
are derived from the brand, and this framing process is most likely to encourage regular purchases
lEast, in press). For high involvement purchases such as durable goods (e.g. cars, computers),
advertisements serve to reassure buyers after the purchase to either increase arousal or decrease
cognitive dissonance.

An interesting assumption of the weak theory of advertising is that consumers are active problem
sulvers who pay selective attention to advertising and are capabk of high levels of cogniti vc
processing. This is in contrast to the strong theory of advertising where advertising's role is to
assist consumers who are passive due to indif1crcn<.;e and/or incapable or high levels of rngnitive
processing (Fill, 1999). Both the strong and the weak theories of advertising offer explanations of
how advertising works in different situations and these models have implications for the type of
communication and appeals used in advertising.
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According to Macinnis and Jaworkski (1989) the advertisement can activate utilitarian and
expressive needs, which assume different levels of importance in an individual's goaJ hierarchy.
Either the product category featured in the advertisement or the message may stimulate the type of
need. The type of need affects processing by directing which cues are perceived as message
relevant thus leading to attention to these cues. It may also influence the valence of elicited
emotions. Rossiter and Percy (1987) suggest that negative emotions may be elicited from
advertisements that stimulate utilitarian needs, because they arouse unpleasant associations with
the utilitarian problem. Conversely, the advertisements that elicit expressive needs may stimulate
positive emotions because they demonstrate only the positive association with the brand.

2.2.1 Involvement
Since Krugman's (1965) initial work on involvement (i.e. a motivational state) the literature has
endorsed the view that motivation moderates the link between advertising exposure, information
processing and the attitude formation process (Greenwald and Leavitt, 1984; Mitchell, 1981; Petty
and Cacioppo, 1986).

Park and Miual _( 1985) define motivation as goal directed arousal and Maclnnis and Jaworski
(1989) advance an advertising perspective for motivation as the desire to process brand
information in the advertisement. Thus processing is stimulated by the relevance of brand
information to activated needs and attention is directed towards specific advertising cues, e.g.
utilitarian and/or expressive (Rossiter and Percy, 1987). An essential component of motivation is
product involvement (Smith, 1993), which is a necessary, but not sufficient, element to induce
arousal or desire to process information (Maclnnis and Jaworski, 1989). Andrews ( 1988) proposes
several antecedents of motivation of which personal relevance (i.e. involvement) is but one of
seven such factors, although motivation is often operationaJised as involvement (see Macinnis et
al., 1991).
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Although involvement research has received considerable attention in the consumer behaviour
literature, clarity and consistency of results have been lacking (Costley, I 988). One explanation
for this is that the involvement construct is multi-dimensional and can signify involvement with
the product (Greenwald and Leavitt, 1984). with the advertisement (Petty and Cacioppo, l 984) and
with the medium (Krugman, 1971 ). The complexity of researching involvement increases as these
areas arc not mutually exclusive and have an impact on consumer responses to communications
about brands in particular media.

The involvement construct can he conceptualised as two-dimensional consisting of enduring and
situational involvement (Bloch, 198 J: Dholakia, 1998; \1cQuarrie and Munson, 1992;). Enduring
involvement represents an ongoing relationship with a product class that is independent of the
purchase siLUat10n (Houston and Rothshild, 1978: Celsi and Olson. 1988). Situational involvement
arises from a specific situation (e.g. a purchase, an advcrlisement, or other marketing strategies).
which usually increases an individual's level of involvement (Mittal. 1989b). Dholakia ( 1998)
suggested that siLUationally involved consumers may use information search as a risk-reducing
strategy while enduringly involved consumers may obtain informat10n for hedonistic or leisure
purposes. or to develop expertise, thus highlighting tI1al a person'~ motirnlion differs depending
on t1is/her form of involvement.

This research will concentrate on both enduring product involvement and the consequences of
introducing a product stimulus by using a print advertisement. i.e. situational involvement.

H 1:

There is a difference between enduring involvement and situational of invnl vemcnt.

H2:

There is a positive relationship between involvement and the proximity of the next
purchase.

H2a:

There is a positive relationship between the antecedents of involvement and the proximity
of the next purchase.
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Felt involvement is a relatively reci.:.nt conceptualisation of involvement, which focuses on both
enduring and situational components of involvement and embrai.:es personal relevance, feelings of
importance and interest, and physiological arousal (Celsi and Olson, 1988). Felt involvement is
taken as a particularly appropriate construct within the present research for understanding
consumers' information processing of cognitive and affective responses to advertising stimuli

In order to estahlish the effects of involvement on information processing, attitudes and behaviour,
it must have some operational scale of measurement. Recent involvement scales emanate from
two main sources; Zaichkowsky's (1985) PII scale, a uni-dimensional measure of involvement (i.e.
personal relevance) and Laurent and Kapferer's ( 1985) Consumer Involvement Profile (CIP),
which caprures antecedents of involvement (e.g. interest, pleasure, sign, risk probability and risk
importance) as a proxy measure of the construct. Due

lO

considerable empirical testing of

reliability and validity of both PII and CIP. these scales have formed the basis of much subse4uenl
scale development work (Higie and Feick, 1988; McQuarrie and Munson, 1986, 1992;
Zaichkowsky, 1985). The present research has adopted McQuarrie and Munson's (l 992)
opcrationalisation of felt involvement, which incorporates the two factors of importance and
interest. A detailed evaluation of existing involvement scales and a rationale for using McQuarrie
and Munson's ( 1992) operationalisation is given in Chapter 4.

2.2.2 Motivation, Opportunity and Ability to Process Information
Both v.ithin consumer behaviour and advertising: research involvement is confirmed as one of the
main influences on the decision making process. Highly involved consumers put more lime and
effort into the buying process

10

ensure that th.: right decision is made. As a result highly involved

consumers arc receptive to appropriate communications and willing to process relevant
information. However. research indicates that involvement alone may not he adequate to engage
fully in the decision making process and that sufficient levels of motivation, opportunity and
ability (MOA) are required to affect information processing and purchase behaviour (Andrews,

1989; Baker and Lutz, 2000; Batra and Ray, 1986; Maclnnis et al., 1991; Muehling et al., 1991;
Poiesz and Robben, 1996).
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Poiesz and Robben ( 1994) argue that MOA combine in a multiplicative manner to stimulate or
limit advertising effects. MOA should be specified in relation to the advertising goal, as lower
levels ofMOA may be sufficient in processing transformational advertising, but not for more
complex informational advertising.

Motivation relates to goal-directed arousal and a desire/willingness to process brand information,
opportunity reflects distraction in attending to brand information, and ability refers to the presence
and accessibility of brand information (Macinnis et al., 1991 ). Consumers with greater
motivation, ability and opportunity to process information have been shown to process brand
related information more deeply (Gill et al., 1988; Macinnis and Jaworski, 1989; Petty et al.,
1983). Thus the concepts of motivation and involvement appear to be very closely linked.

Macinnis et al. ( 1991) provide a framework for linking executional cues to MOA factors and
propose that MOA can be increased in order to produce enduring brand attitudes and memory (see
Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-2 M9A and Brand Information Processing from Advertisements
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Maclnnis et al. (1991) suggest that cues designed to increase motivation to process the
advertisement (e.g. novelty, figurality, complexity, and appealing to hedonic needs) may distract
from opportunities to process brand information, although this can be minimised provided the
executional cues are brand relevant. Domzal et al. (1995) found that using foreign words in
advertisements can enhance its effectiveness, as consumers are not expecting these words.
Unexpected information leads to cognitions, which increase advertising message involvement and
recognition and memorability of the advertisement (Domzal et al., 1995; Lee, 2000). Heath
(2000b) views advertising creativity as a way of increasing attention paid to advertisements and
this facilitates stronger associations for the brand in memory.

Similarly, increasing advertising frequency can increase opportunity to process brand information
(Krugman, 1972), but may also reduce motivation to process this information due to boredom
(Batra and Ray, 1986). Repetition of advertisements has been shown to increase brand attitudes
and purchase intentions when support and counter argumentation is expected to be low (i.e. low
involvement situations) compared to high involvement situations (Batra and Ray, 1986). Further,
the number of message arguments can increase opportunity to process information (Andrews,
1988), but this has been shown to have greater effect under low involvement conditions, whereas
argument quality has more impact under high involvement conditions (Petty and Cacioppo, 1984).
Huang (2000) found that motivation to process information resulted in deeper information search
by accessing more information and spending longer on information search than those without a
goal to memorise information.

The influence of involvement on processing advertising information is thus not only central, but
also somewhat complex due to the interaction of the individual, the product, and the situational
factors concerning the information reception environment.
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2.2.3 Elaboration Likelihood Model
The most prominent information processing model is the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) by
Petty and Cacioppo (1986). It proposes a dual-mule lo persuasion or attitude change by either a
central or a peripheral route. High and low levels of involvement exhibit different impacts in the
intensity and nature of decoding and consequently persuasion of a message (see Krugman, 1965;
Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). High involvement generally leads to careful consideration, thinking
and evaluation of arguments contained in an advertising message via the central route where
attitudes are relatively stable. For positive attitude change to occur, cognitive responses (e.g.
support arguments) must lead to favourable changes in cognitive structure (Belch and Belch,
1998).

By contrast, low involvement leads to more passive information processing via the peripheral
route hy using heuristics (e.g. source characteristics such as credibility or allracti veness. music.
humour, visual imagery etc.), mere exposure. and simple associations m make inferences ahout the
position being advocated in the message (Petty eL al.. 1983). Peripheral route processing leads to
more temporary attitude change, which requires repeated advertising exposure to maintain
favourable attitudes (Shimp, 1997). Thus attitude change tends to be greater under low
invo]vemrnt rnmpared to high involvement situations (McGinnies, 1973; Rhine and Severance,
1970).

Both rational and emotional appeals can lead to attitude change dependent on which route of the

ELM is activated. However, affective cues are believed to he more important determinants of
attitudes \vhcn prior knowledge is low rather than high (Cacioppo and Petty, 1989; Wibon, et al.,
1989). Regardless of rational or emotional argumentation. attitudes that are formed via the central
route are more persistent and resistant to counter-argumentation (Petly and Cacioppo, 1986;
Verplanken. 1989). However, brand posirioning can he used to facilitate a change in attitudes hy
using incongruous executions that serve to increase involvement, disrupt cognitive frames of
reference, or neate affective tensions that leave the consumer in a 4ucstioning stale of mind, open

to new ideas (Parker and Churchill, 1986).
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Centrally formed attitudes are also more predictive of behaviour (Petty et al., 1983; Cacioppo and
Petty 1989), yet heuristic processing is believed to dominate most information processing within
consumer behaviour (deBruicker, 1979; Heath, 2000a,b; Mitchell, 1978; Nisbett and Wilson,

1977).

H3:

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing (number of thoughts) and
involvement.

H4:

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing (number of thoughts) and
attitude to the advertisement.

Later development of the ELM model recognised that involvement constitutes a continuum rather

than two extreme positions of mere high and low involvement and that moderate involvement
therefore would influence the propensity to acquire and process information accordingly
(Cacioppo and Petty, 1984; Petty and Cacioppo, 1984).

Empirical evidence found support for the dual-processing properties of the ELM model. Petty et

al. (1983) used an experimental design on undergraduate students and showed that celebrity
endorsements had a positive impact on attitudes towards the low involvement product but not
towards the high involvement product where the quality of the information about the product had
more impact. Other studies have confirmed that cognitive processing is increased due to the
presentation of a strong argument or a negative message whereas a weaker or positive message is
more effective for low involvement consumers (Martin and Marshall, 1999; Park and Hastak,

1995).

Despite the ELM (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986) being viewed as one of the most comprehensive
persuasion models in advertising theory (Vakratsas and Ambler, 1999), it has received some
criticism.
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The classification of peripheral cues may be too simplistic as a cue classed as peripheral may be
considered a central cue if no information is provided (Bitner and Obermiller, 1985: Cole et al ..
1990; Mazursky and Schul, 1992). Rossiter et al. (1991) also point out that the ELM fails to
specify the situations, in which consumers will use either the central or peripheral route to
processing an advertising message. The influence of a peripheral cue may also depend upon the
nature of the product. Advertising for a utilitarian product should present more attributes and
factual information compared to an experiential product, where peripheral cues have a dominant
influence (Chaudhuri, 1996; Johar and Sirgy, 1991; Holmes and Crocker, 1987; Macinnis and
Jaworski, 1989; Shavitt, 1990, 1992).

Macinnis and Park (1991) found that the impact of executional cues (e.g. music) could influence
both cenlral and peripheral processing suggesting that the mechanisms of information processing
can be highly imegrated. This view is not shared universally, as Scholten (19%:100) contends
that the "'usefulness

or the ELM derives from its heuristic rather than from it5> integrative merits".

A point also highlighted hy East (in press_\ as most consumers are unlikely to use conscious
assessment of advertisements due to time i:onstrainls and advertising clutter.

The EL!\.1 nH\del (Peny and Cacioppo, 1986) abo assumes that central and peripheral processing
mutes are alternati vcs, hut work by Eagly and Chaiken (] 993) proposes that systematic (cognitive
elaboration) and heuristic processing can he complementary. This notion would seem to hold
much merit, as hoth central and peripheral dimensions are relevant to advertising effects given that
most responses take one of four forms: source derogation, counter-argument:'-. pro-arguments,
curiosity statements (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986).

Source factors serve as simple acceptance or rejection cues when elaboration is low and under high
involvement conditions, ~ourcc factors may be used to assess the arguments presented in the
advertisement claim (Johnson and Scileppi, 1969; Peny and Cacioppo, 1984).
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Edell and Mitchell ( 1978) found that the number of counter arguments had a direct effect on
behavioural intentions and Cole et al. ( 1990) concluded that when an advertisement contains both
source and argument information, argument quality may be the most important determinant of
attitudes and purchase intentions.

2.2.4 Comprehension
During information processing, stronger effects (e.g. stable attitudes) are assumed from deeper
comprehension levels in line with work by Greenwald and Leavitt (1984). Mick (1992) defines
comprehension as a uni-dimensional construct with its principal criterion being the amount of
meaning accurately drawn from the advertising message. The literature is divided on
comprehension orientations. A traditional objective (message) and subjective (individual based)
orientations exist. Mick (1992) adopts the latter view and proposes a four Levels of Subjective
Comprehension (LSC) framework. Levels one and two represent message-based, surface
comprehension and levels three and four are receiver-based and reflect deeper comprehension
levels.

Mick (1992) found that deeper-leye] positive meanings influenced ad credibility, ad attitude and
brand attitude positively compared to individual's surface-level meanings. According to Mitchell
(1981) high involvement consumers execute a brand processing strategy, directing attention to
brand relevant information and processing this deeply. Attitudes are generated on the basis of
thoughts about the persuasiveness of the information.

By contrast, low involvement consumers do not allocate sufficient attention for critical analysis,
but rely on active schema relevant knowledge to comprehend a message. Attitudes are thus
formed by evaluation of learned information rather than the persuasiveness of the message.
Burnkrant and Sawyer (1983) proposed that the meaningfulness of message content is a major
determinant of the amount learnt when exposed to a communication. Increased learning then has a
positive influence on recall, recognition and thoughts generated by consumers thus increasing the
likelihood of advertising effectiveness.
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Based on the heuristic-systematic model (Eagly and Chaicken 1993), which is similar to the ELM,
but acknowledges parallel processing, comprehension is hypothesised to be an important pre
requisite for systematic processing when involvement is high (Ratneshwar and Chaicken, 1991).
Under high involvement conditions comprehension of the advertisement has been shown to affect
attitudes towards the ad (Macinnis and Jaworski, 1989). Greenwald and Leavitt (1984) extended
the dual route to persuasion models by advocating four routes to persuasion linked to increasing
levels of involvement and the corresponding capacity for information processing (i.e. pre
attention, focal attention, comprehension, and elaboration). Celsi and Olson (I 988) also found that
as felt involvement increases, so individuals focus their comprehension processes on brand related
information in the advertisement.

H5:

There is a positive relationship between comprehension and attitude towards the
advertisement.

Stewart and Furse ( 1986) found that using a relevant setting for the advertisement could increase
comprehension and memory compared to advertisements not using a relevant context. Jacoby et
al. ( 1983) established that media could also influence the comprehension of a message as print
advertising and news communication messages were better understood than via either TV or radio.
This may be explained by the fact that the print medium is high involvement compared to
broadcast media (Krugman, 1966). Gamesmanship (e.g. puzzles) has been used to involve the
consumer with the advertisement which can then transfer to the brand (Raphel, 1988).

Yet, for high involvement products, Chandhuri (1996) found that greater cognitive thinking was
generated regardless of media used (i.e. TV and print). The use of copy and visuals in print
adverts can also affect attention to and comprehension of the advertisement (Pateman, 1983;
Rosbergen et al., 1997). Lautman and Gardner (1978) highlighted that technical language can
have a detrimental effect on understanding an intended message due to incompatibility with the
consumer's own language.
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However, tropes or irregular statements (e.g. puns or metaphors) have been shown to enhance the
effectiveness of a print advertisement for a short time by making it more persuasive and
memorable, but only for ]ow involvement consumers (Toncar and Munch. 2001 ). When
interpreting complex visuals, consumers create strong and weak implicatures (i.e. inferred
meaning). Deviation from reality or pictorial convention can trigger "thinking into" an
advertisement, which aids cognitive processing and abstract thought required to comprehend a
(visual) metaphor (Phillips, 1997).

2.2.S Processing Strategies
Brand and non- brand information processing strategies adopted by individuals are believed to
cause differences in the content of information that is processed and in the way information from
an advertisement is organised in memory (Mitchell, 1983). Brand strategies rely on active
processing to form an overall evaluation of the advertised brand or to acquire information about
the brand. Alternatively, a non-brand strategy represents incidental learning and the goal may be
to just enjoy the entertainment aspect of the advertisement (Mitchell, 1983).

Brand strategies are more likely to result in a network of association that is strongly linked to the
brand, which are then also more likely to be recalled from memory as opposed to the weaker brand
associations resulting from a non-brand strategy. Edell and Mitchell (1978) found that the amount
of information stored in memory had an effect on the number and type of cognitive responses
generated.

It has been shown how item-specific (detailed) and relational (brand category) processing in
conjunction facilitate better free recall than either form of processing on its own (Malaviya and
Kisielius, 1996; Meyers-Levy and Maheswaran, 1991).
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Malaviya et aL ( 1999) demonstrated that persuasion is likely to be greatest when the context of the
advertisement is complementary in stimulating either item-specific and relational processing. This
type of detailed and holistic processing can be aligned to central and peripheral routes of the ELM
respectively as high involvement consumers tend to have high product knowledge and process
information deeply at an attribute level compared to category-based processing for low
involvement consumers (Smith, 1993; Zaichkowsky, 1988). In addition, highly involved
consumers are more likely to possess better-developed and stable knowledge structures (Olson and
Muderrisoglu, 1979). When ego and self-concept are important to a purchase, high involvement
consumers also make more emotional purchase decisions (Bei and Heslin, 1997).

Meyers-Levy and Malaviya (1999) proposed an extension to the dual processing models that
incorporated experiential processing as a third level in addition to systematic and heuristic
processing. Experiential processing facilitates sensations and feelings in response to advertising
and this added further support for the inclusion of both cognitive and affective responses in
advertising models. Meyers-Levy and Malaviya ( 1999) also suggest a judgement correction stage,
which is thought to operate predominantly within systematic processing due to enhanced
processing capacity.

Faase (1991) suggested that schemata theory is a helpful way of explaining how people screen and
process information in different media. As information, which is relevant to the self-schema, will

be noticed sooner, processed faster, and better remembered than irrelevant information; people
who have a strong need for cognition will tend to learn better from print media (e.g. newspapers
and consumer magazines). Aaker and Lee (2001) showed that goals associated with approach and
avoidance needs influence persuasion and information processing. In four experiments they
demonstrated that more elaborate processing takes place when information is congruous as
opposed to incongruous with an individual's accessible self-view (independents vs.
interdependent) and that this information is also better recalled.
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2.2.6 Gender Differences in Information Processing
Work by Darley and Smith ( 1995) shows that female:- are comprehensive information processors
who consider both objective and subjective product attributes and who also respond to subtle cues.
Meyers-Levy and Sternthal (199 l) also support t.his notion as they found females to have a lower
threshold for elaborating on message cues and to make greater use of such cues in judging
products. This is in contrast to males who are selective information processors and who tend to
use heuristic processing and screen out more peripheral cues (Darley and Smith. 1995, Meyers
Levy and Sternthal, 1991: Koc, 2002). However, if advertisements encourage detailed retrieval of
relevant information, males will also engage in detailed information processing, thus this gender
difference can be circumvented (Meyers-Levy and Maheswaran. 199 l ). Females also change their
processing strategy to focus on objective claims when product risk increases, whereas males
demonstrate less sensitivity to risk and thus find objective claims less favourable (Darley and
Smith, 1995).

The different processing styles adopted by males and females have also been linked to the
suitability of particular media. As males tend to use asymmetrical processing, specialising in
right-brain processing, television appears particularly appropriate for them due

lO

the ample use of

visual images. Print on the other hand appears more suitable to the symmetrical (making use of
both brain hemispheres) processing of females (Meyers-Levy. J994).

Kempf et al. ( 1997) estahhshed that gender also influences information-processing confidence
with males exhibiting greater confidence towards the non-claim component of an advertisement.
ln addition, gender identity accounts for variance in a variety of measures of advertising
processing confidence suggcst.ing that both gender and gender identity variable~ should he
considered when confidence measures are being studied. Maldonado et al. (2003) provide an
alternative view of gender as a self-concept by defining the individual as a member of a gender
group. Advertisements designed to activate a social identity such as gender will therefore increase
the likelihood that the advertisement will have an influence on choice behaviour.
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Maldonado et al. (2003) further conLend that the likelihood of women Lo engage in the elaboration
of message cues indicates that they may be very successful in making the connection between the
activated social identity and the paired brand. Essentially, this hypothesis follows classic
conditioning principks of pairing a brand with a stimulus to activate a conditioned response,
Framing attributes such as 20% fat or 80%- fat free have also been studied in relation to gender.
Braun et al. (1997) found that framing effects were limited to female consumers as the framed
attribute was particularly salient

ll\

thi~ group, whereas males tended to focus on other attributes

such as the taste of the chocolate bar, as the "fat" attribute was not. equally salient to them.

Apart from an individual's level of involvement, gender can also int1uencc the way information is
processed and stored in memory, thus adding to the complexity of studying involvement effects
(e.g. recall, attitudes) as any differences may be related to how the information was processed in
the first instance.

H6:

Females will generate more thoughts about the advertisement than males.

I
,I

2.3

Cognition and Affect in Decision-1\'laking

Within the advertising literature brain orientation is believed to influence processing of advertising
information differently; left brain activity is more analytical and cognitive and processes linguistic
information whereas the right brain is creative and emotional and processes holistic and novel
stimuli (Anand and Stemthal, 1989). The resources available in each brain hemisphere were
thought to be independe111 (Anand and Sternthal, 1989), but recent neurological models suggest
that each advertisement perception or interpretation has both emotional and rational content
(Chaudhuri and Buck, I 997; du Plessis, 1998). Current thinking is that affective and cognitive
brain functions will he engaged simultaneously if they are both activated (Ambler, 2000).
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Interpretation is an involuntary process of neurons being recruited. Interpretation is 'encoded'
with emotional reactions setting the context within which rational interpretation takes place.
Memories of the emotional associations of the advertising and the brand set the tone for the
context of interpretation. Long-term memory is a network of connections between groups of
neurons called engrams (Schacter, 1996). Incoming information (e.g. from advertisements) will
activate and strengthen particular neurons and this brain activity constitutes an engram for a brand.
Engrams can be recalled by activating a pathway into the brand engram, and each time an engram
is used it becomes better defined (i.e. consolidated), and thus is more likely to be used in the future
(Heath, 2000a).

Du Plessis and Foster (2000) suggest that when individuals interpret something they see (a brand
or advertisement), this takes place against past experiences leading to conscious processing. They
argue from neurological evidence that ad liking and brand liking are highly integrated processes.
Emotional memories are created by both the brand and the advertising, but not as a sequential
process as suggested by some marketing philosophers (see Haley and Baldinger, 1991).

The importance of affect relates to its influence on memory (Ambler and Burne, 1999). Thorson
and Friestad (1989) maintain that emotive advertisements are better recalled and this is supported
in the literature (Allwitt and Mitchell, 1985; Ambler and Burne, 1999; Caudle, 1989; Lee and

Sternthal, 1999). Emotional appeals attempt to make consumers feel good about a product by
creating a favourable mood that becomes associated with the product (Aaker and Stayman, 1989;
Calder and Groder, 1989). Work by Aylesworth and MacKenzie (1998) indicates that
advertisements placed in programs that induce negative moods are processed less systematically
than advertisements placed in programs that put viewers in a positive mood. Coulter (1998) also
found that the relationship between liking a TV program and subsequent attitudes are strong if the
ad and the program are similar in emotional content. Yet a positive mood may be insufficient to

stimulate elaboration if the task is deemed uninteresting or otherwise unworthy of resource
allocation (Lee and Sternthal, 1999).
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H7:

There is a positive relationship between pleasure (affect) and recall.

Nevertheless. emotional responses to advertising are multi-dimensional (Holbrook and Westwood,
1989) and cover a wide range of both positive and negative reactions (e.g. joy, sadness. fear,
surprise, acceptance. anger etc.). Zeitlin and Westwood (1986) created a communications test
using verbal rating scales to measure the message, the strength of message and its effect, and
identified eight common patterns of emotional communication (happiness and pleasure: straifht
product sell: trust me: sentimentality; cerebral involvement; love that product; hate that ad; selling
through fear; outrage or sex appeal). However, Hazzlett and Hazzlett (1999) found that measuring
emotional responses with electromyography (EMG) is more informative and precise compared lo
self-report measures. The EMG technique is not yet widely used in academic advertising research,
perhaps due to cost and infrastructure issues, but mdications are that EMG can detect positive and
negative mood states (see Cacioppo et al., 1992. 1988; Dimherg. 1990). Cacioppo et al. (1988)
recommend that EMG should be viewed as a means of enriching traditional theoretical and
situational analyses rather than competing with those. Cacioppo et al. (1992) also caution against
over reliance on the psychological significance of facial expressions as muscles of the middle to
lower regions of the face can be controlled when individuals view affective stimuli.

Congruence hetween sources of involvement (cognitive and affective) and sources of involvement
in advertising media should lead to increased advertising effectiveness (McClung et al., 1985).
However, Celuch and Slama ( 1993) did not find Lhis congruence hclween affective involvement
and affective TV programs, but established that incongruence was equally effective. Contrary to
the literature, cognitive advertisements performed better even when presented in an affective
program suggesting that interaction between thc programme and advertising involvement did not
occur (Celuch and Slama, 1998). Park and McClung (1986) also found that program involvement
and advertising involvement do not necessarily coincide. At high levels of program involvement
advertising involvement was reduced cnmpared with mnderatc program involvement.
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Ambler and Burne's (1999) MAC model (Memory >Affect >Cognition) suggests that advertising
inputs and behaviour are connected by long-term brand and potentially advertising memories.
Consumers recall brand information from long-term memory into an evoked set of brands that will
be considered in a purchase situation. The role of advertising is to continually update the
information and emotional associations with these brands for future recall. Heath (2000b)
contends that recall is not necessary for brand related effects to take place. He points to positive
evaluation of associations in memory as an important factor for brand liking and this guides
consumer behaviour. East (in press) agrees that under low involvement conditions, these
evaluations form an attitude to the brand and this will affect consumer response. Thus in a pre
purchase situation, pleasure antecedents should dominate the processing of advertisements. Edell
and Burke's (1987) model of the role of feelings in advertising would seem to endorse the
important role of affect in influencing both cognitive processes (e.g. beliefs about the brand) and
affective processes (e.g. attitude toward the ad). Both the affective and cognitive systems then
impact the attitude toward the brand.

Zajonc (1980) agrees that affect is not post cognitive, and argues that affective reactions can occur
without much perceptual and cognitive encoding, can be made sooner, and with more confidence.
He also concludes that affect and cognition can influence each other in a number of ways
suggesting that both constitute independent sources of effects in information processing. The
relative roles of affect and cognition in decision making remain perplexing, but it could be argued
that these dimensions are dominant at different times. The pre-decision stage, for example, might
in line with recent thinking on affect be dominated by affective reactions such as liking and
preference at the buyer readiness stage. Preference and/or liking are developed via marketing and
inter-personal communication (e.g. advertising and word-of-mouth), familiarity, or just mere
exposure (Zajonc, 1980). Abelson et al. (1982) also highlighted that affective measures predicted
the dependent variables more strongly than cognitive measures such as semantic personality
judgements.
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H8:

There is a positive relationship between pleasure (affect) and attitude to the
advertisement.

This highlights that cognition is not necessarily dominant at the beginning of the decision-making
process. Cognitive reactions such as information search may therefore only become more
prevalent closer to making a decision for certain products/brands, and particularly when affect is
inconclusive (Ambler and Burne, 1999). The influence of cognition on decision-making may also

be dependent on the need for cognition. Peltier and Schibrowsky (l 994) found that people with a
high need for cognition, processed advertisements for longer and recalled brand and advertising
claims better. Work by Zhang and Buda (1999) established that an advertising message that is
framed either positively or negatively is more salient for people who have a low need for cognition
compared to a high need for cognition (as they will pay more attention to the message argument).

Cushing (1985) explains the relative importance of cognitive and affective interest on the basis of
individual differences observed within four groups of consumers, involved brand loyalists,
involved information seekers, routine brand buyers, and uninvolved brand switchers. For the
information seekers, for example, cognitive interest is positively related to brand purchase attitude.
Emotional responses to advertising only seem to relate to purchase attitudes when cognitive
interest is low. This was also shown to be the case when comparing transformational and
informational advertisements, as affect (i.e. feelings) were more important than judgements in
explaining attitude to the advertisement (Aad) when the advertisement was high in transformation
(i.e. affect) and low in information (Edell and Burke, 1987). Furthermore, Edell and Burke (1987)
argue that feelings are properties of the individual while judgements of the advertisement's
characteristics are properties of the advertisement. Individuals therefore respond with different
emotions to the same advertisements. The advertising literature now strongly supports the notion
that "effective advertising is personally meaningful, culturally relevant, and creates a subjective
feeling of warmth and positive affect" (Gordon, 2006). Emotions have become a "gatekeeper" to
further advertisement processing (Poels and Dewitte, 2006) representing an underlying force
within rational decision-making (Ambler and Burne, 1999; Gordon, 2006).
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At the same time the challenges of measuring affect are also recognised. An extensive review hy
Poels and Dewitte (2006) highlights that self-reports are problematic due to the intervention of
cognition, although they acknowledge that this method can be suitable for measuring reactions to
print advertisements, in particular when higher order emotions are being measured. Gordon
(2006) goes further by stating that no absolute truth about emotional reactions to advertising can
be found due to the limitations of current research techniques, hence the call from Jim Carroll.

chairman of advertising agency BBH, for academics to develop better measures of emotion
(Carroll, 2004, cited in Gordon. 2006).

H9:

There is a positive relationship between plea~ure (affect) and the number of thoughts
generated from the advertisements.

2.4

Memory and learning

The neuroscience literature states that emotional reactions are related to long-term memory.
SL1lms and Turnbull (2002, cited in Gordon, 2006) argue that memory recall is dependent which
memory systems were engaged at the time information was encoded. Brand and advertising
a~sociations may be facilitated by re-experiencing an interaction (autobiographical memory) with
the brand though usage. purchasing, or the mood of the interaction. Based on work by Heath in
the early 2000s it is now known that unconscious or low involvement processing can also
influence behaviour although direct recall may he difficult, but some memory traces do result from

'r
11

encoding information.

One of the reasons that consumers do not process most advertising is because they find learning
about brands unimportant (Heath, 2000a). He argues that most advertising is processed at very
low attention levels using low involvement processing (ref. weak theory of advertising). which
does facilitate some brand learning (see Roser, 1990). Simple, but strong brand associations are
built up over lime to affect more automated decision-making (Heath, 2001). This learning process
is proposed to work on the basis of storing information from advenisements in much the same way

as it arrives without 'thinking' about it (Heath, 2000a).
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However, East (in press) is doubtful about this contention, as new information has to be stored
within the consumer's existing memory organisation. He argues that it is most likely that a few
elements from an advertisement will be used to strengthen these established memory pathways.
The latter argument appears more plausible as low-involvement brand choices are made via
associations in memory and these would have to be well-organised to be most effective, otherwise
consumers would not be able to make decisions as quickly as they currently do. Heath (2000a)
contends that the low involvement-processing trend is set to grow due to busy lifestyles and media
fragmentation.

Although low involvement processing can be very effective, Heath (2002) argues that
advertisements that exploit both low and high involvement processing are most effective.
Compared to TV, magazine media are better at getting consumers to register something about a
brand. This could be due to the permanence and detail of print media (Jenkinson and Sain, in
press). The way consumers' use media might also explain brand learning. Chaudhuri and Buck
(1997) suggest that TV may be used more for entertainment, while print media may be used for
information gathering, whereas radio is an effective medium for stimulating elaboration (Buchholz
and Smith, 1991 ). TV advertising also has the ability to encourage brand switching in the short
term (Gullen and Johnson, 1987). Rust (1987) established that the intentions of TV viewers could
predict behaviour better when people paid attention to the program due to their higher level of
involvement.

As suggested by Ambler and Burne (1999) affect has an important influence on memory as it
enhances long-term memory of the advertisement. This memory structure is based on the notion
that memory sets the context for decision-making and that within memory affect dominates
cognition, which is not always essential.
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Stayman and Batra ( 1991) suggest that affect i~ stored in relation to the brand name via affect
nodes in memory structures and that exposure to affective advertisements leads to faster retrieval
when primed with the brand name. They showed that the effect of this positive affect, however,
had a stronger influence on choice and choice certainty for low involvement rather than high
involvement suggesting that cognition is associated more with high involvement choices. Gcr
(1989) also demonstrated that affect accounts for significant amounts of variance in brand attitudes
for low involvement situations, hut that the advertising context would determine whether hoth

cognitive and affective cues in advertisements would be more appropriate than either cue on their
own.

In line with Ambler and Burne's (1999) MAC model, du Plessis and Foster (2000) suggest that
rational processing takes place within an emotional context and that emotional reaction acts as a
gateway to attention. Dama~io ( 1994) explains the relationship between affect and cognitions as:

•·emotions are nor a luxury. they are e.1sential

10

rational thinking. Far from iwerfcring

with rationality, the absence ofemotion and feeling can break down rationality and make
wise decision-making almost impossible".

According to Isen ( 1989) automatic {affective) associative learning processes are incomplete in
explaining responses to communication. She contends that both automatic and interpretive
processes occur together to influence memory, recall and thinking in line with Damasio ( 1994) and
Ambler and Burne ( 1999).
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Importantly, positive affect influences the way material is organised in memory allowing recall to
be assisted by the feelings present at the time of information processing (Lee and Sternthal, 1999).
Positive affect also influences the way cognitions are organised and interrelated. Cohen (1982)
conceptualised that affect is an important defining property of the cognitive categories to which
personally relevant environmental stimuli are assigned. Positive affect facilitates broader
categorisations of information, which leads to more efficient processing due to increased creativity
in problem solving (lsen, 1984).

2.4.1 Recall
Recall is a popular measure of advertising effectiveness (White, 1998; Zinkhahn et al., 1986). It is
assumed that recall reflects the amount of attention and interest in an advertisement and an
advertisement has to make a positive contribution to the consumer's brand perception to be
effectively recalled (Puto and Wells, 1984). With most advertising there is a time delay between
exposure to an advertisement and any subsequent behaviour. It is therefore important for an
advertisement to encourage associative learning between the product need and the brand name to
be remembered by the consumer (Rossiter et al., 1991). Recall can be stimulated by using
executional tactics (e.g. jingles, novel stimuli, aesthetics, and humour) and repetition of exposure
(Caudle, 1989; Holman and Hecker, 1983; Leong and Ang, 1996; Rossiter et al., 1991 ; White,
2000) thus classical conditioning principles facilitate learning of the brand name. Leong and Ang
(1996) found that recall improved when the advertisement contained pictures, was processed
semantica11y, and when it contained a high level of meaning words.

Personal relevance (involvement) and the nature of the decision task (risk) can also affect recall
(Chattopadhyay and Alba, 1988; Srull, 1989; White, 1998) as can the use of comparative
advertisements (Muehling et al., 1990). Nelson et al. (1997) showed that the type of thoughts that
were most predictive of attitudes after one week were those most relevant to the consumer'
personality and the function of the product.

HJO:

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing and recall.
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Rossiter (1984) advocated that the communication model adopted would determine which
processing responses should be measured. Recall is appropriate when the decision is made from
an evoked set and that recognition is more appropriate as a point-of-purchase measure. Okechuku
( 1992) found that ad recall was related more to prior knowledge about the product category than to
intrinsic involvement.

Day-After-Recall (DAR) measures are often used to test the effectiveness of advertisements.
However, reliance on this type of test may be unwise as there is no evidence to suggest that recall
and purchase behaviour are highly correlated (Jones and Blair, 1996; Zinkhan et al., 1986). White
( 1998) also indicated that it is unlikely that advertisements are recalled completely, and citing
Millward Brown tracking studies, suggests that advertising awareness is a more appropriate
measure of effectiveness (see also Miller, J 998) that reflects an evaluative measure of Ehrenberg's
( 1997) ·nudging'. The important thing is that consumers know that advertising for a product is
taking place. what they think about the brand, and whether they are going to buy it. Feld wick
(] 990) pointed out that there are many factors which iniluence purcha-;e behaviour and advertising
only being one factor, thus recall measures alone do not necessarily indicate effectiveness.

Stapel (2000) alsu agree:--. that there art: problems with the DAR mt:asure by highlighting that.
consumers, who have had many exposures of an adv.:11ist:rnent, and th,>se wlm an; loyal, account
for higher levels {lfrt:call than 'basclint:' consumers. Loyal consumt:r;,. who likt: their brands. pay
more allention lo advertising fnr these brands hence increasing their recall. The advertising
medium may also have an impact on recall measures. Zielske ( 1982) argued that DAR may
penali~e affective TV advertisements relative to cognitive advertisements. Yet for magazine
advertisements il is sugges1ed that reading is more of a left-brain experience and this is carried
over lo the advertisernt:nts regardless of whether they are cognitive or affcctivt:. By contrast,
Thorson and Friestad ( 1989) found that emotional TV advertisements were better recalled, during
both forced viewing and natural viewing conditions.
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They highlighted the issues of methodology in both the categorisation of advertising stimuli and
operationalisation of the recall construct to account for potential differences with other findings
(see also Thorson, 1983).

Recall remains a useful measure of advertising impact and has been included in the present study
to ascertain the influence of involvement in recalling product features and the brand name in the
treatment advertisements. Standard measures of thought listing and free recall have been adopted
(see Chattopadhyay and Alba, 1988).

2.5

Salience of Advertising and Brands

To be effective advertising must gain attention by being salient in some way. These days brands
become salient to consumers through multiple channels of activity as highlighted by Gordon
(2006) including Internet, word of mouth, direct marketing, PR, direct brand experience, retail
environments, service, design, sponsorship etc. Brand building is no longer the prerogative of
advertising and therefore it must engage, inspire, and entertain to gain attention according to Tim
Carroll, chairman of the advertising agency BBH (Carroll, 2004, cited in Gordon, 2006).

2.5.1 Salient Marketing Stimuli
Guido (1988) defines salience as a property of a stimulus, which allows it to stand out and be
noticed relative to others in its environment and he suggests three ways that a stimulus can be
salient to a perceiver (adapted from Fiske and Taylor 1991: 248):

1.

In an immediate context by being figural (bright, moving, complex) and/or by being
contextually novel.

2.

In a larger context by being statistically novel and/or by being unusual in reference to
prior knowledge.

3.

In other forms by dominating the sensory field {for intensity, position, frequency etc.)
and/or hy being involving.
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These marketing stimuli may include products, brand names, and advertisements. Guido's (1998)
Dichotic Model of Salience provides a framework for explaining the different effects of different
types of salience. Guido ( 1998) refers to in-salience (incongruent salience) and re-salience
(relevance salience) as different types of salience, which affect memory and cognitive processing
in different ways. For instance, in-salience and re-salience shape two basic modes of information
processing. Under conditions of in-salient stimuli individuals perform a detailed analysis of
incoming inputs and then assemble these into a coherent cognitive representation that is then
compared with a schema possessed by the receiver. By contrast individuals receiving re-salient
stimuli largely gather information by using pre-existing schematic knowledge to form expectations
about incoming cues, which are congruent with the perceiver's motives.

The antecedents of salience also differ in this model as re-salience is influenced by involvement
(personal goals or instructions) and in-salience by stimulus incongruity. Involvement and re
salience are linked lo people's motivation to process marketing stimuli. which are goal-relevant to
them. Consumers arc more likely to engage in mformation pro.:essing under conditions of high
rather than low involvement and that highly involved consumers (with a product or brand) would
be more likely to possess beuer-developed and stabk knowledg-: stru\.:tur-:s (Olson and
Muderrisoglu, 1979).

The function of advertising is to leave long-term memory traces and associations for the brand as
advenising becomes defensive to maintain the brand as salient and advertisements reinforce and
nudge the number of consumers to whom the brand is salient (Ehrenberg, 1997). Blaxton (2000)
also suggests that salient elements of advertisements will be processed and will form part of a
mental set that may influence subsequent attitudes and behaviour. Without processing of these
salient elements (whether recalled or not) the advertisement will leave no trace in the consumer's
mind.
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There appears to be no universally agreed definition of the salience concept although Braun et al.
(1997) have offered a general interpretation: "Salience refers to the phenomenon when one's

attention is differentially directed to one portion of the environment rather than to others".
Miniard et al. ( 1989) also consider that the presentation of a brand name can cause an increase in
association between brand name and product category and thereby enhance the brand's salience.
Salience is here conceptualised as the prominence or level of activation in memory. "Importance",
however, is sometimes used synonymously with the term salience (see Olson and Muderrisoglu,
1979).

Salience can refer both to product attributes (Miniard et al., 1989; Schindler and Berbaum, 1983;
Shavitt and Fazio, 1990), brands (Ehrenberg et al. 1997; Pickton and Broderick, 2001), and also to
prominent marketing stimuli (Braun et al., 1997). Ehrenberg et al. (1997) consider salience as
broader than any single measure of brand performance. They define brand salience as the number
of people who:

•

Are aware of the brand

•

Have it in their active brand repertoire

•

Have it in their consideration sets

•

Are familiar with the brand

•

Feel it has brand assurance

•

Have positive attribute beliefs about the brand

•

Regard it as value for money

•

Harbour intentions to buy the brand

•

Would buy this brand if their usual brand was not available

•

Would choose this brand in a named product test

•

Recall the brand's advertising

•

Talk about the brand in focus groups (often and richly)

•

Are 'loyal' to the brand (by any measure of loyalty)
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Hl 1:

Existing users of a product category have a more positive attitude to the advertisement
than non-users

Hl 2:

Existing users of a product category perceive a higher degree of social risk (sign) than
.I

non-users.

:I

;I

i
I
i
l

2.5.2 Salience of Product Attributes

i

.!'I

The implication of product attribute salience is the influence it has on choice behaviour and
information processing. Schindler and Berbaum (1983) found that a brand/product that stands out
from a set of alternatives is four times more likely to be chosen than chance would predict. This
finding is consistent with the inhibiting brand recall influence mentioned by Miniard et al. (1989).
By having individuals think about a brand can interfere with the retrieval of competitive brand
names.

Schindler and Berbaum (1983) also suggested that choices based on salience might lead to loyalty
behaviour as a short cut to brand selection. This is particularly the case with low involvement
products that evoke little interest or motivation for the consumer to distinguish between alternative
attributes. Work by Shavitt and Fazio (1990) has also demonstrated that the context of evaluating
a product can make either affective or cognitive considerations more salient and therefore more
important. This can affect product perceptions made in different contexts and thus attitude
statements should be better predictors of behaviour.

H13:

There is a positive relationship between product usage and pleasure (affect).

H14:

There is a positive relationship between product usage and recall of product claims.
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2.5.3 Brand Salience
According to Ehrenberg:s et al. (1997) conceptualisation of brand salience the brand only has to he
sufficiently relevant to enter the consumer's considerations set (i.e. it does not have to be unique or
best). TI1is interpreta110n is similar to the one offered by de Chernatony and McDonald (J998J
who contend that brand awareness reflects the salience of a brand and facilitates consumers'
abilities to identify the brand with a specific product category.

Ehrenberg et al. (1997) also argue that there appears to be a negative relationship between brand
salience and differentiation. They contend that most brands are very substitutable and competitive
and that the marginal differentiation. which does occur, cannot account for the vast differences in
market share. Barnard et al. (] 998) argue that advertising of established brands should just act as
publicity for the brand without necessarily trying to change what people do, think or feel abom it.

Ehrenberg et al. (1997) argue that for brands that are perceived as substitutable, advertising may be
the only variable factor, which distingui~hcs brands from each other. Although some advertising
features particular claims or a product attribute. the intention is not to focus on that particular
feature, but instead to tell a creative story about the brand. The role of advertising can therefore be
viewed as 'plugging up the leaks' in the bucket of <..:onsumers' brand repertoires. Ehrenberg and
colleagues thus consider advertising as a ·weak' (hut sti11 valuahle i force that maintains brands.
reinforces values and defends market share as opposed to a 'strong· force, which works through
the mcchani,ms of per.,uasion and brand differentiation.
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2.6

Attitudes

Positive altitudes to the adveniscmcnt has become an important measure of advertising
effectiveness (du Plessis. 1998) not only as a holistic evaluation of the advertisement, but also due
to the depth of processing of the advertisement that is hypothesised as a consequence of ad lik.ing 1
(Haley and Baldinger. 1991 ). Consumers are increasingly becormng sophisticated in their
appreciation and criticism of advertising. They expect to be respected by advertisers and will
reward them with attention and positive feelings toward the ad and the brand as argued by Gordon
and Ryan ( 1997) and Tsao ( 1997 ). ThL· author, further contend that hy engaging the consumer. the
advertiser can create a more positive response to advertising as consumers are aware of different
styles of advertisements and will evaluate an advertisement against a benchmark representing the
best example of a particular advertising style. Anention will be given to well performing
advertisements whereas poorly performing advertisements will generate a negative response both
at a brand and corporate level.

2.6.1 Attitude towards Advertisin~
Lutz (1985) proposed a structural model of cognitive and affective antecedents of attitude toward
the ad (Aadi which p(lints

lo

five proximal influences on this construct. These include ad

credibility, ad perceptions, mood, attitude toward the advertiser, and attitude toward advertising.
Research in the 1970s and early 1990s indicated that consumers generally had a very negative
attitude toward advertising. but work by Shavitt et al. (1998) found that American consumers had a
more favourable attitude of advertising than indicated by previous data (see Mittal. 1994). James
and Kover ( 1992) highlighted that general attitudes toward advertising can affect involvement in
advertising. Both negative and positive attitudes can cause a greater degree of involvement, hut
for different reasons. Those who are irritated by advertising might look for discrepancies and
flaws, whereas those who do not feel manipulated by advertising may be generally involved in
media.

1 Where

appropriate the term ad is used instead of advertisement to reflect the terminology in the

literature.
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The authors found no differences in involvement (operationalised as reading time) hy gender, age,
or education, but suggested a segment of people involved in media, who cannot be easily classified
by demographics. Lutz ( 1985) suggested that attitude toward advertising in general is likely to
influence Aad under low consumer involvement advertising conditions.

Hl5:

There is positive relationship between involvement and attitude to advertising.

H16:

There is a positive relationship between atlitudes to advertising and attitude to the
advertisement.

Andrews (1989) applied Bauer and Greyser·s (1968) scak of belief statement about advertising in
general to a sample of over 1,500 marketing students and found support for a two-dunensional
structure of attitude to advertising in general (i.e. a soCial and an economic dimension). The
author found that the students st.rongly agreed that ad\'crtising is e:-.sential, hut at the same time
they were critical of the social effects of ad\'ertising (i.e. credibility, pcr:-,uasiveness, and
superiority). This finding is consistent with other studies cited hy Andrews ( 1989) that there are
generally positive perceptions of advertisings economic effects, hut stronger criticism of its social
role.

2.6.2 Attitude to the Ad and the llrand
Attitude towards the ud is commonly defined as a precii.\po,,ition to re,1pond in afurnurabft: or

1mfw·u1uuble manner to a particular advertising stimulus (Lutz, 1985). Greenwald ( 1968b)
l:ontcndcd that attitude formation is most likely explained hy cognitive process theory and learning
theory thus affecting both altention to and retention of persuasive messages as a measure of
effective communications.

The objective of advertisers is to create relcvam. pleasant, well-liked advertiscmem-;, as these arc
more likely to elicit favourable reactions towards the product/brand than unpleasant or irritating
advertisements (Kover et al., 1995; Shimp, 1981).
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The transfer of affective attitudes from ad to brand is explained by motivational and conditioning
theories (see Mitchell and Olson, 1981; Petty and Cacioppo, 1981; and Shimp, 1981 respectively).
Moore and Hutchison ( 1985) suggest that advertisements that are either positively or negatively
evaluated have greater impact on brand familiarity than neutral advertising. They further contend
that extreme advertisements receive more attention during exposure and that associations resulting
from those advertisements are stronger. The latter point is also advocated by Ger ( 1989) and lsen
( 1984 ). who propose that the way rnformation is organised in memory facilitates recall via the

feelings present at the time of information processing (e.g. advertising exposure). Ambler and
Burne ( 1999) support this hypothesis and argue that advertising inputs and behaviour are
connected by long-Lenn brand and potentially advertising memories.

Summers ( 1970) argued that affect is an important dimension of attitude, and with Lhe current
emphasis on affect in attention and dccision-making processes, ad liking has emerged as a
pn:dictive measure of advertising effectiveness (Biel, 1990; du Plessis. 1998: Hollis, 1995). The
implicilions or likeahh: advertisements are hypothesised

IO

give more mental processing, act as a

proces;:,ing filter, produce fewer counter arguments, increase trust and source credibility. and
directly increase liking of" the brand (Haley and Baldinger. 199 I: Laczniak and Grnsshan, 1990).

:'l"evcrthcless. empirical evidence of the impact of ad liking on brand liking remains inconclusive
(East. in press: Unger et al.. 1995). MacI nnis and Jaworksi (19R9) contend that emotions can have
opposite effects on attitude to the ad and attitude to the brand. Negative attitudes toward an ad,
generated hy affectively disliked advertising cues. need not result in negative brand attitudes. Data
from a Woman's magazine suggests that likeahility is a pre-requisite for interest in nine out often
cases. hut that the degree of interestingness as a proportion of being liked varies. e.g. an
advertisement can be liked by 55% but only found interesting by 11 %- (Stapel, 1994).
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Leather et al. (1994) studied TV advertisements in the UK and found that for FMCG
advertisements to be liked, positively evaluated, and to communicate effectively, they should be
original, credible, interesting and relevant. This suggests that both cognitive and affective factors
contribute to the processing of advertising information.

It is now also widely accepted that cognitive and affective antecedents constitute the attitude to the
ad construct (Celuch and Slama, 1995; Lutz, 1985; Millar and Tesser, 1986). Lutz (1985)
proposed a structural model highlighting a continuum of antecedent variables ranging from central
(e.g. ad credibility and ad perceptions) to peripheral processing motivation (e.g. attitude toward the
advertiser/advertising and mood). Macinnis and Jaworkski (1989) suggested that emotional
responses to advertisements stem from different antecedents (e.g. viewing context, attended
features, salient cues, message persuasiveness, constructed images and role-taking) and that these
have more impact on attitudes towards the brand (Ah) under low involvement information
processing conditions.

Edell and Burke (1987) treat feelings as a response to advertising rather than antecedents as in
some advertising models (Lutz, 1985; Macinnis and Jaworski, 1989), but endorse the view that
both affective and cognitive systems contribute to Aad and brand beliefs, and propose that both
these constructs influence Ab. Further, Liu and Stout ( 1987) argued that the relationship between
emotional and cognitive systems appear to be interrelated rather than independent as most
advertising ~essages contain both cognitive and emotional elements.

Most advertising is concerned with communicating a message about a brand (White, 2000). Work
by Laczniak and Muehling (1993) found that brand related high involvement individuals hold
beliefs with greater certainty, but that even when involvement is low, reactions to the ad can play
an important part in shaping and maintaining attitudes towards the advertised brand (Muehling and
Laczniak, 1988).
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Ehrenberg ( 1997) argues that the strong theory of advertising only works when consumers buy a
new brand. After the first purchase, the brand becomes familiar and the weak theory of Attention,
Trial, Reinforcement and Nudging (ATR&N) is where most advertising is placed. Thus the
informative role of advertising is limited and attitude to the brand is formed in part by experience
and reinforced by advertising. Fazio and Zanna (1977) demonstrate that attitudes formed via
direct experience with a brand leads to more predictive behaviour than attitudes formed via
indirect experience (e.g. advertising). Thus new brands would appear to generate weaker attitudes
than familiar brands. The relationship between the attitudes to the ad and the brand are set out in
the next section.

Gordon (2006) argues that consumers' relationship with a brand is predominantly affective (i.e.
anchored by a feeling), intuitive, and simple. If a brand is liked, she contends, this means that
consumers are more open-minded about its communications and initiatives. Nonetheless, the
relationship between ad and brand liking is not simple. Persuasion mechanisms between Aad and
Abare explained by Lutz (1985) in relation to characteristics of the exposure situation (e.g.
consumer involvement and ad distinctiveness). This typology of ad based persuasion mechanisms
proposes that there is least Ad=>Ab transfer in the classic message based persuasion when
consumers are highly involved, are in information search mode, and when the advertisement is
non-distinctive (i.e. central processing). This point is also stressed by Gardner et al. (1978) and
Rossiter (1984) who state that Aad should only be relevant for brand attitudes in low
involvement/~ansformational advertising due to liking of the advertisement and/or source. For
high involvement situations, cognitive responses are generated in the form of personal acceptance
of the message claims in the advertisement and these responses are relevant causal mediators of
attitude to the brand (Rossiter, 1984).

Yet attitude transfer from Aad to Ab may be more complex as suggested by Lutz ( 1985 :58) who
proposes three additional scenarios for this transfer. These are dual mode persuasion (high
involvement situation), pure affect transfer, and contextual evaluation transfer (both low
involvement situations).
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Dual mode processing involves both cognitive and affective reactions as significant influences on
long-term advertising effectiveness whereas pure affect transfer and contextual evaluation transfer
rely on peripheral processing for their effect. The~e processing mechanisms highlight that the role
of affect needs to be qualified in terms of the processing context as brand cognitions are also
important for high to moderate involvement situations (see Baker and Lutz, 2000).

Maclnnis and Jaworski ( 1989) also hypothesised that ad and brand attitudes are likely to be highly
corrdated under low involvement conditions when positive affect is associated with salient
advertising cues that affect brand attitudes. The converse is predicted when consumers engage in
self-generated thinking at lhe highest levels of information processing as attention is focused
internally rather than externally at the advertisement. Mitchell (1986) condudc<l thal both visual
and verbal components of advertisements affect consumers' attitude towards tht: ad and product
attribute belieh. which in turn both mediate brand attitudes. He also found thi:-. relationship to be
true when an advertisement contained only copy. Mitchdl's ( 1986) research pmvided evidence
that in an advertising context attitude ID the ad and attitude to the brand appear to measure separate
hypothetical constructs, although attitude to the advertisement represents a consumer's evaluation
of the entirl' advertisement. Separatl' research by :'vfitchell ( 1983) indicated that approximately 20
percent of the variance in attitude lo the ad is accounted for by verbal evaluations when consumers
follow a brand processing stralefy.

2.6.3 Attitude - Behaviour Relationship
Work. by Fazio (1986) explored how attitudes guide behaviour. He rnncluded that either strong
brand associations in memory have lo be present for automatic activation or a controlled analysis
has to take place in order for attitudes to influence behaviour. Shimp (1981) suggest:-. that a total
of nine anitude lo the ad altitude to the brand combinations can be conceptualised based on
positive, neutral, and negative attitudes to the ad and the brand. The combinations most
predictable of behaviour would have a positive altitude to the ad and either positive or neutral
attitudes to the brand.
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Negative attitudes are also believed to be superior to no attitude at all as highlighted by Shimp
(1981). Moore and Hutchinson (1985) argue that a sleeper effect (delay) can explain how
affective reactions (whether positive or negative) increase brand attitudes. The sleeper effect
assumes that changes in brand awareness are more enduring than responses to advertising and that
advertising affect will decay with time. This will have implications for brand evaluation in a
purchasing context as advertising related affect should be harder to recall and cognition is likely to
be higher in this situation.

The Aad-Ab relationship was initially believed to be strongest under low involvement conditions,
but research has shown a strong relationship in both low and high involvement situations
(MacKenzie et aL, 1986; Park and Young, 1986). However, Macinnis and Jaworski (I 989) argue
that Aad may not mediate the relationship between advertising exposure and Ab at the lowest and
highest levels of processing due to the biasing effects of mood at the lowest level and internally
focused, self-generated thoughts at the highest leveL

In addition, East et aL (2000) found that attitudes toward the brand were predictive of loyalty
behaviour. Although positive attitudes are more likely to influence behaviour, it can be difficult to
determine which comes first (East, in press). However, in terms of attitude-behaviour consistency,
Fazio and Zanna (1977) showed that brand attitudes formed through direct experience were held
more confidently and were more predictive of behaviour than attitudes formed via indirect
experience (e.g. advertising). This is aligned to Ehrenberg and Scriven' s (1997) theory of brand
experiences being reinforced by advertising rather than formed by it.

However, Fazio and Zanna ( 1977) also found that confidence, regardless of manner of attitude
formation, acts as a determinant of attitude-behaviour consistency. When interpreting (and
comparing) the effects of attitude to the ad, Brown and Stayman (1992) argue that a number of
factors need to be considered e.g. sampling, advertising medium, information processing goals,
instructions to attend to ads, and product type/involvement.
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2.7

Advertising Planning Models

This section will review a number of advertising planning models by examining the relative roles
of involvement and cognitive/affective dimensions within these models. Over the last fifty years
theories have been developed to describe, understand and predict consumers' information
processing of advertising information (Macinnis and Jaworski, 1989). In the 1980s integrative
models emerged which explained the advertisement-attitude relationship by introducing
involvement as a moderating variable in these models (Batra and Ray, 1985; Greenwald and
Leavitt 1984; Mitchell, 1981; Park and Mittal 1985; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986; Smith and
Swinyard, 1983).

2.7.1 Integrative Models
The importance of involvement within the decision-making process and thus the role of
advertising within this process has been recognised in all the major advertising models since the
development of the ELM (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). There is general acceptance that the attitude
formation process consists of both cognitive and affective dimensions, which drive behaviour
(conation), and integrative models have attempted to combine these influences with involvement
by suggesting a number of contexts explaining how advertising may be operating.

FCB Grid
Vaughn (1986) created the FCB grid based on his work at the Foote, Cone and Belding advertising
agency developing an advertising planning model, which was then extended into a
communications model called the FCB grid (Vaughn, 1980, 1986). The model builds on hierarchy
of effects theories (Ray, 1973), and research on high and low involvement. Left/right brain
dimensions were added in the form of cognitive (think) and affective (feel) processing at each
involvement level. This led to suggestions that the think/feel dimensions could also represent a
verbal/visual approach to strategic planning for even mature products (Vaughn, 1986). In contrast
to the ELM model, the FCB grid specifically integrates cognitive and affective processing at each
involvement level.
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The model defines four advertising planning strategies - informative, affective, habitual, and
satisfaction - based on different product classes and likely responses to advertising depending on
levels of involvement as illustrated in Figure 2-3,

Figure 2-3 FCB Grid
Feel

Think

High Involvement

Informative

Affective

(fa:unomic)

(Psychological)

Learn -reel

Do

ree I Learn - Do

Habitual

Satisfaction

(Responsive)

(Social)

Low Involvement

Do

Learn - reel

Do - Feel

Learn

Source: Vaughn ( 1986)

The infonnative strategy is used for highly involving proJucl/services such as cars, appliances and
insurance (Vaughn, 1986), \.\-here thinking and economic considerations are important and thus the
advertising objective i~ to provide factual information to aid learning. The affective strategy is for
highly involving and affective purchases that reflect high self-esteem and ego-related motives (e.g.
cosmetics, jewellery. fashion clothing). Advertising in this quadrant should place emphasis on
executional cues and aim to create impact (Vaughn. 1980).

For low involvement thinking products, the habitual stratefiy works hy reinforcing hchaviour or
encouraging trial of. for example. household products or petrol. Similarly the advertising
o~jective for the low involvement, feeling product within the satisfaction srratefi\' such as heer,
cigarettes. and sweets is to gain attention (Vaughn, 1980). Because product experience is an

important ingredient of the low involvement strategies in the FCB grid these link closely with
Ehrenberg's (1974) ATR (Awareness, Trial, and Reinforcement) model.
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The FCB grid has been extensively validated in a number of studies positioning over 250 products
and services by conducting interviews with over 20.000 consumers in 23 countries. The model is
also acknowledged as an important element in explaining how advertising works by inclusion in
many advertising, marketing and consumer behaviour textbooks. The FCB grid advanced the
notion of affect being an important pan in the decision making process and extending the
hierarchy of effects thrnries to reflect this development. For practitioners, the FCB grid has been
acknowledged as a useful planning tool to indicate appropriate advertising strategies. Further
work by Ratchford and Vaughn ( l 989) combined two advertising creative techniques, Visual
Image Profile (VIP) and lmage Configurations (ICON) with the FCB grid to provide a means of
validating (with non-verbal measurements) the placement of products in the modd lo ascertain the
relative salience of think and feel dimensions linked to purchase decisions and brand choice.

Due Lo the impPrtance o[ the FCH grid in the aJvertising literature it will be used in this research
as the basis for examining the impact of cognitive and affective advertising appeals for three
product cat,~gories, namely chocolale hars, credit cards, and mobile telephones. Thl' FCB grid is
cho~en over more recent models due lo its extensi,c testing and emphasis on product categories
rather than hrands as is the case with th,'. Ro:-.siter-Percy Grid 1.ic'.scrihed in the following section.

Hl 7:

Congruence hetween the position of the product category within the FCB grid and
advertising appeal will increase involvement and conE'Tuent antecedents for the product
category.

Hl 8:

Congruence between the position of the product category within the FCB grid and
advertising appeal will have a positive effect on information processing and recall.
(a)

Congruence will increase the number of thoughts ahout the advertisement.

(bl:

Congruence will increase recall of the product claims in the advertisement.

(c):

Congruence will increase comprehension of the advertising message.
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Rossiter-Percy Grid

Rossiter et al. (1991) proposed a development of the PCB grid with their Rossiter-Percy grid,
which retained the simplicity of the grid format, but incorporated a number of additional features
to improve the model as a planning approach for advertising creative strategy. The Rossiter-Percy
grid is based on the notion that brand awareness is a necessary communication objective prior to
brand attitude, whereas the PCB grid is an attitude-only model. Rossiter et al. (1991) distinguish
brand awareness in terms of brand recognition and brand recall. Brand recognition takes place at
the point of purchase and in this situation it is important to emphasise the packaging and brand
name in the advertising to aid recognition. Brand recall suggests that the brand must be
remembered before purchasing takes place. Using advertising to link the brand name with the
category need can strengthen brand recall by incorporating such creative tactics as jingles and
celebrities, and also by repeating the advertising and the message in the advertisement.

The Rossiter-Percy grid builds further on two dimensions, involvement (i.e. perceived risk) and
type of motivation. Motivation can either be negatively motivated (i.e. informational) or
positively motivated (transformational).

Negatively originated motives create a tension within the consumer, which causes a drive to find
relief from a particular problem by acquiring additional information about a product and brand,
and then purchasing and using the brand. Thus the consumer returns to a state of equilibrium. In
contrast to the PCB grid Rossiter et al. (1991) highlight the strong motivational influence of
negative feelings. The role of advertising is to provide information and demonstrate how the
brand can solve the problem. On the other hand transformational motives are positive and linked
to reward and pleasure rather than just solving a problem. The role of advertising here is to
demonstrate how the brand can bring the desired rewards and benefits.
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The Rossiter-Percy grid (199 I) thus consists of six elements, two concerned with brand awareness
and four representing the different types of motivation and decision-making processes. The model
also indicates that a new target audience may be highly involved initially, but as their brand
familiarity increases, involvement is likely to decrease due to a lower level of perceived risk. Thus
the characteristics of the product, the individual, and the purchase situation are major factors
determining which type of advertising would be most appropriate as outlined in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4 Rossiter-Percy Grid
Brand Awareness
Brand Recognition
(at point-of-purchase)

Brand Recall
(prior to purchase)

Plus
Brand Attitude
Type of Motivation
Type of Decision

Low Involvement

Informational
(negative motivations)

Transformational
(positive motivations)

Low -risk "relief' purchases

Low-risk "reward" purchases

I
High Involvement

Familiar target audience

High-risk "relief' purchases

High-risk "reward" purchases

New target audience

I

I

I

Source: Adapted from Rossiter et al. (1991)

Rossiter et al. ( 1991) argue that their planning grid is superior to the FCB grid because it:
l.

Considers brand awareness as an important antecedent of attitude formation.

2.

Uses a less contaminated operationalisation of involvement (i.e perceived risk) that does
not correlate with the cognitive/affective dimensions of purchase motivation. Does also
not conceptualise involvement as a continuum, but either high or low in the purchase
situation.
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3.

Incorporates a more complex conceptualisation of the cognitive/affective dimensions of
the grid format in the form of both negative and positive purchase motivations.

4.

Identifies advertising creative tactics to fit all six elements of the grid, thus making it a
more useful tool to practitioners.

5.

Attempts to accommodate other advertising and consumer behaviour constructs (e.g.
Attitude to the ad and brand, problem-solving).

Despite the obvious improvements in the Rossiter-Percy grid, the FCB grid relies on empirical
evidence to position products according to the cognitive/affective and involvement dimensions.
By contrast Rossiter et al. (1991) suggest typical product categories for each element of their grid
but recognise that brands may differ from these. Dube et al. (1996) failed to find support for
recommendations of the FCB grid and the Rossiter-Percy grid that attitude bases and
advertisement content should match. The authors speculate that high elaboration is likely to result
in counter-arguments and thus a match strategy is likely to fail. For low involvement processing a
match strategy is likely to be superior. Tavassoli et al. (1995) argue that high involvement can be
counter productive to effective information processing and this may also explain a reduced ability
for parallel processing, production of many internal message cues, and/or reduction in total
attention capacity.

2.7.2 Recent Advertising Frameworks
Although the ELM (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986), FCB grid {Vaughn, 1980, 1986), and Rossiter
Percy grid (Rossiter et al., 1991) are the most recognised in advertising literature, it is also
acknowledged that advertising is a rather complex subject:
"... there is no one way in which advertisements work" (Rossiter et al., 1991: 11 ).

Thus it is difficult to answer how advertising works with a simple theory or model and how it
should be measured (Aaker and Stayman, 1990). However, work in this area continues to improve
the understanding of the dynamics of advertising. Chaudhuri and Buck (1997) advocate an
advertising differentiation matrix based on analytic and syncretic (emotional) cognition.
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The model uses the quadrant approach of the FCB grid, but illustrates the interaction of cognitive
and affective information processing. The authors claim this approach to be superior to the FCB
grid as cars, for example, are not merely purchased on a 'thinking' basis. They support their
argument by referring to the continuous use of 'feeling' advertisement executions for this
particular product class. The model further suggests strategies for brand differentiation and
learning in different media. Chaudhuri and Buck (1997) conceptualise that involvement results
from a combination of both analytic and syncretic responses. Low involvement is low in both
types of cognitions whereas high involvement is one that is high in either or both of these.

Taylor (1999) proposed a six-segment message strategy wheel, which extended the work of the
FCB grid (Vaughn, 1980, 1986) and the Rossiter-Percy grid (Rossiter et al., 1991). The model
maintains the rationaVemotional dimensions of information processing and conceptualises
involvement as personal importance. The purpose of Taylor's (1999) model is also to assist
managers with creative strategies based on categorisation of products into six segments rather than
four. The rational dimension contains ration, acute need, and routine purchases whereas the
emotional dimension includes ego, social, and sensory purchases (Figure 2-5).

Figure 2-5 Six Segment Message Strategy Wheel
Transmission View

Ritual View

p

''

Adapted from Taylor (1999)
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The model was tested with a sample of 178 subjects and revealed a similar product class
categorisation compared with the FCB grid, despite different methods being applied. In addition,
the model identifies potential situational factors, which influences decision-making (e.g. time and
sensory motivation) resulting in the six segments of the modeL

Huey 0999) also identified time as an important variable within advertising effects. He departed
from the box models and proposed a three-dimensional, non-linear helix model incorporating time.
media and messages. Huey' s (l 999) model attempts to take account of the complex dynamics of
advertising effects by focussing on how consumers use advertising to make choices.

The helix model posits that the effects of advertising are sometimes strong and at other times weak
depending on the dynamic and complex interaction between media, messages and receivers. Huey
( 1999) argues that the hdix model is distinguished from other models by being three-dimensional,
non-linear and universally applicable to all types of persuasive communication. The purpose of
the model ts to challenge conventional thinking ab<iut advertising effects by viewrng these from a
non-lrnt:m, multi-dimensional pcrspt:ctive.

Work by Hall ( 1992) and o·Malky ( 199 l) also suggests that nN all advertisements W()rk in the
same way. Their research investigated how advertising works from a practitioner's viewpoint and
concluded that most advertising could he incl udcd inw four framew<,rks as illustrated in Figure

2-6.
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Figure 2-6 Different ways of how advertising is expected to work
~---"
Framework

Expected Effect

I Sales Response

Immediate action

Typical Examples
(UK 1998-1999)
Direct response
advertisements

I

Store sales
advertisements
Virgin One

Persuasion

:

Rationally-based interest, further enquiry

I

Volvo

I

"------""

Coca-Cola
1
!

Involvement

Enhanced emotional hond with brand

Salience

Interest in advertisement itself - increase hrand' s
importance

Pcugeot106

I

I
Source: adapted from White (2000)

I
I

Most fragrance
advertisements

I Tango

I

I
I
I
I

I

The framework theory contends that at least one of the frameworks will operate for a given
advertisement, but that many advertisements will use more than one framework to achieve its
ohjective(s)" Although the framework model attempts to capture all types of advertising. it does
not highlight which executional cues would be appropriate within each framework. The model
does, however. emphasise the importance of involvement, b0th directly with the involvement
framework, but also indirectly hy defining the Persuasion framework as rationally-based interest
and the objective of the Salience framework as increasing the brand's importance. Thus the three
latter frameworks appear to capture both affective and cognitive aspects of consumer de-:ision
making.

Like Huey (1999), Ambler (2000) criticised persuasion models of advertising for not explaining
how advertisements impact behaviour. He proposed that long-term memory must be the missing
link with the introduction of the MAC model (Ambler and Burne, 1999).
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This model suggests that the few advertisements, which penetrate consumers' perceptual filter,
may just be processed by Memory (reminding), by liking (i.e. Memory and Affect), or by
Memory, Affect, and Cognition when the advertisement requires the consumer to also think about
its content. The hierarchical structure of this model suggests that Memory dominates Affect,
which in turn dominates Cognition. The MAC model leans strongly towards Ehrenberg's (1974)
ATR model of the weak forces of advertising, but does acknowledge that Cognition plays a role,
albeit subsidiary to and less frequent than Memory and Affect. Lebenson and Blackston (1997)

also agree that cognitive processing is necessary, but is not sufficient to produce effective
advertising. They argue that cognition helps to make an impression of advertising responses in the
minds of consumers. The implication of Ambler and Burne's ( 1999) research is discussed further

in section 2.3.

The approaches used to inform the current research originate in the work by Vaughn (1980; 1986)
by linking product involvement to rational and emotional purchasing considerations and extend to
Taylor (1999) and Huey' s (1999) models, which take account of the complexity of advertising
effects by incorporating situational factors (e.g. time, media, messages and receivers). These
situational factors are reflected in the current research design.
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2.8

Conclusion

The extensive research which continues wilhin advertising reveab the growing complexity
between advertising and consumer behaviour. Advances have been made with a variety of models
that attempt to explain how advertising works. Yet, these theories most often fail to take account
of situational and individual difference faclors and to date no simple. accepted lheory or model can
fully explain how advertising works (Moriarty, 1983). As Vaughn (1986:65) said:
"We may not now, or ever know definitively how advertising works".

Nonetheless. most theorists agree that involvement is an integral part of advertising and
information processing models as illm,trated by ns role in these models. Involvement is
conceptualised as a motivational state that mediates consumer behaviour hy influencing the degree
of information processing, the extensiveness of decision-making, and types of responses to
advertising. It is generally assumed that if involvement i:"> high, the consumer will pay more
attention to relevant advertising and elaborate on the information provided. Cognitive processing
of information is thus high compared to the behavioural responses of low involvement consumers.
Advertising \hould in this case encourage trial or remind consumers of a familiar hrand. General
models of advertising theory are by definition non-contextual, but advertising research is. Thus
the role of involvement in a research comext may be more indirect by moderating relationships as
other situational factors also impact on research outcome:, (e.g. competition. target market, product
life-cycle, and product availability).

TI i~ now widely accepted that advertising consists of three key intermediate effects. namely
cognition, affect, and experience. The relative role of each effect will be determined hy situational
factors. Several advertising models include product categories to explain the likely consumer
decision-making process based on a priori cognitive or affective perceptions. which then guide
advertising tactics. For a utilitarian product (e.g. appliances), a rational approach is likely to be
adopted compared to an experiential product where decision-making and advertising tactics will be
predominantly affective.
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Historically, there is evidence to suggest that affect is particularly important for low involvement
products because the decision-making process is limited and emotional heuristics are used to form
attitudes. Thus consumers are more influenced by how they feel about a product/brand rather than
rational arguments. Current thinking is that affect plays a much bigger role in decision-making
and that it dominates cognition (Ambler and Burne, 1999; Gordon, 2006; Poels and Dewitte,
2006). Thus advertising responses are believed to be shaped within an affective context and
rationalised by cognition in the decision-making process, even for some high involvement
purchases (e.g. cars, holidays, mobile telephones).

The role of advertising is to create a clear brand image through the promotion of rational and
emotional value, which is achieved by a combination of salience, creativity, and repetition, the
latter being panicularly relevant for low involvement products.

The issue of involvement has dominated much of advertising research, which has highlighted the
complexity of this important construct within advertising and consumer behaviour. Involvement is
also a central tenet within the present research programme and will be explored in detail in
Chapter 3.
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3
3.1

INVOLVEMENT CONSTRUCT
Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed examination of the involvement construct. The
literature suggests that involvement is an important mediator of consumer behaviour influencing
information processing, decision-making, and responses to communication. Involvement remains
an enigmatic construct despite more than three decades of continued research effort to establish
what involvement really is. Many definitions and operationalisations of involvement have
emerged during this time, which has added to the complexity of the construct (Broderick and
Mueller, 1999; Celci and Olson, 1988). Yet, despite converging definitions of involvement as a
motivational state, problems have arisen due to incestuous scale development and the urge for data
collection as advocated by Rothschild ( 1984) rather than further conceptualisation of the
involvement construct.

One of the problems encountered in the literature concerns the dimensionality of involvement as
many definitions include antecedents and consequences thus confounding the construct. Cohen
(l 983) insisted that piling "excess baggage" onto the involvement term would prevent the

development of a parsimonious construct that could form a "clean" and straightforward building
block of useful and testable theories. With this in mind, a synthesis of involvement definitions and
corresponding construct dimensionality is examined as a first step towards uncovering meanings
of involvement. Having disaggregated involvement from its antecedents, these will then be
considered in detail as limited attention has been devoted in the literature to the factors that
influence involvement.

Figure 3-1 provides an overview of the main areas of discussion in this chapter leading to an
adoption of felt involvement as an appropriate construct within an advertising context.
Operationalisations of involvement are discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3-1 Overview oflnvolvement Chapter
History of Involvement Conceptualisations

l
Three Main Involvement Approaches
Cognitively-based

I

I

Individual State

Response-based

l
Definitions of Involvement

l
Dimensions of Involvement

l

l
Felt Involvement

Antecedents

l

l

Antecedents of Felt Involvement

Two main frameworks are used to examine the involvement construct. Laaksonen's (1994)
classification system and Broderick and Mueller's (1999) source database. It is evident from both
Laaksonen's (1994) work and the classification provided in Table 3-2 that the heterogeneity of
involvement definitions is prevalent. Laaksonen (1994) states that this pot-pourri treatment of

I

involvement has amplified due to a lack of familiarity with the different types of definitions

I;
I

I

leading to increasingly incestuous developments of the involvement construct.

II
I
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3.1.1

History of Involvement Conceptualisations

Initially, involvement was conceptualised within Social Judgement Theory as the strength of an
individual's attitude towards a particular issue. Under this conceptualisation, the consequence of
high involvement would be increased resistance to persuasion (Sherif et al., 1965). Ego
involvement emerged as a central concept in Social Judgement Theory. According to this theory,
latitudes of acceptance, rejection, and non-commitment are assumed to reflect an individual's
attitude. High ego-involvement is believed to reduce the width of the three attitudes and therefore
the probability of attitude change as a result of persuasive information (Laaksonen, 1994).

The application of the involvement concept within consumer behaviour has resulted in some
confusion surrounding conceptualisations of involvement (Laaksonen, 1994). In consumer
behaviour the object of interest is often tangible (e.g. a product) compared to social issues being
studied in the context of persuasive communication within social psychology. The broader
application of involvement within consumer behaviour has led to different approaches being
adopted in the conceptualisation of involvement. Three main perspectives on involvement have
emerged in the liter.ature, namely cognitively based, individual state, and response based
approaches (Laaksonen, I 994 ). In the following sections these approaches are reviewed and
implications for conceptualisation of involvement within consumer behaviour are considered.

3.2

Involvement Perspectives

The different perspectives of involvement are highlighted in Table 3-1. The conceptual overlap
between cognitive and individual state approaches was suggested by Laaksonen (1994 ). Broderick
and Foxall (2001) who argue that all three conceptualisations of involvement might be viewed as a
sequential process expanded this idea. Although this notion has intuitive appeal, it remains as yet
unchallenged and unconfirmed in the literature.
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Table 3-1 Meanings of Involvement
I

\fain Approach [ Meaning of involvement

e
I Coonitl\C

Individual State

Response

\ Involvement is viewed as the perceived personal relevance of an object to
an individual (Engel and Blackwell; I 982. Zaichkowsky; 1985, Slama and
' Taschian, 1985; Peter and Olsen, 1987).
1

The focus is on the mental state of an individual evoked hy a stimulus or
stimuli (Laaksonen, 1994). The situational context is an important aspect
of determinin2: an individual's level of involvement or motivational state
I (Mitchell, 1979: Bloch. 1981; Anti 1, 1984: \1ittal, l 989).
This approach emphasises the outcomes of involvement created by a
stimulus oh_iect or stimuli. The responses include extensiveness of
information processing. informatwn search. loyalty behaviour etc. as
indicators of involvement (Greenwald and Leavitt. 1984; Houston and
Rothschild. 1978: Krugman, 1965: Stone. 1984).

The most commonly accepted definitions in the literature stress that involvement is dependent on
both the specific characteristics of the situation and the individual. Anti] ( 1984) defined
involvement as the ·1evd of perceived personal importance and/or interest evoked hy stimuli
within a specific situation'. Bloch {I 981), Cohen (1983), and Mittal (1989) also endorse this view.

Rothschild ( 1984) who proposed involvement to mean 'a state of intcre,1. motivation. or arousal'
best illustrates the difference between the individual state and the cognitively based definitions.
The arousal capacity of involvement distinguishes the individual state approaches from the
conceptualisation of involvement a~ personal relevance.

According to Peter and Olson (1987), the perceived linkage between an individual's needs. goals,
and values and their product knowledge represent personal relevance. Thus the cognitively based
definitions are unique and more conceptually bound compared to the treatment of involvement as a
motivational state. The inrroductinn of additional and extant concepts such as interest. arousal,
and attention, widen the scope of the involvement concept and it becomes a more overarching
concept compared to cognitively based approaches (McQuarrie and Munson, 1992; Celsi and
Olson, 1988; Zaichkowsky, 1986).
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Table 3-2 has been constructed to illustrate the approach various authors have adopted to the
construct of involvement over time and how this fits into the framework suggested by Finn (1983)
and endorsed by Laaksonen (1994 ). Work by Broderick and Mueller (1999) has served as a
building block to identifying relevant authors and has been extended to include current
perspectives of the involvement construct. In some cases it has not been possible to categorise the
involvement approach based on definitions offered in the literature and this is indicated in the
table. These authors have been covered for completeness, as they were included in the original
data sources used by Broderick and Mueller (1999).

It is also evident from Table 3-2 that most authors contain their involvement perspective within
one category. Some, however, adopt a wider perspective of the involvement construct by
embracing two categories (Celsi and Olson, 1988; Day, 1970; Houston and Rothschild, 1978).
Both cognitively based and individual state approaches have prevailed in recent years compared to
response-based approaches, which appear to have lost favour in the mid- l 980s. In the literature,
the individual state approaches remain the most dominant perspective of involvement.
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Table 3-2 Conceptualisations of Involvement
Conceptualisation of involvement
Commonly used tenns in the
literature
Martin and Marshall (1999)
Broderick and Mueller (1999)
Knox et al. (1994)
Beharrel and Denison (1995)
McQuarrie and Munson (1992)
Chow et al. (1990)
Mittal (1989)
Mittal and Lee ( 1989)
Ratchford and Vaughn (1989)
Higie and Feick (1989)
Celsi and Olson (1988)
Jenson et al. (1989)
Peter and Olson (1987)
Bloch, Sherrell, and Ridgeway (1986)
Slama and Tashcian (1985)
Zaichkowsky ( 1985)*
Park and Mittal (1985)
Antil ( 1984)
Greenwald and Leavitt ( 1984)
Rothschild ( 1984)
Traylor and Joseph (1984)
Stone (1984)
Bloch and Richins (1983)
Shimp and Sharma (1983)*
Batra and Ray (1983)
Finn (1983)
Cohen (1983)
Bloch (1981)
Leavitt, Greenwald and Obermiller
(1980)
Tyebjee ( 1979)
Mitchell (1979)
Lastovicka and Gardner (1979)*
Houston & Rothschild (1978)
Tyebjee (1978)
Robertson (1976)
Ray (1973)
Hupfer and Gardner (1971 )
Day (1970)
Emiel and Light (1968)
Krugman (1965)

Total

..
*Empmcal Studies

Co~nitive
Personal
Relevance

•

Individual State
Felt Involvement

•
•
•••
••
•
•

Response
Response
Involvement

Unable to soecifv involvement persoective

•
•
Unable to specify involvement perspective
•
•
•
Unable to specify involvement perspective

•
•

•

•
•
•

Unable to specify involvement perspective

•
••
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Unable to specify involvement oerspective

••
•
10
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•
•
•
•9
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3.2.1

Cognitively-based Approaches

The cognitively based definitions are most closely linked to the treatment of involvement in Social
Judgement Theory. This conceptualisation of involvement emphasises the strength or extent of the
psychological linkage between an individual and a stimulus object (Laaksonen, 1994). In
consumer behaviour, the cognitively-based conceptualisation has been interpreted as the
relationship between the individual and important consequences of product attributes with values
and goals as important determinants of involvement (Peter and Olson, 1987).

Celsi and Olson (1988:211) further interpreted this conceptualisation of involvement as meaning
perceived personal relevance, which 'is represented by the perceived linkage between an
individual's needs, goals and values and their product knowledge'. Many authors subscribe to this
view of involvement as illustrated in Table 3-2 including others such as Bloch (1981), Broderick
and Mueller (1999), Hupfer and Gardner (1971), Slama and Tashcian (1985), and Tyebjee (1979).

The stimulus-centred approach has received some criticism from Finn (1983) who together with
Mitchell (1979) conclude that 'involvement is a consumer specific variable that might be high or
low regardless of the cost, risk or inter-purchase time of a given product'. A low involving
product such as hand lotion may lead to high involvement outcomes if consumer needs are not
satisfied. A continued search and attention to new brand information may result. Low attention to
(new) brand information can also arise for high involvement product categories such as
refrigerators if personal needs for that product are already satisfied (Finn, 1983).

Finn (1983) further suggests that felt involvement is a less confusing label than involvement. Felt
involvement, a term coined by Celsi and Olson (1988), which includes both intrinsic and
situational components of a consumer's involvement level, has received substantial support in the
literature in recent years (Chow et al., 1990; Knox et al., 1994; Malhotra, 1992; Martin and
Marshall, 1999) and conceptually fits within the internal state group of involvement definitions.
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3.2.2

Response-based Approaches

In contrast to the final category of response involvement both cognitively based definitions and
individual state definitions view involvement as a mediating variable whereas response based
approaches suggest that involvement is a characteristic of an actualised response (Laaksonen,
1994). Finn (1983) recommended that both subject and response definitions should receive further
attention in consumer research.

The response-based definitions take a behavioural approach to the meaning of involvement. The
idea of focusing on response patterns of involvement originates from Krugman (1965) who
analysed the mediating role and effects of personal involvement on information processing
patterns.

In Laaksonen' s (1994 )-classification system both a temporality of response-based view and
extensiveness of response-based approach are included in this group. In general, these approaches
emphasise the outcomes of involvement in the form of the extensiveness of information
processing, loyalty behaviour, and brand commitment.

The former category specifies the content of involvement in terms of an actualised, mental or

behavioural reaction of an individual in a specific stimulus context (e.g. a marketing
communication or brand choice situation), which found support in the 1970s by authors such as
Ray (1973). He viewed the dichotomy of high and low involvement information processing as 'on
or off and resulting from specific sequences of cognition, affect, and conation.
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Houston and Rothschild ( 1978: 185) defined response involvement as 'the complexity of
extensiveness of cognitive and behavioural process characterising the overall consumer'. Equally,
Greenwald and Leavitt (] 984) and Batra and Ray ( 1983) conceptualised response involvement in
terms of 'the allocation of attentional capacity to a message source and the quality of message
evoked cognitive responses'. Stone's (1984) definition of behavioural involvement appears to
capture the essence of response involvement approaches as the 'time and/or intensity of effort
expended in the undertaking of behaviours'.

It is noted that the response-based approaches would appear to have lost favour towards the end of
the 1980s (see Table 3-2). These approaches assume that involvement can be interpreted from the
characteristics of a response, which makes the mediating role of involvement more difficult to
determine.

3.2.3

Individual-state Approaches

Equally. the individual state-view of involvement has received popular support in the consumer
behaviour literature. This school of thought emphasises involvement as determining the
motivational state of an individual, which is created by a stimulus object (e.g. products,
advertisements) within a specific context. In contrast to the cognitively based approaches, the
degree of involvement experienced by an individual is principally determined by situational
factors such as product and marketing communications stimuli, the presence of significant others,
and purchase decision characteristics (e.g. gift purchase). Some authors argue that involvement is
entirely situation specific (Anti!, 1984) whereas others include individual's long-term interesl in a
product class/issue. This lauer aspect is lermed enduring involvement in the literature and
parallels the notion of per~onal relevance within the cognitively based approaches.

Determining the nature of involvement as a mediating variable has found substantial support in the
literature. Rather than viewing the .:ognilively based (i.e. personal relevance) and individual state
approaches (i.e. motivational state) as distinct from each other they may be sequentially linked as
suggested by Broderick and Foxall (2001).
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Zaichkowsky's (1986) view that involvement is a general construct, which is more than just
'importance' and motivating in nature, supports the close link between cognitively based and
individual state approaches. The popularity of individual state approaches in recent years has
produced a number of heterogeneous definitions of involvement. Further clarification is necessary
to increase the understanding of this important mediator of consumer behaviour as suggested in the

literature.

3.2.4

Individual State Definitions

According to Laaksonen (1994 ), individual-state definitions remain the least homogenous group of
involvement definitions supported by her sub categories of situation-centred and subject-centred
definitions. The latter group is further divided into temporal-state and enduring-state definitions.
Houston and Rothschild ( 1978: 184) subscribe to the situation-centred view and they regard

I

involvement as 'the ability of a situation to elicit from individuals, concern for their behaviour in
that situation'.

The most commonly accepted definitions in the literature stress that involvement is dependent on
both the specific characteristics of the situation and those of the individual (Beharrel and Denison,
1994; Bloch 1981; Cohen, 1983, Park and Mittal, 1985; Mittal, 1989; Ratchford and Vaughn,
1989; Rothschild, 1984). Antil (1984: 197) defines involvement as 'the level of perceived
importance and/or interest evoked by a stimulus (or stimuli) within a specific situation'. Similarly,
Mitchell (1979: 194) views involvement as 'an internal state variable that indicates the amount of
arousal, interest, or drive evoked by a particular stimulus or situation'. A much-cited definition by
Mittal (1989:699) is conceptualised as 'a motivational state that has been activated by a stimulus,
situation, or a decision task'.

The individual-state-of-mind school differs from the cognitively based definitions in that personal
relevance or the arousal of central values are not a necessary pre-requisite for involvement to exist
(Laaksonen, 1994).
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3.3

Definitions of involvement in Consumer Behaviour

Within consumer behaviour, Krugman (1965) created interest in the involvement concept with his
suggestion that information processing is limited under conditions of low involvement and that
low involvement may be the dominant type of consumer behaviour. The involvement debate
reached its peak between 1978-1985 (see Table 3-4). During this period most involvement
definitions were introduced in the literature and ranged from Houston and Rothschild's (1978)
individual state and process view to Zaichkowsky's (1985) cognitively based approach. As a
consequence, a variety of terms and perspectives of involvement have emerged within the
consumer behaviour literature.

Kassarjian (1981) defined involvement as a trait and Greenwald and Leavitt (1984) viewed it as a
process. Krugman (1965) interpreted involvement as the extent of personal connections between a
person's own life and a stimulus. Petty and Cacioppo (1981) developed the concept of peripheral
and cognitive processes based on Krugman's (1965) distinction between high and low
involvement and their respective association with effective advertising via different
communication routes.

However, today most researchers are defining involvement as a motivational state (Cohen, 1983;
Higie and Feick, 1989; Mitchell, 1979; Mittal, 1989; Park and Mittal, 1985; Ratchford and
Vaughn, 1989; Rothschild, 1984). Involvement is influenced by an underlying theme of relevance
in terms of a person's perception of an object based on inherent needs, values and interests
(Zaichkowsky, 1985).

Mittal (1989) concurred with his conceptualisation of involvement as a "motivational state that
has been activated by a stimulus, situation, or decision task". Other authors such as Mitchell

(1979) and Burnkrant and Sawyer (1983) support this perspective of involvement meaning a high
level of arousal and an increased drive state, which is designated as "need for information".
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The heterogeneity, which exits within conceptualisations of involvement, has lead to suggestions
for various involvement taxonomies. Laaksonen (1994) provides an extensive review ofresearch
carried out until the end of the 1980s and adopts the classification systems used by Finn (1983)
including three main approaches for involvement conceptualisations, i.e. cognitively-based,
individual-state, and response based.

Other authors have suggested similar classifications. Flynn and Goldsmith (1993) categorised
involvement meanings according to: (1) attention and direction of information processing, (2)
personal relevance of issues, situations, messages for one's life, (3) involvement of an audience in
the process of communication, and (4) enduring involvement. Muncy and Hunt (1984)
highlighted five distinct categories. These were (1) ego involvement, (2) commitment, (3)
communication involvement, (4) purchase importance, and (5) response involvement.

Table 3-3 illustrates how the various approaches to involvement fit into the framework adopted by
Finn (1983) and Laaksonen (1994). Each of these will now be examined in more detail.

Table 3-3 Types of Involvement
Type of
Involvement

Cognitive

Individual state

Response

Muncy and Hunt

•

Ego-

•

•

Response
involvement;

•
•

•

Communication

Commitment
Personal
relevance;

•

Enduring
involvement

(1984)

Flynn and Goldsmith
(1993)

Laurent and Kapferer
(1985)
Finn (1983)

involvement;

Purchase
importance

•

•

Involvement
Attention and
direction of
information
processing;
Audience
involvement

Five antecedent factors indicate involvement.;.

•

Stimulus-centred

view

2 The

•

Subject-centred

view

•

Responsecentred view

view of Laurent and Kapferer ( 1985) differs from the conceptualisation of other authors as
they suggest that involvement is a hypothetical construct that can only be measured in terms of its
antecedents.
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3.4

Dimensions of Involvement

Some authors have focused 0n the dimensionality of involvement to assist in the development of
suitable measurements of the construct. Broderick and Mueller ( 1999) uncovered eight
dimension.~ of involvement from a reported 29 recent sources.

These dimensions were situational involvement. enduring involvement, normative involvement,
commitment, risk probability. risk importance. utility. and hedonic involvement. The work of
Broderick and Mueller (1999) has been a useful starting point for re-evaluating the involvement
construct.

Although any classification of involvement definitions is a matter of some subjective reasoning,
Bnxlerick and Mueller's ( 1999) own conceptualisation of involvement is derived from the sum of
the four most dominant dimensions they uncovered in the literature i.e. normative involvement,
enduring involvement, situational involvement. and risk (probability and importance).

The approach adopted by Broderick and Mueller(] 999) would however appear to suffer from
some confounding. Both forms of involvement (e.g. normative, enduring and situational) and
component-; of involvement ( ~·.g. risk) arc all treated a, dimensions of the construct. Risk has also
been viewed as an antecedent of situational involvement in particular (Knox et al.. 1994; tv1ittal
and Lee, l 989). ln addition, the authors refer to normative importance as ·the importance of
product class to values, emotions, and the ego·. 'Importance· is subsumed within many
conceptualisations of enduring involvement in the literature (Bloch, 1981: Celsi and Olson. I 988:
McQuarrie and Munson, 1992; Mittal, 1989; Peter and Olson, l 987; Bloch and Richins 1983).

Table 3-4 has been constructed by extending traceable sources of Broderick and Mueller's l 1999)
database to include both empirical and conceptual studies of involvement. Some subjective
reasoning has been necessary in attributing certain involvement dimensions to specific authors. A
key to reading the information provided within the table is listed at the bottom of this table.
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As a main objective Table 3-4 and Table 3-5 reflect a consistent approach to uncovering
dimensions of involvement as reported in the literature. Importance and interest emerge as two
dominant dimensions of involvement followed by a secondary category comprising relevance, sign
(hedonic ), risk importance, and risk probability. A discussion of the two primary dimensions is
included in the section on felt involvement.

Table 3-4 Involvement Dimensions based on Conceptualisations
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Table 3-5 Involvement Dimensions based on Operationalisations
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3.5

i

Felt Involvement

I
1

Felt involvement is a relatively recent term devdoped within the individual state approaches
although the conceptualisation of this construct started in the l 970s. Robertson (1976) defined

l

l
ji

involvement as the 'strength of the individual's belief system·. Later definitions specifically
highlighted the motivational component of involvement.

i

·;

I'
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This has been refeITed lo as a person's activation level, 'the arousal potential of a product or
activity', ·a state of interest. motivation or arousal', as 'goal directed arousal capacity' and as
'interest level or motivational intensity' (Cohen, 1983: Higie and Feick, 1989; Park and Mittal,

.1
l

1985; Ratchford and Vaughn, 1989: Rothschild, l 984 ).

The term felt involvement was originally coined by Peter and Olson (1987) who defined
involvement as a ·degree of personal relevance' reflecting the extent lo which a product or brand is
perceived to help achieve consequences and values of importance to the consumer. The authors
also subscribe to the view that enduring and situational factors influence an individual's level of
fell involvement. However, they argue that felt involvement i~ largely due to the situation, or
more specifically to the buying situation. According to their standpoint enduring involvement is
low or moderate for many products and brands and thus has limited effect on consumers' fell
involvement in many situations.

Celsi and Olson ( 1988) developed the idea of fell involvement further and termed enduring
involvement 'intrinsic sources of personal relevance' (ISPR) representing knowledge structures in
long-term memory. Similarly, situational involvement is reflected by situational sources of
personal relevance (SSPRJ, such a:s stimuli, cues, and contingencies in the environment. The
authors defined felt involvement as an 'activation of self relevant meanings and general
knowledge'. The feelings experienced by the consumer would include personal relevance,
feelings of impmiance and i nlerest. and physiological arousal. Chow et al. ( 1990 J using a simi Jar
model termed felt involvement a 'degree of personal relevance an individual perceives in a
concept such as a product or product related behaviour'. This highlights the conceptual overlap
with the enduring aspect of felt involvement.
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The above conceptualisations of felt involvement would suggest that the construct is more than
just personal relevance of a product or other stimuli. Felt involvement is a motivational state,
which is activated in a particular context and appears to be driven by enduring and situational
involvement factors (Table 3-6). Bloch (1981) provides an early conceptualisation of involvement
as being driven by both enduring and situational components. He defined involvement as 'an
unobservable state reflecting the amount of interest, arousal, or emotional attachment evoked by
the product in a particular individual. Other authors followed this lead as illustrated in Appendix
A (Celsi and Olson, 1988; Chow et al., 1990; Cohen, 1983; Finn, 1983; Knox et al., 1994; Martin
and Marshall, 1999; Peter and Olson, 1987; Rothschild, 1984).

The consolidation of this information would suggest that, at a generic level, two key antecedent
dimensions are dominant, i.e. enduring and situational components. However, various labels have
been attached to both enduring and situational involvement concepts in the literature as illustrated
in Table 3-6. This information synthesises the different terms used in the literature to describe
enduring and situational involvement, as they appear to have very similar meanings. Enduring and
situational involvement is used here as generic terminology to represent all aspects of individual
and situational influences on felt involvement.

Table 3-6 assists in specifying the domains for both enduring and situational involvement. It is
noted that 'interest' and 'importance' appear within both domains (see Bloch and Richins, 1983;
Cohen, 1983; Finn, 1983; Mittal and Lee, 1989) and this aspect will now be covered in more
detail.
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Table 3-6 Terminology and Components of Felt Involvement

•

•
Enduring involvement

•
•
•
•
•

•
Situational involvement

•
•
•
•

•
•

3.5.1

Importance
Interest
Internal variable
Intrinsic Sources of Personal Relevance (ISPR)
Product involvement
Long-term personal interest.
Interest
Importance
External variable
Situational Sources of Personal Relevance (SSPR)
Brand Decision Involvement
Purchase Decision Involvement
Purchasing Involvement
Short-term characteristics of the decision situation .

Dimensionality of Felt Involvement

The dimensionality of involvement has received much attention in the literature and many
researchers have concluded that the construct is multi-dimensional (Broderick and Foxal, 2001,
Jain and Srinivasan, 1990; Laurent and Kapferer, 1985; McQuarrie and Munson, 1987).

Eleven common dimensions of involvement have been identified in the literature (see Table 3-4 ).
These are importance, interest, relevance, sign value, pleasure, risk importance, risk probability,
commitment, brand preference, familiarity and utility. Six dominant dimensions emerge as
importance, interest, sign, pleasure, risk importance, and risk probability.

Table 3-6 illustrates that the dimensionality of felt involvement is constructed from two key
dimensions, enduring involvement and situational involvement. Other terms used to describe
these antecedent factors include 'importance' and 'interest'. These terms have been used
somewhat ambiguously to indicate antecedents of felt involvement (see Bloch, 1981; Cohen, 1983;
Finn, 1983; Mittal and Lee, 1989; Richins and Bloch, 1986) and in some cases these terms also
represent the involvement construct itself (Higie and Feick, 1989; Martin and Marshall, 1999;
McQuarrie and Munson, 1992).
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The application of 'importance' and 'interest' in the literature is subject to some confounding.
Many authors subscribe to the idea of 'importance' and 'interest' as antecedent factors of felt
involvement (Bloch, 1981; Celsi and Olson, 1988; Cohen, 1983; Finn, 1983; Knox et al., 1994;
Martin and Marshall, 1999; Mittal and Lee, 1989; Richins and Bloch, 1986; Peter and Olsen,
1987). The confusion surrounding these constructs may be as a result of semantics. Both
'importance' and 'interest' have been used synonymously by Mittal and Lee (1989) to describe the
antecedents of felt involvement and also to measure the content of product involvement and brand•
decision involvement. Bloch (1981) referred to enduring involvement as a long-term product
interest and situational involvement as a short-term purchase interest. Richins and Bloch ( 1986)
have applied product importance and instrumental importance in much the same way.

McQuarrie and Munson (1992) applied 'importance' to refer to cognitively based involvement and
'interest' as referring to affectively based involvement. In line with McQuarrie and Munson's
(1992) view, it would appear that both terms are equally reflective of felt involvement, although
they contend that 'importance' and interest' are not synonymous.

Both 'importance' and 'interest' also appear in definitions and operationalisations of felt
involvement (Higie and Feick, 1989; Knox et al., 1994; Mittal, 1989; Mittal and Lee, 1989;
Ratchford and Vaughn, 1989). However, Higie and Feick (1989) express the need to measure the
motivating factors of enduring involvement with hedonic and self-expression components rather
than measuring product importance and/or behavioural outcomes. Similarly, Cohen (1983)
suggests that 'importance' and 'interest' could both indicate a pre-existing involvement potential
(i.e. antecedent state). He viewed the involvement concept as a state of activation, which could be
operationalised as some measure of attention due to these concepts being closely linked.
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The implication of the above approaches would suggest that that the antecedent factors of felt
involvement are multi-dimensional, but that the involvement construct itself would appear to be
uni-dimensional as suggested by Cohen 0983). This approach is advocated by McQuarrie and
Munson (l 992) who measured felt involvement as importance and interest (two-dimensional\ but
suggested a unidimensional score for felt involvement in future research with two sub-scores of
importance and interest. This would then indicate the dominant antecedent factor.

Thus two key dimensions of felt involvement have emerged from the literature, importance of the
product dass (i.e. enduring involvement) and interest in the buying situation (i.e. situal!onal
mvolvemcnt). Both these factors influence the level of felt involvement, but the impact of each
may vary according to the particular values and interests of an individual and the importance
and/or interest in the buying situation. As pointed out by McQuarrie and Munson (1992)
'importance' and 'interest' are not synonymous.

3.5.2

The Felt Involvement Construct

Four factors emerge as key determinants of felt involvement, i.e. enduring and situational
involvement, and importance and interest. It is hypothesised here that felt involvement would take
the same form regardless of the dynamics of the antecedem factors, i.e. the same type of
involvement would be measured and the relative impact of antecedent factors would be known.
Felt involvement is here conceptualised as 'an activated state of attention' influenced by the
interest in and importance of the product class to an individual in a particular buying situation.
This conceptuali:,,ation takes account of the motivational aspect of in'vulvcment in addition to its
underlying sources of 'importance· and 'inlercst'.

Synthesising the way in which the underlying dimensions of enduring and situational involvement
have been applied in the literature ( sec sect ion 3 .5. l ) a 2x2 matrix (see Figure 3-2) indicates the
possible dynamics of the antecedent factors of felt in vnlvcrncnt. An ()hjective will he to determine
how these factors interact.
I
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Figure 3-2 Dynamics of Antecedent Factors
Situational
Involvement

Endurin2. lnvolvcment

Importance
Interest

It is suggested here that the enduring and situational factors do not necessarily have to be presem
al

the same time. Blnch (l 981) advanced the idea of a baseline level of invnlvcment, which stems

from an enduring interest in a product class. However, it is not inconceivable that some
individuals only become involved at the time of purchase or just before (i.e. a :,,hort-lerm ,-late).
Indeed. Dholakia ( 1998) found that 1he information-seeking behaviour of consumers, who are not
enduringly involved, was likely to temporarily resemble that of enduringly involved consumers.
Involvement might therefore he viewed as an on/off state. The 'on slate· may he long or short
depending on the strength of enduring involvement and intensity of situational involvement.

The dynamic~ of enduring/,illlational invoh ement will dictate the fell involvement state. Jn some
cases, where consumers have high enduring involvement, situational factors may only increase the
level of felt involvement to a minor degree. A ski enthusiast would be expected to pay attention to
advertising for ski product~ and holidays on a continuous hasis and would only feel slightly more
involved at the time of purchase, because involvemem is already at a very high level. The
opposite could tl1en be hypolhesised for con!'.umers who have low enduring invol vemem with a
product class. For someone who has little interest in wine, hut expects keen wine drinkers for
dinner, he/she is likely to take a greater interest in the product category as a result. Involvement
may also last for only a short Lime after the purchase as cognitive dissonance makes the consumer
reflect on the appropriateness of the purchase. In this case, involvement could he an on/off
condition. Involvement with wine is on when the situation demands it. but off some time before
and after the purchase and consumption.
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The interaction effects resulting from these antecedent factors are likely to be the most common
form of felt involvement. Due co the importance of the buying situation (Anti!. 1984) it is
hypothesised that interaction effects are likely to be higher under conditions of low enduring
involvement compared to low situational involvement. as involvement would already be at a very
low level. Even when enduring involvement is high and situational involvement low, the level of
felt involvement is hypothesised to be lower than for situations when situational involvement is
high and enduring involvement low. This is due to the importance of the purchase situation, which
elevates felt involvement beyond the level of enduring involvement. The implication of this
conceptualisation of felt involvement is that the construct is uni-dimensional, context specific, and
a cogniuve state of arousal. The degree of involvement will depend on the dynamics of the
antecedent factors, which can be either enduring or situational, or a combination of both
conditions. The idea advanced here implies that involvement increases as a planned purchase
situation approaches.

3.5.3

Conclusions Based on Felt Involvement

Felt involvement is a highly dynamic construct as enduring and situational antecedents combine to
influence a consumer's level of felt involvement. Felt involvement is a state of activated attention
which may be at an ongoing base-line level and then increases as a planned purchase situation
approaches. ln other situations, felt involvement will only be invoked just before the purchase
situation and last for a very short time thereafter. The challenge to marketers will be to manage
involvement in the period before and after the purchase.

Tile dimensionality of fell involvement has implications for operatwnalisalions of this cnnstruct.
Few measures exist of a uni-dimensional involvement construct per se (see Zaichkowsky. 1985 ).
Rather, invoh ement has been operationaliscd as a response (Cohrn, 1983: Batra and Ray. 1983;
Bloch et al., l 986; Krugman, 1971) or predicted hy antecedent factors (Bloch and Richins. 1983;
Laurent and Kapferer, 1985, McQuarrie and Munson, 1992).
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3.5.4

Implications for Involvement

As concluded by Laaksonen ( 1994), both the cognitively based and individual state definitions
offer wider scope for future research due to the mediating nature of the involvement construct
within these approaches. It is also evident from the previous analysis that both these involvement
construct have survived to the present day whereas the response based approaches lost favour in
the mid 1980s. However, there may be a unique, but rather limited role for response based
approaches when it comes to measuring the level of information processing under high and low
involvement conditions.

The choice of definitional approach for future analysis rests between the cognitively based
approach (i.e. perceived personal relevance/importance of a product) and the individual state
approach (i.e. motivational state of the individual) or a combination of the two. Broderick and
Foxall (2001) suggest that instead of viewing the three main approaches as separate involvement
concepts they might be linked sequentially.

Following this idea, product involvement acts as an antecedent to purchase involvement, which is
an interest in the product category and this influences behavioural outcomes, including brand
commitment (Broderick and Foxall, 2001). This approach has intuitive appeal and parallels the
perspective of felt involvement advanced in the literature. Here a composite construct of enduring
involvement (cognitive definitions) and situational involvement (individual state definitions)
represent the individual's. feeling of involvement in a particular context. Enduring involvement
would act as a latent variable, which may be high, low, or non-existent. In a particular situation
(e.g. gift purchases) individuals may feel increasingly involved or motivated for the first time to
engage in extended problem solving as illustrated in Figure 3-3.

i
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Figure 3-3: Model of Involvement over time
Cognitive
Dissonance
Baseline
Involvement

Felt Involvement

Cognitive
Dissonance
Felt Involvement
Baseline
Involvement

Buying Situation

3.6

Baseline
Involvement
Buying Situation

Antecedents

The confusion over the nature of the involvement construct stems in part from not distinguishing
precisely between antecedents of involvement and the construct itself. Laurent and Kapferer
( 1985} stated that understanding the causes n f invol w ment would he essential as these affect
outcomes of involvement differently. The literature also deals with antecedents of involvement in
a similar pot-pourri fashion to the development of the involvement definitions.

Some authors take a broad view. Three main variables preceding involvement are identified in the
literature a!> characteristics of the person, the stimulus. and the situation ( Bloch and Richins, 1983:
Celsi and Olson, 1988; Zaichkowsky. 1986). \1ittal and Lee ( 1989) particularly highlight the
antecedents of product involvement, and Krugman (1965) envisaged different types of media as
the causes of high and low involvement.

1t adds

lO

the confusion, when outcomes of antecedents are themselves suggested antecedents of

specific types of involvement causing yet other types of involvement. For inslancc product
involvement is proposed as an antecedent of brand involvement (Mittal and Lee. 1989) and
enduring and situational involvement are suggested causes of felt involvement (Celsi and Olson,
1988; Peter and Olson, 1987). Some authors also view situational and intra-personal factors as a
function of perceived personal relevance or felt involvement (Houston and Rothschild, 1978;
Richins and Bloch. 1986; Zaichkowsky, 1985 ). Table 3- 7 illustrates the different pcrspecti vcs of
involvement antecedents in the literature.
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Table 3-7 Antecedent<,
Author

Person

Krugman (1965)
Bloch and Richins

•
•
•
•

(198J)

-----t-S_ti_·m_u_l_u_s_____--+_S_i_t_u_a_ti_o_n_____-----1
• Media

Personality traits
Self-concept
Consumer needs
Social roles

I

I
I Anti! (1984)
!

i

I

I

I •

Laurent and
Kapferer (I 985)

I
Interest;
I

Zaichkt1wsky
(1986)

• J'.,;eeds
• Importance
• Interi.:st
• Values

I

I•

Lahoratory setting

!

Hedonic; Sign; Risk Importance; Risk Probability

•
•

•
Vaughn t 1986)

Purchase situation
Intended purchase
situation

I

Message
• Product/brand
I • Spokesperson

!

•
•

• Perceived
importance of
product attributes
(sign)
• Perceived risk
• Product meaning

Differentiation of
alternatives
Sources of
communication
C<mtent of
communication
Differentiation of
alternatives

• Cognitive/
affective
processing

•

•

•

(ISPR)

•

Product/Brand
- Sign
- Bedonie
- Uility/risk

•

Purchase/use
Occasion

•

SSPR (Physical
and social aspects
of the immediate
environment)

•

I

Celsi and Olson
( 1988)

ISPR (Personal
relevant
knowli:dgc)

I

Mittal and Lee
( l 989)

I
I

For instance, marketing strategies (e.g. sales promotions) that activate important personal values
and goals represent sources of SSPR. Equally, personal relevant knowledge from past experience
representing associations between objects/actions and important self-relevant consequences is a
source of felt involvement (Celsi and Olson, 1988). The focus is on the product itself and the
inherent satisfaction its usage provides.
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Vaughn (1986) developed an advertising planning model, the FCB grid, on the basis of
consumers' different product perceptions and their approach to information processing as either
cognitive (thinking) or affective (feeling). Combinations of these antecedents of involvement
create four planning strategies

3.6.1

information, affective, habit formation and satisfaction.

Antecedents of Felt Involvement

Both enduring and situational factors are widely recognised as antecedent conditions of felt
involvement, although the relative impact of either factor is less clear (Bloch, 1981; Celsi and
Olson, I 988; Cohen, 1983; Finn, I 983; Knox et al., I 994; Martin and Marshall, 1999; Mittal and
Lee, 1989; Richins and Bloch, 1986; Peter and Olsen, I 987).

In Mittal and Lee's (1989) causal model of consumer involvement either or both product
involvement and brand-decision involvement (i.e. forms of involvement) can influence felt
involvement. They define involvement as the 'perceived value of a 'goal-object' (i.e. product or
purchase decision) that manifests as interest in that goal object'. The antecedents of the forms of
involvement are almost identical (utility/risk, sign-value and, hedonic value) and hence the
similarity of scale items for product and brand-decision involvement. The authors further suggest
that the distinction between product involvement and purchase decision involvement is often a fine
one. The implication ofMittal and Lee's (1989) framework is that felt involvement can be viewed
as a uni-dimensional construct with either product involvement and/or brand-decision involvement
as the driving force(s).

Knowing the dominant antecedent factor is an important issue for marketers, particularly as the
consequences of each form of involvement are suggested to differ, thus providing clues as to
which type of communication appeals might be more effective in a given context. Product
involvement would be a stronger predictor of interest in advertising, shopping enjoyment, and
frequency of product usage whereas brand-decision involvement is suggested to influence
extensive decision processes and brand commitment to a higher degree (Mittal and Lee, 1989).
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Empirical studies by Bloch and Richins ( 1983 ), Celsi and 01 son ( 1988 ), Chow et al. ( 1990), and
Knox et al. (] 9t)4) suggest that hoth TSPR and SSPR comhine to affect consumer's hehaviour.
Further. McQuarrie and Munson ( 1992) argue that descriptors such as 'importance' and •interest'
are elJually reJkctive of fell inv,1Jvi:ment, although thcy are nol syminymous. Certain products
will be equally important and interesting to some consumers. others may be one or the other. They
suggest, therefore, that measurement instruments should sample items from both domains to
achieve an overall score of involvement and two sub-scores. a notion ~upportcd by Bloch and
Richins (1983).

3.6.2

Hierarchy of antecedents

A radically different view was presented by Laurent and Kapferer (1985). They perceived
involvement as an unobservable variable that could only be measured in terms of its antecedents.
These 111cluded five components: interest, pleasure, sign, risk importance, and risk probability.
These variables combine antecedent influences from the person, stimulus and situation and thus
create a second level in the hierarchy of antecedents (see Figure 3-4).

All of these antecedent factors have survived to some degree in involvement scales since 1985 {see
Table 3-5) despite different conceptualisations of the involvement construcl. This suggests
substantial support in the literature for including the~c variables either a~ antecedents or
components of involvement. Some consistency is emerging that sign. hedonic (pleasure) and
perceived risk are causes of brand decision involvement (Knox and Walker, 1995; Mittal and Lee,
1989). Prom this viewpoint it could he argued that interest may not necessarily he a cause of
involvement, but rather a part of the involvement construct itself as suggested in the literature
{Anti!, 1984; Bloch cl al.. 1986; Celsi and Olwn, 1988; Day. 1970; Mitchell, 1979; Mittal, 1989:
Peter and Olson. 1987; Rothschild. 1984).
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Figure 3•4: Hierarchy of Antecedents
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Conclusion

The key role of involvement stems from its impact on consumer responses manifested by
information processing, decision-making, and responses to marketing communications. These
consequences of involvement are of particular interest to marketing management wishing to
develop effective communications strategies. It is generally accepted that involvement mediates
consumer behaviour and that the intensity and direction of involvement is derived from its
antecedents and situational contexts respectively. As the antecedents and consequences of
involvement are far better understood than the involvement construct itself it would seem
reasonable to disaggregate the involvement construct from these variables as suggested by Cohen
( 1983) to clarify its constituent parts. This would then facilitate more consistent and valid
operationalisation of involvement.

However, this process is not simple, as involvement would appear to overlap with other constructs
such as interest, relevance, importance and motivation. The issue is further complicated by the
abstract nature of involvement as an unobservable variable.

Attempting improvements in existing involvement measures based purely on empirical grounds
may be rather difficult, as noted by Zaichkowsky (1990), due to different conceptualisations of
involvement, which together with a variety of operationalisations provide reasonable explanations
for the confounding of the involvement construct. Involvement would appear to consist of both
input and output characteristics, which expand the boundaries of involvement.
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Consequently, confusion erupts when involvement is measured as the sum of antecedents (input),
but defined as something else such a motivational state (output).

Zaichkowsky •s ( 1985) involvement framework provides a useful taxonomy of antecedents
including personal, product and situational factors, which influence involvement with
advertisements, products and purchase decisions. A more detailed perspective of the drivers of
involvement is evident from the involvement scales developed since 1985. Particularly, Laurent
and Kapferer (1985) viewed involvement as a multi- faceted construct and developed an
involvement profile based on five dimensions (i.e. antecedents) including interest, pleasure, sign,
risk probability, and risk importance.

The many operationalisations of involvement (see Bearden and Netemeyer, 1999) provide a rich
insight into the development of the involvement literature. Chapter 4 provides an organisation of
involvement operationalisations in relation to Laaksonen's (1994) taxonomy of involvement
conceptualisation as discussed earlier in this chapter.
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4
4.1

OPERATIONALISATION OF INVOLVElVIENT
Introduction

As opl'rationalisations of involvement are a function of the conceptualisation of the involvement
construct a number of scales have been developed to measure involvement with products, the
purchase situation, and advertising (Bearden and -'.letemeyer, 1999). Early measurements of
invoh ement hy Krugman (1971) comparing eye movement patlerns and hrain wave Jata
confirmed that advertising which is easily learnt due to low involvement requires less work by
respondents. This is contrasted by more complex advertising, which communicates less easily and
requires respondents to he more active. However. more recent involvement operationalisations
adopt measurement scales in either Likert or semantic differential format (see Bearden and
Netemeyer, l 999).

Two important involvement scales have dominated the literature during the past twenty years;
Zaichkowsky· ~ ( 1985) uni-dimensional Personal Involvement Inventory (Pl I I and Laurent and
Kapferer's (1985) multi-dimensional Consumer Involvement Profile (CIP). Subsequent
modifications and extensions to these scales has led to an incestuous development of involvement
scales since then and could partially explain why a universally agreed operatiunalisaiPn of
involvement has not yet heen reached.

A numher of involvement scale~ are evaluated in this chapter to asse~s their history.
dimensionality, and consistency with their conceptual approach and definition. Firstly. these have
been categorised according to their dominant conceptual approach, i.e. cognitive, individual slate,
or response based as illustrated chronologically in Tahle 4-1. The cognitively based measurements
are here called product -centred approaches in accordance with some of the literature (Broderick
and Mueller, 1999) as these involvement scales focus primarily on product involvement. The
scales contained within each category include those. which have been identified as specifically
subscribing to one of these conceptual approaches and these will be evaluated in detail.
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Secondly, existing involvement scales will be evaluated in terms of development procedure using
Rossiter's (2002) C-OAR-SE framework and a review of scale versus index measurements in
marketing will assist with the operationalisation of felt involvement within the quantitative phase
of this study.

4.2

Response-based Operationalisations

Initially, Krugman (1965) measured involvement by counting the number of conscious bringing
connections a TV viewer made between his/her personal life and the stimulus. Krugman (1971)
also compared eye movement patterns and brain wave data confirming that advertising, which is
easily learnt. i.e. low involvement, requires less work by respondents. This is contrasted by more
complex advertising, which communicates less easily and requires respondents to be more active.
Krugman's (1965, 1971) approaches emphasise the measurement ofresponses as indicators of
involvement as conceptualised within the response-based approaches.

Operationalisations of involvement outcomes that do not specifically adopt a response-based
approach in their conceptualisation of involvement have not been included in Table 4-1 in order to
maintain the integrity of the information presented in the whole table. Although only a few
authors have operationalised response involvement as conceptualised within the response-based
approaches many have measured consequences of involvement. These include in particular
information search (Beatty and Smith, 1983; Bloch et al, 1986; Chaudhuri, 2000; Mitchell, 1979),
word-of-mouth communication (East et al., 2001, Ritchins and Root-Shaffer, 1988), and brand
commitment (Beharell and Denison, 1995).

Despite many empirical studies focussing on outcomes of involvement. only a few investigators
including Krugman ( 1965, 1971) have attempted to operationalise response involvement per se as
illustrated in Table 4- l. Batra and Ray ( 1983) proposed that the number of message-evoked
responses (e.g. support and counter arguments, source derogation and emotional feelings) could be
counted to indicate the level of involvement.
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They also suggested that one best measure for message response involvement would be
undesirable because of the multi-dimensional way in which people can get involved, in particular
the number of responses to product attributes, depth of emotion, strength of the desire-to-buy, and
number of brand related conscious bridging experiences.

Table 4-1 Operationalisations of involvement by conceptualisation approach
Product-centred approaches

Individual-state aooroaches

Resnonse-based aooroaches

Broderick and Mueller (1999)
Schneider and Rodgers (1996)
Zaichkowsky (1994)
Knox et al. (1994)
McQuarrie and Munson
(1992)
Jain and Srinivasan (1990)

Chow et al. (1990)
Mittal (1989)
Mittal and Lee ( 1989)

Higie and Feick (1989)

Celsi and Olson (1988)

RatchfordNaughn (1986/7)
McQuarrie and Munson
(1987)

Bloch et al. (1986)

Laurent and Kapferer (1985)
Zaichkowsky ( 1985)
Slama and Tashchian (1985)
Traylor and Joseph (1984)

Batra and Ray ( 1983)

Bloch (1981)
Lastovicka and Gardner
(1979)
Tigert, Ring, and King (1976)
Krugman(1965, 1971)
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Similarly, Stone (1984) suggested that measures such as the amount of time/planning spent on the
shopping activity and the amount of money budgeted are indicators of involvement. Jacoby and
Chestnut (1978) classified habitual purchases as indicators oflow involvement and loyalty as an
indicator of high involvement.

Muncy and Hunt (1984) point out that some measures of involvement are not exclusively within
the response-based approaches but include cognitively based measurements as exemplified by
Lastovicka and Gardner (1978), who incorporated brand commitment and normative importance
as two components of involvement. The inclusion of the same type of dimensions between
involvement approaches highlights a discrepancy between involvement conceptualisations and
their operationalisations. This would indicate that similar involvement scales measure constructs
that do not necessarily correspond to their respective conceptualisations.

The lack of measurement instruments for response involvement may derive from the conceptual
approach to this type of involvement. As the level of involvement can only be determined after an
actualised response the predictive power of involvement is weakened due to its non-mediating
role. This issue has led Laaksonen (1994) to suggest that the response-based definitions should be
treated separately as 'assumed response effects' of involvement and not as involvement itself.
This approach should provide a more precise specification for appropriate development and
implementation of measurement instruments for response involvement and ease the confusion of
the role of involvement in_ consumer behaviour.

4.3

Product-centred Operationalisations

Product-centred operationalisations of involvement are most prevalent in the literature and have
remained popular during the last two decades, as illustrated in Table 4-1, despite emerging
agreement in the literature since the mid 1980s that involvement is a motivational state. The
implication of this conceptualisation is that involvement is treated as more than just product
involvement but not necessarily operationalised accordingly.
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Within the product-centred approaches, the involvement with a product class is the main emphasis
of the listed involvement scales such as automobiles (Bloch. 1981 ), fashion clothes (Tigert, Ring
and King, 1976), food (Broderick and Mueller. 1999: Knox et aL 1994), and products in general
(Higie and Feick, 1989; Lastovicka and Gardner, 1979; Laurent and Kapferer, 1985; Traylor and
Joseph. 1984: Zaichkowsky, 1985).

Two important involvement scales have dominated the literature since the mid 1980s;
Zaichkowsky's (l 985) uni-dimensional Personal Involvement Inventory (PIT) and Laurent and
Kapferer's ( 1985'1 multi-dimensional Involvement Profile (lP). Table 4-2 illustrates the main
influential scales, some of which have inspired subsequent operationalisations of involvement. It
is clear from this table that only a handful of new involvement scales have emerged in the
literature since the mid 1980s, and that the original scales from this period have been further
extended and refined.

Zaichkowsky (1985) advocated a uni-dimensional approach to involvement with her Personal
Involvement Inventory {Pll), a 20-item, context-free scale appropriate for measuring product
involvement. purchase involvement. and involvement with advertisements. The PH is a popular
involvement scale and has also been used to measure the enduring involvement dimension of felt
mvolvement (Celsi and Olson. 1988 and Chow et al.. 1990;.

Laurent and Kapfcrer ( 1985) adopted a different approach to the conceptualisation and
operationalisation of involvement. Although they agree with colleagues that involvement is an
unohservable state of motivation, arousal or interest (Cohen, 1983; Mitchell. 1979: Mittal, 1989a:
Rothschild, 1984) the authors argue that since involvement is a hypothetical variable, it cannot be
measured directly. Involvement should rather he opcrationalisecl in terms of its antecedents, which
Laurent and Kapferer ( 1985) identified as interest. pleasure, sign, risk importance and risk
probability.
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Table 4-2 Origins of involvement measures
Originators
Bergadaa and Faure ( 1995)
Enduring Involvement with
Shoppin}!
~fatal and Lee (1989)
Consumer Involvement

Adopters

Type of scale

i

i
Knox et al. ( 1994)

I
Broderick and Mueller ( 1999)

i

Ratchford ( I 986) and Vaughn
{1987)
Involvement and think/feel
dimension~ in an advertising
context
Slama and Ta<ichian (1985)
. Mitra] (1989a)
Purchasin,,:,r in \ ,() lvem C·nl
\.,
,C
I Pur·has·Dc·ision
i,'
Involvement
Za1chkow~ky ( 1985)

Hig1e and Feick ( 1989)

Personal Involvement
Inventory

McQuarrie and Munson
( 1987, 1992)
McQuarrie and Munson
(1992)

Laurent and Kapfercr ( 1985)
Consumer Involvement
Profiles

i

Involvement with Grocery
Brands

i

Involvement with Food
Products

I

Purchasing Involvement

I
Enduring Involvement
(general purpose)
Enduring Involvement
(general purpose;
Enduring and situational
involvement

Zaich kowsky ( 1994)

I Involvement with Advenising

Jain and Srinivasan ( 1990)

I Consumer Involvement
Profile ( r:eneral purpose)
Importance Subscale

Schneider and Rodgers
(1996)

I

i
Traylor and Joseph ( 1984)
General Product Involvement
Scale
Bloch (198 I)
Automobile Involvement
Tigert, Ring and King (1976)
Fashion Involvement Index
Lastovicka and Gardner
(1971)

I
Shimp and Sharma ( 1983)

Jenson, Car]s\ln and Tripp
(1989)

!

Automobile Involvement

I

I
I General Involvement Scales

Components of Involvement

i

Table 4-3 has been constructed by extending traceable sources of Broderick and Mueller's (1999)
database to include both empirical and conceptual studies of involvement to uncover dimensions
of involvement as reported in the literature.
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Some subjective reasoning has been necessary in attributing certain involvement dimensions to
specific authors. A key to reading the information provided within the table is listed at the bottom
of the table. which includes only four of Laurent and Kapferer's (1985) five dimensions in the
antecedent category as the interest dimension has more often been conceptualised as part of the
involvement construct per se by Celsi and Olson (l 988), ~cQuarrie and Munson ( 1992 ), Mitchell
( 1979 ), Mittal and Lee ( 1989), Rothschild ( 1984) and Tyebjee ( 1978 ).

The approach adopted by Laurenl and Kapferer (1985) has survived in many involvement scales
over the years (see Table 4-3) as antecedent dimensions have been included to measure the
involvement construcl itself (see Bergadaa and Faure. 1995; Broderick and Mueller, 1999; fvfotal,
1989a: Miual and Lee, l 989). As a result, some confusion has resulted in the literature as to what
exactly is being measured due to the pra-:tice uf not dis-aggregating the antecedents from the items
repre~enting the involvement concept itself. From involvement models proposed by Miual and
Lee { 1989) and Knox et al. ( 1994) it is very dear that antecedents are distinct from forms of
involvement and the authors have operationalised involvement accordingly.

It appears that since 1985 a multi-dimensional operationalisatiun of involvement has been
favoured over a uni-dimensional approach as advocated by Zaichkowsky ( l 985). A number

\Jf

other observations can made from this table. Dimensions representing the involvement construct
and/or its antecedents are favoured in involvement scales during the last two decades.
Consequences of involvement were included in early scales at a time when response involvement
was debated in the literature, hut still feature in a recent conceptualisation of involvement by
Beharell and Denison ( 1994). It is interesting to note that 'pleasure' is the dominant dimension
within involvement scales, but that 'importance' and 'interest' remain the principal two
dimensions of the involvement construct overall. This implies that the scak by McQuarrie and
Munson (1992) is the most recent ·pure' involvement measurement together with Mittal 's (1989a)
scale: if risk is considered a part of the involvement construct itself (see Peter and Olson, 1987).
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Table 4-3 Involvement Dimensions
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Table continued ...
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The dimensions listed in Table 4-3 have remained fairly consistent since 1985 perhaps due to
im.-reasingly incestuous involvement scale development as illustrated in Table 4-2 by those who
have refined existing scales. This would also partly explain the larger number of product centred
scales compared to both individual state and response based approaches.
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4.4

Individual-state Operationalisations

The number of involvement scales within the individual-state category is somewhat lower
compared to the product-centred approaches (see Table 4-1). One explanation for this may be that
researchers have encountered problems in operationalising the motivational properties of
involvement within the individual state approach and have resorted to product-centred
measurements (Bloch, 1981; Higie and Feick, 1989; Ratchford and Vaughn, 1986/87).

Few researchers have attempted to operationalise felt involvement. The original conceptualisation
and operationalisation of felt involvement by Celsi and Olson (1988) was extended by Chow et al.
(1990) who also used Zaichkowsky' s (1985) PH to measure the enduring involvement component
of felt involvement. In both cases the situational involvement component was manipulated by
presenting respondents with different usage situations for fragrances and paired ads for tennis
products. Celsi and Olson (1988) measured attention and comprehension of the advertised
information and Chow et al. ( 1990) focused on the importance of usage situations to determine the
level of situational involvement.

Other scales have. emphasised only a few dimensions to represent felt involvement. Mittal's
(1989a) purchase decision involvement (POi) scale contained four dimensions: importance,
interest, risk importance, and risk probability and McQuarrie and Munson (1992) proposed a
reduced number of involvement dimensions to contain only perceived importance and interest.
The common denominators in these scales are importance and interest, which were identified as
key dimensions of felt involvement in the previous chapter. However, the sca1e items are slightly
different as illustrated in Table 4-4, which would suggest that there is still scope for synthesising
attempts to measure felt involvement.
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Table 4-4 Interest/importance items
Author

i Interest items

•

Mittal (1989a)

!

Do you think that the various
types and brands of this
product available in the market
are all very alike or all very
differenl9

i 'They are alike - they are all
I
McQuarrie and
Munson (1992)

different'.

i •
i

!

I
I

•
•
•
•

Unexciting - Exciting
Dull Neat
Fun Not Fun
Boring Interesting
Appealing not appealing

l

Importance items

•

·1 would not care at all as to which
one I buy - I would care great deal
as to which one I huy'.

•
•
•

•
•

i

In selecting from many types
and brands of this product
available in the market, would
you say that:

Important - unimportant
Trrelevant relevant
Means a lot Lo me - means
nothing to me
Matters to me - doesn't matter
tome
Of no concern to me of
concern tn me

Universal agreement regarding the opcrationalisation of the motivational aspect of involvement
does not exist in the literature illustrated hy the different operationalisations of felt involvement
above. Higie and Feick (1989) suggested that the motivating factors of enduring involvement
should he measured with hedonic and sd f-expre~sion components and Cohen (I 98~) proposed that
attention would be a suitable measure of the state of activation within involvement due to its close
proximity with the involvement construct. This idea was adopted by Celsi and Olson ( 1988), but
nut followed up in later scales. The latter idea has some intuitive appeaL a:,, attention is a response
to feelings of interest and perceived importance with products and purchase situations. It also
parallels the notion of a sequemial link between enduring involvement and a slate of activation as
suggested by Broderick and Foxall (2001 ). It would therefore appear that the motivational aspect
or state of activation of felt involvement requires further development.
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4.5

Evaluation of Operationalisations of Involvement

Zaichkowsky (1985) advocated a uni-dimensional approach to involvement using her Personal
Involvement Inventory (PH), a 20-item scale, which was meant to be context-free and therefore
appropriate for measuring product involvement, involvement with the purchase, and involvement
with advertisements. However, the main focus of PII is the measurement of product involvement.
It would appear that the PII was not performing satisfactorily for measuring involvement with
advertisements as Zaichkowsky (1990) constructed PII for advertising (PIIA) using a JO-item scale
to form an overall measure of advertising involvement.

Laurent and Kapferer (1985) suggested the involvement construct to be more complex and
incorporating various dimensions. They advocated a multi-dimensional approach to measuring
involvement that would result in a series of involvement profiles from the relative influence and
pairing of five antecedents (risk importance, risk probability, product importance, pleasure value
of product class and sign value of product class). Laurent and Kapferer (1985) argued that the
nuances in the meanings of involvement derive from the differences in the antecedent conditions
producing involvement. Each factor in the involvement construct brings specific information and
highlights which antecedents are dominant in specific situations. They challenged the construct
validity of PII by arguing that involvement profiles would be a more precise prediction on the
consequences of involvement, as the antecedent condition is known. The multi-dimensional
perspective has found support from other researchers such as Jain and Srinivasan ( 1990) who
developed a New Involvement Profile (NIP) on the basis of Laurent and Kapferer' s ( 1985) work
by adding further refinement to scale items.

Multi-dimensionality is a feature of most involvement scales, which may include both antecedents,
outcomes, and dimensions of the involvement construct itself (see Table 4-3). Problems arise in
scale development due to recycling of existing dimensions. Broderick and Mueller (1999) derived
their involvement concept from the four dominant dimensions they uncovered in the literature.
These include both types of involvement (e.g. enduring involvement), antecedents (e.g. risk and
hedonic), and consequences (e.g. commitment) resulting in continued construct confounding.
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4.5.1

C-OAR-SE Procedure for Scale Development

Rossiter (2002) confirms that problems exist with existing marketing scales due to a lack of
precise definition of the measurement construct from the start leading to the inclusion of
inappropriate scale items or deletion of appropriate items thus resulting in wrong or ambiguous
scales. He proposes a new scale development procedure to avoid such errors. C-OAR-SE
(Rossiter, 2002) is a six-step procedure for developing improved marketing scales consisting of
Construct definition, Object classification, Attribute classification, Rater identification, Scale
formation and Enumeration to derive the scale score. In C-OAR-SE the only essential validity
measure is content validity. As a result, constructs of interest must be comprehensively defined
first using the OAR framework for construct definition. A selection of established involvement
scales from Table 4-1 will now be evaluated according to the OAR framework.

Rossiter (2002) states that most conceptual definitions do not follow the OAR framework. Within
the involvement literature this would seem to be the case to a certain degree (see Table 4-5),
although some authors appear to have followed this framework (Bloch, 1981; Broderick and
Mueller, 1999; Krugman, 1965; Mittal, 1989a; Zaichkowsky, 1985, 1994).

As construct definition is the first step in the C-OAR-SE procedure it should logically lead to scale
formation (Rossiter, 2002). A comparison between definitions of involvement (Table 4-5) and
their operationalisations (Table 4-3) suggests that involvement definitions are not sufficiently
precise due to the discrepancy between the dimensions chosen to represent involvement and the
construct specification. Churchill (1979:67), in his procedure for developing better measures,
recommended that "the researcher be exacting in the conceptual specification of the construct and
what is and what is not included in the domain". The second step is then to generate items, which
capture the domain as specified. It would appear that involvement scale developers have not
systematically adopted this procedure.
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Although Zaichkowsky (1994) follows the OAR framework when defining involvement with
advertising. she omits imponant components of her pt:rsonal relevance construct i.e. cognitive and
affective relevance. They should have heen included according to the C-OAR-SE procedure
(Rossiter, 2002) a'> these components form part of her operationalisation of involvement. This
point was emphasised hy Churchill (1979) who reiterated that ii is the attrihutes of ohjccts that arc
measured and not the objects themselves.

The discrepancy hetween involvement deft nitions and their operationaJisations is most evident
where researchers are refining existing scales (Broderick and Mueller, 1999; Higie and Feick,
1989; Jain and Srinivasan, 1990: Knox et al.. 1994; McQuarrie and Munson, 1987; 1992). The

problem would appear to lie in the classification of attributes as uncovered with Zaichkowsky
(1994) where the link bet wcen the attributes and the scale items seems tenuous in some case:;,
Broderick and Mueller (1999) emphasise the individual's cognitive process as the classified
atlribute, but the link to dimensions within their involvement scale (i.e. interest, sign. pleasure and
risk) is not entirely clear. Although connections can he made in Knox et al.'s (1994) grocery
products involvement scale between risk (antecedent) and consequences (sub-attribute), sign and
hedonic (antecedent) and values (sub-attrihute) it is more difficult to link the operationa!isation of
situational and enduring involvement to the definition (i.e. 'activated knowledge and meanings
about attributes, consequences and values· L

The precision in both defining involvement constructs and subsequent scale development could be
improved hy using th<.: C-OAR-SE framework as suggested by Ros!>iler. (2002). The ambiguity
hetween involvement definitions and operationalisations may he as a result of the constant
recycling of scale items whik coneeptualb,ations of invovlement have moved on. Adopting the C
OAR-SE procedure (Rossiter, 2002) should help avoid these problems by addressing issues of
definition and operationalisation at the same time thus leading to more precise involvement scales.
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Table 4-S OAR Framework
Involvement
Approach/
Author
Productcentred
Broderick
and Mueller
(1999)

Zaichkowsky
(1994)

Construct

Definition

Object
classification

Attribute
classification

Rater
identification

Involvement with
food

'the extent to
which an
individual is
characterised by
an incremental
cognitive
process, which
connects the
individual to a
product'
'a person's
perceived
relevance of the
advertisement'

Product

Cognitive
process

Individual (ie.
Consumer)

Advertisement

Personal
Relevance:
• Cognitive
component
Affective
component
Activated
knowledge:
Attributes
Consequences
Values

Person (ie.
Consumer)

Involvement
toward
advertising

•

Knox et al.
(1994)

Involvementwith
grocery
products

McQuarrie
and Munson
(1992)

Product
Involvement

Jain and
Srinivasan
(1990) •

Product
involvement

Higie and
Feick (1989)

Enduring
involvement

'activated
knowledge and
meanings' about
attributes,
consequences
and values'
No specific
definition
offered, but the
work builds on
involvement
conceptualisatio
ns by
Zaichkowsky
(1985)
No specific
definition
offered, but the
work builds on
involvement
conceptualisatio
ns by Laurent
and Kapferer
(1985) and
Zaichkowsky
(1985)
'an individual
difference
variable
representing an
arousal potential
of a product or
activity that
causes personal
relevance'

•
•
•
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Involvement
Approach/
Author
Ratchford/
Vaughn
(1986/7)

Construct

Definition

Involvement with
purchase
decisions

No specific
definition
offered, but the
work builds on
involvement
conceptualisations by
Houston and
Rothschild
(1978) and
Zaichkowsky
(1985)
No specific
definition
offered, but the
work builds on
involvement
conceptualisations by
Zaichkowsky
(1985)
No specific
definition
offered, but the
work focuses on
antecedents of
involvement.
'a person's
perceived
relevance of the
object based on
inherent needs,
values and
interests'
'a long-term
interest in a
product which is
based on the
centrality of the
product to
important
values, needs, or
the selfconcept'

McQuarrie
and Munson
(1987)

Product
involvement

Laurent and
Kapferer
(1985)

Product
involvement

Zaichkowsky
(1985)

Product
involvement

Bloch (1981)

Product
involvement

Individualstate
Chow et al.
(1990)

Brand
choice
decisions

Object
classification
(Object or
product)

Attribute
classification

Rater
identification

(Personal
relevance)
• attention

(Personal
relevance)

Object
(product)

Perceived
relevance
(based on):
• needs
• values
• interests

Person (ie.
Consumer)

Product

Centrality
(based on
important):
• values
• needs or
the
• selfconcept

(Consumer is
implied)

Product
knowledge
• needs
• goals
• values

Individual

'the perceived
linkage between
an individual's
needs, goals and
values and
his/her product
knowledge'
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Involvement
Approach/
Author
Mittal
(1989a)

Mittal and
Lee (1989)

Celsi and
Olson (1988)

Construct

Definition

Purchasing
involvement

'the extent of
interest and
overall concern
that a consumer
brings to bear
upon a
purchasedecision task'
'the perceived
value of a 'goalobject' that
manifests as
interest in that
goal object'
'a consumer's
overall
subjective
feeling of
personal
relevance'

Product
involvement and
purchase
involvement
Felt
Involvement

Object
classitication
Purchase
decision

Attribute
classification

Rater
identification

Interest and
concern

Consumer

task

Goal
object
(product or
purchase
decision)

Perceived value
Interest

•

I

Personal
relevance
Subjective
feeling

Consumer

(Product)

Ongoing search

Consumer

Message

Cognitive
responses
Depth
• Quality

•

Responsebased
Bloch et al.
(1986)

Consumer
search and
enduring
involvement

Batra and
Ray (1983)

Message
response
involvement

Krugman
(1971)

Media
involvement

'an internal
motivating state
of the consumer
that manifests
itself in a
variety of
outcomes,
including
on~oing search'
'situational
states
characterised by
the depth and
quality of the
cognitive
responses
evoked by the
messag:e'
'number of
personal
connections
between the
stimulus and the
viewer'
(Krugman,
1965)

!

•

Stimulus
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Personal
connections

Viewer

4.S.2

Scale versus Index Measurement

Most marketing studies use scales to measure the construct(s) of interest (Diarnantopoulos and
Winldhofer, 2001). The items (i.e. observed variables) comprising the scale are viewed as
reflective (effect) indicators of an underlying construct (i.e. latent variable), and according to the
authors this reflects the conventional wisdom on measurement (see also Churchill, 1979). By
scanning the Handbook of Marketing Scales (Bearden and Netemeyer, 1999) it becomes evident
that scales do indeed considerably outnumber alternative measurement techniques (e.g. indices).

An index is based on the use of formative (cause, antecedent) indicators, which are observed
variables that are assumed to cause a latent variable. The difference in perspective between the
use of scales and indices rests on a conceptual argument whether what is being measured are
antecedents (i.e. causing the latent variable) or consequences of a particular construct (i.e. being
caused by the latent variable).

In the case of involvement, it could be argued that the Consumer Involvement Profile (CIP)
developed by Laurent and Kapferer (1985) is really an index and not a scale as proposed by the
authors. The antecedents (interest, pleasure, sign, risk probability and risk importance) cause
involvement (the unobservable or latent variable). The authors also showed that the antecedent
factors were independent of each other and the relative impact of each antecedent could therefore
be determined (see Diamantopoulos, 1999). Yet, the CIP is constituted as a scale, not an index.

Rossiter (2002) highlights the problems that can occur with over reliance on statistics to increase
reliability of a measurement. The author condemns the practice of using factor analysis and alpha
to delete items as this leads to questionable content validity (i.e. are the items still a good
representation of the construct being measured?). Rossiter (2002) states that the correct procedure
for developing measurements for formed attributes is first to agree on the main components then
choose one good item per component and finally score the item sums as an index.
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The involvement construe! has only been opcrationalised by reflective indicators in the form of
scales, not indices, regardless of whether formed attributes defined the construct as in the case of
the ClP. Most other scales since l 985 have also included formed attnbutt.:s, but predominantly in
conjunction with elicicting (i.c reflecive) attributes. Involvement is regarded as complex
construct in the literature (Broderick and Mueller, 1999: Celsi and Olson. 1988). According to
Laurent and Kapfen:r ( 1985), involvement is an urwbservahle construct and as such can only be
measured in terms of its amecedents or consequences. How involvement should be mea<;ured will
be determined by specifying the scope of the domain of the construct (Diamantopoulos and
Winklhofer, 2001 ). According to the authors. this is an imponant starring point because an index
is more abstract and ambiguous than a latent variable measured with reflective indicators. Rossiter
(2002) coni.:urs with this poinL as constructs have to be properly defined before items can he

generated. He suggests that diligence at the outset should limit the emphasis on statistics to select
items from a pool of dubious content.

Felt involvement is defined by Celsi and Olson 0988) as embracing "personal relevance, feelings
of imporiance and interest. and physiological arousal". The closest opcratinnalisation of this
construct in the literature is McQuarrie and Munson· s (1992) RRPII scale, which is based on
Zaichkowsky's (1985) Personal Involvement Inventory (I'll). The objective of the following
sections is to determine whether a scale or an index best measures the felt involvement construct.
A number of decision criteria wil1 be used based on the C-OAR-SE procedure developed by
Rossiter (2002) and guidelines for index formation provided by Diamanlopoulos and Winklhofcr
(2001 ).

Firstly, the C-OAR-SE framework is used to assess the type of attribute that felt involvement
might represent (Table 4-6 ).
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Table 4-6 Assessment of felt involvement within C-OAR-SE framework

I Attribute

II Concrete

I

Abstract formed

Abstract Eliciting

Complex and multicomponential
(e.g. answers differ
moderately if asked
what the characleristic
is.
One good item per
component

Latent "internal" trait
or state (a disposition)

I

Definition

Number of items
needed

Agreement by ra1ers

I

Single

·--

I Responses

Raters know what
question is th9 are
answerinr:
__..
NiA

-Component-.

I

Recommended: 3-6
items overall or per
component.
Attribute causes the
responses to its
measurement items
Either uni-dimensional
or multi-dimensional,
but each component is
uni-dimensional

2.

3.

4.

Components are
also attributes:
Only include main
components of
attribu1e;
All main
components must
be present in
scale;
Scale not unidimensional

·-

--~ Defining items:

Items

Holisllc representation
of auribute

I

n.:pn:sent proximal
antecedents: items are
nnt interchangeable

Indicative
manifestations;
represent proximal
consequences: items
are inter-changeable;

NIA

Low

High

Example

Ad likeability

Service Quality

Type of
measurement

Scale

Index

Icorrelation
Inter-item

I
I

l Felt Involvement

Personal Involvement

--~----·-~---Scale

I

I

7

I

[

!

!

I

't

·---

I

·-

Cause the attribute to
appear
1.

I

I
I

•

•

By definition, felt involvement should be an eliciting auribute (see column four in Table 4-6) as it
is an internal disposition. In the definition by Celsi and Olson (1988) felt involvement is thus
synonymous witl1 personal relevance. which has two dimensions or components (i.e. interest and
importance) In this case. felt involvement would mean that an object (e.g. product or

advertisement) would be interesting and/or important because it is personally relevant.
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This represents the eliciting perspective described by Rossiter (2002), and importance and interest
are thus reflective indicators of personal relevance. It is clear that from this point of view felt
involvement should be measured by a scale similar to that of McQuarrie and Munson ( 1992) with
items for each component. A key feature of reflective indicators is that a change in the latent
variable (i.e. felt involvement) will be reflected in a change in all the indicators as the latent
variable determines its indicators (Diamantopoulos, l 999)

An alternative perspective relates to the work of Laurent and Kapferer ( 1985), whose CIP scale
comprised antecedents of involvement. Essentially , their attribute is formed and not elicited as the
components cause the attribute, involvement. Consequently, involvement would constitute an
index of independent antecedents. Although the individual component items would be un
idimensional, the components would not (Rossiter, 2002). According to Diamantopoulos (1999)
there is no requirement for the antecedent components to be positively inter-correlated. The
relative importance of each indicator could be assessed by they coefficient. Following this
argument, the formative indicators cause felt involvement, which is reflected by two components,
importance and interest. A structural equation model with both reflective and formative indicators
can be created as illustrated in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1 Model of formative and reflective indicators of involvement

ANTECEDENTS
Pleasure

FORMED ATTRIBUTE

I

,.....____,

Risk
..___
Sign
-

Importance

~

I

CONSEQUENCES

Fd1

Involvement

i~
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This would mean tl1at consumers become involved with a product {and advertisement) because it
bring-. pleasure in some way. it makes the consumer think about the consequences of consumption,
and it brings additional benefits in terms of what consumption communicates to significant others.
Because the consumer 1s involved with a particular product. advertisements for this product
become interesting and/or important. According to Rossiter's (2002) C-OAR-SE framework both
formed and elicited attributes arc used to create the model in Figure 4-1.

The debate whether to use formative or reflective indicators (i.e. indices or scales) to measure
marketing constructs centres not only on the theoretical perspective taken, but also on the use of
stati~tics (e.g. factor analysis and coefficient alpha) to increa~e validity and reliability of a
measurement instrument. Scales require high internal consistency (Churchill. 1979) and factor
analysis is often used to identify items for deletion to achieve the desired coefficient alpha. Item
deletion in an index could change the construct itself, as a census of indicatprs is required when
following a formative model (Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer, 2001 ). A number of differences
between a formative and rcfle.;tive perspective in terms of assessing the quality of a measure is
highlighted in Table 4-7. This information demonstrates that there are procedures to ensure that
quality index measures can be created avoiding the criticism of indices being used as ..a handy
cxcu;.c for low internal consislt:ncy" (see Diarnantopoulos and Winklhofer, 2001 ).

Table 4-7 Comparison of procedures for developing scales and indexes
Analyses

I

Reflective Indicators
, (scale)

I

Factor analysis

\yrs

Confirmatory Factor Analysis

I YES

~o

i

Correlation among indictors
Dimensionality
Reliability
Validity
(convergent/discriminant)
Variance

!

Formative Indicators
(index)
Internal consistency not
necessary

High (enhance internal

i consistency
I

Low

j Meaningful

Indicator specification:
indicator collinearity

j Meaningful

Cross-validation necessary

I

Meaningful

I Lower than formative
indicators
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Content specification;
external validity
Higher than reflective
indicators

I
!

I
II
I
I
I

I

An alternative viewpoint could be argued by treating felt involvement as a formi:d attribute
measured by its proximal antecedents (e.g. pleasure, risk. and sign), which cause importance
and/or imercst and therefore the consumer is poised to pay attention ro advertisements for the
product in question. As the relationships between the antecedents and the dimensions of
involvement (i.e. importance and interest) are not ve.rified in the literature it is more difficult to
create a model that would measure fell involvement as a formed attribute exclusively. Thus at this
stage, the model represented in Figure 4-1 presents appropriate options for measuring felt
involvement.

4.6

Conclusion

An examination of the involvement literature has revealed that despite converging definitions of
involvement as a motivational state this is not reflected in the operationalisations of the construct.
Different perspectives of involvement conceptualisation and overlap between antecedents,
involvement, and outcome dimensions have rnadt: operationalisation of involvement problematic
as the construct domain has implications for the prc:dictive powers and measurement of the
construct.

Thus much confusion remains due to an 0vcrly systematic approach to conceptualisations and
opcrationalisations of involvement. As a result construct confounding prevails in the involvement
literature despite a call from Cohen (1983) to separate the inv0lvement construct itself from its
antecedents and consequences, a problem which is evident in scales by Broderick and Mueller
(1999), McQuarrie and Munson ( 1987), Mittal ( 1989a). Vaughn and Ratchford ( 1986/87).

Evaluating existing involwment scales within Rossiter's (2002) C-OAR-SE procedure highlights
that, although a handful of scales appear to follow the procedure, the discrepancy between the
dimensions chosen to represent involvement and the construct specification may be due to
imprecise domain specification in the first place (Churchill, 1979).
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Despite the complexity of the involvement construct, most product and purchase involvement
scales are of a general nature as highlighted by Day and Stafford ( 1995) who argue that developing
context-free measures of involvement is a complicated ta:-.k and that several different scales arc
necessary to measure all types of involvement. Further. from a review of scale versus index
measurements techni!.jues used in marketing it is cundudcd that the involvement construct could
he opcrationalised as an index comprising of its antecedent factors.

This review of the inrnlvement literature has highligh1ed a need for more preci::.c definitions of
involvement constructs so that accurate measures may he developed and involvement model~
improved. The purpose of the next chapter is to identify 1he meaning of involvement 10 consumers
in the FK in order to specify the domain of the construct hefore sclectinr and/or adapting
appropriate operationalisations for the quantitative phase of this study.
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5
5.1

REPERTORY GRID
Introduction

The repertory grid was established as a psychological technique by Kelly (1955) to operationalise
the Theory of Personal Constructs. This theory is based on individuals' personal interpretations
and understanding of situations and people in their environment (Coshall, 2000). The Repertory
Grid Technique (RGT) is used to establish definitions and dimensions of involvement from a
consumer perspective. The RGT is considered to be a less subjective method for eliciting
responses in the 'language of the consumer' (Sampson, 1986). According to PCP, individuals
have their own construct system, which is derived from their life experience and interpretation of
the world and the RGT was developed to encourage people to exhibit their construct systems in
order to make predictions in a rigorous way about individuals (Stewart and Stewart, 1981).

The repertory grid technique (RGT) allows individuals to use their own language to describe what
is relevant to them by defining constructs and thus creating parameters in their own meaning
system. RGT is widely used within management development and research (e.g. management
training and development programmes, selection interviewing, assessment schemes, and
performance appraisals), but has also been implemented in other areas such as consumer behaviour
(Coshall, 2000). RGT is used here to uncover meanings of product involvement from a consumer
perspective.

As it can be difficult for individuals to verbalise constructs they do not often think about
(Easterby-Smith et al., 1996) the RGT is adapted to the current research setting to gain additional
insight into how consumers construe meanings and dimensions of involvement.
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RGT is particularly well suited to exploratory work in less defined situations and pilot work prior
to the use of other techniques (Jankowicz, 2000). This is the role the RGT performs in this
research programme to investigate meanings of involvement from a current UK consumer
perspective with the aim of informing the selection of an appropriate measurement instrument of
involvement in light of the ambiguity surrounding the involvement construct (see Chapter 2).
Paley's (2000) 'tool' model advocates that 'qualitative and quantitative methods are simply tools
fit for a range of scientific purposes', and RGT was found to be the most appropriate tool to meet
the above objective as it facilitates a framework for verbally eliciting constructs that individuals do
not often think about (Easterby-Smith et al., 1996).

The technique is rooted in personal construct psychology and is widely used in management
development and has also been implemented within consumer behaviour (Coshall, 2000). RGT is
aligned to the constructivist paradigm thus subjective construct systems based on individuals' own
life experiences and interpretations of the world are derived through this technique to make
predictions in a rigorous way about individuals (Stewart and Stewart, 1981 ). RGT uses a
procedure of triading for consumers to describe similarities and differences between a set of three
elements, in this case products represented by the four quadrants in the FCB grid (Vaughn, 1986).
Respondents identify two elements that are similar, but different from the third. A construct of
opposites results, which is expressed as a contrast. These constructs are then rated by the
respondent indicating which constructs are most closely associated with the individual's overall
construct-of involvement.

A number of data collection methods are available for such an inductive investigation, capable of
providing insight into complex phenomena, such as involvement, that require tapping consumers'
subconscious (Malhotra and Birks, 1999). For this purpose individual techniques were favoured
over group approaches (e.g. focus groups) due to the potential bias that could be introduced by
other group members and the possibility of group pressures, leading to distorted expressions of
individual opinions (Davis, 1997).
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Projective techniques are a successful alternative to direct questioning when respondents find it
difficult to verbalise their thoughts and feelings and when the objective is to get beneath the
surface. These techniques are rooted in clinical psychology and are based on the projective
hypothesis that the response to a stimulus is a projection of an individual's true feelings, meanings
or motivations (McDaniel and Gates, 1998). Word association, sentence completion, story
completion and picture sorts are among popular projective techniques used in advertising research
(Davis, 1997). However, these approaches are most often linked to specific brand names and do
not easily facilitate a more general exploration of meanings of product involvement.

RGT was adopted as a more appropriate technique for quantifying people's attitudes, feelings and
perceptions (Easterby-Smith et al., 1996) of involvement due to its ability to generate useful
individual data that can be efficiently aggregated within the procedures of the technique. The
rigorous procedures of RGT provide less opportunity for introducing interviewer bias and the
quantifiable data analysis can be used to operationalise constructs such as involvement. Thus RGT
offers a more objective analysis of highly subjective input compared to other qualitative
techniques. RGT has been adapted to the present research context to understand the meanings UK
consumers attach to product and purchasing involvement and the language used to describe their
subjective perceptions.

5.2

Objectives

The further need for exploratory research in relation to involvement stems from a multitude of
operationalisations despite agreement in the literature that involvement is a motivational state,
which is adopted in recent conceptualisations of the construct (Broderick and Mueller, 1999;
Cohen, 1983; Laurent & Kapferer, 1985; McQuarrie and Munson, 1987; Mittal, 1989; Rothschild,
1984). More specifically, further understanding of the involvement concept should allow
appropriate measures of involvement to be selected or revised for subsequent research in an
advertising context and to build more predictive advertising models.
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It 1s also amicipatcd that the data ohtarned from this exploratory study will aid in the
understanding of the role of involvement in relation to information processing of advertising and
to other relevant consumer behaviour theories in order to add further knowledge to this dynamic

area of marketing.

5.3

Procedure

RGT is administered by presenting respondents with a number of elements (e.g. products), which
can range from six lo thirty depending on the research cnntext. A triad of elements is presented to
the respondent who is asked to state one way in which two of them are alike and yet different from
the third. ln this way a construct is created and expressed as a contrast. The information is
recorded on a form and all elements are then rated on a scale of one to five hetween the poles of
the construct. The following steps explain the interview procedure (Table 5-1 ):

Table 5-1 Repertory grid procedure
Step

Activitv

Implementation

I

Present topic to respondent

Familiar or recently buught product

...

Agree a set of elements

Product categories

3

Explain procedure

4

Present triads of elements

5

Record construct as opposites

6

Present constructs as a rating scale of
1-5

I =phrase on Lhc left; 5:::phra:-,e on the right

7

Respondent rates each construct

Check directionality

8

Repeat sle.ps 4-7 to r:licit as many
different constructs as possible

Offer new triads each time to obtain 8-10
constructs per inten·iewee

'')

'

"you will be companng products
systematically"
i
I
"Which two of these arc the same in some
way. and d1ffcrcnt from the third?"
i
Commonality of two products recorded on the
left-hand side of the form and the difference
from the third is recorded on the right-hand
side
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5.3.1

Sample

A convenience sample of ?,7 people was used in line with recommendations b:; Green and Tull
(1978) for exploratory research using RGT A range of views was sought and thus respondents
were selected on the basis of age (over 16). gender (males and females) and occupation to obtain
ver~atility in the data. The respondents were recruited from four main sources as presented in
Table 5-2 and their ages ranged from 22-70. As a matter of courtesy and ethical conduct. verbal
pem1ission was obtained from the managing director of two companies known to the researcher so
that employees could be approached without discomfort to either party.

Table 5-2 Recruitment of Respondents
Recruitment Source

Number of Respondents

Students
Company Employees

14
11
8

Family and Friends
1

4

37

Total

5.3.2

Pilot

Six pilot-interviews were underwken to refine interviewing technique, test triads of elements, and
to estimate interviewing time as suggested by Stewart and Stewart (198 l ). Each interview lasted
approximately 45 minutes during wluch product class comparisons were undertaken of high and
low involvemcnL products/services identified from the invohement literature (Table 5-3).

Table 5-3 High and Low Involvement Products

i

Low Involvement

High Involvement

Soft drinks

Car

Kitchen towels

Insurance

Batteries

PC

Regular heer

Holiday
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These products are representative of high and low involvement categories commonly used in
involvement research (Table 5-4) and the specific selection of product were judged to be relevant
to a broad range of people.

Table 5-4 Products used in Involvement Research
Source

Year

Products

Zaichkowsky

1994

Soft drink, PC.

Knox et al.

1994

McQuarrie and Munson

1992

Rossiter et al.

1991

Jain and Srinivasan

1990

Higie and Feick

1989

PC, golf, needlework

Mittal and Lee

1989

VCR.Jeans

Mittal

1989

Beer, camera, jeans

Ratchford

1987

Credit card, washer dryer motor oil, eye glasses, hair
colouring ground coffee, face soap, regular shampoo, paper
towels, salad oil, liquid hand soap; toothpaste, pizza,
ciJ?;arettes (list is not exhaustive).

Vaughn

1986

Clothes pegs

Zaichkowsky

1985

35mm camera, red wine, breakfast cereal

Lastovicka and Gardner

1979

Compact Cars

Kitchen towels, tinned tomatoes, cereals, detergents,
toothpaste, newspapers.
Car, cereal, colour TV, facial tissue, headache remedy,
instant coffee, jeans, laundry detergent, mouthwash.
Aspirin, light beer, detergent, routine industrial products,
candy, regular beer, fiction novels, microwave oven,
insurance, home renovations, new industrial products,
vacations, fashion clothinJ?; cards, corporate imaJ?;e.
Alarm clock, batteries, calculator, chocolate,
cologne/perfume, detergents, haircut (styled), music
tapes/records, newspaper, radio.

The findings of the pilot study suggested that most respondents experienced some problems in
expressing their own thoughts and feelings. This is not an unusual reaction from people who may
find it difficult to verbalise constructs they do not often think about (Easterby-Smith et al., 1996).
Involvement is believed to be a complex construct (Broderick and Mueller, 1999), which is more
abstract than dealing with concrete product attributes (e.g. car features). This requires more in
depth discussion to ensure that the respondent concentrates on eliciting relevant constructs to the
topic in question.
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It also became apparent that 45 minutes to one hour would he an appropriate time frame for

conducting further interviews. It allows enough time to explore a useful number of constructs
without cxhau:sting the respondent unnecessarily, thus limiung response bias due to ink:rvicw
fatigue. A one-hour slot is consistent with recommendaticms by Jankowicz (2002) for similar
types of repertory grid research.

As cognitive responses were more forthcoming than affective responses adjustments were made to
increase the number of affective product elements as these were found to be under represented in
the oriic'inal selection of elements (Tahk 5-3) as only holiday and beer were likely to educe an
affective response. As a way of ensuring that sufficient dimensions of involvement could be
explored, the FCB grid (Vaughn. 1986) was introduced as a basis for categorising grid elements.
This allowed four product groups to be introduced within the high/low involvement and think/fed
dimensions as presented in Figure 5-1 and were designed to cover a wider range of involvement
products/services including additional "feel" products with a view to obtaining more varied and
preferably more affective responses.

Figure 5-1 FCB Grid
Hieb Involvement

Low Involvement

Insurance
Car

Batteries*
Kitchen Towels
Alarm clock
Calculator
Laundry detergent
Newspaper

VCR

Thinking

Camera*
I PC
Mobile telephone
TV
I

Feeling

Holiday*
Jeans
i Wine
Jewellery
Trainers
I Perfume

Beer
Chocolate*
Cigarettes
Soft drink
Instant coffee
Shampoo

*denotes products which will feature in each exercise.
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Mobile telephones were added as an additional element due to it being currently a very popular
product category. which is used by many people for both leisure and business purposes. In
addition, to induce a feeling of ownership on the part of the respondent and the interviewer
(Jankowicz, 2000), the interviewee would be asked to select four products with which s/he was
very familiar (Stewart and Stewart, 1981 J and four consistent elementc; was chosen by the
researcher to achieve a total of eight elements for this exercise as indicated in Figure 5-1.

5.3.3

Inteniews

The procedure for the grid interviews followed the guidelines advocated by Stewart and Stewart
(1981 l and Jankowicz (2000 ). Before the start of each interview the respondents were briefed as
to the purpose of the exercise and told that the researcher wished to find out how the respondent
thinks about particular products that are very familiar to him/her. The action on the respondent
was to systematically compare the elements to provide this information. It was decided not to
introduce the concept of involvement until the end of the interview to limir interviewer hias and to
preserve the uncontaminated nature of repertory grid data (Honey, 1979).

Twenty-five index cards clearly labelled with each product were laid out in four columns
representing each of the dimensions in the FCB grid. Each card would also carry a letter and
number identifier. The numbered cards would facilitate case of distribution for each interview and
also served as codes for selecting different grid triads (e.g. IA, 3A, 3-respondent choice). The
codes used for each product is illustrated in Table 5-5.

Table 5-5 Product Elements

I IA:Camcra
! 1B: Pc
1C: Car
ID: Tnsurance
lE:TV
1F: Mohile Tel.
! lg: VCR

2A: Holiday
2B: Jeans
2C: Wine
2D: Jewellery
2E: Trainers
2F: Perfume/Cologne

JA: Batteries

3B: Newspaper
3C: Kitchen Towel
3D: Calculator
3E: Alarm Clock
3F: Laundry Detergent
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4A: Chocolak
4B: Reg. Beer
4C: Cigarettes
4D: Shampoo
4E: Inst. Coffee
4F: Soft Drinks

i
I

To demonstrate the activity to the respondent, the researcher selected a card from each of the four
columns, and these would remain constant for all interviews (e.g. camera, holiday, batteries,
chocolate). The remainder of the cards were randomised within each category and for each
interview to avoid sequence bias (Churchill, 1999). The respondent was then asked to also select
four cards representing products they were either very familiar with and/or had bought recently.
The eight chosen elements were then laid out for the respondents to show that the exercise would
focus on these particular products and to double-check that the respondents were indeed familiar
with all these elements. No changes to the selection of elements were necessary for any of the
interviews. Eight elements are considered manageable for most repertory grid uses according to
Jankowicz (2002). The remaining cards were then put aside for the exercise to begin.

The researcher first assured the respondent that there would be no 'correct' answers, but that the
respondent's views were of specific importance and interest. The researcher also attempted to
make the interview atmosphere as non-threatening as possible by being attentive, friendly and
reassuring. The first triad of grid elements were then presented to the respondent, who was asked:
'Which two of these are the same in some way, and different from the third?'. Respondents could
make this distinction fairly quickly. They were then asked why they saw the elements this way
with the following question: 'What do the two have in common, as opposed to the third?'

If a bipolar expression were obtained with words that express a contrast, the person's construct
was recorded·on the repertory grid by the researcher. The commonality between two products was
consistently recorded on the left hand side (i.e. emergent pole) and the opposite of this on the right
hand side (i.e. implicit pole). This aspect of the grid procedure has particular implications for the
correct calculation of matching scores (i.e. how closely a construct is related to the overall
construct of involvement), which will be discussed further in the analysis section.
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As respondents were not aware that involvement dimensions were of specific interest, some initial
answers were trivial, even when taken with respect to the interviewee's position (e.g. 'needs
batteries' as opposed to 'works without batteries'). The valueless nature of some responses is one
of the criticisms levelled at the repertory grid technique (Sampson, 1986). To limit such
outcomes, guidelines by Jankowicz (2002) advised the researcher to ask "in what way that might
be important" and usually a more appropriate construct would follow as a result. The interviewer
then encouraged the respondent to produce additional constructs of this kind. The majority of
respondents very quickly progressed with eliciting additional constructs, now they understood how
the technique worked.

5.3.4

Sequence of triads

Unique combinations of triads should be attempted as far as possible for the interviewee to arrive
at different constructs each time (Jankowicz, 2002). The first four triads in this exercise
conformed to a set sequence introduced by the researcher (Table 5-6), in order to isolate
involvement dimensions horizontally and vertically in accordance with the dimensions featured in
the FCB grid (Vaughn, 1986).

Table 5-6 Sequence of triads
IA:Camera

3A: Batteries

3X:

3A: Batteries

4A:Chocolate

4X:

IA: Camera

2A: Holiday

2X:

4A:Chocolate

2A: Holiday

2X:

X denotes a product chosen by the respondent

To counter-balance this prescribed sequence, the remaining three or four triads were not chosen
systematically to ensure sufficient variety of responses. In addition, respondents were asked to
select three cards themselves from the eight elements that they felt showed a particularly strong
contrast, which they had not yet offered as a construct. In order to obtain more fundamental
constructs, respondents were asked to identify which end of the construct they preferred and why.
This was then recorded as a new construct in the grid together with its opposite (Jankowicz, 2000).
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The researcher supplied an overall construct (e.g. 111volving/uninvolving) in accordance with
Honey's (1979) method to assess which of the generated constructs is most closely associated with
involvement. This is a powerful method for differentiating the relative importance and relevance
of partH.:ular a~pects of involvement indicat1.:d by high matching scores (JankowicL, 2002).

5.3.5

Constructs

Respondents generated between six and nine constructs each
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arrive at a total numbt:r of 237

constructs. which exceeds the 225 constructs usually required for thi5 type of research (Green and
Tull, 1978). An hour was scheduled for each interview, which is consistent with other studies
where seven to twelve constructs have been elicited in the same time period (JankowicL, 2002). ln
order to increase time effectiveness the interviews were hlock scheduled with up to five interviews
per day. This meant that those who were slower in responding to the exercise elicited fewer
constructs in the specified time period, hence the spread of constructs for this sample.

Once the respondent had exhausted the number of different constructs they could elicit, their grid
was presented to them as a rating scale with oppo\ite poles. The respondents were then asked

to

express the position of the elements on the constructs involved on a five-point scale, which is
considered sufficiently precise (Jankowicz, 2000) for this purpose. A number between one and
five was given to the rc:searcher ror each element on each construct, which was recorded on the
grid sheet. Respondents who were felt to be fatigued by the interview and/or less confident about
the directionality of the rating scale were asked to confirm the numher given, so that' 1· was not
recorded when they meant '5' More confident respondents were also occasionally asked to verify
which end of the pole they were rating to reduce response error.

At the end of the interview, the respondents were thanked for their patience. time and effort. As a
small token of appreciation they were offered a piece of premium chocolate, which was greatly
appreciated hy those taking part in the repertory grid research. Overal I, the integrity (\r the RGT
was preserved by adhering to set guidelines for this type of research.
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5.4

Analysis of Results

One way of aggregating the data from many repertory grids, while still preserving as much of the
individual interviewee's meaning as possible is to use contents analysis, which is particularly
suited to samples of more than ten people (Jankowicz, 2002). Thirty seven people were
interviewed and they created a total of 237 constructs for analysis, which forms the basis of
additional differential analyses. These comprise the relative importance of certain involvement
dimensions when comparing these with the supplied construct (i.e. involving/uninvolving) to
identify the construct domain for each dimension. All analyses are performed manually and
transcribed electronically for the purpose of further analysis and reporting of results. The analysis
procedure is set out in Table 5-7.

Table 5-7 Analysis procedure

Steo

Procedure

1

Contents analysis

2

Tabulation of results

3

Initial reliability of the category system

4

Establish meaning of category headings
Repeat contents analysis with agreed
categories
Re-calculate reliability of the category
system

5
6
7

Cross-validation

8

Identify constructs that exemplify a
category particularly well

5.4.1

Imolementation
Two judges identify categories independently
and allocate constructs to categories.
Recording which constructs have been
allocated to which categories
Percentage of agreed constructs compared to
all constructs
Agreement between judges
As in step 1
Aim for 90% or higher
Cohen's Kappa reliability co-efficient;
Perrault-Leigh Index
High matching scores indicate closeness to
overall construct of involvement (100 =
match)

Contents Analysis

The transcribed grid sheets were read by two judges who derived a set of individual analysis
categories according to coding processes described by Perrault and Leigh ( 1989). Category
definitions were created using conventional contents analysis procedures (Holsti, 1968) with each
construct representing a single unit of meaning.
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The procedure also incorporated Honey's (1979) technique for sorting and categorising the data
most efficiently although computers were used instead of cards for ease of handling and recording
of constructs.

The initial comparison of data by the two judges was undertaken by drawing a large matrix on
approximately Al format paper. Judge A would list categories on the horizontal axis from left to
right and Judge B would also list categories, but on the vertical axis from top to bottom. From
individual summary sheets each construct number would be recorded on the matrix (e.g. 5.3 =
third construct by interviewee number 5). The results of the initial exercise was then transcribed
electronically into an Excel spreadsheet to compare the data, which indicated that sixteen
categories were similar and two from Judge B did not match any of those proposed by Judge A.
161 out of 236 constructs were agreed upon achieving inter-judge reliability of 68.2%.

According to Jankowicz (2002) negotiation between judges is necessary for reaching reliability of
the category system in excess of 90%. This stage of the process resulted in reducing the number of
categories to fifteen with 90.7 % inter-judge agreement equal to 180 agreed constructs. A large
number of constructs were related to risk, which made up the largest category of 59 constructs, but
it was decided that "risk" was too loose a description for the diverse type of constructs in this
category. Consequently, a category system was devised which comprised seven category headings
and nineteen sub-categories. This structure formed the basis of the last step in the contents
analysis procedure where both judges would utilise agreed definitions of the sub-categories to
repeat the sorting of constructs into this final set of categories. This step of the procedure serves to
confirm whether the judges' negotiations have been fruitful (Jankowicz, 2002).

The final step of the contents analysis increased inter-judge reliability to 95.8% with 228 agreed
constructs (see Appendix B). Additional evidence ofreliability is computed using Cohen's Kappa
reliability coefficient, which removes the effect of chance agreement, at 95.2%.
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Accordi ng to Jankowicz (2002) it is also recommended to record the Perrault-Leigh Index
(Perrault and Leigh , 1989) fo r this type of ana lys is. Jt includes sta ndard error computati o n a nd is
calculated a t 87.8% wi th a lowest confidence level at 0. 83 exceeding the standard statistical
criterion of 0.80 for a reliable measure. The Perrault-Leigh Index is a particularly appropriate
reli ability measure for this researc h, as it has been developed to improve the reliabi lity of nomina l
data based on qua litative judgements su c h as the RGT. Figure 5-2 su mma rises the fina l categories
that were agreed a nd the resu Its of the conte nts analysi s are explained in the following sect ions.

Figure 5-2 Categories identified from contents analysis

Final Contents Analysis
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5.4.2

Involvement Dimensions

A variety of dime nsions have been id entifi ed in the literature as comprising the involvement
construct. T hese have been categorised into three grou ps by the resea rcher to includ e involveme nt
itse lf, its antecedents and consequences (see Table 5-8). The categories uncovered by the conten ts
ana lysis have th en been mapped onto this fr amework where possible to show not only the relative
impact of certain dimensio ns, but also to demonstrate the a bility of RGT to pick up a full set of
attributes associated with invol vement. It is perhaps o nly na tural that peop le sho uld consider this
spec trum when making sense of what meaning various products ha ve in their own li ves , why this
is so, and what actions resu lt from their vie w of the wo rld .
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The dimensions included in Table 5-8 will be discussed first and then fo11owed by those constructs
that additionally were captured by RGT, but fall outside of this particular representation of the
literature.

The distribution of constructs suggests that respondents have in particular focused on the
antecedents of involvement when creating meaning about product classes followed by the
consequences (i.e. behaviour) of their involvement. This research uses the involvement
conceptualisation by McQuarrie and Munson (1992), which includes two dimensions; importance
and interest. These are also represented within the constructs elicited by RGT, but to a lesser
degree. One explanation for this could be that respondents do not distinguish between
involvement and its antecedents as proposed in the literature, but that they see these dimensions as
a pool of reasons for their involvement.

Table 5-8 Comparison of RGT categories and involvement dimensions
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5.4.3

Antecedent<;

Within the antecedent dimensions "plea~ure" and "risk" are dominant representing affective and
cognitive components respectively. This is consistent with current thinking on attitude formation
(see Ambler, 2000; du Plessis, 1998) where affect is conL·eptualiscd as the primary dnver of
decision making and cognition having a secondary effect. However, this is contrary to the
cognitive response models where the learning of thoughts generated from communications is
regarded as fundamental to persuasion (see Eagly and Chaicken. l 99~ ). Despite the theoretical
focus on affect. cognitive responses demonstrate higher effects empirically (see Celuch and Slama,
1993; McColl-Kennedy and Fetter, 2001 L An explanation for this could be that predominantly
cognitive measurements were used. This aspect will be discussed in more detail in the
"measurement·· section.

Unfamiliar purchases (i.e. infrequent and special) generated the higher matching scores signifying
that these types of purchases are more involving which is consistent with the literature.
Familiarity is sometimes conceptualised as a con,,cquencc: and not an antecedent due to the
learning the consumer experiences over time, but the RGT indicates that consumers construe
familiarity as an antecedent of involvement.

Sign (i.e. image) is assumed to have a major effect on consumers' decision making due to its
impact on self-identity and social approval (Solomon et al. 2002), but only 4.2% of constructs
relate to image. One explanation could he that people are not prepared to admit !hat image is an
import.ant consideration in their decision-making. Although the RGT is designed to elicit such
core constructs these can be uncomfortable for the respondents and the researcher sensed in some
cases that the respondent exhibited defensive hod~' language and reluctantly suggested that image
was quite important with some product purchases.
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"Pleasure"' and "risk'' stand out as the main reasons for thi,; sample's level of involvement,
suggesting that involvement has hoth an affective and a cognitive dimension in people's minds.
This aspect of involvement is also advocated by Ratchford ( 1987) and Vaughn (1986), who
developed the FCB planning modd to take account of kcling and thinking dimen\ions in relation
to high and low involvement by integrating work on left/right hrain theory. The left brain is better
capable of rational, cognitive thinking while the right side is more visual and emotional, engaging
in affective feeling functions (Belch and Belch. 1998).

5.4.4

Consequences

Behavioural outcomes of involvement (i.e. consequences) as identified in the literature arc also
well represented by the number of constructs in these categories. although no constructs covered
interpersonal communication. The remaining dimensions appear to divide into two groups. The
first group comprises cornrnitmcnt and brand preference. hoth of which arc affccti\c in nature (see
Solomon et al., 2002: Zajonc. 1980). The second group includes information search and
detailed/overall evaluation of product attributes, which are both linked to risk and may therefore be
more cognitive in nature.

Sixteen constructs comprise loyalty behaviour ( i.e. commitment and brand preference), which is a
reflection of reoplc'., product/hrand involvement. Highly involved consumers are more likely to
become loyal consumers as an emotional attachment to particular products/brand is created
(Solomon et aL, 2002).

Almost 13% of constructs were related to "information search" and "product evaluation" which
arc both linked to the process of acquiring products/brands. These constructs fall within the
category of TIME & EFFORT, which the contents analysis (Figure 5-2) revealed to he a major
overall category at more than 41 % of all constructs.
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The sub-categories of this dimension are further discussed in the following section as they fall
outside of the representation of the literature illustrated in Table 5-8. These appear to highlight the
nuances of purchase involvement in some detail suggesting perhaps that this might be a rational
form of involvement due to the cognitive nature of the TIME & EFFORT categories.

5.4.5

Impact of Gender

The role of gender in relation to involvement was considered a useful perspective to develop with
the repertory grid research, as gender differences have been found in relation to information
processing (see Chapter 2). Gender appears to have some impact on involvement as males and
females differ in emphasising particular aspects of the overall dimensions determined by the
contents analysis. These gender differences are highlighted in Table 5-9 and material
discrepancies are examined below.

Within the PLEASURE dimension, females tend to focus on the feelings and mood certain
products educe in a purchasing situation. They are also slightly more interested in the experiential
benefits that can be obtained from particular products whereas males look for fun and enjoyment
in their purchasing, This suggests that males and females direct their attention to particular aspects
of PLEASURE when thinking about involving products.

No significant gender differences were apparent within the RISK dimension as both males and
females recognise the risk of disappointment from a wrong decision, although a small number of
females attached importance to the financial penalty, which could be incurred from potentially
unsuitable purchases.

Nevertheless, gender differences are apparent when considering the detailed aspects of risk
relating to the TIME and EFFORT involved in making purchase decisions. Males tend to focus on
cognitive aspects of the buying situation, in particular the duration of the decision making process.
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Females also demonstrate this latter aspect by emphasising whether a product needs to be
evaluated in S()flle detail or can he purchased relatively quickly. Hov..·ever, they stress loyalty
behaviour to a higher degree than their male counterparts. This latter point is intriguing, as higher
perceptions of risk should lead to increased loyalty: essentially loyalty acts as a risk reducer. An
explanation could he that women focus more on the affective side of loyalty Jue to their emotional
attachment (Solomon et al., 2002) to panicular products/brands.

As might he predicted. females are far more concerned ahout image (i.e. SIGN) related purchases
than males, and this represents the largest gender difference of all the categories. It also appears
that males tend to look al the benefits of using particular products more so than females. As
mentioned earlier. image represented Jess than 5% of all constructs elicited. hut the fact that
females so overwhelmingly focus on this dimension in their decision making puts this finding into
perspective.

With regard ro INVOLVEMEJ\T males emphasise the importance dimension much higher than
females, who arc slightly more interested in whether products are exciting or boring. This divide
supports the ahove observations that males and females differ in their emphasis on the particular
dimensions that comprise the involvement concept. Overall, males appear to be predominantly
cognitive in their evaluation of products whereas females tend to demonstrate more affcct in thcir
decision-making.

TI1e overall picture disguises individual differences at the ,uh-category JcveL indicating that
gender may have an impact on people's propensity to become involved in different ways. The
impact of gender is an additional component lo the Person Factors proposed hy Zaichkowsky
(1986), who suggested that person, object, and situation factors are all antecedents of involvement.
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The level of involvement could be influenced by one or more of these factors and interactions
between tlwm are likely to occur according to this framework. The Person Factor relate~ to the
characteristics of the individual considering his or her value system and unique experiences as
determinants of their involvement. These factors might also include personality. education, social
status and cultural influences.

Table 5-9 Categories and dimensions relating to gender differences
Catcgor)'

Dimension

l

Sum

Rational/emotional product choice

I

11

I

I

7
4.5

i

,_')

6

3.9
6
3.9
18
11.6
5
3.2
15
9.7
6
3.9
7
4.5
8
5.2
14
9.0

i

I

Financial Risk

5

0

I

!

i

Unccrtaimy in buying decision

i

0
8

l

I
l

9.8

Familiarity
Duration of decision making process

I

2.1
23
9.7
9
3.8
13
5.5
12
5.1
22
9.3

i
!

i

Complexity of decision making
I

Information Acquisition

16

Many/few thoughb needed
I

Detailed overall product evaluation

i

6.8
9
3.8

16
6.8

Loyalty behaviour
SIGN

Image

BENEFIT

Future expectations / long-term benefit

MISCELLANEAOUS

Sole/shared decision

1l

7.0

...

5

10

6.5

4
2.6
6

3.8
4
2.5

2

6.0
l

0.8

1.2

0.6

237

82
99.9

99.8

99.9
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8

5.2
7
4.5
12
7.7

2

8

TOTALS

!

8

9.8
2
2.4
4
4.9
2.4
7
8.5
2
2.4
2
2.4

3.4
9
3.7

Interaction with product

I

6

7.3
4
4.9
8
9.8

13

6

Importance

i

3
3.7

5.5
17
7 '.l
2.5

Interest
INVOLVEME~t

%

4
4.9

I
I

I

Necessity/ Experiential Product

TIME/EFFORT

%

2.4
6
7.3
8
9.8

Enjoyment/fun

!

I

3.4
12
5.1
26
10.8

PLEASURE

RISK

4.6

F

8

Feelingsflv1ood

FUNCTIONAL

%

M

l
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i
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5.4.6

Representative constructs in relation to supplied construct

The relative importance of particular categories of constructs to this sample becomes more
apparent when comparing the matching scores within each category. Table 5-10 summarises this
data into three main groups comprising high, medium to low, and mixed scores. The significance
of each group will be explained in the following sections.

Consistent with the literature, this sample thinks that risk is an important aspect of involving
products, which is illustrated by the high matching scores obtained within the risk categories. A
high degree of consensus also exists with the majority of the TIME/EFFORT categories due to
their high matching scores. It is hypothesised here that these sub-categories are closely linked to
risk (e.g. if a product is associated with risk, the decision making process will be more complex as
more information is needed and a number of thoughts required to make the final decision).

The importance of cognitive information processing is the basis of the AIDA model (Strong, 1925,
cited in Brassington and Pettitt, 2000) or the 'standard learning hierarchy', which assumes that
consumers are rational decision makers, who evaluate their beliefs before any feelings (affect) are
formed about the product, and first then commit to purchasing it. This sequential process may be
representative of high involvement products that are purchased for the very first time or very
infrequently. For most consumers, this is likely to be a rare situation as most product classes are
purchased on a cyclical basis. Even cars can be classified as a repurchase (every 3-5+/- years).

The significant observation that the constructs most associated with involvement by this sample
are cognitive could indicate that brand rather than product knowledge is important to consumers.
However, it is not entirely clear from the data whether this should occur before, simultaneously, or
after any positive feelings have been formed about the brand.
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Table 5-10 Summary of matching scores
Matching
Scores

Main Category

Sub-Category

Mean
Matching
Scores

Number
of
Constructs

FUNCTIONAL

Financial risk

90

5

Uncertainty in buying decision

82

22

Familiarity

81

9

Complexity of decision
making

84

11

Information Acquisition

86

21

Number of thoughts needed

86

13

Detailed/overall product
evaluation

83

8

Interest

87

8

Importance

82

9

Rational/emotional product
choice

70

11

Necessity/experiential or treat

74

26

Loyalty behaviour

83

16

Image and socially influenced
decisions

75

13

Feelings/mood

72

8

Enjoyment/fun

76

12

TIME/EFFORT

Duration of decision making

80

13

BENEFIT

Future expectations/long-term
benefit

77

17

s

Sole/shared decision

79

4

INVOLVEMENT

Interaction with product

76

2

RISK

High

TIME/EFFORT

INVOLVEMENT

PLEASURE

Medium
to Low
TIME/EFFORT

PLEASURE

Mixed

MISCELLANEOU

Not
classified

Both "importance" (cognitive) and "interest"(affective) are deemed to be important aspects of how
people think about involvement, but it appears that there is a certain ambivalence about the
importance or relevance of affect to involvement as a whole highlighted by the medium to low and
mixed matching scores (Jankowicz, 2002) summarised in Table 5-10. Aspects of PLEASURE
(i.e. Rational/emotional and necessity/treat product choices), loyalty behaviour and image appear
to be less important to the sample as a whole in relation to involvement.
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This differential analysis suggests that involvement is highly cognitive in nature and that the role
of affect (i.e. the pleasure dimensions) is less clear. A factor analysis of a selection of grid
interview sheets does support a two-dimensional aspect of involvement by indicating an
"involvement" and a "pleasure" dimension. Contemporary literature on decision-making (Ambler,
2000; du Plessis, 1998) also suggests that affect is primary and cognition is secondary to
persuasion. This indicates that the 'experiential learning hierarchy' is a more dominant route to
decision-making focusing on attitudes that are based on hedonistic consumption.

Zajonc (1980) agrees that affect is not post cognitive, and argues that affective reactions can occur
without much perceptual and cognitive encoding, can be made sooner and with more confidence.
He also concludes that affect and cognition can influence each other in a number of ways
suggesting that both constitute independent sources of effects in information processing. The
relative roles of affect and cognition in decision making remain perplexing, but it could be argued
that these dimensions are dominant at different times. The pre-decision stage might in line with
recent thinking on affect be dominated by affective reactions such as liking and preference in the
buyer readiness stage, which is developed via marketing and inter-personal communication (e.g.
advertising and word-of-mouth), familiarity or just mere exposure (Zajonc, 1980; Janiszewski,
1988). This highlights that cognition is not necessarily a prerequisite for decision-making.
Cognitive reactions such as information search may therefore only become more prevalent closer
to making a decision for certain products/brands, and particularly when affect is inconclusive
(Ambler and Burne, 1999).

The suggested fluid and interactive relationship between affect and cognition might suggest that
product involvement could be more affective when not measured in a purchasing context, and
conversely, that purchase involvement might be predominantly cognitive (see Figure 5-3). This
could explain the impact of cognitive constructs in Table 5-10 as respondents were thinking about
these in relation to a recent purchasing situation.
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Product/enduring involvemcnl is assumed to be fairly constant as demonstrated by its continuity
and cognition increases closer to a purchase decision being made. Cognition may continue after
the purchase in the form of cognitive dissonance for a while or become affective fairly quickly due
ro a more positive post purchase evaluation.

Figure 5-3 Affective and cognitive involvement
Cognition
Affect
Product/enduring involvement

Product/enduring involvement

5.5

Measurement of involvement

The application of RGT offers great insight into people's attitudes and how they construe their
own W()rld. The technique has been used in a variety of fields including human resources
management, quality control, and market research and also offers great assistance with
questionnaire design to discover the areas that the questionnaire should cover and the best way of
expressing these on paper (Stewart :me! Stewart, 1981 '1. The repertory grid results have identified

how people construe involvement in terms o{the dimensions thar are part of this construct and
how these are articulaLed in a meaningful way to the interviewees.

The objective of this section is to examine the repertory grid constructs in relation to existing
measures of the involvement dimensions idl'.ntified in the literature Lo ascertain 1he domain of
involvement and its antecedents. Subsequently, an analysis of the wording of scale items win he
undertaken to assist with the selection and/or adaptation of appropriate measurement scales for the
quantitative phase of this study. In :-,ome cases key words arc used, where these have originated
from a semantic differential scale or similar construct within RGT; for Likert scales full or part
sentences are recorded.
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5.5.1

Importance

Constructs about "importance" embrace items such as importance, relevance, meaning, and value
to the individual. These items are varyingly represented within involvement scales, which
measure the importance dimension. The closest match can be found with McQuarrie and
Munson's (1987, 1992), Schneider and Rodgers' (1996) and Zaichkowsky's (1985)
importance/personal relevance scales. Other scales (see Broderick, 1996; Jensen et al., 1988;
Ratchford, 1987; Vaughn, 1986) have a tendency to mix importance items with those from other
dimensions (e.g. sign, pleasure, risk, and interest).

By comparing the existing scale items with the repertory grid results it becomes apparent that the
wording used in the sample is very similar to the literature, only minor adjustments would be
necessary in future item development. "Thought" is also a component of "importance" within
existing involvement scales, but an aspect that was emphasised by only five percent of this sample.
Although the wording is quite similar, the context i.e. decision or product should be specified to
avoid ambivalence when responding to questionnaires.
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Table 5-11 Terminology of importance

! Repertory Grid Wording

Existing Scale Wording

Item

Important/not important

Important/unimportant
Of (no) concern to me
I
!

Means a lot to me

Means something to me

Matters to me
I worry ifl don't have the
product

Significant
Vital

Relevant

Relevant
Importance

How important is ... to your social
life, job and future career plans?
I definitely have a wanting for this
product
I rate this product as being of the
hig:hest importance to me personallv.
I feel that this is product that ought to
be important to me
• Very important decision

Low/higher order need

I attach great importance to selecting
a ...
Choosing between ... is a very
important decision
Decision requires thought
How often do vou think about ...
I can make many connections or
associations between experiences in
my life and this product.

Thought

5.5.2

Many/few thoughts needed;
Many/few considerations
Have to think about it

Interest

The "interest" dimension is predominantly represented by constructs, which incorporate items
such as interesting/exciting vs. mundane/boring. Within existing interest scales only Bloch et al' .s
(1986) one~item Interest Index captures this interest dimension exclusively. Other interest scales
appear to overlap with the pleasure dimension by including such items as fun together with
excitement, and interest (see; Higie and Feick, 1989; Jain and Srinivasan, 1990; McQuarrie and
Munson, 1987. 1992 ).
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Indeed McQuarrie and Munson ( l 992) changed their original pleasure scale and renamed it
''interest" retaining three of the original items. changing \lne and adding a fifth item highlighting
the significant overlap between these dimensions in the literature.

In comparison to the previous involvement dimensions. "interest.. appears straight forward as key
words such as "exciting" and ''interesting" versus "boring" and "not interesting" would appear to
capture this uumain.

Table 5-12 Terminology of interest

I Repertory Grid \\'ording

!

Item

Existing Scale Wording

I

I

One can say .. interests me a lot
How interested are you in the subject
of ... 1
Exciting/unexciting

Interesting/not interesting

I
Exciting/boring

Interest
Dull/neat
I

Appealing/unappealing

I

Boring/interesting

5.5.3

Interesting/boring

Pleasure

The "pleasure" constructs elicited hy RGT account for nearly a quarter or all constructs (i.e. 51 =
22%) suggesting that pleasure is a very imponant purchase motivation. In a similar study hy

Honey 0979) with the same number of categories, the highest scoring category included 15¼ of
the constructs, indicating that overall the "pleasure" category is important to this sample. This
dimension is sub-divided into four categories (e.g. rational/emotional, feelings, fun. and
necessity/lreat). The dominant category is "necessity/treat" with 45c7<,

or the "pleasure" constructs

where respondents focus upon those products that are nice to have and bring experiential benefits
versus those they have to buy. for which involvement is lower.
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The "pleasure" constructs tended to occur in the middle to later stages of the interviews when it is
more taxing for the respondl'.nt to generate nl'.w constructs. This suggests that the abundance of
"pleasure" constructs have not occurred because they were easier for the respondents to verbalise.
Jn fact, nearly all respondents started by eliciting cognitive constructs and for 40% of the sample a
"pleasure" construct was the last construct elicited.

Basi::d upon the elicited constructs a m;;asurcment of pleasure should includ;; elements of fun,
enjoyment. pleasure. indulgence, and positive feelings. As mentioned earlier. there is a significant
overlap between "interest" and "pleasure" items within existing involvement scales which means
that only a few of these CO\er the above "plca~urc"/hedonic elements, and then only partially (see
Laurent and Kapferer 1985: Mittal and Lee, 1989; Knox et al., 1994). This suggests that there is a
need to choose scale items that clearly represent the "pleasure" domain.

In Table 5-13 key words from existing involvement scales are compared with the wording used by
this sample. This suggests a high degree of agreement, although there were no items for "mood"
within existing scales and respondent~ used the word "treat'' com,istcntly rather than "gift"'. There
appears, therefore. to be scope for developing items to reflect the "mood/feeling" aspect of
pleasure.

Table 5-13 Terminology of pleasure

I Item

!

I

---

Repertory Grid
Wording

Pleasure

Plca~ure, relaxati()n

Pleasure

Satisfaction

Satisfying

Satisfaction

Mood/feelings

None found

Happy, positive

Enjoyable

Enjoyment

Fun

Fun

Gift. treat

Treat

Enjoyment
--

Fun
I

' Existing Scale
Wording

• Treat
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5.5.4

Risk

Perceived risk is a major antecedent of involvement according to the literature (Laurent and
Kapferer, 1985) and to some it also defines involvement (Rossiter and Percy, 1987). The risk
constructs generated represent just over 12% of all the responses and are divided into two
categories. The first of only five constructs focus on the financial risk involved in high value
product purchases. The second of 22 constructs is concentrated on the outcomes of decision
making (i.e. the risk of making a bad purchase and having to live with this product choice long
term). The latter point most closely represents "risk importance" dimensions in the literature (see
Jain and Srinivasan, 1990; Knox et al., 1994; Laurent and Kapferer, 1985; Mittal and Lee, 1989).

Another significant risk dimension in the literature is "risk probability" which concerns the
complicated task of choosing between brands. The respondents also recognised this as a major
factor in that 12.6% of constructs reflect the complexity and the number of thoughts that go into
making highly involving decisions. Overall, risk related constructs account for almost a quarter of
all constructs elicited, confirming its significant role within involvement. Although "risk
importance" and "risk probability" are both mirrored in one of the most recent involvement scales
(Broderick, 1996) by one item each, these also appear to be mixed with pleasure items which are
all included in this risk dimension. This is further evidence that current involvement scales need to
be reviewed to ensure that those items, which are supposed to measure a particular dimension,
truly reflect the domain of that dimension in order to increase the predictive powers of the scale.

As illustrated by Table 5-10 the two main dimensions of risk, i.e. risk probability and risk
importance, are represented by a multitude of items in the literature. However, this is only
mirrored by the repertory grid sample for the risk importance dimension where a number of
phrases are used to describe the concern people have for making the right product choice.
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Risk probability on the other hand deals with the probability of mis-purchase from the complexity
of choosing between brands. The respondents used only a few phrases to describe this situation by
focusing on the degree of certainty they have in decision-making. its complexity, and the difficulty
of choosing between brands. As these phrases would seem to cover the domain of risk probability
adequately, they might he used in a questionnaire to reflect more accurately the way people feel
when having to choose between brands in a product category.

It could be argued that the other types of risk such as functional risk and financial risk, which are

not often measured within existing scales, may be implicit in the two main components of risk.
Notably, the respondents talked about how they felt before a high-risk purchase, which is only
matched by words such as "upset'' within existing scales. The emotional aspect of risk might
therefore require further development.
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Table S-14 Terminology of risk
Item

Existing Scale Wording

Repertory Grid Wording

Never knows whether they are the ones
that should have been bought
Feel at a loss to make a choice
Choosing ... is rather complicated

Complex/simple purchase

One is never certain of one's choice
Risk Probability
(mispurchase)

Easy to choose - hard to pick

Easy to pick/hard to decide

How concerned would you be about the
outcome of your choice?
\ 1 am certain/uncertain of my choice

Certainty/uncertainty in the
buying decision

Never know if I am making the right
choice
Do/don't feel at a loss in choosing ...

Risk Imponance

It is not a big deal if you make a
mistake
Annoying to purchase ... that are not
suitable.
I would be upset if my choice proves to
be poor
How important would it be to make a
right choice of this product?
It is not a big deal if you buy a wrong
brand by mistake
A bad buy of ... could bring you grief

High/low risk of not obtaining
the right outcome
High/low risk of
disappointment
Concern for right purchase
outcome
Risk of making the wrong
choice
Worry about making a mistake
High/low risk of having to live
with negative outcomes

A poor choice would be upsetting
Little to lose by choosing poorly

Functional Risk

Not risky/risky

Low/high risk

Easy/hard to go wrong

Want it to last, quality
important

Financial Risk

High/low financial risk
Apprehensive about purchase
(cost)

Feelings

Feeling stressed
Want to become confident
about purchase
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5.5.5

Sign

The popularity of the sign dimension is evidenced by its inclusion within nine existing
involvement scales. This also reflects the importance attributed to sign (or image) within the
literature, but it does not hold true for the proportion of image constructs created by RGT as these
only represent 4.2%. As mentioned earlier, this could be as a result of respondents being
unwilling or uncomfortable in admitting that image plays a big part in their decision-making. This
might be the case for male respondents, who did not emphasise this aspect of involvement as much
as their female counterparts (see Table 5-9).

The elicited constructs cover issues relating to image, personality, and social approval. The latter
is reflected by the image people want to portray to others, and accounts for the majority of
constructs elicited within this dimension. Parallels to this can be found in the literature where the
actual self and ideal self form part of individuals' self-concept. The sign dimension within
existing involvement scales also includes these two aspects of the self-concept (see Broderick,
1996; Higie and Feick, 1989; Lastovicka and Gardner, 1979; Mittal and Lee, 1989; Traylor and
Joseph, 1984). Conceptually, striving to achieve one's ideal self is most strongly related to image,
where other people's opinions matter (i.e. social approval). This facet of sign is captured as one
dimension within Jain and Srinivasan's (1990) involvement scale, so some inconsistency is
evident in the way the "sign" dimension is operationalised in the literature.

Although similar meaning is covered by both the literature and the grid interviews some of the
wordings differ reflecting the spoken language compared to a more formal language used in
existing scales. It could be argued that people might have more affinity with their own way of
expression and that less response bias is likely to occur in questionnaires as result.
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Table 5-15 Terminology of sign

I Item

Existing Scale Wording

Repertory Grid Wording
Considers other people's view;
Important what other people think
Important to be appreciated by
others

Others form an opinion of me
Socia1
Approval

Others use to judge me
Tells me about a person
Tells others about me
Express who I am/my personality

Identity

Has to fit my persona1ity

This product is me
A glimpse of the man/woman I am

Ideal self
(image)

Others see me how I want them to see me

Choose a brand that suits me;
has to look nice

Part of my self-image

Image is important to me

Portrays an image of me to others

Reflects self-image

(use) attention-getting product

Fit of self-concept

(use) prod. with strong personality
Product not ordinary

I am fuzzy about my choice

Prod. helps to attain the life I strive for

Reflects my social status

Prod. helps me to behave in a manner that I
would like to behave
I like the way I see myself when using ...

Overall, the above analysis indicates that some adjustment of existing sca1es items might be
justified for a UK sample on the basis of the repertory grid results. However, it is recognised that
care should be taken to ensure that any change of item wording is consistent with the formal
medium of the questionnaire and that some informal expressions may not be appropriate. The
objective is to make the content wording of the scale items easily comprehensible to the sample in
question (Rossiter, 2002). This should limit response error and subsequent reliability and validity
issues, as even small changes in wording can shift respondent answers (Churchill, 1979).
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5.6
5.6.1

Conclusion
Measurement of lnvolYement and it<; Antecedents

The repertory grid technique has provided great insight into the relationship between involvement
and consumer behaviour by uncovering detailed aspects of the set of constructs that consumers use
when considering how they perceive involvement and their own behaviour as a result. The
constructs elicited hy the repertory grid technique have served as a benchmark for clarifying the
domains of the dimension~ included in popular involvement scales. This data suggests that very
few involvement scales are uncontaminated due to ambivalent or overlapping items. In addition.
the wording used by this sample indicates that some adjustment of existing scales items is justified
on the has is of the terminology used in the repertory grid inten iews. Overall, this gives support
for a review of existing involvement scales to improve operationalisations of the involvement
construct and its antecedents within the quantitative phase of this study.

5.6.2

Involvement, Affect and Cognition

Involvement was found not to be a conscious construct to consumers, hut the RGT identified that
consumers focused particularly on the antecedent factors identified in the literature when
expressing their perceptions of in:volvement. Overall, the findings indicate that affect is prevalent
in the way people think about involving products, but that cognition in the form of risk and its
consequences are more deciding factors of their purchasing imolvernent. From the literature it
appears that the role of affect is important when building brand preferences. Thus advertising
would have an important role in creating and reinforcing brand attitudes. The role of cognition
appears much closer linked to the purchasing situation when resources arc being committed.

5.6.3

Impact of Gender

The results also suggest that gender may have an in1luence on people's propensity to hecomc
involved with panicular products/brands. Males tend to emphasise cognitive aspects of
involvement and decision-making, whereas females demonstrate more affective tendencies.
particularly with regard to image related products. Impact of gender will be considered in relation
to sampling and analysis of results from the quantitative phase of the study.
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6
6.1

l\1ETHODOLOGY
Introduction

This chapter outlines the development of a methodology to examine the role of felt involvement
and its risk and pleasure antecedents in information processing of print advertisements by way of
an advertising experiment. Eighteen hypothe~es were identified in the literature rC\'icw in Chapter
2 to provide an extensive framework for investigation. It is hypothesised that the advertising
stimulus wil I trigger a dominant antecedent, either perceived risk or pleasure, which influences
consumers· level of involvement and this in turn guides subsequent information processing. which
has consequences for the consumer's attitude to the advertisement and recall of product claims.
Thus, it is proposed that a dynamic link between the decoding process and involvement and its
antecedent~ reflects ongoing changes within these variables after advertising exposure.

In addition, the framework for investigation takes account of the wider advertising environrnl'.nt by
including consumers· attitude to advertising in general and their product usage to examine the
salience of advertising messages to existing and non-users of a product category. Thus, cognitive,
affective, and conatl ve aspects of the decision-making process are investigated by also measuring
the impact of the proximity of the next purchase to provide an extensive framework for
investigation.

The following sections outline the factorial design of the experiments and the procedure followed
in the selection of the product categories used in this study. Further the steps undertaken to design
a questionnaire for the investigation are explained in detail. Procedures for randomly assigning
respondents to test and control groups is provided in addition to those used in the development of
the different advertising portfolios, which acted as stimulus material for six test groups and three
control groups.
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6.1.1

Research Methodology

The overall methodology adopted in this research is divided into three parts to establish a
consistent programme that addresses operational issues of key constructs within the investigation
and facilitates appropriate questionnaire and experimental des ign to examine the relationships
assumed within the decoding process. Both qualitative and quantitative methodolog1es have
in formed the data co llection requirements outlined in the implementation phase as illustrated in
Figure 6-1. The qualitative methodology in phase one is explained in detail in Chapter 5 and
included here for completeness. It consists of an exploratory study using Kelly's (1955) repertory
grid technique to uncover meanings of involvement fro m consumers in the UK as some ambiguity
surrounds the operationalisation of involvement in the literature.

The findings from this study have informed the questionnaire design for the laboratory experiment
in the quantitative phase of the study. The implementation phase outlines the procedures adopted
for the collection of the required data to examine the hypotheses identified in chapter 2.

Figure 6-1 Research Methodology

Qualitative
Methodology
(Phase 1)

Repertory Grid
Technique

--------------------------------------------{}------- - --------------Product

Quantitative
Methodology
(Phase2)

Selection

Questionnaire

il

Advertising
stimuli

D
Laboratory Experiment

Implementation
(Ph ase 3)

Data Collection
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The purpose of this study is to examine how consumers process information presented as risk or
pleasure stimuli for high and low involvement products in print advertisements. The overall
methodological approach adopts the realism paradigm as discussed in Chapter 1. The realism
paradigm represents a convergence of theory-building and theory-testing methodologies and this
programme of study incorporates research methods from both the positivist paradigm (i.e.
advertising experiment) and the constructivist paradigm (i.e. repertory grid study).

Although positivism predominates in consumer research (Anderson, 1983, Hunt, 1983),
constructivism is recognised as providing an important contribution to the understanding of how
consumers behave (Ozanne and Hudson, 1989). A realist epistemology acknowledges the need to
understand the real world in order to better articulate its emergent trends and that multiple
perceptions about a single reality can exist (Healey and Perry, 2000). Thus empirical findings
within the realism paradigm allow the researcher to conclude that the findings are probably true in
the particular circumstances of investigation.

6.2

Laboratory Experiment

Much of advertising research uses experiment-. to test the effect of changes in executional
strategies. A particular characteristic of this type of research is the need to show respondents
stimulus material. As a result, captive audiences (e.g. university students) are required to examine
the stimulus material and subsequently record their responses in a questionnaire (see Babin and
Burns, 1997; Celsi and Olson, 1988; Stafford and Day, 1995). As a deductive research method,
the objective of experiments is to identify causal relationships based on a priori delineation of
hypotheses to be tested (Gill and Johnson, 2002). The method uses control and experimental
groups to test differences in the dependent variables due to the manipulation of independent
variables. High internal validity is achieved through the control for extraneous variables (e.g. age,
gender, nationality) and limitation of methodological threats in the experimental design to
determine with some certainty the causal effects upon the dependent variables.
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Due to the need for control of extraneous variables and control of the experimental conditions in
this type of research a survey could not be used to collect the required data as stimulus material
might not be viewed within the requested time and prior to completion of the questionnaire. In
addition, random assignment of respondents to treatment and control groups could not be
guaranteed, as a person other than that identified by the researcher might be supplying the
information and the questionnaire might also be completed in stages with input from other people.

Essentially, the researcher must have control over the experimental setting and procedures to
eliminate "noise" from the external environment. Only laboratory experiments facilitate this
requirement and thus represent an appropriate methodology for establishing the impact of
involvement on information processing of advertisements and outcomes of the decoding process.

Compared to quasi-experimental designs, true experiments are more appropriate for experimental
advertising research as these offer greater control over threats to internal validity due to random
assignment of individuals to the test and control groups and so tend to collect information that
provides a sounder basis for decision-making (Davis, 1997).

Laboratory experiments, however, have limitations due in particular to the artificiality of the
research setting. Potential problems can arise from respondents' varied reaction to the experiment
and interaction between subjects and researcher. This can cause experimental findings to have low
external validity, as it may not be possible to extrapolate these findings to other contexts (Gill and
Johnson, 2002). Such limitations are necessary to confidently measure the key variables in this
study, as the data might otherwise be confounded by "noise" in the external environment.

The following section outlines the structure of the present experimental design and how it reduces
threats to internal and external validity.
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6.2.1

Experimental Design

A post-test only with control design is used in the present research programme. It offers high
internal validity and is more economical compared to pretest-posttest with control and Solomon
four group designs (see Table 6-1). Together with simulated pretest-posttest designs, posttest only
with control is one of the most common forms of experimental advertising research, but it is more
powerful because it controls for more threats to internal validity as outlined below (Davis, 1997).

Table 6-1 True Experimental Designs
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As no interviewing of respondents takes place prior to the experiment pre-measurement and
interaction effect are unlikely to pose a threat to internal validity. In addition, no obvious events
during the experimental period were expected to have affected the research outcome. Random
selection and assignment of individuals to treatment and control groups should have reduced any
history threat to internal validity.
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Great care has been taken to reduce maturation threats to internal validity. Respondents can
change their attitude and behaviour during the course of the experiment and thus if they become
tired or bored can produce more superficial answers (Davis, 1997). To limit this potential
problem, the experiment was scheduled for the beginning of the session to last for approximately
twenty minutes, so as to avoid respondents hurrying their answers to end their participation in the
experiment. They were also expected to contribute to a seminar on questionnaire design after the
experiment. The treatment and control questionnaires contained fourteen and fifteen questions
respectively, taking approximately ten minutes to complete, keeping the number of questions to a
minimum as suggested by Schmitt and Stults (1985). Variable scale formats and a combination of
open-ended and closed questions were included to maintain the respondents' interest and to limit
response set effects (Hui and Triandis, 1985).

Instrumentation relates to changes made to the measurement instrument (e.g. the questionnaire)
during the course of the experiment (Davis, 1997). As no pre-test is administered, the treatment
and control questionnaires are only presented to the sample once and thus no questions or data
collection methods were changed reducing potential problems with regard to differences in the
data collection method. In addition, only the researcher carried out all the experiments with a set
cover story and schedule for each session, thus increasing consistency of data collection procedure.

Mortality threats to internal validity occur when treatment and control groups differ in terms of
relevant characteristics (e.g. demographics, attitude, and behaviour). The post-test only with
control design avoids problems with mortality as no respondents had the opportunity to drop out of
their assigned groups thus preserving internal validity through the random assignment of
individuals to the treatment and control groups.
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6.2.2

Factorial Design

Factorial designs are popular in advertising research for several reasons (see Babin and Burns,
1997; Celsi and Olson, 1988, Stafford and Day, 1995). Firstly, this procedure facilitates the
simultaneous measurement of the effect from two or more independent variables on one or more
dependent variables (Davis, 1997). Secondly, it allows possible interactions between these
variables to be identified (Oppenheim, 1992), and thirdly, factorial designs are economical and
produce results, which have broader application due to the combination of factors investigated
(Churchill, 1999).

The experiment is designed to manipulate two types of product and a risk and pleasure advertising
appeal. Thus, a 2x.2 factorial design is used with cells representing pleasure and risk appeals, for a
credit card and chocolate bar (see Figure 6-2). During the initial product selection procedure
chocolate bars and credit cards were chosen to be representative of medium product involvement,
but with a high standard deviation, suggesting a range of involvement scores. So, some people
feel that credit cards is high involvement and others that is low or medium involvement, and
similarly for chocolate bars. Medium product involvement should be representative of a number
of products that are usually locate~ toward the centre of the FCB grid (Vaughn, 1986) as illustrated
in Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2 Factorial Design

ADVERTISING
APPEALS
Risk

TYPES OF

Credit card

PRODUCT
Chocolate bar

Pleasure

X
X
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Initial data analysis revealed that it was not possible to distinguish advertising effects for different
product categories within similar involvement levels and thus the need arose lo collect further data
by including a high involvement product category lo enable comparisons between high and low
involvement effects. Mobile telephones were chosen for this purpose on the basis of being high
involvement and a relevant product category to the sample due to a high purchase rate of 75% as
indicated within the product selection procedure in section 6.3. Thus the factorial design was
updated with a 2x3 design to include mobile telephones and the advertising experiments would be
carried out using six treatment groups and three control groups as presented in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2 Experimental Groups
Group

Sample
Size

Treatment

Dependent Variables

1

70

Control Group (credit)

No measurement

2

68

3

68

Risk/
Credit card
Pleasure/
Credit card

4

68

Risk/Chocolate

5

68

Pleasure/Chocolate

Decoding;
Attitude to ad and
Decoding;
Attitude to ad and
Decoding;
Attitude to ad and
Decoding;
Attitude to ad and

·6

70

Control group (choc)

No measurement

7

80

Control group (mobile)

No Measurement

8

81

:9

80

Risk/
Mobile telephone
Pleasure.
Mobile telephone

Decoding;
Attitude to ad and brand
Decoding;
Attitude to ad and brand

brand
brand
brand
brand

Post-Test
Involvement and
antecedents
Involvement and
antecedents
Involvement and
antecedents
Involvement and
antecedents
Involvement and
antecedents
Involvement and
antecedents
Involvement and
antecedents
Involvement and
antecedents
Involvement and
antecedents

653

6.2.3

Sample

Sample sizes for similar types of research indicate that cell sizes of approximately thirty people
have been used (see Babin and Burns, 1997; Celsi and Olson, 1988; Stafford and Day, 1995).
However, in many cases of using factorial designs, cell sizes are somewhat smaller (AriazBolzmann et al., 2000; Liu and Stout, 1987: Moore and Harris, 1996; Toncar and Munch, 2001;
Yi, 1990).
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The present research achieved a total sample size of 583 with cell sizes between 68 - 81 people
(see Table 6-2), which is in excess of most empirical studies of this nature thus providing a
sufficiently reliable basis for analysis (Kline, 1994).

Student samples are commonly used in experimental advertising research and are predominantly
convenience samples drawn from undergraduate courses (e.g. see studies mentioned in section
6.2.3). A similar sample is also implemented in the present advertising research consisting of
undergraduates from Luton Business School and Buckingham Chiltern's University College.
Students were sought from a variety of departments with the final sample consisting of business,
marketing, and media students. Burton and Lichtenstein (1988) contend that student samples are a
relevant segment of the population for evaluating advertisements and that their homogeneity
increases the statistical power of tests. Martin (1984) agrees that if the product categories chosen
for research with student samples are relevant to this consumer segment then this should increase
validity (see also Kempf et al., 1997). Limitations of population validity (Gill and Johnson, 2002)
do exist using a student sample, as extrapolation of findings to non-student samples is not
recommended (Peterson, 2001). However, a homogeneous sampling frame is recommended for
theory application tests (Calder et al., 1982; Peterson, 2001 ), which is an important focus of this
research.

6.3

Product Selection for the Print Advertisements

Products for the present experiment were chosen on the basis of a pilot test indicating that credit
cards, chocolate bars, and mobile telephones were relevant product categories to be tested with a
student sample. In order to select appropriate product categories for the print advertising
manipulations of risk and pleasure, the products used in the repertory grid exercise were
incorporated into a survey. The survey asked respondents to indicate their purchase patterns for
each of these products to establish product usage, as this is a criterion for selecting relevant
products for the experiment.
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Measuring the involvement levels using McQuarrie and Munson's (1992) RPII scale with a
selection of products from the four quadrants of the PCB grid (Vaughn, 1986) was an important
step in identifying product categories that were either high or low involvement. Initially, credit
cards were chosen to represent a cognitive product category and chocolate bars to represent an
affective category. As mentioned earlier mobile telephones were added as a high involvement
product with similar cognitive and affective dimensions.

6.3.1

Product Selection Procedure

To ensure that the products used in the experiment were relevant to the sample, forty-six
undergraduate students (46% female, 52% male, and 2% missing values), who were enrolled at
level 1 on the Principles of Marketing module at Luton Business School in 2002, were surveyed.
The students indicated whether they had bought each of the products in the survey list in the last
two weeks, in the last three, six, or twelve months, or not at all. Respondents were also asked to
give four examples of products or services bought in the last year to ascertain if additional product
categories should be considered for a student sample. With purchase rates of 30% for cars and
100% for shampoo the assumption is that if products have a relative high purchase rate they will
be relevant to the sample as a whole. The examples suggested by the students were primarily
clothes and accessories, electronic equipment, leisure, and household products and these product
categories are in the main consistent with those drawn from the other product involvement studies
(e.g. Jain and Srinivasan, 1990; Knox et al., 1994; Vaughn, 1986; 2.aichkowsky, 1985).

McQuarrie and Munson's (1992) RPII scale was used to measure cognitive and affective
involvement for eight product categories. These were chosen on the basis of high purchase rates
and represent two products from each of the quadrants in the PCB grid (Vaughn, 1986) as
illustrated in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3 FCB Grid and product purchase rates

ff1g1h Invovement
I

Lo w Invovement
I

Cognitive (utilitarian)

Mobile Tel. (75% )*
Credit Card (61 % )

Batteries (91 %)
Newspapers (91 %)

Affective (expressive)

Jeans (91%)
Trainers (89%)

Shampoo (100%)
Chocolate (98%)

*denotes purchase rates

On the basis of the purchase rates outlined in Figure 6-3 two questionnaires, each measuring
involvement with four product categories, were used with 45 level 2 students for each
questionnaire (N=90) on the advertising module at Luton Business School in 2002. The data from
these questionnaires were analysed in SPSS 10.0 for Windows and descriptive statistics showed
that chocolate and credit cards were closest to the mean of involvement and with the highest
standard deviations, suggesting that a range of involvement scores were obtained for each product
class (see Table 6-3). As a result, credit cards and chocolate were initially chosen on this basis and
mobile telephones were later added as a high involvement category.

Table 6-3 Involvement Scores
A priori
Involvement
Cateeorisation

Low
High
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

Product

n

Min.

Max.

Mean

Chocolate Importance
Chocolate Interest
Credit Card Importance
Credit Card Interest
Jeans Importance
Jeans Interest
Newspaper Importance
Newspaper Interest
Trainer Importance
Trainer Interest
Shampoo Importance
Shamooo Interest
Mobile Tel. Importance
Mobile Tel. Interest
Batteries Importance
Batteries Interest

44
45
44
44
45
44
44
44
40
40
41
41
39
39
40
41

1.20
1.20
2.20
1.00
2.00
2.60
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.60
1.00
3.60
3.80
1.00

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
4.80

4.07
4.53
5.17
4.07
5.01
4.82
4.95
4.54
5.19
4.86
5.42
3.96
5.62
5.26
3.35
2.57
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LOO

Std.
Deviation

1.48
1.41
1.45
1.50
1.32
1.11
1.26
1.32
1.32
1.10
1.19
1.32
1.06
1.06
2.57
1.36

6.4

Questionnaire used in Advertising Experiment

A questionnaire is a tool for data collection that serves a measurement function (Oppenheim,
1992) and is particularly suitable for standardised data collection (Malhotra and Birks, 1999) of
large amounts of data. A questionnaire was created and presented to respondents after they had
examined the advertising portfolio.

Two treatment questionnaires and one control group questionnaire were developed for each
product category as illustrated in Table 6-4. Each questionnaire was colour coded with self
adhesive stickers to match the front cover of the advertising portfolio and given a printed code to
identify the institution, degree course. product, and treatment stimulus to facilitate convement and
accurate administration. Appendix C contains the advertising portfolio and questionnaire used
with the control groups; the questionnaire and advertisements used with the treatment groups are
included in Appendix D.

Table 6-4 Questionnaires
Questionnaire
No.

Experimental
Treatment
Pleasure

I Product
Chocolate

Colour

Blue

I
!

I
!

l

Risk

Chocolate

Green

Pleasure

Credit Card

Purple

Risk

Credit Card

Yellow

3/A

Control

Credit Card I Chocolate Bar

White

:VB

Control

Chocolate Bar / Credit Card

White

Pleasure

Mobile Telephone

Purple*

Risk

Mobile Telephone

Yellow*

Control

Mobile Telephone

White*

I

2

4
I

5

* Questionnaires 4 and 5 were administered in later experiments
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II

I

Each of the treatment questionnaires contains fifteen questions. The control group is not exposed
to any of the treatment advertisements and so questions related to these are excluded from the
control group questionnaires. The order of questions in the chocolate bar and credit card control
questionnaires is reversed to reduce any sequencing effects (Churchill, 1999) so that Control A
starts with questions on credit cards and Control B with questions on chocolate bars. A funnel
approach (Oppenheim, 1992) has been adopted for the order of questions in both the treatment and
control questionnaires starting with broad questions of user status and purchase cycle and then
narrowing the questions down to measurement of specific variables for the investigation. Table
6-5 illustrates the question sequence and variables measured in the three questionnaires.

6.4.1

Operationalisations in Questionnaire

A combination of multiple choice questions, Likert, semantic differential scales, and open-ended
questions have been included in the questionnaire to achieve a balance of question types
(Oppenheim, 1992) and to reduce respondent fatigue (Hui and Triandis, 1985; Schmitt and Stults,
1985). Multi-item scales have been favoured due to their increased reliability (Churchill, 1979)
and have been adapted where appropriate. A booklet format is often recommended for long
questionnaires (Malhotra and Birks, 1999; Oppenheim, 1992), but an A4-format was favoured due
to ease of administration and to facilitate a larger font size of 12 point. The questionnaire contains
four pages printed on white paper and stapled in the left-hand corner.

Table 6-5 Measurements in Questionnaire
Question
No.
QI

Q2/Q3

Q4

Variable

Measurement

User status

Easy starting question to clear short-term
memory and reduce continued processing of
stimulus ads.

All

Purchase cycle

Establishes purchase cycle and respondents in
the middle to end of their purchase cycle should
be more involved with the target products and
ads.

All

Involvement

Questionnaire

Measures respondents' product involvement.
The scale is adapted from McQuarrie and
Munson (1992).
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All

Question
No.

Variable

Measurement

Depth of
information
processing

Respondents complete a thought-listing task to
quantitatively measure the number of thoughts
and to qualitatively measure the type of thought
(Celsi and Olson, 1988; Laczniak; 1989).

Treatment
groups

Q6

Comprehension

Open-ended question measures whether the
advertising message has actually been
understood. Coding scheme by Toncar and Much
(2001) used.

Treatment
groups

Q7

Risk and Sign
antecedents of
Involvement

Risk and sign antecedents are measured using a
7-point Likert scale adapted from Jain and
Srinivasan, (1990), Higie and Feick (1989),
Knox et al (1994), and Mittal and Lee (1989).

All

Q8

Pleasure
antecedent of
involvement

Pleasure is measured using a 7-point Likert scale
format adapted from Jain and Srinivasan (1990)
and scale items offer least overlap with the
Interest dimension of the Involvement construct

All

Q9

Cognitive
Attitude to the
Ad

Respondents' beliefs about the ad are measured
by 7-point semantic differential scale (Burton
and Lichtenstein, 1988).

Treatment
groups

QIO

Recall

Open-ended question asks respondents to list
product features in treatment ads to measure
recall. Coding scheme by Toncar and Munch
(2001) adopted.

Treatment
groups

Qt 1

Affective
Attitude to the
Ad

How well respondents like the ad is measured by
a 7-point semantic differential scale (Babin and
Burns, 1997; Celuch and Slama, 1993; Stafford
and Day, 1995).

Treatment
groups

Q12

Cognitive
Attitude to the
Brand

Brand beliefs represent the utilitarian aspect of
attitude and is measured by a 7-point semantic
differential scale (Batra and Ray, 1985).

Treatment
groups

Q13

General
Attitude to
Advertising

Consumer attitudes towards advertising in
general is believed to have an effect on specific
ad responses (Gordon and Ryan, 1997) thus it is
important to measure this variable to isolate
effects from attitudes to the brand and ad. This
variable is measured by a 7-point Likert. scale
(Andrews, 1989).

All

Q14

Affective
Attitude to the
Brand

This variable measures how well the target
brands are liked by respondents and is measured
by a 7-point semantic differential scale (Stafford
and Day, 1995).

Treatment
groups

Q15

Demographic
Data

Gender, age and nationality keep the personal
information captured by this question to a
minimum, thus preserving people's right to
privacy (Davis, 1997).

Q5
i

Questionnaire
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All

6.4.2

Question 1 -3: Filler Questions

Although some studies introduce the thought listing measurement first (Celsi and Olson, 1988),
this questionnaire uses three filler questions to reduce continued processing of the treatment
advertisements. By clearing short-term memory recency effects can be eliminated (Malaviya et
al., 1999). This should ensure that other advertisements do not influence the recall of the target
advertisements and thus preserve the validity of the measure.

6.4.3

Question 4: Product Involvement

McQuarrie and Munson's (1992) RRPII scale measuring felt involvement is reduced from ten to
six items with three items measuring "importance" and "interest" respectively. The procedure for
selecting these scale items and adapting the item wording is explained in Chapters 4 and 5. The
objective of adapting involvement and antecedents measures is to disaggregate the involvement
construct itself from its antecedent measures to increase the validity of the scales used in the
questionnaire.

6.4.4

Question 5 -6: Open-ended Questions

Two open-ended questions positioned early in the questionnaire capture respondents' depth of
processing (Q5) and comprehension of the target advertisement (Q6). Some studies impose a time
limit on these types of measures of 2-4 minutes (Batra and Ray, 1985; Celuch and Slama, 1993;
Lui and Stout, 1987) to preserve the validity of the measure, but the pilot test revealed that
respondents were able to complete these tasks within this time frame; thus, no time limit was
imposed for these questions.

A variety of comprehension operationalisations are used in the literature and these are generally
either qualitative or quantitative measures. Mick ( 1992) divides comprehension
operationalisations into objective comprehension measurements that are message- based meanings
and subjective measures that capture receiver-based meanings.
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The former use post exposure quizzes (Nicholls and Roslow, 1996), measurement scales (Babin
and Burns, 1997), cued recall (Jacoby et al., 1983; Toncar and Munch, 2001), and number of
thoughts listed (Celsi and Olson, 1988). It could be argued that these measures (excluding total
number of thoughts) are too prescriptive and represent the advertiser's intended meaning with the
advertisement and assumes a "preferred reading" of the advertisement (Meyers. 1983). Also, these
measures do not take into account the context dependence of meaning relating

10

the situation and

the individual. Shanon ( 1988) suggests that the context dependence introduces diversity and
novelty into the comprehension process. The total number of thoughts that an individual produces
and is able to record in a post-exposure situation does not necessarily measure comprehension, as
these thought may be irrelevant to understanding the intended message. Thus objective
comprehension measurements on their own do not appear to folly capture comprehension of an
advertising message.

Subjective comprehension measurements include retrospective thought listings (Celsi and Olson,
1988) that are coded and categorised to record the type of thought of an individual perceiving an

advertising message. Laczniak's (198Y) coding scheme uses five categories: mt:ssage. brand,
product, advt:rtisemcnt and olher, to capture rdevant thoughts and has be adoptl'.d in the present
research to capture the diversity of advertisement related comprehension. This coding scheme
goes some way to understanding an individual's thought process, hut still docs not fully determine
whether the message has hcen underst1iod. Thus open-ended questions arc sometimes used lo ask
respondents direct questions ahout an advertisement: "when the advertisement says that ---- what
docs it mean'" 1 (Morgan and Rt:ichcrt, 1999); "what arc your opinions and feelings ahout the
advertisement"·,, "what is the advertising trying to communicate with this advertisement"?
(Phillips, 1997). Answers to such questinns can then he l'.atcgorised using a coding scheme hy
Toncar and Munch (2001 ), which divides thoughts into three types: comprehended, partially
comprehended, and not comprehended.
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Mick ( 1992) suggests using both objective and subjedive comprehension measures to overcome
limitations with either method and thus hoth a quantitative (Q5l and qualitative measure (Q6) was
adopted, as the number of thoughts (Cclsi and Olson. 1988) and type of thought (Laczniak, 1989)
<lo not necessarily consliluh.: comprehcnsion of the a<lvcniscd 1m:ssagc. This is measurc<l by
answers to an open-ended question (Q6) of what the advertising is trying to communicate (Morgan
and Reichert, 1999; Philips, 1997). Complete. partial, or not understood categories are used to
classify the answers (Toncar and Munch. 200 l ). Research has found that thought listing is non
reactive in an advertising context (Hastak. 1990), thus this type of measurement should not
influence other measures of advertising impact (i.e. beliefs and attitudes).

6.4.5

Question 7-8: Antecedents of Involvement

Risk and Sign antecedents (Q7) and pleasure antecedents (Q8) are measured using a 7-point Likert
scale format. As with product inv(,lvcment, the procedure for selecting scale items that offer least
overlap with other domains of involvement and its antecedents is detailed in Chapter 4. A Likert
scak: format is adopted for these questions lo vary tl1e answer format and to simplify the
appearance of the questionnaire (Churchill, 1999).

6.4.6

Question 9 and Question 11: Attitude to the Ad

Greenwald (1968a) highlighted that the most widespread definition of attitude includes three
components (e.g. affect, cognition, and action). Affect and cognition refer to the pre-purchase
stage of the decision making prvce::.s with action reflecting the purchasing act or intention Lo
purchase. Several authors advocate a multi-dimensional operationalisation of attitude to the
advertisement that incorporates both Cl>gnitive and affective dimensions as these provide greater
explanatory pnwer of the effect on attitudes (Burton and Lichtenstein, 1988; Moore and
Hutchinson; 1985 ). This is in contrast to Fishbein's attitude theory, which assumes that product

bdids an: the sole mediator of attitude formation. !vfachcll and Olson (1981) also found that bot.h
product beliefs and attitude tot.he advertisement mediated attitude formation, supporting the multi

dimensional nature of attitude formation.
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Cognitive attitude to the advertisement (Q9) refers to beliefs (i.e. thoughts) about the target
advertisement. Brand beliefs are not as prolific in the literature as affective operationalisations of
attitude as these beliefs are often not measured in advertising studies despite these beliefs being a
component of the attitude construct (Greenwald, I 968a). Both measurement scales (Batra and
Ray, 1985; Lastovicka, 1983) and thought listing (Celuch and Slama, 1993; MacKenzie and Lutz)
have been used to operationalise advertising beliefs. Burton and Lichtenstein's (1988) scale
measures whether the advertisement is believed to be informative, persuasive, and effective and
this bi-polar scale was identified as the most representative example compared to scales used by
Celuch and Slama (1998) and thought-listing tasks by MacKenzie and Lutz (1989).

Affective attitude to the advertisement (QI I) measures how people feel about an advertisement.
The five most frequently used items from the attitude research literature were chosen (i.e.
good/bad; pleasant/unpleasant; like/dislike; favourable/unfavourable; irritating/not irritating) and
these items are similar to scales by Babin and Burns, (1997) Celuch and Slama (1993), and
Stafford and Day (1995). Cognitive attitude measures in the questionnaire precede affective
measures of attitude as the former are established as antecedents of the latter in MacKenzie and
Lutz's (1989) conceptual framework of attitudes to the advertisement.

6.4. 7

Question 10: Recall

Recall measures an advertisement's impact on memory and is representative of the attention paid
to the target advertisement. Recall tests are popular in advertising post-test (Belch and Belch,
1999) and can be either aided (e.g. brand name given) or unaided (e.g. no prompting with brand
name). The present recall task uses unaided recall and resembles the Gallup and Robinson Impact
Test (see Belch and Belch, 1999:581) asking respondents to recall the brand name and any of the
sales claims mentioned in the target advertisement. Brand name recall is coded l=YES and 2=
NO and complete, partial or paraphrased recollection of product claims are accepted as a recalled
item (see Toncar and Munch, 2001). The position of the recall task in the latter half of the
questionnaire is to create a time delay between advertising processing and recall thus increasing
the validity of the measure.
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6.4.8

Question 12 and 14: Attitude to the Brand

Aligned to section 6.4.6, both cognitive beliefs and affective attitude to the brand are measured in
the questionnaire (Lutz, 1985) using semantic differential scales of bi-polar adjectives.
Operationalisations of attitude to the advertisement and attitude to the brand are almost
synonymous in the literature (see Bruner and Kumar, 2000; Celuch and Slama, 1993; Macinnis
and Park, 1991) although Mitchell (1986) argues that these variables are separate hypothetical
constructs. Despite this contention it could be argued that some of the items used to measure both
constructs can legitimately be used. For example, an advertisement and a brand can both be
evaluated as good or bad, favourable or unfavourable, likeable or not likeable, although certain
items like irritating or not irritating would seem to be measures more appropriately associated with
the advertisement. Limited source material is available to select measures of cognitive beliefs
(Q12), but Batra and Ray's (1985) scale is used to measure this construct as it appears to capture
the main idea of the reviewed scales i.e. Leavitt's (1970, cited in Bearden and Netemeyer, 1999)
Reaction Profile and relevance scales (see Jain and Srinivasan, 1990; Lastovicka; 1983;
Zaichkowsky, 1985).

Affective attitude to the brand (Ql4) followed the cognitive beliefs measure in line with the
conceptual framework of attitude to the brand (Lutz et al., 1983) and is measured by a 7-point
semantic differential scale based on Stafford and Day (1995) representing the most commonly
used scales items in the literature.

6.4.9

Question 13: General Attitude to Advertising

Consumer attitudes towards advertising in general are believed to have an effect on specific
advertising responses (Gordon and Ryan, 1997). In particular, Lutz et al. (] 989) postulate a causal
relationship between attitude towards advertising and attitude to the advertisement. In order to
avoid context effects in the attitude to the advertisement measurements (e.g. preceding questions
influencing the answer(s) of subsequent questions) it precedes that of Q 13 (Schwarz, 1999).
Andrew's (1989) version of Bauer and Greyser's (1968) attitude to advertising in general scale is
used in the questionnaire to capture this variable.
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6.4.10

Question 15: Demographic Data

Three demographic variables are measured to distinguish any differences in information
processing of the target advertisements. These are gender, age, and nationality. Males and
females are postulated to process information differently (see Darley and Smith, 1995; Meyers
Levy and Sternthal, 1991; Meyers-Levy, 1994). This variable was also found to be important in
the findings of the repertory grid work. Although students would most likely be found in the 1825 age range, the influence of older age groups might have an impact upon advertising responses,
thus age ranges either side of the 18-25 group were included. Due to the international profile of
many university cohorts, nationality was included to ascertain any differences between European
and non-European students. The demographic variables are kept to a minimum thus preserving
people's right to privacy in questionnaire research (Davis, 1997).

6.4.11

Negatively Worded Scale Items

Most measurement scales used in marketing and advertising research include both positively and
negatively worded items, as this is standard practice in the development of multi-item
measurement scales (Herche and Engelland, 1996).

Reversed-polarity items are introduced to avoid acquiescence response bias, which can be a
problem when using a consistent direction of scale item wording. In particular, with regard to
semantic differential scales, a halo effect (i.e. overall impression of an attitude object) is assumed
to influence the way respondents rate scale items (McDaniel and Gates, 1998). By reversing the
order of positive and negative phrases, the subject is forced to evaluate each adjective pair before
responding, thus limiting a halo effect. Baumgartner and Steenkamp (2001) demonstrated that the
magnitude of acquiescence response bias is reduced substantially, when balanced scales are used.
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Toner (1987) suggested using forced-choice scales to avoid the problems of acquiescence response
bias in Likert-type scales. However, this creates another problem of "donkey-voting" - a tendency
to agree with whatever proposition is presented first, as highlighted by Ray (1989), who suggests
that a balanced Likert format is empirically more valid than equivalent forced-choice scales. This
point was also stressed by Cox III (1980), particularly as the respondent may have a legitimate
neutral stance on an issue. He further suggests that a higher number of categories can help
minimise overuse of the neutral position.

Yet, the practice of reversing scales items may confuse or alienate the respondent, particularly
when responses to questionnaires are involuntary, resulting in careless answers (Schmitt and
Stults, 1985). They found that if only 10% of the sample ignore the wording of items, a negative
factor would appear regardless of the substantive meaning of the items. A negative factor reduces
the uni-dimensionality of measures as highlighted by Fenton-O'Creevy et al. (1997), who found a
fourth factor in Cook and Wall's (1980) British Organizational Commitment Scale (BOCS),
consisting exclusively of negatively worded items. This systematic error will result in a separate
factor, as negatively keyed items will correlate positively with other negative responses and
correlate negatively with positive responses (Schmitt and Stults, 1985).

Mathews and Shepherd (2002) re-examined the dimensionality of BOCS and found that pre
warning respondents of negatively worded items can limit but not completely avoid negative
artefact factors. fo addition to pre-warning of negatively worded items, Schmitt and Stults (1985)
suggest caution with regard to questionnaire length to limit boredom and fatigue and involuntary
questionnaire responses, particularly when using student samples, as these factors can contribute to
negative artefacts in measurement scales. Hui and Triandis (1985) found that response styles vary
over time (e.g. during a questionnaire) and between individuals. They suggest varying the
response format and introducing more open-ended questions to limit response set effect. A varied
response format has been adopted in the present questionnaire, which also includes some
negatively worded items to limit response acquiescence.
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6.4.12

Questionnaire Pre-Test

Six expert respondents assisted with the development process of the questionnaire to uncover
issues and to suggest improvements to the data collection method. The experimental setting was
simulated for this purpose and used three advertisements from current magazines. Each
respondent was shown the advertisements for two minutes and told that they would be filling in a
questionnaire about advertising. Following this task, each of the six respondents was interviewed
to gain qualitative insight into the questions they had identified as problematic in completing the
questionnaire. Two questionnaire formats were used for this purpose as illustrated in Table 6-6.

Table 6-6 Pre-test 1
Pre-Test

Respondent

I
I

Female
Female
Male

1

Questionnaire
Format
A
B
B

Completion Time in
Minutes
11

8
7

Questionnaire A contained mostly semantic differential scales in accordance with the original
sources for these measurement instruments using both seven and nine point response formats.
The forpiat varied between tick boxes and numbers to be circled between the extreme points of the
semantic differential scales. The open-ended questions remained identical for both questionnaires.
Examples of the semantic differential scales in questionnaire A are listed below.

Example A:
Important to me

l

2

3

5

4

6

Not important to me

7

ExampleB:

I Enjoyable

Not enjoyable
ExampleC:
Persuasive

1

2

3

4
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5

6

7

8

9

Non-persuasive

i

Questionnaire B was used to test a number of different response formats including a Likert type
scale asking respondents to indicate their agreement with each statement from 0% - 100%. This
format offered the respondent an opportunity to state their precise agreement with a statement,
effectively using an ordinal rather than an interval scale.

Example 0:
Don't agree: 0%

---------------------------------

100%: agree completely

Buying coffee is a complex purchase .........................................

Another Liken scale was tested using a unipolar format similar to that introduced by Schimmack
(2001). The rationale for this format is that pleasure, in this case, and displeasure are not mutually
exclusive constructs as suggested by Russell and Caroll (1999). A semantic differential format
represents a mutually exclusive perspective, whereas Schimmack's (2001) scale recognises that a
high degree of pleasure can coexist with a low degree of displeasure.

ExampleE:
Don't
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Don't
Know

Completely
Agree

I find it
pleasurable

A third Likert format used anchor labels of "disagree strongly" to "agree strongly" on a seven
point scale. Parasuraman (1991) suggests that this format is preferable to making up ill-fitting
labels, which can cast doubt on the assumption of interval data.

ExampleF:
Disagree
Strongly

I Advertising is essential

1

2
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Agree
Strongly
3

4

5

6

7

One semantic differential scale was chan~ed from nine to ten points to reflect that many
consumers are used to rating objects in percentage terms (i.e. each scale poim represents
effectively 10c;, or 1 out of ten) as illustrated in example G.

Example G:
Uninformative

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

lnforrnati\'e

The findings from pre-test 1 suggested that respondents found the semantic differential format
straightforward. Nonetheless, it worked best with an odd number of categories as respondents said
that they looked for the mid-point and then found the direction for their response. The mid-point
represented mostly indifference to the respondent and sometimes "don't know". On a ten-point
scale position five was selected, as the mid-point indicating that five is 50% of ten. This type of
scale would therefore likely increase response error as the true mid-point is 5.5. but this rating is
not available to respondent in this even scale. The semantic differential format also worked better
when only short sentences or adjective pairs were used as longer sentern:es were found to be too
cumbersome.

The number of odd scale points used did not faze the respondents as the mid-point helped identify
the extreme positions easily and an answer category would then he selected hetwecn the mid-point
and the extreme position. Whether numbers or boxes were used for each answer category also
appeared immaterial. Therefore both re~ponsc formats were retained for the ~econd pre-test.

No optimal number of response alternatives can be generalised as the research objective and
sample would influence Lhe final choice (Cox III, 1980). It is generally recognised that three
response categories are too few and this tends to stifle respondents. Conversely, only marginal
returns can be expected from more than nine categories (Cox Ill, 1980; Parasurarnan, 1991 ).
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Osgood et al. (1957) found that with seven points, the response alternatives tended to be used with
the same frequencies and this format is most often used with both semantic differential and Likert
scales. Osgood et al. (1957) further argue that mature (e.g. adult) respondents can distinguish well
enough between seven scale points, but recommend five categories for research with school
children whose opinions may be less well developed.

The findings from pre-test 1 informed the changes made in questionnaire B, which was then used
for pre-test 2. The stimulus material was also revised to make it more consistent in terms of
similar amounts of copy and visual to allow more equal processing of the advertisements. One
male and two females participated in this exercise as illustrated in Table 6-7.

Table 6-7 Pre-test 2
Respondent

Questionnaire
Format

Completion Time

Pre-Test

2
2

Female
Male
Male

B revised
B revised
B revised

9
15

2

inM~nutes

5

The following revisions were made to questionnaire B:

Sequencing
The thought-listing task was originally Q4 in the questionnaire and followed simple user status and
buying habit questions. It was pointed out that it seemed a big step from answering the filler
questions to start thinking about the advertisement again. Q5 about product involvement was then
brought forward to slow the respondent down in order to prepare better for the thought-listing task.

Q6 was added to establish what the target advert was trying to communicate, as comprehension of
the message could not necessarily be established from the thought-listing task. The number of
thoughts would give an indication of the amount of information processing, but not necessarily
understanding of the intended message, hence the inclusion of Q6, which increased the total
number of questions to 15..
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Response formats
The Likert scale requiring an agreement between 0% and 100% was not included in questionnaire
B due to extreme response styles (ERS) discovered with this format. A 7-point balanced format
was used predominantly for both Likert and semantic differential scales, as the number of scale
points was found to be immaterial in pre-test 1. The literature also suggests that 7-point is optimal
when using a more sophisticated sample such as students (see Osgood et al., 1957). However, 5
categories were used for two Likert scales as illustrated in example E, four of which are categories
of agreement, thus representing an unbalanced scale. Scale items were reversed throughout the
questionnaire to limit the effect of yea-saying, which was found to be prevalent in questionnaire A.
Driscoll et al. ( 1994) highlight the importance of using response formats that will deliver the
desired type of answer. He and his colleagues found that a semantic differential and a grid format
to measure tourists' destination perceptions were not equivalent. The scales produced a lack of
convergent validity as the semantic differential format emphasised the tourist destination and the
grid stressed attribute processing of a destination in comparison to other destinations.

Impact of questionnaire context
Schwarz (1999) proposes that questionnaires are not just a measurement device, but also a source
of information that respondents draw upon to determine their answers. In line with this work it
would appear that the respondents in the pre-test have used the preceding questions to guide their
interpretation of what the questionnaire is about and thus formed a context for their answers. Care
has been taken to offer a logical flow to the questionnaire and concise phrasing of individual
questions to avoid any ambiguity in the respondent's mind in order that they arrive at a useful and
informative answer.

Instructions
Rephrasing of the recall task was necessary to give the respondent as much information to help
them remember anything about the product claims, as this proved difficult. The original question
read as follows:
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"Thinking back to the advertisement for Carte Noire, please write below all the features that
you can remember were mentioned about this coffee brand in the advertisement. Please use
bullet points to list your answers; only spend a few minutes on this and then move on to the
next question. "

This was changed to:

"What was said about Carte Noire in the advertisement?
Please write below all the product claims, facts, and specific characteristics about Carte
Noire that you can remember. Please use bullet points to list your answers. Anything you
can remember is important.

Key words were also highlighted in each question to keep the respondent focused on the specific
object that was being evaluated (e.g. advertisement, brand, advertising in general).

Findings from pre-test 2

The findings from pre-test 2 suggested that the additional question about what the advertising was
communicating worked well with all respondents, although the wording was simplified
subsequently due to a respondent's comment, as follows:

"In your opinion, what is the advertising trying to communicate about the [coffee] brand?

The unbalanced Likert scale (see example E) was abandoned as it was confusing and irritating to
respondents due to no scale of disagreement being offered. It was clear from both pre-tests that
respondents comprehend scales in a bi-polar format and look for the extreme points to focus their
answer from the mid-point outwards. Respondents did not associate a slight agreement as
equivalent to a major disagreement, although this relationship has been proposed in the literature
(Schimmack, 2001). The unbalanced scale thus increases the opportunity for response error due to
mis-interpretation of the scale format.
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The instructions for the recall task (Ql0) were revised to combine input from both pre-tests and to
also incorporate brand name recall as follows:

"Please now write below the brand name and all the product claims, fads, or specific
characteristics about the advertised [coffee] brand that you can remember. Anything you

can recall is important. Please use bullet points to list your answer".

In order to alert the future respondents to the format ofreversed scale items a pre-warning has
been incorporated into the initial instructions of the questionnaire. This method has been
suggested in the literature {Smitts and Stults, 1985) as a way of indicating a changing answer
format. Mathews and Shepherd (2002) tried it and found that this did reduce, but not completely
eliminate, response errors. Nontheless, the latter option is considered more satisfactory than yeasaying responses.

Semantic differential formats
Three different semantic differential (SD) formats were subsequently tested with a new sample of
four student respondents to ascertain the impact of using numbers for category positions. The
three formats were as follows:

Example 1:
Useful to me

1

Unimportant to me

2

3

4

5

6

7

Useless to me

2

3

4

5

6

7

Important to me

Example 2:

I Bad

Good
Unfavourable

I

I

I

I

I

Favourable

Example 3:
Uninformative

1

2

3

4

5

6

Believable

7

6

5

4

3

2
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7

Informative
Unbelievable

SD formats illustrated in examples SD-1 and SD-2 were used successfully in the pre-test
questionnaires A and B. Yet, example SD-3 highlights the technically correct form when category
codes are used, as it is consistent in the directionality of the positive and negative scale anchors for
a uni-polar scale. Respondents similar to the final sample found SD-3 less user-friendly as it
looked more complex and they also started to demonstrate demand characteristics by interpreting
the numbers (i.e. what is the researcher trying to find out?).

When asked about how they approach a rating scale, respondents stated that first they look at the
word anchors in the SD scales, then locate the mid-point, and subsequently choose a scale position
between the mid-point and the selected word anchor. According to the respondents, the numbers
merely signify a scale position rather than the intensity of that position and thus the number format
behaves similarly to SD-2, which uses a visual format. It was found that SD-2 was fastest to
complete, followed by SD-1 and SD-3 respectively. Heise (1970) argues that an SD scale is best
completed at reasonable speed. As respondents found SD-3 more difficult, SD-1 and SD-2 were
retained in the questionnaire to maintain a varied response format and to ensure that questions
would be sufficiently considered without over-interpretation.

Control group questionnaire
Merging questionnaire A and B and removing all questions relating to the stimulus material
constructed the control group questionnaire C. Questionnaire C contained fourteen questions
whereas A and B .contained fifteen questions. In order to limit any sequencing effects within
questionnaire C, 50% of questionnaire C began with questions about credit cards and the other
50% with questions about chocolate bars. A separate questionnaire was devised for the mobile
telephone control group containing seven questions pertaining to this product category only, as the
mobile telephone experiment was implemented at a later stage. A dummy advertising portfolio
was prepared for the control group to disguise any difference in respondent treatment. This
experimental procedure allowed the optimal randomisation of questionnaire responses as used by
Malaviya et al. (1999).
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6.5

Advertising Stimuli

Six treatment advertisements were created in collaboration with Creative Characters, an external
graphics design company, and internal staff with experience in the advertising industry. Creative
briefs were generated for each product to create four treatment advertisements with a risk and
pleasure appeal for a chocolate bar, credit card, and mobile telephone as outlined in Table 6-8.
Fictitious brand names were used in order to avoid the confounding effects of prior brand attitude
(Babin and Bums,1997; Stafford and Day, 1995; Toncar and Munch, 2001).

Table 6-8 Treatment Advertisements
Product

Appeal

Chocolate bar
Credit card
Mobile telephone

Risk
Pleasure
Risk
Pleasure
Risk
Pleasure

Fictitious
Brand Name

Source Idea

Lift

Boost chocolate bar

Ace

Egg credit card

MY2058

Sagem

The creative briefs formed the basis for copy writing and advertising layout. A colleague with
experience in the advertising industry provided the headline copy for the risk and pleasure appeals
presented in Table 6-9. Examples are provided in Appendix D.

Table 6-9 Headline Copy
Brand

Key Visual

Appeal

Headline Copy

Risk

Slowing down? Get a Lift!

Lift
Pleasure
Risk
Ace
Pleasure

Going places? It's always more fun
with a Lift!
Choose your friends carefully.
Choose Ace!
Fun nights out with the pack! Play
your Ace!

Risk

Don't lose that vital connection

Pleasure

Having fun on the run

MY2058
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Girl standing in a crowded
(tube) train

Girl in club with friends
(dancing/drinking/chatting)
People in background
chatting; mobile telephone
in foreground

The researcher provided the product claims/benefits to be included in the ads by using ideas from
relevant sources as outlined in Table 6-8. The questionnaire pre-test found that four product
claims per advertisement were the maximum number that respondents could cope with and thus all
treatment advertisements would include an equal number of product claims. For the credit card,
the product claims focus on the financial aspects of the ACE card, as this is considered most
relevant to a youth audience, whose lifestyle is about immediate spending power and having fun.
Existing credit card advertising also predominantly uses financial claims. For the chocolate bar a
combination of product ingredients and benefits were selected to convey the message that Lift is
an energy boosting chocolate bar that is easy to eat on the go. The mobile telephone claims
contained references to the functionality of the product consistent with many advertisements for
mobile telephones and were aimed at a youthful target audience with interest in the experiential
benefits as well as the safety/reliability features of the product. The product claims used are listed
in Table 6-10.

Table 6-10 Product Claims

Brand

Product Claims

Ace credit card

►
►

Lift chocolate bar

MY2058
mobile telephone

►
►
►
►
►
►

►
►

►
►

i

12.3% APR (variable)
Up to £4000 credit limit
0% on balance transfers and new purchases until 1 August 2003
No annual fee
Caramel and shortcake biscuit covered in delicious milk chocolate
Energised with glucose
An ideal snack on the go
Easy to eat in six bite size pieces
5 minutes emergency back-up battery
Digital camera
3 hours talk time
MP3 Player
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The visual was kept constant for each brand so that the headline would differentiate the risk
(cognitive) and pleasure (affective) stimulus to increase control of experimental treatments
(Toncar and Munch, 2001 ). The visuals were chosen on the basis of being able to convey the
advertising message to the target audience of young people aged between 18 and 25 and featuring
young people in real life situations. The brands were featured in colour and stand out from the
background. The advertising executions were tested with a sample of twenty students who rated
each advertisement on the basis of whether they thought that the graphic and the text portrayed a
predominantly risk or pleasure appeal. The analysis revealed that the sample could distinguish
between the two appeals for all executions apart from the risk execution for the mobile telephone,
where the original headline, "Missing the big picture?", was perceived to portray more of a
pleasure than risk appeal. The headline was therefore changed to "Don't miss that vital
connection" to re-enforce the perceived risk of not being in touch with other people by not having
a suitably reliable mobile telephone.

6.5.1

Advertising Portfolios

The advertising portfolio features four advertisements with the target advertisement always placed
in the third position. This prncedure follows that used by Ariaz-Bolzmann et al. (2000) and limits
recency and positioning effects of either being first, middle, or last. Filler ads were selected on the
basis of similar amounts of text and layout compared to the target advertisements. Top brand
names were avoided to create as homogenous a portfolio as possible. The filler ads featured
Hellmans salad dressing (A), Neutrogena T/gel shampoo (B) and Carex hand lotion (C). The filler
advertisements would rotate to limit any sequencing effects and six unique combinations resulted
as illustrated in Table 6-11. A control group portfolio was also created consisting of the three
filler advertisements plus an advertisement for Kumala wine, which replaced the test
advertisements used in the treatment groups. This procedure assisted with the administration of
the experiment as control group members would be completing their questionnaires in the same
sessions as other treatment groups and an impression of homogeneity was maintained.
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Table 6-ll Randomisation of Advertising Portfolios
Portfolio Number
1: 7; 13: 19; 25
2: 8; 14; 20; 26
3: 9; 15; 21; 27
4: 10; l 6; 22; 28
5: 11; 17; 23; 29
6: 12; 18; 24; 30

l

l

Randomised Portfolio

Ads

Number of Portfolios per
Treatment Group

ABC
BAC
CBA
ACB
BCA
CAB

5
5
5
5
5
5

Total

30

l
I
!

Random allocation of individuals to Ln:atmcnl and control groups arc a key characteristic. which
diffcrcntiales true experimems from 4uasi-cxpcrirnental designs (Malhotra and Birks, 1999). The
nurnhered ponfolios were collated in numerical order and circularcd on a continuous hasis
facilitating random allocation to the treatment and control groups within each data collection
session. Each portfolio was given unique cover in colour to identify the treatment 1:,rroups.
Corresponding: questionnaires were labelled both in writing and with a colour sticker to facilitate
efficient and accurate administration of the experimental conditions.

6.6
6.6.1

Implementation
Pilot Testing

The experiment was pilot tested with second year students enrolled on the Marketing Research
Methods module at Luton Business School. The experiment was conducted during six seminar
groups during week 7 of the module in semester two in 2003 and was undertaken at the beginning
of the seminar. After this activity a discussion was facilitated with the students on questionnaire
design using a case study, which was already pre-planned for the seminar and fitted well with the
experimental setting as it allowed i>tudents to experience both application and theory of
questionnaire design. Fifty-five re~ponses were obtained for the pilot and no changes were
deemed necessary to the experimental procedure, as the seminars had gone to plan.
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6.6.2

Experiments

As a matter of courtesy and transparency, Heads of Department were contacted via email to
identify appropriate module leaders who could facilitate access to seminar groups for the
experiment. The email contained a fact sheet detailing the purpose of the research and
requirements for data collection. Identified staff was then contacted via emaiVtelephone to arrange
a short meeting explaining the research procedure in order to obtain their approval and agreement
to a seminar time for the experiment to take place. Consulting with all interested parties is a
practice endorsed by Gill and Johnson (2002) to ensure transparency of information. A data
collection timetable was created and this proved invaluable in scheduling twenty-four seminar
groups during May 2003 for the chocolate bar and credit card experiments. The mobile telephone
experiments were conducted during May 2004 after initial data analysis had established a
requirement for a high involvement product category to facilitate comparisons of advertising
effects.

An important objective of the data collection method was to offer participants and facilitators a
form of pay-back for their time and effort as a gesture of courtesy and ethical conduct. This was
achieved in the form of a questionnaire design exercise, which was conducted after the completion
of the experiment and within the time slot of a one-hour seminar. The exercise was particularly
relevant to level two students who were enrolled on research methods modules, as they would
likely be interested in good practice for designing their own questionnaires for final year projects
and facilitators would be confident that valuable learning outcomes would be achieved during the
seminar. This approach differs markedly from that used in much American advertising
experimental research as these tend to award students course credits for voluntary participation in
the experiment (see Ariaz-Bolzmann et al., 2000; Baker and Lutz, 2000; Celuch and Slama, 1998;
Moore and Harris, 1996; Toncar and Munch, 2001).
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However, rewarding participants in this way can cause administrative sample error (McDaniel and
Gates, 1998) due to an over-representation of interested participants who may respond more
positively to the research subject/procedure than would otherwise be the case. This specific
problem within experimental research is known as indexicality when people vary their behaviour
according to a particular situation and it constitutes a severe threat to internal validity (Gill and
Johnson, 2002).

The present research sought a captive audience for the experiment as a more economical data
collection method, which is similar to that used by Babin and Bums (1997) and Yi (1990). Having
explained the purpose of the research in the form of a cover story (see section 6.6.3), students were
asked for their consent to take part in the research to minimise effects of involuntary participation.
Questionnaires were also confidential, and only demographic questions related to age, gender, and
nationality were asked complying with a code of ethical conduct advocated by Davis (1997).
Instructions were kept to a minimum, but did assure respondents that there were no right or wrong
answers; instead their personal opinions were important. Respondents were also asked to read the
questions carefully as there would be enough time for them to complete the task within the ten
minute period. The questionnaire design exercise would not start until everybody had finished.
These instructions aimed to increase the quality of the data.

6.6.3

Cover Story

A cover story is commonly used to disguise the true nature of the experiment (see Celuch and
Slama, 1998; Kempf et al., 1997; Moore and Harris, 1996) and is used to preserve the internal
validity of the experiment without seriously violating subjects' right to information about the
research they are consenting to participate in (Churchill, 1999). The cover story for this
experiment is adapted from Moore and Harris (1996) and applied to a print advertising context.
Respondents were told that the purpose of the study was to gain insight into their attitudes and
opinions about print advertisements. The cover story assists in controlling for extraneous variables
relating to researcher effects upon the experimental setting and subjects, a problem that can lead to
low internal and external validity (Gill and Johnson, 2002 J.
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6.6.4

Open-ended questions

A coding scheme wa~ devel0ped from Laczniak et al. ( 1989) and two independent judges not
associated with this research were recruited to code just over twenty percent of the open-ended
questions in the pilot sarnpk (n=l2). Inter-judge reliability was calculated at 92.25r7c and
disagreements were resolved by discussion. This suggests that the coding scheme was working
and further coding could confidently be carried out by the researcher for the full sample.

6.7

Conclusion

This chapter has outlined and justified the methods and procedures necessary to implement the
advertising experiment, which consists of six treatment groups and three control groups. An
advertising portfolio and questionnaire arc used for each group

10

carry out the experiment.

The questionnaire construction relies on a comprehensive review of existing operationalisations of
the identified variables and ~ubstantial testing of a variety of scale forrnals in order t<1 arrive al the
most relevant and appropriately presented measures for this study. The questionnaire design is
explained in terms of question types, question wording. question format, and question sequence
before a detailed examination of each question is undertaken. Allention to detail is deemed
important in constructing the questionnaire, as it is central to generating useful data for analysis.

Jn the main. existing scales have been the has is for selecting measurements of the variahles
contained in the questionnaire. Each scale has been reviewed against appropriate measurements
identified in the literature and a justification for any changes is provided. The operalionalisation
of involvement is based on McQuarrie and Munson's ( 1992) RRPll scale and adapted for the
present study on the basis of the initial repertory grid work discussed in Chapter 5. which found
some differences in item wording and identified the dinwnsions of involvement most salient to a
UK audience. Similarly the antecedent scales reflect the dis-aggregation of involvement
dimensions and antecedents outlined in Chapter 4.
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These scales are constructed from a numher of relevam sources and evaluated against the repertory
grid wordings to form the final operationalisations of the involvement, perceived risk, and pleasure
Yariahles. The attitude measurements arc hascd on a cross section of relevant literature and the
recall and comprehension variables follow predominantly conventional procedures.

The activities undertak.en to produce the advenisements for the main study are also outlined in this
chapter. Together with the product selection procedures and questionnaire construction these
elements facilitate the implementation of the advertising experiment. The analysis of the
experiment is presented in Chapter 7 followed hy a discussion of the main findings.
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7.1

RESULTS
Introduction

The purpose of this chapler is to present the analysis of data obtained from the quesLionnaires used
in Lhe advertising experiments. The chapter consists of six. parts. Firslly, an evaluation of the
normal distribution of the data is undertaken, which is followed by an ex.aminaLion of the sample
profile (pan 2). Part 3 includes an analysis nf key variables within the involvement construct
using predominantly descriptive stat.istics. The data are ll1en analystd using eight.l.'.en hypothests
to invl.'.st igate the relationships within the proposed advi:rtising framework examining t.he role of
involvement and its pleasure and risk antecedents in processing advertising information (part 4).
Suhseyuently, a discussion of the key rmdings is provided (part 5) followed hy a conclusion (part
6).

7.2

Distribution of data

The distribution of data determines which statistical tests are appropriate for data analysis and
parametric tests assume that the data is normally distributed (Kerr et al.. 2002). The Kolmogorov
Smirnov test has been undertaken to assess whether the data are normally distributed. The SPSS
output from this test including histograms can be found in Appendix. E and Table 7-1 reports that
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 5tatistic was significant which would indicate that the data is nor
normally distributed. Nevertheless, Foster ( 1998) highlights that with large data sets non-perfect
normal distribution is almost certain to occur and this interpretation of the statistic should be
treated cautiously. Instead, the visual displays of the data distribution indicate how non-normal
the distribution is. The histograms show that, on balance, the composite scales for pleasure, social
risk, product involvement. attiLUde to advertising in general, beliefs about the advertisement and
attitude towards the advertisement are reasonably symmetrical.
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Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) point out that, in a large sample, a variable with significant skewness
does not deviate enough from normality to make a substantive difference in the analysis. They
report that underestimates of variance associated with negative kurtosis disappears with samples of
100+ and with positive kurtosis underestimation of variance disappears with samples of 200+.
In their view, it is therefore more important to observe the actual value for skewness and kurtosis
than the significance level.

Table 7-1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normality
Shapiro-Wilk

Kolmnnnrov-Smimov<a)
i

Statistic
Number of thoughts
about ad

elf

Sia.

Statistic

df

Sia.

.178

359

.000

.929

359

.000

359
359
359
359

.000
.000
.000
.000

.845

Pleasure

.228
.096
.105
.073

.965
.945
.979

359
359
359
359

.000
.000
.000
.000

Beliefs about the
advertisement

.073

359

.000

.984

359

.001

Attitude towards the
advertisement

.067

359

.000

.989

359

.007

Attitude to advertising
in general

.059

359

.004

.992

359

.050

next buy prod.

.218

3591

.000

.878

359

.000

no of claims recalled
Product Involvement
Social risk

i

a Lilliefors Significance Correction

Skewness is an indication of a non-symmetric distribution (Foster, 1998) and kurtosis refers to the
peakedness of a distribution (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996). The values for skewness and kurtosis
will be close to zero if the data is normally distributed (Foster, 1998). Diarnantopolous and
Schlege]rnilch (2000) contend that 'departures from normality' have to be quite severe to render
parametric tests invalid, as these are quite robust if the assumption of normality can be reasonably
established. The descriptive statistics for kurtosis and skewness were then used to assess the
normality of the data distribution for the nine main variables used in the AMOS path analysis
models.
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Acceptable levels for skewness and kurtosis are generally given as a range of ±1.96 (Kerr et al.,
2002), but the closer to zero the better. Closer ranges of ±1.0 have been specified by Brown
(1997), Miller et al. (2006), and Romano et al. (2007) suggesting that this range is generally
accepted as good measures of normality. It can be observed from Table 7-2 that the values for
skewness and kurtosis for the key variables 3 within the proposed advertising framework lie within
the accepted ranges of normality reported in the literature.

Table 7-2 Skewness and Kurtosis values
Variable
Number of thoughts
Number of claims recalled
Involvement
Social risk
Pleasure
Beliefs about the advertisement
Attitude to the advertisement
Attitude to advertising
Next purchase

Skewness
.468
.584
-.529
.430
-.382
-.167
-.152
-.058
-.551

Kurtosis
.450
-.733
-.272
-.783
.126
-.593
-.085
.543
-1.000

Details of the SPSS analysis of skewness and Kurtosis including histograms can be found in
Appendix E.

7.3

Sample profile and influence of demographic factors

The random assignment of respondents to treatment and control groups as outlined in the
methodology should increase internal validity of the experiments by limiting the impact from
demographic factors. As a precautionary measure the sample profile was examined to determine
potential impact by gender and nationality as these variables were highlighted in the literature
review as having an influence on information processing and attitudes.

Excluding nominal scales for gender, user status, and comprehension where the numbers are used
merely as a label (Foster, 1998).

3
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7.3.1

Sample Profile

A sample size of 653 cases was obtained from 583 respondents (one control group of70 answered
a questionnaire for two product categories) and these were drawn from two universities in the UK
to increase sample validity. Participants in this study were randomly allocated to one of nine
groups (six treatment groups and three control groups) each consisting of 68 - 81 people.

Student samples are commonly used in experimental advertising research (e.g. Babin and Burns,
1997; Celsi and Olson, 1988; Stafford and Day, 1995), although it is recognised that student
samples differ from a non-student population (Gill and Johnson, 2002). A homogenous sample is
recommended for theory application tests, (Calder et al., 1982; Peterson, 2001) and is a similar
approach adopted in this research. The concept of segmentation forms a key part of any
advertising campaign and for an advertising message to be effective it must be directed at a
specific target audience, who shares a similar profile (Fill, 1999).

The advertisements in this study featured a chocolate bar, credit card, and a mobile telephone as
these product categories were found to be relevant to a student segment and this should strengthen
the of validity of using a student sample (Kempf et al., 1997; Martin, 1984) to accommodate the
demands of the factorial experimental design in this research.

7.3.2

Demographic Impacts

The sample of respondents consisted of 60% females and 40% males. A large proportion (95 % ) of
the respondents was represented in the age group 18-25 and 5% were older. Due to the
international profile of many university cohorts in the UK, nationality was divided into British,
other EU, and non-EU respondents to ascertain any differences between these nationalities. The
data was collected before the enlargement of the European Union on 1 May 2004. Thus the
nationality groups reflect the member states prior to this date with 63% British, 11 % other EU, and
26% non-EU respondents. The following examination of demographic effects includes gender and
nationality only due to the homogeneous nature of the age range of respondents.
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Gender
Gender differences are examined with regard to involvement and risk and pleasure antecedents,
and only significant differences are recorded. In general, females are more involved than males
(Table 7-3).

Table 7-3 Product involvement by gender
Involvement

Mean

S.D.

Male

4.22

1.45

Female

4.63

1.46

Tvalue

Sit!.

-3.26

.001

In particular, females are more involved with chocolate bars and mobile telephones as they found
these product categories more interesting and important than credit cards, for which only a
marginal difference was found for purchase risk (Table 7-4). When considering involvement
including importance and interest dimensions plus risk and pleasure antecedents it appears that
females take a keener interest than males in both chocolate bars and mobile telephones, both of
which they associate with pleasure rather than risk as no significant differences were found
between the genders for purchase risk or sign.

The overall perceived risk scale used in this study consists of two dimensions, purchase risk and
social risk (sign). Sign is the original term used by Laurent and Kapferer (1985) and appears to
capture both social approval and self-image, which seems to capture both cognitive (risk) and
affective aspects of sign. Therefore, reference to both social risk and sign will be used where
appropriate in the subsequent analyses.
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Table 7-4 Involvement and antecedents by product group and gender
Product
Cateeory

Variable
Involvement

Chocolate
bar

Importance
Interest
Pleasure
Involvement

Mobile
Tel.

Importance
Interest
Pleasure

Credit card

Purchase risk

Gender

Mean

S.D.

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

3.49
4.12
3.24
3.83
3.74
4.43
4.65
5.11
5.09
5.59
5.34
5.96
4.83
5.24
4.31
4.69
3.72
4.ll

1.30
1.39
1.41
1.68
1.35
1.32
1.16
1.17
1.11
.92
1.17
1.04
1.24
1.01
.98
.95
1.03
1.09

Tvalue

Sig.

-3.24

,001

-2.61

.010

-3.60

.000

-2.83

.005

-3.70

.000

-4.17

.000

-2.70

.007

-2.95

.004

-1.95

.054

In the literature higher involvement is assumed to influence deeper information processing
(Krugman, 1965; Petty and Caccioppo, 1986) and thus differences in the number of thoughts and
comprehension is examined next using t-tests4 • Females generated more thoughts than males in
line with their increased invqlvement, but this did not affect comprehension, as both males and
females comprehended the advenising messages equally well (Table 7-5).

Table 7-5 Number of thoughts and comprehension by gender
Variable
Number of
Thoughts

Gender

Mean

S.D.

Male

2.33

1.25

Female

2.61

1.16

Male

.80

.40

Female

.82

.38

Comprehension

4

T value

Sig.

-2.36

.019

-.526

.600

Parametric tests are used for consistency, comparison, and detail of information provided from
analysis output. This approach is considered legitimate even for nominal scale items (e.g.
comprehension) when parametric and non-parametric analyses give similar results.
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This finding corresponds with work by Darley and Smith (1995) who found that females are more
comprehensive information processors than males. Males, on the other hand, tend to be more
selective information processors (Koc, 2002; Meyers-Levy and Sternthal, 1991 ). The different
information processing styles by males and females revealed no differences in their understanding
of the intended message and their ability to recall aspects of the advertisement. In addition, no
differences between males and females were found with regard to their beliefs and attitudes toward
the advertisement and the brand, nor to their attitude to advertising in general. Thus the main
gender differences concerns the higher involvement, deeper information processing. and greater
sense of pleasure experienced by females in relation to chocolate bars and mobile telephones.
Consequently gender wilJ feature in further analyses where appropriate.

Nationality
Firstly, analysis of variance between groups was carried out to establish which variables
demonstrated significant differences (Table 7-6). This overview approach will be followed by
more detailed analysis where appropriate. The main differences were found between British and
non-EU respondents indicating no difference between British and European Union respondents.
There are no differences in levels of involvement, purchase risk, pleasure, or attitude to the
advertisement, but nationalities differ in their perception of sign, beliefs about the advertisement,
their attitude to advertising in general.
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Table 7-6 Differences between nationality groups
!

Variable

F value

Sig.

1.16

.315

Sign

4.60

.010

Purchase Risk

1.69

.186

Pleasure

2.57

.078

Attitude to the ad

1.27

.281

Attitude to advertising

7.66

.001

Ad comprehension

1.30

.147

Corporate name recall

9.67

.000

Number of product claims
recalled

7.06

.001

Number of thoughts

6.61

.001

• Involvement

I

T-tests were carried out to establish the specific differences between British and non-EU
respondents for the significant variables (Table 7-7). The results of the t-tests indicate that the
non-EU respondents were more positive in their assessment of the advertisements perhaps due
their less sceptical attitude towards advertising in general. They also felt a higher level of sign
indicating that brands are potentially important to this group.
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Table 7-7 Differences between British and non-EU respondents

Variable

Gender

Mean

S.D.

British

2.86

1.46

Non EU

3.21

1.39

British

3.86

.67

Non EU

4.02

.59

British

1.20

1.07

Non EU

.74

1.02

British

2.65

1.21

Non EU

2.16

1.14

Sign

Attitude to
advertising
Number of
product claims
recalled
Number of
thoughts

Tvalue

Sig.

-2.51

.013

-2.50

.013

3.68

.000

3.54

.000

With regard to information processing and recall variables the British respondents generated more
thoughts than their non-EU counterparts and were better at recalling more product claims.

This examination of nationality differences indicates that respondents do not differ with regard to
involvement, but that differences relate predominantly to non-EU respondents, who displayed a
higher degree of social risk (sign). This group was also more accepting of advertising in general,
which may explain their lack of information processing, as they may not have scrutinised the
advertisements as deeply indicated by a lower number of thoughts, and lower recall compared
particularly to the British respondents. Despite some nationality differences for a few variables
this does not impact the majority of the sample and will therefore not be included in subsequent
analyses.
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7.4

Analysis of data relating to Involvement, Risk, and Pleasure

This section describes the data that has been generated by responses in the questionnaire to Q4
(involvement), Q7 (risk), and Q8 (pleasure). These variables form a central part of the
investigation and will be presented using descriptive statistics such as frequencies and means.
Where appropriate further analysis is carried out for clarification.

7.4.1

Product Involvement

The involvement scale used in this research is adapted from McQuarrie and Munson's (1992)

RRPII scale using the six items listed in Table 7-8. Three items (importance, relevance, and
means something to me) measure the importance dimension of involvement and the remaining
three items (interest, excitement, and appealing) measure the interest dimension. The data show

mean scores of involvement items by product and treatment group (pleasure appeal, risk appeal,
and control group).

Table 7-8 Involvement items scores by product and treatment group
Dimension

Items
Imoortance
Importance Relevance
Means to Me
Interest
Interest
-Exciting
Annealing

Chocolate Bar
Pleas Risk Cont
3.77
3.24 3.37
3.60 3.48 4.02
3.67
3.37 3.77
4.30
3.98 3.98
3.65 4.20
3.77
4.81
4.33 4.28

Credit Card
Pleas Risk Cont
4.03
3.99 3.63
3.85
4.15 4.05
3.85
3.72 3.52
3.64
3.69 3.42
3.31
3.60 3.24
3.72
3.90 3.47

Mobile Tele1>hone
Pleas Risk Cont
6.14 6.10
6.14
5.83
5.57 5.79
5.34 5.31 5.21
5.18
5.15 4.97
4.89
4.53 4.87
5.45
5.41 5.32

Firstly, the individual item scores are averaged for each product category and by involvement
dimension to establish the relative position of each product category within the FCB grid (Vaughn,
1986). T-tests reveal that mobile telephones and credit cards are rnainl y utilitarian products as the
importance dimension of involvement predominates for these products. By contrast chocolate bars
are classified as low/medium involvement experiential products where interest is the stronger
dimension (Table 7-9).
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Table 7-9 Differences between importance and interest by product category
Product
cate~ory
Chocolate
bars

Credit cards
Mobile Tel.

Variable

Mean

S.D.

3.57
4.14
3.87
3.55
5.71
5.07

1.59
1.37
1.68
1.49
1.13

Importance
Interest
Importance
Interest
Importance
Interest

1.12

T value

Sig.

-7.59

.000

3.67

.000

10.47

.000

No differences were found between control and treatment groups for importance and interest
within any product category.

Mobile telephones were chosen to represent a relevant high involvement product class to a student
population and the mean values are indeed higher than involvement with chocolate bars and credit
cards, both of which are perceived to be of medium involvement on a 7-point scale (Table 7-10).

Table 7-10 Product Involvement

Tukey HSD3·b
Product Cateoorv
Credit cards

N
195

Chocolate bars

195

Mobile telephones

227

Sig.

Subset for alpha = .05
1
2
3.7103
3.8513
.515

5.3847
1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size= 204.615.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean
of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are
not guaranteed.
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An average involvement score is calculated for each respondent and pooled for further product
category analysis. Analysis of variance reveals significant differences in involvement between
product categories (F=l 10.07; sig. = .000) and confirms that involvement with mobile telephones
is significantly higher compared to chocolate bars and credit cards (Table 7-10). Involvement in
the latter product groups is also statistically similar as illustrated by ANOVA post hoe test (Tukey
Honestly Significance Difference)5.

A number of post hoe tests exist, but Tukey HSD includes both pairwise multiple comparisons and
range tests, illustrating in diagrammatical form differences and similarities in a matrix, indicating
significantly different means at an alpha level of0.05. A significance test is used to determine the
probability of type I and type II errors, i.e. by rejecting the null hypothesis, when it is true or not
rejecting the null hypothesis when it is false. Thus a 5% (alpha= 0.05) significance level equates
to a probability of making a mistake 5 times out of 100, which is considered to give sufficient
strength of evidence against the null hypothesis in terms of probability (Diamantopoulos and
Schlegelmilch, 2000).

This section has confirmed that the product groups are perceived in the intended way (based on
their classification in the FCB grid (Vaughn, 1986) as respondents are more involved with mobile
telephones compared to credit cards and chocolate bars. Mobile telephones are also perceived to
be more important (thinking) than interesting (feeling) when involvement is measured according to
the involvement scaled adapted from McQuarrie and Munson ( 1992). By contrast, chocolate bars
evoke more affective perceptions than credit cards (Table 7-11).

5 The matrix produced by SPSS is imported directly to preserve accuracy in the transmission of
data and thus four decimal points are displayed where otherwise two decimal points are used.
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Table 7-11 FCB grid
Feerm2

Th'I Dki 02
Mobile
Tel.

High Involvement

Credit
card

Chocolate
bar

Low Involvement

Thus, credit cards and chocolate bars appear to be of medium involvement, whereas mobile
telephones are perceived to be of high involvement, which is consistent with the pilot test. The
relative thinking/feeling position of each product category within the FCB grid also indicates that
the absolute difference between the thinking and feeling dimensions is fairly small (although
significant, see Table 7-9).

7.4.2

Risk and Pleasure Antecedents

Recent neurological models suggest that the perception and interpretation of advertisements has
both emotional and rational content (Chaundhuri and Buck, 1997; du Plessis, 1998). In the
present advertising framework these antecedents are represented by pleasure and risk respectively
and are proposed to influence involvement with a product category and attitudes to the
advertisement and the brand. The overall perceived risk scale consists of two dimensions,
purchase risk and sign, and where appropriate these sub variables are included in the analyses of
risk.

Analysis of variance demonstrates that there are significant differences between the product
categories with reference to the antecedents of involvement as illustrated in Table 7-12.
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Table 7-12 Differences between risk and pleasure by product category
Variable

Fvalue

Sig.

Perceived risk

110.12

.000

Purchase risk

117.32

.000

Sign

72.74

.000

Pleasure

56.36

.000

Perceived risk is the level of risk that a consumer feels is associated with a particular product
category and this variable can be divided into purchase risk (complexity) and sign (social
approval). As expected, chocolate bars are not perceived as very risky purchases, but mobile
telephones are perceived lo be riskier than credit cards (Table 7-13).

Table 7-13 Perceived Risk

T ukey HSr:f b
Subset for aloha = .05
Product Category
Chocolate bars
Credit cards
Mobile telephones
Sig.

N
204
194

1
2.4195

2

3

3.4065

234

3.7192
1.000

1.000

1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 209.349.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group
sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.

When considering purchase risk separately, credit cards are perceived as being the riskiest
purchase in terms of complexity and the worry of making a bad choice compared to mobile
telephones and chocolate bars, which is considered to be the least risky purchase (Table 7-14).
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The purchase risk associated with mobile telephones is lower compared to credit cards which
could be due to a higher product usage rate and thus more confidence with the product category
with only 0.5% non-users compared to credit cards with 34% non-users and chocolate bars with
11 % non-users.

Table 7-14 Purchase Risk

T ukey HSd'b
Subset for aloha = .05
Product Cateaorv
Chocolate bars
Mobile telephones
Credit cards
Sig.

N

206
237

1
2.4891

2

3

3.7205

197

4.0381
1.000

1.000

1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 212.015.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group
sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.

Sign (social approval and self-image) is an important dimension of high involvement and
conspicuous purchases, and mobile telephones are perceived as carrying the highest sign compared
to both credit cards and chocolate bars, which is consistent with the sample being highly involved
with this product category Table 7-15.
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Table 7-15 Sign

Tukey Hs[jl•b
Subset for aloha = .05

N

Product CateQorv
Chocolate bars

1
2.3154
2.5500

204
200
238

Credit cards
Mobile telephones
Sig.

2

3.68n
1.000

.145

Means for Qroups in homOQeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size= 212.711.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean
of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are
not guaranteed.

The pleasure dimension represents how respondents feel about a product category and chocolate
bars are perceived to be the most satisfying and enjoyable to consume followed by mobi1e
telephones and credit cards (Table 7-16).

Table 7-16 Pleasure

u ev
Subset for aloha = .05
Product Cateaorv
Credit cards
Mobile telephones
Chocolate bars
Sig.

N

2

1
193

3

3.7064

237
204

4.5211
1.000

1.000

4.9183
1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size= 209.750.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group
sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.
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This section has highlighted that different antecedents dominate depending on the product
category as summarised in Table 7-17.

Table 7-17 Dominant antecedent by product category

Product category

Dominant antecedent

Chocolate bars

Pleasure

Credit cards

Purchase risk

Mobile telephones

Sign/social risk

It is concluded from this section that the sample profile is homogenous and that gender will be the
only demographic factor to feature in further analyses as differences have been found both in the
literature and in the sample profile in relation to involvement and its antecedents.

7.5

Testing of Hypotheses

The investigation is conducted by examining 18 hypotheses as set out in the literature review and
these are summarised below. A brief statement of the main finding follows each hypothesis. An
explanation of the analysis undertaken, to reach that finding, is then provided. This section
concludes with a discussion of the main findings.

A combination of pooled and product specific data will be analysed where these approaches are
deemed most meaningful. Pooled data is generally used in scale development (see McColl
Kennedy and Fetter, 2001; McQuarrie and Munson, 1992; Zaichkowsky, 1987). Attitude studies
tend to be based on a single product category (see MacKenzie and Lutz, 1989; Muehling et al.,
1990) or in some cases 2 3 product categories (see Cole et al., 1990; Moore and Harris, 1996;
Stafford and Day, 1995) in line with the present research.
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7.5.1

Summary of Hypotheses

This section provides a summary of the 18 hypotheses used in this study followed by a brief
statement of the main finding from each hypothesis.

Hl:

There is a difference between enduring involvement and situational of involvement. Not
supported. No difference in involvement could be found after advertising exposure.

H2:

There is a positive relationship between involvement and the proximity of the next
purchase. Partially supported. Involvement increases with the proximity of the next
purchase, but only for chocolate bars and credit cards, not for mobile telephones.

H2a:

There is a positive relationship between the antecedents of involvement and the proximity
of the next purchase. Partially supported. Pleasure increases with the proximity of the
next purchase for chocolate bars and credit cards and sign increases with the approach
of the next credit card purchase. No positive relationships were found in relation to
purchase risk or for the mobile telephone category.

H3:

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing (number of thoughts) and
involvement. Supported. More thoughts were generated by the mobile telephone
groups.

H4:

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing (number of thoughts) and
attitude to the advertisement. Not supported. There is no direct relationship between
depth ofprocessing and attitudes to the advertisement.

H5:

There is a positive relationship between comprehension and attitude towards the
advertisement. Not supported. There is no direct relationship between comprehension
and attitudes to the advertisement.
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H6:

Females will generate more thoughts about the advertisement than males. Partially
supported. Gender differences were only found in relation to credit cards.

H7:

There is a positive relationship between pleasure (affect) and recall. Partially
supported. The relationship between pleasure and recall ofproduct claims is only
significant for chocolate bars.

H8:

There is a positive relationship between pleasure (affect} and attitude to the
advertisement. Partially supported. A direct relationship between pleasure and liking
could only be found Jo r credit cards ( risk treatment).

H9:

There is a positive relationship between p}easure (affect) and the number of thoughts
generated from the advertisements. Not supported. No direct link between pleasure and
depth ofprocessing was found.

HIO:

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing and recall. Supported.
Depth ofprocessing has a positive impact on recall ofproduct claims.

Hl 1:

Existing users of a product category have a more positive attitude to the advertisement
than non-users. Partially supported. Product-users are more positive towards the
advertisement compared to non- users, but only for the chocolate bar advertisements.

H12:

Existing users of a product category perceive a higher degree of social risk (sign) than
non-users. Partially Supported. Product- users are concerned with the approval of
significant others compared to non-product- users for conspicuous products such as
credit cards and mobile telephones.
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Hl3:

There is a positiYe relationship between product usage and pleasure (affect). Partially

supported. Feelinxs of pleasure in the product categorv are most acute when this is the
dominant antecedenr of involvement and when using a congruen/ advertising appeal.

H 14:

There is a posithe relationship between product usage and recall of product claims.

Partially supported. A stronger feeling ufpleasure for chocolate hars by existing users
has a positive effect on recall of' the product claims from the advertisements.

Hl 5:

There is positive relationship between im:olvement and attitude to advertising. Partially

supported. Attitude to advertising only has an impact in a high involvement situation
using a pleasure advertising appeal.

H 16:

There is a positive relationship between attitudes to advertising and attitude lo the
advertisement. Partially supported. Attitudes to advertising have an indirert infiuenc£'

on ad liking in a high involvement situation.

HI 7:

Congruence between the position of the product category within the FCB grid and
advertising appeal will increase invohemenl and congruent amecedents for the product
category. Partially supported. Involvement remains stable for the product categories

when a congruent advertising appeal is used. Congruent advertising appeals can move
antecedents in the desired direction if these are at a low-moderat£' level.

Hl8:

Congruence between the position of the product category within the FCB grid and
advertising appeal will have a positive effect on information processing and recall.

H 18a:

Congruence will increase the number of thoughts about the advertisement. Not

supported. Depth ofprocessinx is nor affected by congruent advertising appeals.
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HJ 8b:

Congruence will increase recall of the product claims in the advenisement. Supported.
Recall is increased when using a congruent advertising appeal (and when the
advertisement is not disliked).

Hl 8c:

Congruence will increase comprehension of the advertising message. Partially

supported. A congruent advertising appeal can increase comprehension of the
advertising message for a high involvement product such as mobile telephones, but did
not affect comprehension in low involvement categories.

7.5.2

Methods of Analysis

The hypotheses set out above are wide ranging and indicate the complexity of examining the
factors that influence information processing of advertising messages. Thus, several methods of
analysis are necessary in order to examine the "big picture" and also to provide insights into the
interactions between factors at a more deLailed level in relation to product categories and the
impact of risk and pleasure treatments.

The data are analysed using parametric tests as the values of skewness and kurtosis lie within the
accepted range of normality reported in the literature (see section 7.2 earlier). Pearson correlation
was used to examine relationships between variables within relevant hypotheses and where
appropriate multiple regression analysis is undertaken to predict a dependent variable from a
number of independent variables. In addition, analysis of variance is undertaken to test whether
the means between product categories are different and the Tukey post hoe test is reported.
When comparing means of two sets of data only, the t-test is used. In order to establish which
independent variables determine the differences in the dependent variable between product
categories one-way analysis of variance is performed highlighting the significant independent
variables and illustrating the differences with an estimated marginal means plot.
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Further, AMOS 3.66 (Arbuckle. 1997) was used to model information processing and the
antecedents and consequences of the decllding process and covers H4

Hl l plus H 14 and Hl 6

(see Figure 7-1 7). A key to variable names is prmided in Table 7-l 8. AMOS modelling: thus
represents part of a package of analysis that examines general relationships between the key
variahles identified in the literature and also more spl'cific interact1uns at a product catl'.gory and
risklpleasure advertising treatment level. This approach has been adopted so as not to miss
important interactions at a detailed level so that adequate conclusions may be reached. In order to
test the abO\c hypotheses one-way analysis of vanancc is followed hy AMOS path analysis to help
explain the underlying decoding process of advertising messages that have been operating in a
given situation. Model fit indices as described below accompany each path diagram and Appendix

f c@tains as ,ummary of model lit indices for each path analysis diagram. The diagrams arc
incorporated as illustrations where this is most meaningful. The implications from the findings
relating to the hypotheses for the FCB grid (Vaughn, 1986.1 will also be discussed.

Figure 7-1 Proposed Relationships within the decoding process

')
e2
[ gender

[

~

pleasall

usersrev

adatt
--"--""--~

I

6

7

comprehension

A.\,1QS 3.6 was the version available at the time of analysis.
Variable labels represent those used in the SPSS data file.
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Table 7-18 Key to variable labels within Amos models
SPSS Label
Gender

Gender

Pleasall

Pleasure antecedent

Usersrev

User status

Adattgen

Attitude to advertising in general

Comprehension

Understanding the advertisement

Claimrec

Recall of product claims

Thought

Depth of processing

Adatt

Attitude to the advertisement

7.5.3

Exolanation

AMOS Models

AMOS 3.6 (Arbuckle, 1997) was used to model information processing including antecedents and
consequences in order to better understand the underlying decoding process of adverting messages
that has been operating. Ten models have been attempted:

•

Proposed Base model (all products)= 1.

•

Base model for each product category

•

Models for each product category incorporating a risk and pleasure advertising treatment= 6.

3.

Arbuckle (1997 :551) contends that "model evaluation is one of the most unsettled and difficult
issues connected with structural modelling" citing a number of authors who have presented a
variety of viewpoints and recommendation on this topic. AMOS reports a number of fit measures
to help interpret the goodness of fit of a model and relatively few of these have been used to justify
good model fit by Moorman et al. (2007). They applied the chi-square test, CFI (Comparative Fit
Index) and RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation) to model the relationships
between program involvement, viewer characteristics, commercial exposure and commercial
memory.
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Moorman et al.' s (2007) model resembles the proposed base model in this research (Figure 7-1) in
terms of topic and structure and it also contains a similar number of variables although more
measures of fit have been used to evaluate the goodness of fit from the models in the present
research.

Fit indices for each model are included in Appendix F which contains the following measures:

•

The chi-square test (CMIN) where the "p" value is used for testing the hypothesis that the
model fits perfectly. It is generally acknowledged that most models are useful approximations
that do not fit perfectly in the population and that perfect fit may be quite unrealistic in most
empirical work with test data (Arbuckle, 1997) citing foreskog (1969:200). Thus, models will
be supported with a non-significant chi-square (CMIN). Degrees of freedom, d.f., is reported
as a measure of parsimony. According to Arbuckle (1997) models will fall between the
extremes of few parameters and many degrees of freedom (parsimony) and many parameters
and few degrees of freedom (complexity) and a trade-off is sought between these dimensions
for each reported model. According to Arbuckle (1997:555) the chi-square/d.f. ratio is used
by several writers as a measure of fit. Acceptable fit measures for this ratio have been
reported as high as five or lower than 2. Arbuckle (1997) citing Byrne (1989:55) suggest that
a ratio > 2.00 represents an inadequate fit. The latter measure fits well with the reported ratios
for each of the models in this study.

•

Comparison to a baseline model can be made by observing the fit measures of CFI
(Comparative Fit Index) and TLI (Tucker Lewis Index also sometimes known as NNFI Non-Normal Fit Index). Values close to 1 indicate very close fit and the models in this study
are all above the .95 level for CFI reported by Moorman et al. (2007) as acceptable.

•

Values for the Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) and Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI),
which takes into account the degrees of freedom for testing the model, should be close to l for
a good fit (Arbuckle, 1997). The reported values are found to be acceptable.
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•

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) is a measure of model adequacy that
takes into account the effect of model complexity. Browne and Cudeck (1992) suggest that
values of 0.05 or less would indicate a good fit and all models in this study are within this
value (see Appendix F).

•

The Root Mean Square Residual (RMR) measures the discrepancy from a perfect model and
the smaller an RMR the better with zero indicating a perfect fit (Arbuckle, 1997).

The model fit indices reported in Appendix F are observed to be within the accepted values
specified in the literature.

The complexity of modelling information processing should not be underestimated as many
factors are likely to influence this process. Thus fully parsimonious models (including only
significant relationships) could not be specified and some parameters have remained to achieve
good model fit as well-fitting models are preferred to poorly fitting ones (Arbuckle, 1997). Fully
parsimonious models may also obscure important aspects of information processing relating to
individual products and/or treatments. To be useful, models should be both parsimonious and
clearly understood, according to Browne and Cudeck (1992).

The models appear appropriate to the data and fit closely and thus provide a basis for explaining
underlying processes within information processing in this study by undertaking path analysis. A
product category model for mobile telephones could not be specified, most likely due to
interaction effects from the risk and pleasure treatments that have affected information processing
differently as a pleasure appeal was found to be more successful for mobile telephones.
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7.5.4

Findings from Hypothesis Testing

The initial AMOS modelling highlighted a number ()f insignificant relati(lnships and poor model
fit in relation to comprehension and this variable was then removed from the model. It was further
hypothesised that beliefs about the aJveniscment would nH.:diatc outcomes of the decoding prrn.:ess
in relation to attitude to the advertisement (liking) and thus belief<; about the advertisement was
added to the model which improved the model fit. Further, social risk and next purchase were also
included as these variables were found to C()rrelate positively with involvement..

These adjustments resulted in acceptable model fit indices and the output model in Figure 7-2 will
thus be used as the propos.ed base model for further analysis. Table 7-19 compriSL'.S the amended
list of keys to the SPSS labels used with the AMOS models. Significant relationships (p < 0.05)
are indicated by green lines. red lines identify significant relationships at the p < 0.10 level. and
finally black lines represent non-significant rclation~hips.

Table 7-19 Amended list of keys to SPSS labels within Amos models
SPSS Label

Explanation

Gender

Gender

Pleasall

Pleasure antecedent

Usersrev

User status

Adattgen

Attitude to advertising in general

[ Claimrec

Number of product claims recalled

Thought

Depth of processing (number of thoughts)

Adatt

Attitude to the advertisement

Risksoc

Social risk

Next

Next purchase

Adbelief

Beliefs about the advertisement
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Figure 7-2 Proposed Base Model

gender
risksoc

pleasall

.19

next

43

usersrev

adattgen

Table 7-20 Model fit for base model

-

Chi- !
square I d.f
25.748
19

p
0.137

Chisquare/d.f.
1.355

I

RMR
0.057

GFI
0.988

AGFI
o.966

l

TLl
I o.970

!
I

CFI • RMSEA

I o.987 I 0.029

The following section sets out the analysis and findings from testing eighteen hypotheses, which
\\'ill be conducted using a package of analysis a, explained above.
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HI:

There is a difference between enduring involvement and situational involvement. 'iot

supported. No difference in involvement could be found after ad1·ertising exposure.

Mittal (198%) explains that situational involvement arises from a specific situation (e.g. a
purchase, an advertiSL:ment. or other marketing strategies 1. Analysis of variance (F = 27 .86: sig. =

.000) illustrates (Table 7-2 l I that involvement appears to be a very stable construct, which is not
significamly moved after advertising exposure as there is no difference between the control and
treatment t-'Toups for each product category.

Table 7-21 Enduring and situational involvement by treatment group

u ev

'

Subset for alpha= .05
orouo
Credit Control
Choe Risk

1

N

2

65

3.5606
3.6744

Credit Pleasure
Credit Risk

62

3.7392

67

3.8308

Choe Control

65

3.9333

Choe Pleasure
Mobile Risk

65

3.9462

Mobile Control
Mobile Pleasure

66

5.3333

76
76

I

75

Sig.

.728

5.3728
5.4489
1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size= 68.177.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean
of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are
not guaranteed.

H2:

There is a positive relationship between involvement and the proximity of the next
purchase. Partially supported. ln\'Olvemenl increases rt·ith lht proximi1_1 of the next
purchase. but on.Ly.for chocolate bars and credit cards, not for mobile telephones.
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There is a strong positive relationship between involvement with chocolate bars and the approach
of the next purchase as shown in Table 7-22 (only significant results are recorded). The purchase
cycle of chocolate bars is fairly short with most purchases for personal consumption (63%) taking
place within a two-week period. By contrast, the majority of credit card purchases (30%) are more
than six months away with 51 % not intending to purchase a new credit card. Equally, mobile
telephones have a long purchase cycle with 42% of purchases not planned for three months and
44% not intending to purchase for six months.

Table 7-22 Pearson correlation of next purchase and involvement, risk and pleasure
Product category
Chocolate bar

Credit card

Mobile tel.

Variable

Correlation

Sig.

.537
.370
.329
-.194
.221
.286
-.152

.000

Involvement
Pleasure
Involvement
Purchase risk
Sign
Pleasure
Involvement

.000
.000
.006
.002
.000
.024

It is interesting to note that there is also a relatively strong positive relationship between
involvement and the approach of the next purchase for credit cards, but a weak negative
relationship is found for mobile telephones. An explanation for this finding could be that
involvement with mobile telephones is already significantly higher than involvement with
chocolate bars and credit cards and that there is more scope to influence involvement for low to
medium involvement product categories as the purchase approaches.

H2a:

There is a positive relationship between the antecedents of involvement and the proximity
of the next purchase. Partially supported. Pleasure increases with the proximity of the

next purchase for chocolate bars and credit cards and sign increases with the approach
ofthe next credit card purchase. No positive relationships were found in relation to
purchase risk or for the mobile telephone category.
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Extending the analysis to antecedents of involvement reveals that there is a moderate, but positive
relationship between pleasure and a forthcoming purchase for chocolate bars and credit cards
(Table 7-22). Additionally, sign is also related to the next purchase of a credit card, but not to
purchase risk. Purchase risk may be less of an issue for credit cards, due to the relative ease of
brand switching given the continuous sales promotion offers from card providers in the UK But
again, no relationships could be detected between antecedents of involvement with mobile
telephones and the next purchase, perhaps as most of these were not planned for the next three
months and involvement is already at a high level. High involvement consumers tend to be
knowledgeable about product categories of interest, thus the approach of a next purchase may
decrease involvement due to experience with the product category.

H3:

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing (number of thoughts) and
involvement. Supported. More thoughts were generated by the mobile telephone
groups.

The number of thoughts generated by individual consumers measures depth of processing.
Pearson correlation indicates a weak, positive relationship between involvement and depth of
processing (Pearson correlation== . 156; sig.

.002). Analysis of variance shows that significantly

more thoughts were generated by the mobile telephone advertisements (Table 7-23), which
represent a high involvement product category (F = 21.06; sig. = .000), compared to the depth of
processing generated by the advertisements for the chocolate bar and the credit card, thus
indicating that higher involvement with mobile telephones leads to greater depth of processing.
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Table 7-23 Depth of processing by product category (number of thoughts)

Tukey HS~,b
Subset for aloha = .05
Product Cateqorv
Credit cards

1
2.15
2,31

N

136

Chocolate bars
Mobile telephones

136

2

161

2.96

Sig.

.491

1.000

Means tor qroups in homoqeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 143.424.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean
of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are
not guaranteed.

H4:

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing (number of thoughts) and
attirude to the advertisement. Not supported. There is no direct relationship between

depth (f proce.ssini and atlitudcs to 1hc advertisement.

There appears to be no direct relationship between depth of processing and attitude~ to the
advertisement (Pearson correlation= .077: sig

=.115).

Analysis at product category level

revealed the same results. Analysis of variance also found no direct link between depfh of
processing and attitudes to the advertisc1nent. Rather, attitude to the advertisement is determined
by beliefs about the advertisement and the product category (Table 7-24).

Table 7-24 Analysis of variance: Attitude to the advertisement

I Variable
I Beliefs ahout the advenisement
· Product

I

F value
294.51
39.33

Si~nificance
.000

.000

It is clear that the credit card advertisements were fhe least liked (). Liking is mainly influenced by
the beliefs about the advertisement and the product category, hut not necessarily hy the depth of
processing.
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Figure 7-3 Attitude to the advertisement by product category and treatment

Estimated Marginal Means of Attitude towards the
advertisement
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control
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!
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Credit cards
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This is also illustrated by the AMOS path diagram in Figure 7-4, which shows no direct link
between the number of thoughts and attitude to the advertisement.
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Figure 7-4 AMOS path diagram (all products)

gender
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pleasall

next
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usersrev

adattgen

Table 7-25 Model fit index for all products modeJ
Chisquare
25.748

d.f
19

p
0.137

Chisauare/d.f.
1.355

RMR
0.057

GFI
0.988
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AGFI
0.966

TLI

CFI
0.987

RMSEA
0.029

This would suggest that depth of processing as measured by number of thoughts does not impact
attitudes to the advertisement across product categories. This is at variance with the central route
of the ELM (Petty and Cacioppo. 1986) which proposes that careful elaboration can lead to
changes in attitude.

Thus, this finding may indicate that information proces!-ing is very low across product categories
after an initial advertising exposure despite differences in felt involvement and that attitude to the
advertisement is determined more by peripheral route processing, which occurs by mere exposure,
using heuristics such as source characteristics, imagery, and simple associations (Petty et al.,
1983).

HS:

There is a positive relationship between comprehension and attitude towards the
advertisement. .!\ot supported. There is no direct relationship between comprehension

and attitudes to the advertisement.

There appears to be no direct relationship between comprehension and attitudes to the
advertisement (Pearson correlation

-.049; :-.ig. = .756) and analysis at product category level

revealed the same results. This implies that understanding of an advertismg message is no
guarantee of a positive attitude towards the advertisement. Regression analysis (F = 6.131; sig.

=

.000) indicates that interest. purchase risk, and sign han: a significant inlluem.:r.: on attitude to the
advertiscrrn:nt compared to comprehen:c,ion and depth of processing (Table 7-26 ). Thus, it appear~
that involvement. in terms these variahles will he activated at the time of advertising exposure to
form an attitude to the advertisement.
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Table 7-26 Factors influencing attitude to the advertisement (all products)
Factor

Beta

T

Sie.

Importance

-.045

-.598

.550

Interest

.306

3.709

.000

Purchase risk

•.131

-2.297

.022

Sign

.128

2.136

.033

Pleasure

-.056

-.851

.395

Comprehension

.057

1.115

.265

Number of thoughts

.049

.959

.338

However, it was established earlier that both the mobile telephone and chocolate bar advertisement
were better understood and liked than the credit card advertisements, although there is no
correlation between these variables for any of the product groups (Table 7-27). Differences in
understanding of an advertising message might be explained by a combination of factors including
involvement and congruence between dominant antecedent and advertising appeal.

Table 7-27 Pearso~ correlation between comprehension and attitude to the advertisement
Pearson correlation

Sig.

Chocolate bar

.038

.671

Credit card

-.028

.757

Mobile telephone

.049

.553

Product Cateimry

Various reasons may account for the lack of comprehension of the credit card advertisements, but
most likely because these were the least liked (F = 44.98; sig. = .000) as illustrated Table 7-28.
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Table 7-28 Attitude to the advertisement by product category

T ukev HScflb
Subset for aloha = .05
Product Categorv
Credit cards
Chocolate bars
Mobile telephones

N
132

1
2.9303

134

2

3

3.7194
4.1154

156

Sig.

1.000

1.000

1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size

139.869.

b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group
sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.

Although no significant regression model could be established to directly explain the lack of
comprehension of the credit card advertisements, a less favourable attitude to these advertisements
is the only difference between the product categories and thus it can be argued that not liking an
advertisement has an indirect impact on comprehension, as the better liked advertisements were
also better understood. Analysis of variance ha,; established an interaction effect between the
product and treatment in relation to comprehension of the advertisements (Table 7-29).

Table 7-29 Analysis of variance: Comprehension of the advertisement
Variable
Treatment * product

F value
2.89

Significance
.057

The pleasure treatment for all product categories demonstrates progressive levels of understanding
in line with increasing levels of involvement for the three product categories (Figure 7-5). By
contrast the risk treatment has had differential effects for credit cards and mobile telephones.
Comprehension of the credit card advertisement has been more pronounced using a risk appeal,
which has had the opposite effect for the mobile telephone advertisement. Thus, congruence
between the product category and position within the FCB grid may provide an explanation of
differences in levels of comprehension due to an interaction between the type of thoughts
generated from evaluating the advertisement and the number of thoughts (depth of processing).
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Figure 7-5 Comprehension by product category and treatment
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Liking (attitude to the advertisement) is hypothesised to stimulate more mental processing of
advertisements, act as a processing filter, produce fewer counter-arguments, increase trust and
source credibility, and directly increase liking of the brand (Haley and Baldinger, 1991; Laczniak
and Grossbart, 1990). Regression results reveal that attitude to the advertisement is influenced by
thoughts about the advertising execution (visual) for both chocolate bars and mobile telephones
and that both the image and copy in the credit card advertisements have a significant influence on
attitude to the advertisement (Table 7-30). It might be argued that comprehension of the chocolate
bar and mobile telephone advertisements represent messaged-based (surface) comprehension and
the credit card risk appeal has lead to receiver-based (deep) comprehension levels (Mick, 1992).
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Table 7-30 Factors influencing attitude to the advertisement
Coefficients"

Product Cateaorv
Chocolale bars

Model
1

(Constant)

Credit cards

1

adexe
(Constant)

2

Mobile telephones

1

Unstandardized
Coefficients
Std. Error
8
4 026
.149
-.405
.145

adexe

3.214
-.374

.132
.1?9

(Constant)
adexe

3039
-.370

text
(Constant)

.443

.14t>
.126
.165

4.4:31

.133

adexe

-.491

.169

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

t
2i 026

Sia.
.000

-.247

-2.786
24.257
-?908

.006
000
004

-.244

20.986
-2.941

.000
.004

2.685
33?2t>
-2.911

.008
000
.004

-.236

223
-.229

a. Dependent Variable: Attitude towards the advertisement

Overall, it can be concluded that better comprehension of an advertisement does not direcrly lead
to more positive attitudes to the advertisement regardless of whether a central or peripheral
information processing route (Peuy and Cacioppo. 1986) is ad()pted. further, nune of the AMOS
models found any significant link between comprehension and attitude to the advertisement
between the three product categories or between risk or pleasure appeals within each category. H5
is not suriported.

H6:

fomaJes will generate more thoughts about the advertisement than males. Partially

supported. Gender diff'erenccs were only found in relation

lo

credit cards.

Any gender difference in relation to deptl1 of processing was only found for credit cards as
illustrated in Tahle 7<~J.

Table 7-31 Depth of processing by gender for credit cards
Variable
Number of
thoughts

Gender

Mean

S.D.

Male

um

.98

Female

234

1.12

226

T value

Si2.

-2.73

.007

As illustrated by the AMOS path diagram (Figure 7-6) gender impact on the depth of processing as
measun:d by the number of thoughts is only prevaknt for credit canb when using a risk appeal.

[t

is observed that this model includes fewer independent variables than the baseline model
indicating that the gender impact is particularly strong in this situation.

Females have significantly more thoughts about the credit card advertisement compared to males,
which might be explained by a combination of the advertising execution and gender identification.
Maldonado et al. (2003) contend that females are more likdy to make connections hetv.:een the
activated social identity and the paired brand. This is also supported by Braun et al. (1997), who
found that framing effects were particularly salient to females.

Figure 7-6 AMOS path diagram: credit card risk treatment
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Table 7-32 Model fit index: credit card risk treatment
Chisquare
6.547

I

H7:

d.f

p

6

0.365

Chisuuarc/d.t'.
1.091

:

I

RMR:

I
0.024

I

AGFI ! TLI

GFI

0.971

I

o.9oo

I

0.980

I

I

CFI

RMSEA

0.992

0.037

There is a positive relationship hetween pleasure (affect) and recall. Partially
supported. The relationship between pleasure and TPcall ofproduct claims is only

significant for chocolate bars.

Recall is a popular measure of advertising effectiveness and it is assumed that recall retlects the
amount of attention and interest in an advertisement (White, 1998; Zinkhahn et al.,1986). Personal
relevance and the nature of the decision task have hern suggested to positively affect recall
(Chattopadhyay and Alba. 1988; Srull, 1989; White, 1998) as has affective advertisements
lThorson and Friedstad, 1989).

A positive correlation between pleasure and recall could only he established for chocolate bars
(Tahle 7-33), prohahly because pleasure was found to he the dominant antecedent for this produ;.;t
category.

Table 7-33 Pearson correlation between pleasure and recall of product claims

j

Product category
Chocolate har

! Credit card
Mobile telephone

Pearson Correlation
.204

-.048
.021

Sig.
.030
.595
.789

A direct intluence of pleasure on recalling product claims can only be found within the pleasure
execution for chocolate bars as illustrated in the A.c\10S path diagram (hgure 7-7). Com,1slent
with the literature, peripheral processing is dominant in a low involvement situation and outcomes

of this process (e.g. recall and attitude to the advertisement is driven by affect). H7 is only
supported for chocolate bars.
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Figure 7-7 AMOS path diagram: chocolate bar pleasure treatment
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Table 7.34 Model fit index: chocolate bar pleasure treatment
I

Chi-

d.f

! square

5.118

H8:

-

5

p

'

ChiI square/d.f.
0.199 I
l.028

i

- -

RMR I GFI

0.081

i
!

AGFI

TLI

!

CFI

RMSEA

I

0.972

0.917

0.995

I

I
0.997

O.OW_j

There is a positive relationship between pleasure (affect) and attitude to the
advertisement. Partially supported. A direct relationship between pleasure and liking

could only be found for credit cards (pleasure treatment).

Pearson correlation indicates that there is a positive rdauonship between pleasure and attitudes to
the advertisement, but only for credit cards (Table 7-35).
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Table 7-35 Pearson correlation between pleasure (affect) and attitude to the advertisement

I Product category
I Chocolate bar

Pearson Correlation
.036
.255
.-109

Credit card
I Mobile telephone
1

Sig.
.667
.004
.178

I

I
I
I

Closer examination of the differences between the product categories reveals that the credit card
advertisements were the least liked a, was illustrated earlier. AMOS path analysis shows that the
link between pleasure and liking is only significant for the pleasure treatment (Figure 7-8).

Figure 7-8 AMOS path diagram: credit card pleasure treatment

gender
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Table 7-36 ~todel fit index: credit card pleasure treatment

Chi-

d.f

square
6.660

6

I
I

p
0.353

Chi-

GFI

AGFI

TLI

CFI

!

RMSEA

0.969

0.891

0.964

o.986

I

0.041

RMR

square/d.f. I
1.110
I 0.065
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Liking is mainly influenced by the beliefs about the advertisement, which also reflects the lack of
positive attitude towards the product category (Table 7-37) and the credit card advertisements
(Figure 7-9).

Table 7-37 Beliefs about the advertisement

Fvalue

Variable
Product

Si nificance
.000

9.93

Figure 7-9 Analysis of variance: Beliefs about the advertisement
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All models apart from Mobile Risk highlight a significant positive relationship between beliefs
about the advertisement and attitude to the advertisement, suggesting that advertisements have to
be informative, believable, convincing, effective, and persuasive to be liked. It is possible that
open-ended answers to the thoughts, comprehension, and recall questions may explain issues with
the chosen visual for credit cards despite the ads being created by experienced people in graphic
design and copy writing. 24% of the credit card questionnaires (n=53) were found to include a
negative reaction as indicated by a selection of representative statements below:
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"dark night"
"woman not in good mood",
"girl getting shoved"
"girl dancing (alone)"
"to me as a student, it did not appeal"
"the advertising is not good in my opinion because I have already forgotten the brand"
"gloomy"
"boring"
"... my mind was negative"
"did not understand picture"
"something is confusing about this picture"
"the picture was a bit odd"
"bad background photo"
"irrelevant image"
"random picture"

Manipulation checks were carried out to test the risk and pleasure treatments for the
advertisements (see Chapter 6), but not liking of the advertisements, which under normal
circumstances would form part of the pre-testing stage. Some interaction between the visual and
pleasure treatment for the credit cards advertisement is thus likely resulting in rejection of the
pleasure treatment as this was the least liked execution for the credit card category. Thus, H8 is
only supported for credit cards (pleasure treatment).

H9:

There is a positive relationship between pleasure (affect) and the number of thoughts
generated from the advertisements. Not supported. No direct link between pleasure and
depth ofprocessing has been found.

The number of thoughts generated by individual consumers measures depth of processing.
Pearson correlation of the pooled data set indicates a weak, positive relationship between
involvement and depth of processing (Pearson correlation= .156; sig. = .002), but no direct
relationship was found between pleasure and the number of thoughts generated from the
advertisements. Analysis of variance shows that significantly more thoughts were generated by
the mobile telephone advertisements (Table 7-38), which represent a high involvement product
category (F = 21.06; sig. = .000), compared to the depth of processing generated by the
advertisements for the chocolate bar and the credit card.
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Table 7-38 Depth of processing by product category (number of thoughts)

Tukey Hscf·b
Subset for aloha= .05
Product Cateqorv
Credit cards

N
136

1
2.15

Chocolate bars

136

2.31

Mobile telephones

161

Sig.

2

2.96
.491

1.000

Means tor groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size= 143.424.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean
of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are
not guaranteed.

As none of the AMOS models demonstrate a direct relationship between pleasure and the number
of thoughts about the advertisement, it is possible that depth of processing is caused by a variety of
factors which interact at the time of advertising exposure, e.g. executional cues and gender (Figure
7-6: credit card risk treatment) and the proximity of the next purchase potentially interacting with
social risk (Figure 7-"IO: mobile tel. pleasure treatment). It can be observed that the squared
multiple correlations within these two models are the highest at .09 and .12 respectively.
However, all models indicate relatively low depth of processing potentially due to only one
advertising exposure and low involvement. Thus a direct link between pleasure and depth of
processing has not been found. H9 is not supported.
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l<'igure 7-10 AMOS path diagram: mobile telephone pleasure treatment
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Table 7-39 Model fit index: mobile telephone pleasure treatment

Chi-

d.f

p

square

6.660

Chi-

RMR

GF'I

AGFI

TLI

CFI

0.065

0.969

0.891

0.964

0.986

R\,ISEA \

square/d.f.

6

0.353

1.110

234

0.041

I

HlO:

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing and recall. Supported.
Depth ofprocessing has a positive impact on recall ofproduct claims.

There is a positive relationship between depth of processing (number of thoughts) and recall of
product claims for all product categories as illustrated in Table 7-40.

Table 7 -40 Pearson correlation of number of thoughts and product claims recalled by
product category
Number of claims recalled
Sig.

Chocolate bar
.236
.012

Credit card
.221
.010

Mobile tel.
.150
.057

I

I
I

Analysis of variance indicates that the number of claims recal1ed is influenced by a variety of
factors (Table 7-41) i.e. depth of processing, attitude to advertising, the product itself, and also an
interaction between the product and the treatment.

Table 7-41 ~actors determining recall of product claims
Variable
Thought
· Attitude to advertising
Product
Prod uct*treatment

Fvalue
8.19
4.43
5.54
2.45

Si2nificance
.004
.036

.004
.088

The pleasure treatment has worked better for the chocolate bar and mobile tel. advertisements
(Figure 7-11) most likely because involvement with these products is driven by affective
antecedents (i.e. pleasure and social risk, respectively).

Thus, congruence between the position within the FCB grid and adverting appeal is important for
increasing recall. Involvement with credit cards is predominantly driven by purchase risk and a
pleasure appeal has been less effective in this situation.
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Figure 7-11 Analysis of variance: Recall of product claims
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Indeed, both the risk and pleasure appeals for credit cards have performed below the other product
categories, probably as the credit card advertisements were the least liked. Attitude to the
advertisement does significantly influence recall of the credit card claims as illustrated in the
AMOS path diagram for this product category (Figure 7-12). Thus, when the valence of liking is
sufficiently strong (in this t;ase negative). this has the potential to affect recall positively due to
greater elaburation. Hl O is supported.
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Figure 7-12 AMOS path diagram: credit card (all)
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TabJe 7-42 Model fit index: credit card (all}
Chisquare
6.Cil4

Hl 1:

d.f

p

i

I

6

(U56

I square/d.f.
ChiI

I . I OCi

RMR
0.011

I GFI
I o.984

AGFI

I

TLI

CFI

RMSEA

0.98(i

0.995

0.028

I
0.945

1

Existing users of a product category have a more positive attitude to the advertisement
than non-users. Partially supported. Product-users are more positive towards the
advertisement compared to non- users, but only for the chocolate bar advertisements.
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It is proposed that users of a product category will be more involved and perceive less risk because
of familiarity with the product category. Product category users may also have strong attitudes
towards the advertisement and the brand. Product penetration for each product category is as
follows: Chocolate bar= 89%; credit card= 67%; mobile telephone= 100%. Thus category level
comparisons between users and non-users are only meaningful for chocolate bars and credit cards.

Independent t-tests (Table 7-43) indicate that overall product users have significantly more
positive attitudes to the advertisement compared to non-users of the product category highlighting
the challenge faced by advertisers when attempting to convert non-users to adopt a new product
category and/or brand.

Table 7-43 Attitude to the advertisement by user status

Mean

S.D.

User

3.73

1.14

Non-user

2.89

1.12

User status
Attitude to the
advertisement

i

Tvalue

Sbr;.

5.08

.000

Examination of the AMOS path diagrams for each product category highlights that user status
correlates with pleasure in the chocolate bard category only and that these variables significantly
impact ad beliefs and recall of product claims respectively (Figure 7-13). Thus, there is no direct
relationship between user status and liking; rather there is a direct relationship between user status
and beliefs about the advertisement, which in turn wil1 affect liking as these variables are highly
correlated. It is thus important for advertisers to ensure in pre-testing that advertisements are
informative, believable, convincing and ultimately liked. HI 1 is partially supported.
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Figure 7-13 AMOS path diagram: chocolate bars (all)
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Table 7-44 Model fit index: chocolate bar (all)

Chisquare
9.708

Hl2:

d.f
9

p

Chi-

RMR

GFI

AGFI

TLI

CFI

RMSEA

0.375

square/d.f.
1.079

0.069

0.997

0.945

0.990

0.994

0.024

Existing users of a product category perceive a higher degree of social risk (sign) than
non-users. Partially Supported. Product- users are concerned with the approval of
significant others compared to non-product- users for conspicuous products such as
credit cards and mobile telephones.
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A significant difference docs exist hetwccn product U\ers and non-user\ in relation to sign.
although this d0es pertain only to credit card users (Tahle 7-45).

Table 7-45 Differences in sign by product user status and product category

! Product
! category

Sign
User
Non-user
User
Non-user

I Chocolate bar

I Credit L:ard
I

Mean

S.D.

T value

Sig.

2.33
2.20

1.14
1.16

.491

.62--1-

2.71

1.30

2.22

1.19

2.--1-3

.016

It should be remembered that sign was found to be the most dominant antecedent for the mobile
telephone category for which there is 100% usage penetration. Thus the user status variable was
removed from the AMOS models for mobile telephones. Within the pleasure treatment the model
identifies a correlation between social risk (sign) and pleasure (Figure 7-14 ).

Figure 7-14 AMOS path diagram: mobile pleasure treatment
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Table 7-46 Model tit index: mobile pleasure treatment

Chi-

d.f

p

Chi-

RMR

GFI

AGFI

TLI

CFI

RMSEA

0.351

souare/d.f.
1.099

0.104

0.954

0.889

0.954

0.976

0.035

square

16.479

15

Social risk is also retained in the risk model (Figure 7-15) but this treatment has worked less well
as there is no direct relationship between social risk and any of the other variables despite the best
model fit that could be found. This particular model may explain why a product category model
for mobile telephones could not be specified as it would suggest that communicating a functional
risk ("don't loose that vital connection) is much less effective for mobile telephones than focusing
on affective advertising executions driven by social risk and pleasure. This also supports the
congruence principle within the PCB grid.

Thus product users are particularly concerned with the approval of significant others for
conspicuous products and therefore concerned to maintain a desired image whereas for non-users
it may be doubtful whether a particular purchase will help to build a desired image. H12 is
partially supported.
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Figure 7-15 At\10S path diagram: mobile telephone risk treatment
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Table 7-47 Model fit index: mobile risk treatment

Chi,-~uare
13.322

H13:

d.f

-

13

p
0.423

Chisquare/d.f.
1.025

RMR I GFI

AGFI

__J_._ - 0.118 I o.957
0.908

TU

I
I

I

0.978

CFI
·~

0.987

RMSEA
~·

O.Ol_!i._J

There is a positive relationship between prn<luct usage an<l pleasure (affect). Partially

supported. Feelings of pleasure in the product category are most acute when this is the
dominant antecedent of involvement and ,vhen using a congruent advertising appeal.
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There is a moderately strong, positive relationship between pleasure and product usage for
chocolate bars and credit cards, but not mobile telephones (Table 7-48).

Table 7-48 Pearson correlation between pleasure and user status by product category
Pleasure
Sig.

Credit card
.229
.001

Chocolate bar
.350
.000

Mobile tel.
.034
.600

This relationship is strongest for chocolate bars, which is also evident in the AMOS path diagram
for the product category (Figure 7-13), where the relationship between these variables is
significant. Thus, pleasure is a key antecedent of involvement with this product category. It
would also appear that user status has had a stronger impact on the beliefs about the advertisement
in the risk treatment group which has in turn reduced liking of this particular ad execution
compared to a pleasure appeal (Figure 7-16). This would suggest that congruence between the
antecedent for the product category and advertising appeal is most effective for the chocolate bar
category. H13 is supported for the chocolate bar category.
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Figure 7-16 AMOS path diagram: chocolate bar risk treatment
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Table 7-49 Model fit index: chocolate bar risk treatment
Chisquare

d.f

13.322

13

H 14:

p
0.423

Chisquare/d.f.

Rl\lR

1.()25

0.118

GFI
0.957

AGFJ
0 908

!

i
I

TLl

CFI

RMSEA

I

0.978

0.987

0.018

I

There is a positive relationship hetween product usage and recall of product cl aims.

Partially supported. A stronger feeling ofpleasure for chocolate bars by existing users

has a positive effect on recall of the product claims from the advertisements.
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There is a weak positive correlation between product user status and the number of product claims
recalled from the advertisements (Table 7-50) when analysing all product categories, but this
relationship appears most appropriate for the chocolate bar category (see below).

Table 7-50 Pearson correlation of user status and recall of product claims (all categories)
All product categories
Number of product claims recalled

.117

Sig.

.018

'

The AMOS path diagram for the chocolate bar category (Figure 7-13) demonstrated a link
between user status and recall due to the correlation between pleasure and user status for this
product category. Thus a stronger feeling of pleasure for chocolate bars by existing users has a
positive effect on recall of the product claims from the advertisements. H14 is supported for the
chocolate bar category.

H15:

There is positive relationship between involvement and attitude to advertising. Partially

supported. Attitude to advertising only has an impact in a high involvement situation

using a pleasure advertising appeal.

There is a weak positive relationship between involvement and attitude to advertising in general
(Pearson correlation = .132; sig. = .002). At a product category level, this relationship is only
significant for mobile telephones (Table 7-51).

Table 7-51 Pearson correlation of involvement with attitude to advertising in general
Product category
Chocolate bar
Credit card
Mobile Tel.

Attitude to advertising in general
Correlation
.100
.056
.204
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Sig.
.168
.530
.002

James and Kover (1992) contended that general attitudes to advertising could affect involveme,nt
in advertising both if attitudes are negative (e.g. looking for discrepancies) or positive (e.g.
generating media involvement). Both explanations could be valid for the mobile telephone
category as the scores for attitudes to advertising in general range from min. = 1.43 to max. = 6.00,
thus some people will have positive attitude to advertising and others will be more sceptical.
Analysis of variance has found that attitude to advertising mainly affects beliefs about the
advertisement (Table 7-52) particularly in a high involvement situation such as the mobile
telephone advertisements (Figure 7-17) where this link is particularly noticeable in the pleasure
treatment condition.

Table 7-52 Analysis of variance: Attitude to advertising in general
Variable
Beliefs about the advertisement

F value
10.14

Si nificance
.001

_ ___,J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ , __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ,

Figure 7-17 Attitude to advertising in general by product category and treatment
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The AMOS path diagram for the mobile telephones pleasure advertisement also identifies a
significant relationship between attitudes to advertising and belief~ about the adver1isemem
(Figure 7-14 l. Thus H15 is only supported in a high involvement situation using a pleasure
appeal.

H 16:

There is a positive relationship between attitudes to advertising and attitude to the
advertisement. Partially supported. Attitudes ro advertising hm e cm indirect inj1uence

on ad likin[; in a hif;h involvement situation.

Lutz (198'.'i) suggested that attitude towards adve11ising in general is likely lo influence attitude to
the advertisement under low-involvement conditions. A relationship between these variables in
the present research shows a different picture (Table 7-53). There appears to be no influence of
attitude to advertising in general on attitudes to the chocolate bar and credit card advertisements,
but a weak positive correlation can be found for the mobile telephone advertisement (high
involvement).

Table 7-53 Pearson correlation of attitude to advertising in general with attitude to the
advertisement and beliefs about the advertisement by product category

I Product
category
; Chocolate bar
I Credit card
I .Mobile Tel.

'

Attih1de to the advertisement
Correlation
-.005
.070
.155

I
I

I
I

Sig.
.958
.428
.055

Beliefs about the advertisement
Correlation
.176
.122
.240

I

Si2.
.045
.168
.003

The relationship between attitudes to advertising and liking can thus only be found in a high
involvement situation, where this relationship is mediated by beliefs about the advertisement (see
Figure 7-14 }. The relationship between beliefs about the adveniscmcnl and ad liking is sig111ficant
for all product categories and all treatments, suggesting that advertisers should pay particular
attention to making sure that these beliefs are strong and positive at the pre-testing stage.
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They should also be aware that beliefs about the advertisement may be influenced by different
factors e.g. attitudes to advertising, pleasure. and user status depending on the product category
(involvement) and the advertising appeals used. Hl6 is partially supported as there is an indirect
relationship between attitudes to advertising and liking of a particular advertisement, but only in a
high involvement situation.

HI 7:

Congruence between the position of the product category within the FCB grid and
advertising appeal will increase congruent antecedents for the product category.
Supported. Congruent advertising appeals can move antecedents in the desired
direction if these are at a low-moderate level.

This section will examine the impact of the risk and pleasure advertising appeals versus the control
groups to establish the advertising effects from the first exposure to a new brand for each product
category. The treatment groups will be compared to the control groups at a scale item level for
each product category to establish whether the advertisements have had an impact on the
antecedents of involvement after the first exposure to a new (fictitious) brand. Scale item
comparisons are being used as these are more sensitive to change than scale dimensions after just
one exposure.

Chocolate advertisement

It is clear from Table 7-54 that the risk appeal used for the chocolate bar advertisement has
reduced feelings ofrelevance and excitement (involvement variables) compared to the control
group who were not exposed to any chocolate advertisement. This suggests that a risk appeal for a
low involvement pleasure (feel) product category such as chocolate may not be the most effective
approach as it has the potential to reduce involvement.

By contrast, where affective congruence exists between the advertising appeal and the product
category, feelings of appeal (involvement) and satisfaction (pleasure) are increased suggesting that
a pleasure appeal might be more effective at moving antecedents in the desired direction.
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At the same time, uncertainty in brand choice (purchase risk) also appears to have been increased
as a result of advertising exposure, perhaps as the brand was unfamiliar to the respondents in this
study.

Table 7-54 Comparison between treatment and control groups for chocolate advertisement
Variable
Relevance
Excitement
Appealing
Uncertain
about choice
Satisfaction

Group
Risk
Control
Risk
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control

Mean
3.48
4.02
3.65
4.20
4.81
4.28
3.62
3.10
4.57
4.07

S.D.
1.67
1.83
1.88
1.78
1.69
1.79
1.83
1.79
1.60
1.72

T value

Sie.

-1.760

.081

-1.720

.088

1.765

.080

1.682

.095

1.775

.078

Credit card advertisement
The first observation is that both the risk and pleasure treatments have reduced antecedents of
involvement compared to the control group (Table 7-55). It was assumed that a risk appeal for the
credit card would increase risk antecedents for the treatment group. The risk appeal actually
reduced one item of the purchase risk scale (a lot to lose by wrong choice), perhaps as the credit
card advertisement offered a relatively good deal, to which the control group was not exposed.
The advertisement may thus have been effective at including ACE as an option for a new credit
card as it is relatively straightforward to switch between credit cards with continuous sales
promotion offers in the UK. The pleasure appeal (incongruence) has consistently reduced
purchase risk, (complicated to buy; a lot to lose by wrong choice), sign (important what other
people think), and pleasure (pleasure; satisfaction) compared to the control group. Purchase risk
was reduced by the pleasure appeal, which may be seen as a desired objective if the brand is also
able to satisfy consumer needs. However, the credit card advertisement was the least liked and so
did not create any desire for the brand as it was less important what other people would think
about their brand choice and less pleasure would be experienced by adopting the brand.
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No differences were found for involvement between the risk/pleasure appeal and the control
group, indicating that involvement is fairly stable for this product category, but that antecedents of
involvement are subject to change after advertising exposure. Overall, the risk appeal appears to
be more appropriate as it has not reduced the pleasure antecedents compared to the control group.
Thus, the pleasure appeal used in the credit card experiment did not manage to move the pleasure
antecedents in the desired direction.

Table 7-55 Comparison between treatment and control groups for credit card advertisement
Variable
A lot to lose by
wrong choice
Complicated to
· buy
Other people
think
A lot to lose by
wrong choice
i

Pleasure
Satisfaction

Group
Risk
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control

S.D.

Mean
3.59
4.16
3.84
4.57
1.80
2.32
3.49
4.16
3.37
4.01
3.00
3.57

1.72
1.72
1.61
1.82
1.17
1.47
1.85
1.72
1.73
1.90
1.72
1.70

Tvalue

Si~.

-1.945

.054

-2.499

.014

-2.263

.025

-2.164

.032

-2.036

.044

-1.914

.058

Mobile telephone advertisement
Involvement with mobile telephones is highest in this sample at 5.39 on a seven-point scale. No
difference was found between treatment and control groups for involvement indicating that
invs0lvement remained stable between these groups. The pleasure appeal did not manage to
significantly increase pleasure antecedents despite higher actual scores (Table 7-56) on all but one
item (makes me feel good).

An explanation for this might be that it becomes more difficult for an unfamiliar brand to increase
pleasure antecedents when these are already high (4.52). Any new advertising may thus confirm
existing affective feelings rather than change these feelings.
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Table 7-56 Comparison between pleasure treatment and control groups for mobile tel.
Variable
Pleasure
Makes me feel
good
Enjoyable
Satisfaction
Treat
Fun

Group
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure
Control
Pleasure

S.D.

Mean
4.84
5.20
4.41
4.24
5.24
5.38
4.13
4.19
3.13
3.39
5.11
5.35

1.61
1.50
1.52
1.49
1.36
1.19
1.51
1.45
1.62
1.57
1.51
1.26

T value

Sie:.

-1.471

.143

.733

.464

-.679

.498

-.269

.788

-1.041

.299

-1.078

.282

By contrast, the risk appeal (Table 7-57) did significantly increase purchase risk (uncertain about
choice) as intended by highlighting a technology risk inherent in the product category. Thus there
appears to be scope for influencing antecedents when these are at a medium level (purchase risk =
3.72).

Table 7-57 Comparison between risk treatment and control groups for mobile tel.
Variable
Uncertain
about choice

Group
Risk
Control

Mean

S.D.

3.41
2.91

1.60
1.28

Tvalue

Si2.

2.163

.032

The above analyses show that involvement was not affected by the risk and pleasure treatments for
the c:redit card and mobile telephone; but that a risk appeal reduced involvement items for
chocolate bars and a pleasure appeal increased one involvement item (appealing) and a pleasure
item (satisfaction) for the product category. Thus, for a low involvement category such as a
chocolate bar, congruence between the product category and appeal type is more effective at
increasing affect. For the credit card, involvement remained stable, but antecedents of
involvement moved below the level of the control group after advertising exposure, indicating that
the pleasure appeal has been less effective than the risk appeal for the product category.
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Interestingly, this does not appear to affect the brand more negatively compared to the chocolate
bar and mobile telephone (see discussion in the following section on attitudes). In a high
involvement context, affect congruence between the product category and appeal is not able to
significantly move antecedents beyond the product category level, most likely because these are
already high. However, if the antecedent variable is at a medium level, then there is more
opportunity for change, which was achieved for the risk appeal used with the mobile telephone
advertisement. H17 is supported as congruent antecedents move in the desired direction when
these are at a low-moderate level.

H 18:

Congruence between the position of the product category within the FCB grid and
advertising appeal will have a positive effect on information processing and recall.

This section investigates the impact of a risk and a pleasure appeal for the chocolate bar, credit
card, and mobile telephone advertisements used in this study. These treatments were designed to
reflect the importance and interest dimensions of involvement and also a dominant antecedent
dimension for the product category. The headline differentiates the advertisements for each
product group and was created to have either a risk or a pleasure appeal. The relative impact of
these appeals are investigated for each product group using independent t-tests to compare means
for two groups where individuals have been randomly assigned to the treatment groups.

T-tests were carried out for depth of processing (number of thoughts), recall of product claims and
comprehension of the advertisement and have been recorded for each product category at the 0.10
level 8, It is proposed that in accordance with the relative position of the product category within
the FCB grid that congruence between the advertising appeal and FCB position will lead to more
effective processing of the advertisement.

8

As the product groups were all positioned very closely to the vertical divide of the FCB grid, the
product categories are perceived fair1y similarly in relation to the think/feel dimensions and thus a
significance level of 0.10 has been used to detect differences between the risk and pleasure

al)l)eals.
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HI 8(a): Congruence will increase the number of thoughts about the advertisement. Not

supported. Depth ofprocessing is not affected by congruent advertising appeals.

HI 8(b): Congruence will increase recall of the product claims in the advertisement. Supported.
Recall is increased when using a congruent advertising appeal (and when the
advertisement is not disliked).

HI 8(c): Congruence will increase comprehension of the advertising message. Partially

supported.
A congruent advertising appeal can increase comprehension of the advertising message
for a high involvement product such as mobile telephones, but did not affect
comprehension in low involvement categories.

Chocolate bar advertisements
As can be seen from Table 7-58, depth processing and comprehension of the chocolate bar
advertisements do not differ by advertising appeal, but better recall of product claims within in the
pleasure treatment suggests that respondents have paid attention on product related information in
the advertisement.

Table 7-58 Information processing and recall for chocolate bar by advertising treatment
Variable

Treatment

Number of
thoughts
Recall of product
claims

Mean

S.D.

Pleasure

2.34

1.09

Risk

2.28

.99

Pleasure

1.28

.81

Risk

.96

1.01

Pleasure

1.16

.37

Risk

1.15

.36

Comprehension
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Tvalue

Si2.

.33

.742

1.91

.059

.15

.882

Work by Ambler and Burne (1999) has highlighted the increasing influence of affect in
information processing of advertising stimuli and memory. Chocolate is generally regarded as an
indulgence product and is classified in the PCB grid (Vaughn, 1986) as a low involvement, feel
product and in this case congruence between the advertising appeal and product category would
appear to be more effective compared to a risk appeal in relation to increasing recall.

Credit card advertisements
Compared to chocolate bars, credit cards are an example of a more rational product category, and
this is evident in the influence of the risk appeal for the ACE credit card (Table 7-59).

Table 7-59 Information processing and recall for credit cards by advertising treatment
Variable

Treatment

Number of
thoughts
Recall of product
claims

Mean

S.D.

Pleasure

2.13

1.21

Risk

2.18

.97

Pleasure

.62

.87

Risk

.75

.89

Pleasure

1.22

.42

Risk

1.15

.36

Comprehension

T value

Si2.

-.234

.815

-.881

.380

-.1.09

.227

Neither of the advertising appeals has had a positive impact on information processing and recall
of product claims in the credit cards advertisements. These advertisements were the least liked
which has led to a rejection of the advertisements resulting in the lowest number of thoughts and
the lowest number of claims recalled. Thus liking is important in generating interest in an
advertisement.
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:\1obile telephone advertisements
The pleasure appeal has had a positive impact on comprehension of the advertisement (Table
7-60), perhaps by using a relevant context (i.e. young people having fun) as this has been found to
increase comprehension and memory (Stewart and Furse, 1986). Many mobile telephone
advertisements use a social context for their messages, so this type of advertising may have led to
a perception of congruence between the advertising appeal and the product category. A higher
number of product claims were also recalled using the pleasure treatment in the mobile telephone
advertisements in line with work by Thorson and Friedstad (1989) and Ambler and Burne (1999).

Table 7-60 Information processing and recall for mobile tel. by advertising treatment

I Variable
I Number of

Treatment
Pleasure

thoughts

!
I Recall

Risk

Mean

S.D.

2.90

L21
1.35

3 02

T value

Si2.

-.617

.538

l

Pleasure

of product

1.23

1.55

I

Risk

1.19

1.l 6

Pleasure

1.20

.40

Risk

l.J0

.30

!

!

1.93

.055

1.76

.080

i
I

Comprehension
I

Overall, these findings suggc:,,l that a pkasure appeal is better for gaining attention and elaboration
of the advertising message due to congruence bt:tween the product categor) within the FCB grid
(Vaughn. I 986) and advertising appeal. The position of the product category within the FCB grid
might be a good indical\Jr of the type of advertising appeal to be used for chocolate hars and
mohile telephones. as congruence was an imp,irtanl factor for these product categories as they also
had affective antecedents of involvement (i.t~. pleasure and social risk respectively}.

Credit cards could straddle the think/feel dimensions of the FCB grid depending on the ohjective
of the advertisement, hut the adveniscments did not engage the target audience sufficiently to
make any conclusion ahout this hased on significant evidence.
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7.6

Discussion

This section provides a discussion of key themes identified from the analysis of the relationships
within the proposed advertising framework. These themes add an additional dimensional
perspective to the findings and have been instrumental in reaching the conclusions and identifying
areas of further research presented in the final chapter.

7.6.1

The Nature of Information Processing

The findings from the present research also point out that affective involvement is at the heart of
the decoding process. Further, examining the relationships within the AMOS path diagrams for
each product category highlight that each advertising situation is unique, suggesting that the
interaction between different factors have affected information processing and that this process
may be somewhat complex. Neuroscience is changing the way we think about processing
advertising messages. Brains are no longer thought to work like computers and only capable of
rational decision-making, but decisions are believed to be driven by emotions and what feels
"right" (Plassmann et al., 2007). This has implications for decoding advertising messages.
Plassmann et al.(2007) draw attention to the complexity of brain functions in processing
advertising _inputs as both left/right and front-to-back brain differences have be found in
advertising research. The authors suggest that within any advertisement there are likely to be
"identifiable moments of special importance", but that a pattern across all advertisements is
unlikely. What is clear is from the present study is that the product category seems to determine
· which factors will have a key influence on the decoding process:

•

Mobile telephone: social risk, pleasure, attitude to advertising, proximity of the next
purchase.

•

Credit card: pleasure and gender

•

Chocolate bar: Pleasure and user status

Interaction between the product category and advertising appeal is a further dimension that was
found to influence the decoding process.
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It can he observed from the AMOS models that whilst the standardised regression weights are
comparahle to those from other studies using a non-student sample (see Moorman et al., 2007) the
squared multiple correlations of the dependent variables apart from attitude to the advertisement
arc somewhat lower despite the experimental setting allowing for some selective exposure to the
advertisements in the portfolio. A number of factors might influence the decoding process. The
artificial nature of the reception environment could partly explain lower number of thoughts and
recall as this has heen found to he the case in other forced exposure situations (see Moorman et al..
2007) although is should be noted that a direct comparison cannot be made between studies that do
not apply the same methodologies. Low information processing is a feature of modern life
according to Heath (2000a) due to husy lifestyles and media fragmentation. Information overload
also means that consumers screen out information that is deemed not to be relevant. Although care
v. as taken to choose product categories that wnc found to he of interest to the sample. the brands

featured in the advertisements had to be fictitious to compensate for prior brand attitude. It is thus
possible that the lack of brand attachment has led to a low level of information processing coupled
with limited exposure to the adve11isements.

Further, the creative aspects of the advertisements might have had an effect as recognition has
heen found to double hetwern two studies hy making the advertisements more visually striking.
well branded, engaging and easy to understand (see Duffy and Foster, 2007). The intention was
for the advertisements to rcfkct the print norm for the product categories. which might therefore
have contributed to lower information processing although some attention to the advertisements do
explain higher levels of attitude the advertisements. It could be argued that attitude to the
advertisement is an immediate reaction wherL·as recall of product claims is more likely to work
over time and could thus also explain the differences in values.
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7.6.2

Role of Involvement within information processing

There are differences between high and low involvement product categories and this has
implications for the depth of information processing and the outcomes of the decoding process.
Thl'. use of involvement is well established in popular advenising models to classif~ products and
advertising strategies (FCB grid; Rossiter-Percy. grid) and to distinguish between information
processing routes within the ELM (Petty and Cacioppo. 1986). This research also supports the
theory of the ELM as involvement has increased depth of processing in a high involvement
situation.

McQuarrie and Munson's (1992) opcrationalisation of involvement was adapted for the present
study following exploratory research to reflect how a UK audience perceive different product
categories. This measurement scale with its importance and interest dimensions has provided an
insight into the impact of involvement on information processing of advertisements. Firstly. three
product categories (chocolate bar, credit card. and mobile telephone) were plotted onto the FCB
grid using the: respecrivc valuc:s of importance and interest.

Mobile telephones and credit cards were perceived to be more important than interesting, with
interest the stronger dimensi()n for chucolatc bars. Bl'.ttcr recall and more elaboration of
advertising information were achieved when using pleasure appeals for the chocolate bar and
mobile telephone advertisements. This reflects more the affective antecedent factors of
involvement than the distinction between importance and interest. Thus congruence between
affective antecedents and a pleasure appeal has had a positive impact on recall of product claims
and seems to also affect comprehension in a high involvement situation. Congruence does not
impact depth of processing for any of the product categories thus recall and comprehension must
be based on a number of factors including the quality of thought(s) and not just the number of
thoughts. Neither nsk nor pkasurc appeal worked particularly well for the credit card, as this
advertisement was liked the least and some rejection of these advertisements is assumed.
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These findings suggest that affect is important for stimulating information processing and for
recalling advertised information when the dominant antecedents of the product category are also
affective. Thus the FCB grid may need to take into account the dominant antecedents of product
categories to be more meaningful as an advertising planning tool.

The advertising literature suggests that both affective and cognitive systems contribute to ad liking
and brand beliefs and that both these systems influence brand liking (Edell and Burke, 1987). This
research has also found that involvement has a positive impact on the cognitive systems of attitude
as beliefs about the advertisement is correlated with involvement, which would suggest that
advertisements should do more than just entertain; they should also be informative and convincing
to have a positive impact on ad liking. The strong relationship between beliefs about the
advertisement and ad liking is consistently demonstrated in all the AMOS path diagrams and has
important implications for testing advertising creative. A recent study reported by Duffy and
Foster (2007) found that stylish, original and intriguing advertisements were rated on average 50%
more informative than ordinary and dull advertisements.

It is clear from this research that affective antecedents of involvement (sign/social risk and
pleasure) are driving information processing of advertising messages and that purchase risk is not
a dominant factor at the time of advertising exposure. Thus the construct of involvement, which is
often operationalised in terms of perceived risk (Rossiter et al., 1991; Vaughn, 1986) requires
more investigation in an advertising context and is discussed in areas of further research in the
final chapter.

7.6.3

Relationship between Involvement and antecedents

The findings from this research suggest that involvement remains a fairly stable construct. It was
hypothesised that the involvement dimensions of importance and interest would either decrease or
increase after advertising exposure as new learning is taking place, but it was found that
antecedent variables, particularly pleasure and social risk, can affect information processing,
recall, and attitudes to the advertisement to a greater extent after advertising exposure.
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However, when the next purchase of a product category is getting closer, involvement becomes the
more dominant variable compared to the antecedents. Thus. as social risk and pleasure were
highly correlated, "involvement" appears to be an affective motivational state at the time of
advertising exposure and a combination of affective and cognitive dimensions as the decision
making process gets closer. Other writers have also found a minimal impact from the interest
(affect) dimension of involvement on the decision-making process (Laurent & Kapferer, 1985:
McColl-Kennedy and Feller, 2001).

Laurent and Kapferer ( 1985) were the first authors to operationalise involvement by the antecedent
conditions of involvement as a more .meaningful way or understanding the nuances of consumer
involvement. Their research was in contrast to that of Zaichkowsky (1985) who developed the
most popular measurement scale of involvement. the Personal Involvement Inventory (Pll).
The PII has been the hasis for most opcrationalisations of inv()]vemcnl since Lhen including the
Revised PII by McQuarrie and Munson ( 1992), which was the basis for the mvolvement scale used
in this sLUdy. This scale consi»t;, of two facets, perceived importance and interest, that can
constitute involvement as some products can be interesting. but not impor1ant and vice versa.
Thus two distinct branches of conceptualising and operationalising the involvement construct have
emerged from the literature and both have been adapted for the current study to mca;,urc
antecedents of involvement and the involvement construct.

Laurent. & Kapfcrer';, ( 1985) research suggested a stronger link between pleasure and
communication behaviour (e.g. looking at advertising) than purchasing behaviour (e.g. brand
choice) and evidence of this link has also been found in this research. Further. the exploratory
study using a rcper1ory grid technique to elicit how UK consurners perceive involvement. also
found that involvement and its antecedents were perceived as a pool of reasons for their
involvement, but that pleasure emerged as the strongest dimension.
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This research suggests that there is a need to distinguish between affective and cognitive
involvement. The construct of involvement needs careful definition and operationalisation to
increase its predictive power in different situations !e.g. advertising exposure; purchasing
situation; pre and post purchase). Suggestions for tracking involvement through the purcha,;;e
cycle are made in areas of further research in the final chapter.

7.6.4

Effectiveness of risk and pleasure advertising appeals

The basis for developing a risk and pleasure appeal for each of the product groups (i.e. chocolate
bar, credit card, and mobile telephone) stems from the cognitive and affective antecedent factors
and the think/feel divide as incorporated into the FCB advertising planning model (Vaughn, 1980).
The FCB grid proposes four advertising strategies - informative. affective, habitual, and
satisfaction - based on different product classes and likely responses to advertising dependent on
level of involvement. The present research has highlighted that a pleasure appeal can stimulate
cognitive processing of an advertisement better compared to a risk appeal in a low-moderate
involvement situation. This demonstrates the importance of affect in information processing of
advertisements as a pleasure appeal can create a "feel good factor" as well as make consumers pay
attention to the headline and product claims within advertisements.

However, advertising responses are complex due to the many situational factors that can influence
the advertising situation (e.g. product, person, context, communication noise) and thus advertising
models such as lhc FCB grid may be loo simplislic as a guide lo appropriate advertising strat1:gies
given the prominence of affective advertising responses and underlying affective antecedent
factors (i.e. pleasure and social risk arc highly correlated). Laurent and Kapfen.:r (1985)
questioned the usefulness of the FCB grid lo advertising practitioners arguing lhe importance of
knowing the antecedent factors of involvement in order to provide a guide to appropriate
advertising appeals. This criticism appears

Lo

be justified as Vaughn { 1986) measured

involvement hy asking whether the decision was important, required lots of thought, and if there
was a great deal to lose if the wrong decision were made (i.e. perceived risk), which does not take
account of affect.
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If the concept of Laurent and Kapferer's (1985) involvement operationalisation is adopted (i.e.

involvement measured as antecedents) then the congruence principle of the FCB grid could still
hold. It is demonstrated in this study that affective congruence between pleasure and social risk
and advertising appeal can increase involvement aft.er advertising exposure and that this has a
positive impact on recall of product claims in both a high and low involvement situation and
comprehension of the advertising message in a high involvement situation.

Nevertheless, congruence may not be the only factor that determines which advertising execution
is adopted. The advertising objective would be an important basis for choosing appropriate
advertising appeals and work by Hall and Maclay (1991, cited in White, 2000) has suggested four
advertising frameworks with different expected effects - sales response, persuasion, involvement,
and salience. The authors recognise that a combination of frameworks may be in operation for a
given advertisement to achieve its objective. This work has originated from a practitioner's
viewpoint and does also incorporate both affective and cognitive responses as well as behavioural
responses. Han and Maclay's (1991, cited in White, 2000) advertising framework may be a more
meaningful approach to linking advertising objectives with appropriate advertising strategies. This
has not yet been achieved in the literature and thus there is scope for testing the validity of the
advertising framework and refining the model by incorporating advertising strategies. This aspect
of advertising models requires more investigation and is discussed further in the final chapter.

7.6.5

Impact of likeability

The objective of advertisers is to create relevant, pleasant and well-liked advertisements, as these
are more likely to elicit favourable responses towards the product/brand than unpleasant or
irritating advertisements (Kover et al., 1995; Shimp, 1981 ). Summers (1970) argued that affect is
an important dimension of attitude and with the current emphasis on affect in attention and
decision- making processes ad liking has emerged as a predictive measure of advertising
effectiveness (Biel, 1990; du Plessis, 1998; Hollis, 1995).
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Better-liked advertisements are hypothesised to give more mental processing, act as a processing
filter. produce fewer counter arguments. increase trust and source credibility, and directly increase
liking of the brand (Haley and Baldinger, 1991; Laczniak and Grossbart, 1990).

This study has established a strong link between what consumers think about advertisements
(beliefs) and their attitude to the advertisement (liking). Thus it is important that advertisements
appeal to consumers in a number of \\ays hy being informative, believable. convincrng, and
persuasive. This link is also confirmed in a recent study reported hy Duffy and Foster (2007)
which found that creative advertisements were rated on average 50% more informative than
ordinary and dull advertisements.

Further, existing product users were more positive towards the advertisement than non-users in a
low involvement situation (e.g. advertisement for chocolate har). This retleets the importance of
Ehrenberg' s ( 1974) ATR model, which is based on existing users forming an attitude toward the
brand through repeated experiences of consumption and brand communication. Thus, as Gordon
(2006) contends, if a brand is liked, we hecornc more "tolerant of its adwrtising". which implies
that liking would act as a processing filter. The opposite can occur when the valence ofliking is
negative a:o. was found in this study. Thus, as the valence of dislike was; sufficiently strong !<)wards
the credit card advertisements this has the potential to affect recall positively due to greater
elaboration elicited from negative emotion processing (Plassmann et al., 2007 citing Greene.
200 I). It could he argued that this is only a temporary garn for the brand as lhc ultimate te)-.t would
be its sales success thus liking over time is the ultimate goal for advertisers.

It appears that the visual element of the credit c;;rd advertisements caused some confusion
resulting in lower comprehension of the advertising message and dislike of the advertising
execution. This research does suggest that it is important to stimulate interest in advertisement by
considering affective appeals to correspond with the dominance of affective product involvement.
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It is thus imperative that the pre-testing stage of the advertising process identifies any issues with
the proposed advertising appeals/executions to give the advertisement the best conditions for
success. A study by the Newspaper Marketing Agency in conjunction with Millward Brown
demonstrated 100% increase in recognition tests by improving advertising creativity. Qualitative
pre-testing helped to ensure that the test advertisements were found to be visually striking, well
branded, engaging and easy to understand (see Duffy and Foster, 2007). Thus liking an
advertisement can make a difference to consumer involvement and have a positive impact on
recognition and recall of product claims.

7.6.6

High and low advertising environment

The distinction between high and low involvement advertising effects is well established in the
advertising and consumer behaviour literature. High involvement generally leads to careful
consideration, thinking, and evaluation of arguments contained in an advertising message resulting
in more stable attitudes (Greenwald and Leavitt, 1984) compared to low involvement conditions
when information processing is more passive by focussing on advertising cues to make inferences
about the position being advocated in the message.

The advertising environment in this study was influenced by consumers' attitude to advertising in
general, but only in high involvement situations. This is in contrast to Lutz (1985) who
established a link between attitudes to advertising and ad liking under low involvement conditions.
James and Kover (1992) argued that both positive and negative attitudes to advertising in general
could affect involvement in advertising. A range of both positive and more sceptical attitudes
were present in the mobile telephone sample and these have had an impact on ad liking for this
product category. High involvement consumers are more likely to look for discrepancies between
the advertised information and existing knowledge due to information processing via the central
route of the ELM (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) and thus take account of a wider communications
environment compared to advertising for low involvement product categories. High involvement
consumers may also use advertising differently to low involvement consumers as a risk-reducing
strategy, for hedonistic or leisure purposes, or to develop expertise.
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The AMOS path diagrams show that a high involvement advertising situation must take account of
consumers attitude to advertising in general as this had a significant impact on beliefs about the
advertisement for mobile telephones when using a pleasure appeal. The risk appeal was less
successful, probably due to the dominance of affective antecedents for this product category.

High involvement in this study did indeed lead to deeper information processing as proposed by
the ELM (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). Despite different information processing strategies being
used by high and low involvement consumers the advertisements were equally well comprehended
when people had a positive attitude to the advertisement. Thus, more holistic processing of well
liked advertisements appears to improve recall in line with work by Malaviya and Kisielius, 1996)
whereas the depth of processing influences recall particularly for utilitarian and high involvement
product categories.

Although there are differences in the encoding process in a high and low advertising environment
there also appears to be a convergence of outcomes of this process in terms of the impact of
affective involvement, liking, and ability to recall product claims. Understanding these differences
should help advertisers develop more effective advertising.

7.6.7

The impact of product experience

Ehrenberg (I 974) proposed that in established markets advertising works predominantly on
existing buyers by nudging them and reinforcing existing purchase patterns and behaviour through
the mechanism of Awareness, Trial, Reinforcement and Nudging (ATR&N). This research has
found that existing users were influenced mainly by affective antecedents of pleasure and social
risk, thus demonstrating that affect is important when appealing to existing users.

However, product experience is more pronounced in a low involvement situation as existing
chocolate bar consumers had a more positive attitude to the advertisement and were able to better
recall product claims, probably as these consumers focus on brand related information to check
against their own brand choice(s).
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Thus it appears that existing buyers of a product category use advertising differently to non-users,
who are assumed to process new advertising messages more holistically. As most advertising is
directed at existing product users, advertisers should pay particular attention to the emotional
aspect of the product/brand experience to maintain/increase liking of the brand.

7.7

Conclusion

This chapter has examined the relationships within the proposed advertising framework through
the testing of eighteen hypotheses. The main research question assumed that advertising exposure
would affect involvement and its antecedents by either increasing or decreasing these variables.
The findings in this study suggest that involvement remains fairly stable after advertising
exposure, but antecedents of involvement particularly pleasure and sign, can affect information
processing, recall and attitudes to the advertisement to a greater extent after advertising exposure
when a congruent advertising appeal is used. This suggests that the conceptual idea of the PCB
grid is still appropriate, but that the operationalisation of the dimensions requires further
investigation. The findings from this study indicate that cognitive processing of advertising
messages may be simpler than proposed in the literature, i.e. more intuitive and driven by affective
motivation, although complex in other ways a no two situations are the same.

The prominent role of affect was demonstrated in several ways. Affective antecedents (pleasure
and social risk/sign) were consistently found in the AMOS path diagrams to have an impact on the
advertising decoding process for three product categories. In addition, stimulating interest in
advertisements has a positive effect on attitudes to the advertisement, which is a popular measure
of advertising effectiveness. Implications for measuring advertising effectiveness are discussed
further in the final chapter.

The findings from examining the relationships within the advertising framework for each product
category highlight that each advertising situation is unique, suggesting that the interaction between
products and advertising appeals have had different effects on information processing.
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Despite the fact that respectable model fit has been achieved in each case, none of the models are
perfect indicating that it is somewhat difficult to model information processing due to the number
of factors that can influence this process. Furthermore, with our current understanding of
neuroscience, information processing can be stimulated from different brain regions and is not just
confined to the left/right divide, which has formed the basis of much advertising research to date.

What is clear from this research is that the product category seems to determine which factors will
have a key influence on the decoding process:

•

Mobile telephone: social risk, pleasure, attitude to advertising, proximity of the next
purchase.

•

Credit card: pleasure and gender

•

Chocolate bar: Pleasure and user status

These factors could be classified into those that are inherent to the product (e.g. type of
involvement), those that are specific to the advertisement (e.g. gender identification), those that are
specific to the situation (e.g. user status, proximity of next purchase), and finally to factors that
affect individuals (e.g. attitude to advertising). The common denominator is the affective nature of
involvement in the product category and advertisers should aim to reflect this in their advertising
execution whilst also being aware of target audience identification issues. The advertiser can also
schedule the advertisement(s) to reach the target consumer at the most appropriate time and create
advertising that is engaging. The advertiser is not, however, entirely in control of the reception
environment where noise (e.g. competition, distraction) can affect the attention to the
advertisement and subsequently effective decoding of the brand message. Implications for the
advertising environment for high and low involvement product categories are explored further in
the final chapter.
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8

CONCLUSIONS

This research has investigated the role of felt involvement in processing advertising messages.
Specifically, risk and pleasure antecedents have been examined to determine their relative impact
on involvement, information processing, and outcomes of the decoding process in terms of recall
and attitudes to the advertisement.

Whilst the involvement construct was found to be relatively stable, the affective antecedents
(pleasure and sign) in particular had greater influence on the decoding process and its outcomes.
Evidence from this research suggests that cognitive processing of advertising messages is
somewhat simpler than has been assumed in the advertising and consumer behaviour literature to
date. Information processing is driven predominantly by affect and pleasure appeals were found to
be particularly effective across product categories. Indeed, purchase risk was very low or non
existent at the time of advertising exposure. As involvement is conceptually linked to the purchase
situation it was assumed that perceived risk would increase with the proximity of the next
purchase, but increased involvement was driven by a combination of felt involvement and
affective antecedents. This suggests that affective involvement is important both during
advertising exposure and also as the consumer approaches the purchase situation.

These findings highlight the need to re-examine popular involvement scales and advertising
models that are based on, or include, cognitive dimensions of involvement. There are also
implications for advertising strategies and executions as the results confirm a strong association
between affective advertising stimuli and the decoding process, recall, and attitude to the
advertisement.
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This study provides an insight into the underlying processes that influence the decoding of
advertising messages in a given situation as illustrated by the different AMOS models, which
suggest that advertising situations are unique based on the relative importance of a variety of
factors including the product, the nature of involvement, advertising appeal, user status, proximity
of the next purcha'ie, attitude to advertising and potentially gender identification.

Overall, evidence from this study provides strong support for the influence of affect rather than
cognition in the evaluation of advertising information in both high and low involvement situations.
The conclusions from this research are explained in more detail in the following sections.

The next section sets out the main contributions to knowledge which is then followed by a
discussion of managerial implications based on the findings from this study, limitations of the
research, and finally areas that have been identified for further investigation.

8.1

Affective nature of involvement in an advertising context

This research has revived the debate about the operationalisation of involvement. The consumer
behaviour and advertising literature agrees that involvement is a motivational state that can
influence information processing and the decision-making process. The involvement construct has
been used to classify product categories and it is recognised that high involvement products are
purchased differently from low involvement products and thus they should be advertised
differently. Consequently, involvement is included in general advertising models and frameworks
to provide an insight into how advertising works. Involvement plays a key part in the decoding
process by directing attention and effort to evaluate advertisements that are interesting and relevant
and to filter out those that are not.
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The involvement construct adopted in this study was adapted from McQuarrie and Munson's
(1992) Revised PII scale, which incorporates two dimensions, importance and interest. This
provided an opportunity to examine the impact of involvement on information processing of
advertising messages and identified the elements within involvement that are influencing mental
processing and its consequences. It was found that affective antecedents of involvement (pleasure
and sign) are more influential than the involvement construct when it comes to mental processing
of advertising messages, recalling information from the advertisements, and forming attitudes
toward the advertisement. Thus, situational involvement at the time of advertising exposure
reflects the affective antecedents of pleasure and sign more than enduring involvement of
importance and interest. This has implications for the operationalisation of involvement in an
advertising context and is discussed in more detail under managerial implications and areas for
further research.

8.2

lnformation processing

This study has highlighted the complex nature of decoding advertising messages as each situation
was found to be unique based on the interaction of a number of factors relating to the product, the
nature of involvement, advertising appeal, user status, proximity of the next purchase, attitude to
advertising and potentially gender identification. Advances in neuroscience research have also
alluded to this challenge as activation from different brain regions beyond the left/right divide
have been found to influence the processing of advertising information (see Plassmann et al.,
2007), but these studies are limited to recording the electrical and magnetic activity and changes in
metabolism of the brain and are not yet identifying the specific factors that influence these
underlying decoding processes. The present research makes a contribution to the advertising
literature in modelling the decoding process, its antecedents and consequences and finds that
affective involvement is at the heart of information processing, but this motivation also interacts
with a number of other variables mentioned above at the time of advertising exposure to create a
unique decoding situation.
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It can be observed from these models that the depth of processing is fairly low in terms of the
number of thoughts generated from the advertisements and this supports a growing trend towards
low involvement processing influenced by modern phenomena such as information overload, busy
lifestyles, and media fragmentation. All models indicated that attitude to the advertisements was a
stronger response than depth of processing and recall of product claims. Depth of processing did
not affect attitude to the advertisement and it might be argued that this is an immediate reaction to
the advertisement whereas recall of product claims is more likely to work over time as learning
takes place. In some cases recall is influenced by both depth of processing and attitude to the
advertisements suggesting parallel processing is taking place in line with the heuristic-systematic
model (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993), which advanced the idea of the ELM (Petty and Cacioppo,
1986). It is clear from this research that attitude to the advertisement is an important response to
the advertisement and this will be discussed further under managerial implications.

8.3

Purchase risk is of little consequence in the decoding process

Affective antecedents of involvement (pleasure and sign) were found to account for more
communication effects than the involvement construct. Thus affective involvement appears to be
more acute at the time of advertising exposure as purchase risk was not activated in this situation.
When involvement is at a low to medium level there is scope for it to increase with the proximity
of the next purchase, but when involvement is already at a high level (ceiling effect) involvement
actually decreases possibly due to experience with the product category.

A number of authors have used perceived risk to operationalise involvement or elements of this
construct (Laurent and Kapferer, 1985; Rossiter et al., 1991; Vaughn, 1986). The concept ofrisk
is linked to the complexity of the decision process and the potentially negative consequences of
making a poor product/brand choice. Complex and routine decision making processes are
distinguished by the degree of involvement or risk associated with a product or service.
Involvement influences the extent of information search and evaluation of alternatives and
advertising acts as a source of information within the decision making process.
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Nevertheless, there is often a time delay between advertising exposure and purchasing behaviour
and involvement is hypothesised to increase with the proximity of the next purchase.

These findings have implications for the operationalisation of involvement in future advertising
research. As purchase risk was not found to affect liking of an advertisement it becomes more
difficult to link advertising effectiveness (e.g. liking) to the conventional complex decision-making
process. Research by Mortimer (2003) into services advertising found that even high-involvement
utilitarian services are often not being chosen through a detailed evaluation of alternatives (risk
assessment), but through more emotive issues such as likeability, familiarity, and a compatibility
between user and brand image. This aspect of involvement operationalisation is discussed further
under managerial implications and areas for further research.

8.4

Usefulness of the FCB grid

This research has revealed that an affective advertising enviromnent is important for both high and
lower involvement product categories. Affect rather than cognition had a s1rongcr impact on
information processing, recall, and attitudes to the advertisement and the brand across product
categories. High involvement product categories are conventionally associated with a higher
degree of perceived risk, hut evidence from this study suggests that sign (i.e. approval of
significant others and compatibility between user and brand image) and pleasure account for
stronger effects of information processing and the outcomes of this process. The finding from the
present study challenges the underpinning of advertising planning models such as the PCB grid
(Vaughn, 1980: 1986) and Rossiter/Percy grid (1991). These models empha-.isc cognitive
dimensions, due to the way involvement is operationalised, i.e. importance and perceived risk
respectively. The conceptual idea of the PCB grid may still be appropriate if the operationalisation
of involvement better reflects its affective nature at the time of advertising exposure. Indeed this
study found that congruence between affective involvement (pleasure and sign) and a pleasure
appeal had a positive effect on recall of product claims across product categories and

comprehension in a high involvement situation. The managerial implications for the PCB grid are
expanded in section 8.7.1.
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Thus it may be useful to advertising practitioners to understand the principles of congruence
within the FCB grid and to take this into account when considering the objectives of the
advertising message and the desired outcomes.

8.5

Existing product users focus differently on print advertisements

The findings from this study reveal that existing users of a product category value brand related
information in advertisements such as product claims presumably to compare with their existing
brand choice(s).

Most advertising for mature brands is directed towards existing buyers and

according to Ehrenberg's (1974) ATR model advertising is a defensive tool used to remind
consumers that a particular product is as good as other brands in the same category and to
reinforce feelings of satisfaction for brands already being used. This study suggests that existing
buyers of a product category are driven more by affect when this is the dominant antecedent of
involvement with the product category. In a low involvement situation existing users are also
better at recalling product claims and react more positively towards the advertising message.
These findings are consistent with recent brain imaging research cited by Plassmann et al. (2007)
where recording the electrical activity of the brain indicated that choosing familiar items is
associated with the right brain hemisphere, which is creative and emotional and processes holistic
and novel stimuli (Anand and Stemthal, 1989). As most advertising is directed at existing product
users, advertisers should pay particular attention to the emotional aspect of the product/brand
experience to maintain/increase liking of the brand.

8.6

Advertising environment for high and low involvement products

A recurring theme has emerged from this thesis highlighting the importance of affect in
information processing of advertising information. A positive link between ad liking and attitude
to advertising in general was found when interest in the product category is high. This link has
previously only been confirmed in low involvement situations (Lutz, 1985) indicating a change
towards a more affective advertising environment for high involvement product categories.
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Thus, personal influences (i.e. general attitudes towards advertising) play a part in the decoding
process in high involvement situations by adding complexity to the evaluation of advertisements.
Although this research points to more affective and low involvement processing of advertising
information, it also establishes differences between advertising situations and it could be argued
that ad liking in low involvement situations would be based upon the merits of the advertisement
itself and presumably eas.ier to achieve than in a high involvement situation if a receiver is less
positive towards advertising in general. It is thus imperative, that advertisers avoid giving the
advertising industry a bad name by putting effort into creating well-liked and informative
advertisements.

8.7
A

Managerial Implications

number of managerial implications. have emerged from this study. The research has examined

the concept of felt invohcment and its risk and pleasure antecedents and their impact on the
information processing of print advertisements. Implications for both advertising practitioners and
marketing managers are discussed in relation to advertising strategies and advertising research
respectively.

8.7.1

Advertising strategies

This res,earch has highlighted the prominence of affective res.ponses to advertising ~uppnrted by
the dominance of pleasure and sign antecedents of involvement and the effectiveness of pleasure
appeals.

The FCB grid (Vaughn, J980; 1986; has heen a popular advertising: planning model for the last
nventy years developed by practitioners to provide an insight into how particular types of products
are purchased and how they can be effectively advertised. The involvement dimension of the FCB
grid does not take adequate account of affect and the lack of risk involved during advertising
exposure.
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Thus, the categorisation of products into the think/feel and involvement dimensions may no longer
he helpful in suggesting appropriate adve11ising strategics, particularly as this research has found
that purchase risk is minimal or non-existent at the time of advertising exposure. Work by Hall
and Maday (199 J) defined four advertising frameworks - sales response, persuasion,
involvement, and salience - that may be present in combination or individually and could he a
more meaningful way forward by focusing on the advertising objective first as a guide to
appropriate advertising strategics. Such strategics have yet to be developed. however, to confirm
the validity of Hall and Maclay's (1991, cited in White, 2000) advertising frameworks.

The role of ad liking also has implications. Ad liking has become a popular measure of
advertising effectiveness, particularly in low involvement situations. This research has found a link
between general attitudes to advertising and ad liking in high involvement situations. Thus, if
altitudes to advcnising in general arc positive then ad liking is more likely to be achieved.
However, advertisers can influence negative perceptions of advertising by ensuring that
advertiscmems arc generally credible, creative, and "a cut above the rest" in order to be liked by
high involvement consumers who may be sceptical about advertising in general and as a result
refuse to process the advertisement. Pre-testing of advertisements is thus imperative. In
par1icular, a qualitative pre-testing technique developed by Millward Brown evaluates
advertisements on a number of criteria to ensure that the advertisements are visually striking, well
branded. engaging and easy to understand (see Duffy and Foster, 2007).

Pleasure appeals are particularly effective at increasing ad liking by reinforcing the hedonistic and
fun aspects of the product category. Brand liking is not necessarily a consequence of ad liking, hut
adverti~ing executions that emphasise the "atisfaction of using a product category and create a
desirable brand image are more likely to achieve favourable attitudes toward the brand. Further,
attention should be given to the product claims in advertisements to ensure that the brand is salient
in the mind oft he consumer. Existing buyers find product claims particularly important:
presumably as it allows them to quickly compare competing brands with their own choice and thus
reduces cognitive dissonance and increases expertise.
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Consequently, if the advertising objective is to attract new users there must be sufficient
information contained in the advertisement to a11ow the consumer to make an informed brand
choice.

8.7.2

Measuring advertising effectiveness

Measuring the effectiveness of an advertising campaign is becoming increasingly important to
advertisers in order to demonstrate budget accountability. Recall and ad liking are popular
techniques used in advertising research and this study has highlighted that attitude to the
advertisement is a salient measure after limited advertising exposure whereas recall of product
claims may be too cognitively demanding and thus underestimate the impact of initial advertising
exposure(s). It is acknowledged in the literature that advertising frequency tends to aid recall as
learning is taking place, thus recall for new products and brands will need to be measured in a
particular way.

The literature proposes that both awareness and recall indicate advertising effectiveness. Juchems
(1996) argues that awareness is merely a precondition to an advertising effect compared to the
practices of Millward Brown, who contend that awareness of a brand's advertising is a more
important measure of advertising effectiveness. It is thus important to consider the particular
advertising situation (stage in a campaign and stage in the product life cycle of brand) when
measuring advertising effectiveness in terms of recall and awareness. It might be advisable to
measure both constructs in para11el to evaluate both impact and active processing of the advertising
content. Juchems' (1996) recall continuum from simple, general and non-specific to complex and
highly specific measures might be helpful in identifying desired recall categories (e.g. brand name
only vs. a story with product arguments integrated) given the status of a product/brand.
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8.8

Limitations

This study has investigated information processing of advertising messages in a broad context
incorporating a variety of factors that have been identified in the literature as having an impact on
the decoding process (e.g. involvement, risk, pleasure, gender, user status, proximity of the next
purchase, and attitudes to advertising). It was found that modelling the decoding process was
challenging due to the large number of variables that have been identified as potentially affecting
information processing. A compromise has to be found between reducing type I and type II errors
and whilst a broad range of variables may cause difficulty in achieving accurate models within
sub-groups due to reduced sample size, parsimonious models may also be problematic. Moorman
et al. (2007) recognised that a fuller set of advertising effectiveness variables such as cognitive
responses and attitude towards the advertisement should be included in future research and this has
been done within the present study. The following sections identify specific limitations of the
research.

8.8.1

Advertising experiments

Experimental conditions are often used in advertising research in order to control for extraneous
variables. As external validity is achieved, internal validity on the other hand cannot be
guaranteed due to the forced exposure to the advertisements and the artificial nature of the
laboratory setting. Relevant product categories were chosen for the target segment and an external
graphics design company created the test advertisements to increase the internal validity of the
advertising experiments.

Further, fictional brand names were used to control for existing attitude effects. Nonetheless, it
should be acknowledged that the laboratory setting might influence consumer responses differently
to processing actual advertisements in a magazine or newspaper. Some respondents may pay more
attention to the advertisements due to forced exposure and others may be less inclined to process
the advertised information due to the artificial environment. Any generalisation should therefore
be approached with some caution.
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8.8.2

Consumer segment

This study has concentrated on assessing the impact of involvement on the processing of print
advertisements using a consumer segment consisting of undergraduate students from two
universities in the southeast of England. In order to increase population validity, products for this
study were chosen on the basis of a pilot test indicating relevant product categories for this
consumer segment. It is acknowledged that extrapolation of findings to non-student samples is not
recommended unless the product categories used in this study are also relevant to other target
segments.

8.8.3

Product categories

At the outset, two product categories were chosen for the advertising experiments (credit cards and
chocolate bars) on the basis of relevance to the sample and medium involvement level, which was
hypothesised to capture the range of involvement for a particular product category (i.e. for some
people involvement is high and for others it is low).

Initial data analysis revealed that it was not possible to distinguish advertising effects for different
product categories within similar involvement levels. Additional experiments were then
conducted using mobile telephones representing a high involvement product category. Mobile
telephones emerged as a predominantly experiential product category and it might therefore be
beneficial to extend this study to incorporate examples of utilitarian product categories to
substantiate the findings.

8.9

Areas for further research

A number of areas for further research have been identified from this reseach relating to the
operationalisation of affective involvement and elaboration, the role of risk and involvement
within consumer behaviour and factors affecting the decoding process as set out below.
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8.9.1

Operationalisation of affective involvement

The involvement. construct utilised in this study is based on work by McQuarrie and Munson
( 1987; 1992) who operationalised involvement in terms of importance and interest dimensions.

Importance represents such antecedents as t.he perceived importance of negative consel1uences of a
mis-purchase and the probability of a mis-purchase. Interest is intended to capture antecedents
such as pkasure and sign value of the product category. These factors have been utilised in
numerous operationalisations of involvement (e.f'.. Mittal, 1989: Mittal and Lee. 1989; Celsi and
Olsen, 1988) and originally identified by the work of Zaichkowsky (1985) and Laurent and
Kapferer (J 985).

This research has provided confirmatory evidence that the antecedent fac10rs are more predictive
of information processing and its outcomes than the importance and interest dimensions of
involvement. In particular, affective antecedents (pleasure and social risk/sign value) were found
to be dominant innuences leading lo the conclusion that purchase risk is oflittle or no

consequence during advertising exposure nor as the consumer approaches the purchase situation.

Higie and Feick ( l 9R9) rested their enduring involvement scale (EIS) and concluded that the
construct should be measured in terms of hedonic and sign factors only as the importance and risk
factors are conceptually distinct from enduring involvement. They state that. products might be
important because they are a necessity for daily Ii ving or if they are related to self-image and are a
source of fun and enjoymenl. Thus importance and interest may only have affoctiv.: antecedents.
The findings from this study confirm that involvement is an affective construct which is contrary
to most earlier work m this area as importance/risk has previously been recognised in the
advertising literature as the main element of involvement (Rossiter et al., 1991: Vaughn. 1986). It
is therefore necessary to explore the operationalisation of involvement further as the role of risk is
less clear and may in fact have affi.::cti ve antecedents (see below).
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8.9.2

The role of risk within consumer behaviour

Established models within consumer behaviour and advertising are based on some notion of risk to
differentiate complex/routine decision-making processes, strong/weak advertising theory, and
think/feel advertising approaches. However, the literature also recognises different types of risk financial risk, performance risk, physical risk, and social/ego risk (Settle and Alreck, 1989). This
research has established that social/ego risk is highly correlated with pleasure and thus affective in
nature, which suggests that consumers are more concerned with products matching their desired
image and status and being a source of pleasure and fun than any other type of risk.

Indeed, the perceived importance of the negative consequences of a mis-purchase and the
probability of a mispurchase appears minimal or non- existent. This may be a function of a fairly
low perception of risk in today's consumer environment as the necessity to assess risk is also low
due to consumers being better informed and having better protection rights, higher product quality
and reliability, and ease of brand switching.

The notion that even a high involvement purchase (e.g. a car) may have long-term consequences is
not necessarily valid as the product life cycle of products is generally getting shorter driving
variety seeking behaviour. Although financial products (e.g. credit cards) can be a complex
purchase due to the number of different brands on the market, switching to another brand even
after a short space of time is relatively easy and encouraged by credit card providers, who offer 0%
on balance transfers for several months.

Perceived risk is thus an interesting aspect of consumer behaviour and involvement, which has
implications for the specific advertising appeals that are most effective in a given situation. It is
important to understand whether this lack of perceived risk is merely a function of product
purchases or whether certain types of service purchases are perceived similarly.
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Settle and Alreck ( 1989) linked five different types of perceived risk to consumer confidence and
purchases most subject to risk. This framework could be extended to incorporate service
typologies and thereby give a more comprehensive overview of the type of risk involved in
particular product and service categories and linking these to specific advenising appeals and
executional tools. It would be interesting to find out whether social risk is equally important for
conspicuous product and service purchases and whether functional risk is more a function of
services than products.

8.9.3

Factors affecting the decoding process

A number of factors were found in the AMOS models to influence the processing of advertising
messages and thus creating a unique advenising context dependent on the interaction between
factors relating to the product. the nature of involvement, advertising appeal. user status, proximity
of the next purchase, attitude to advertising and potentially gender identification. This research
could be extended beyond the three product categories used in this study to include a variety of
product categories representing the high/low involvement and cognitive/affective divide to identify
if any patterns emerge when more product categories are included. Further research should also
aim to clarify why some relationships occur sometimes and not at other times as the AMOS
models highlighted differences between product categories and between advertising treatments
within product categories. Such research might involve a combination of qualitative research
methods e.g. observation, depth interviews, and focus groups to gain further insights into the
general and specific factors that may affect the decoding process.

8.9.4

Operationalisation of elaboration

The quality of thought might also affect the decoding process. Greenwald and Leavitt ( J984) and
Batra and Ray (1983) conceptualised response involvement in terms of 'the allocation of
attentional capacity to a message source and the quality of message-evoked cognitive responses'.
A comparison between the impact of the quality of thought and the number of thoughts could also
provide a basis for developing appropriate operationalisations of elaboration.
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It is quite possible that e.g. comprehension, recall, and attitudes may be influenced by one or two
quality thoughts in a high involvement situation and that the opposite may be characteristic of low
involvement processing. Thus, the operationalisation of elaboration becomes an important factor
in infonnation processing research.

8.9.5

Tracking involvement through the purchase cycle

This study has found that involvement with products at the time of advertising exposure is related
to self-image and attributing some hedonic qualities to the product or consumption of the product.
Perceived risk did not have a big role to play and even as the purchase situation was approaching,
involvement remained affective with no impact from perceived (purchase) risk. It was assumed
that risk would increase with the approach of the next purchase situation.

Knox et al. ( 1994) distinguished enduring and situational involvement by the inherent brand risk in
the purchase situation. It would be fascinating to examine the role of risk in consumer behaviour
more in-depth to understand when, if at all, risk becomes a factor in relation to involvement and
therefore its impact on information search behaviour (e.g. attention to advertising). If risk enters
very late in the purchase cycle (e.g. in ~he shop/on the way to the shop, or searching for website/on
the website) then Point of Sale (POS) material, ambient, and on-line advertising might be effective
ways of reassuring the consumer that the risk of purchasing a particular brand is relatively low.

Consumer involvement could be tracked by extending the present research to include a simulation
test market at the end of the purchase cycle. First, enduring involvement for a particular product
category would be measured followed by a measurement of involvement mid-cycle after
advertising exposure, and lastly manipulating involvement at the end of the purchasing cycle by
creating a simulation test market and a purchasing scenario as set out below in experiment 1.
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Experiment 1:

Purchase Cycle

I
Enduring involvement

Advertising exposure

Simulation test market

Consumer buying behaviour (e.g. brand selection, selection time, reading labels, interaction with
store personnel) could be observed at the simulation test market and attention to POS material and
advertising information could be measured afterwards.

A similar experiment could be carried out for an on-line simulation test market where consumer
behaviour would be tracked by computer to indicate time spent at the website, clicking on
information of interest (e.g. product information, advertisements), interaction with site/brand (e.g.
sending viral information to friends/family/colleagues). It would be very interesting to find out
whether interaction behaviour has a positive impact on involvement levels for a particular product
or service both in the short term and the long term as set out in experiment 2.

Experiment 2:

Purchase Cycle

Simulation test market
(Interaction behaviour)

Involvement
(Short-term)
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Involvement
(Long-term)

Wine purchasing might be a suitable context for these experiments as both store and on-line
simulation tests could be carried out. Wine is often bought on a monthly basis (particularly on
linc) so the purchase cycle is manageable. Further, wine has been used in previous studies, where

it was possible to distinguish between high and low involvement consumers (Laurent and
Kapforer, 1985. 1993; Quester and Smart, 1998; Zaichkowsky, 1985). Wine consumption also
provides a variety of drinking occasions, which allows for the preparation of specific scenarios to
test the influence of situations by manipulating involvement.

8.9.6

Influence of involvement on consumer behaviour outcomes

Following on from the previous section. tracking involvement at different stages of the purchase
cycle and identifying the nature of involvement at those stages would be a step towards linking
different types of involvement (hedonic. sign, brand risk) to differences in consumer behaviour.
Higie and Feick (1989) found that enduring involvement (measured by hedonic and self
expression components) and thus similar to the antecedent influences in this study can predict
information search, information provision, and opinion leadership behaviour. Information search,
however. is often linked to the perceived risk within complex decision-making (Engel! and
Blackwell, 1982) and thus information search can be as a result of a desire to build expertise and
also to reduce perceived risk particularly for unfamiliar and high involvement purchases.

lt makes sense for enduring involvement to be a predictor of opinion leadership and information
search, but it would also be interesting to understand if someone who is highly involved in
designer fashion or premium cosmeucs would freely engage m transmission of information (i.e.
talking to others about products/hrands) through WOM/viral or signing up friends to mail order
catalogues or rather keep the information to themselves as a way of building status. Thus further
investigation is necessary to enable a comparison of these behavioural outcomes across product
and service categories.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Felt Involvement Constructs

Author

Antecedents

Robertson (1976)

Consequences

Strength of the
individual's belief
system.

Bloch (l 9S1)

Enduring
involvement (EI)

Situational
involvement (SI)
Cohen (1983)

Importance
Interest

Finn (1983)

Felt Involvement

i Interest
i

Unobservable state
reflecting the amount
of interest, arousal, or
emotional attachment
by
the
evoked
product
m
a
particular individual.

Person's activation
level at a particular
moment of time

•
•

Comprehension
Info retrieval
Elaboration of
message

Felt need for
information

•

Information
acquisition

Perceptions
of
product Importance

•

High regular
attention to
product
information
Perceptual
vigilance for
information
Word-of-mouth
activities
Opinion
leadership

•

Importance
Bloch and Richins
(1983)

Enduring Importance:
is a Jong-term, crosssituational perception
of
product
importance based on
the strength of the
product's relationship
to central needs and
values.

•

•
•

Appendix A: Felt Involvement Constructs
Antecedents

Author

Felt Involvement

•

Instrumental
Importance:
A long-term, crosssituational perception
of product
importance based on
the strength of the
product's relationship
to central needs and
values.

I

Consequences

•

•

•
•
•

Antil (1984)

Rothschild (1984)

Park
and
(1985)

financial and
social risk.
• Interpurchase
time
• Perceived
similarity among
alternatives
• Previous
expenence
External variables:
• Situation
• Product
• Communication
Internal variables:
• Enduring
• Ego
• Central values

Mittal

Level of perceived
personal importance
interest
and/or
by
a
evoked
stimulus/stimuli
within a specific
situation.

•

A state of interest
motivation or arousal

Types of:
• Searching
• Processing
• Decision making

Goal directed arousal
capacity

•
•

Peter and
(1987)

Olson

Enduring
Involvement:
General personal
relevance of a
product or activity.

Greater
information
search activities
Sensitivity to
mcommg
unsolicited
information
concerning the
product
Critical
evaluation of
incoming
product
information
Post purchase
evaluation
Word-of-mouth
activities
Heightened
information
processmg

Degree of personal
relevance, which is a
function of the extent
to which the product
or brand is perceived
to
help
achieve
consequences
and

2

information
encoding
retrieval
activities

Appendix A: Felt Involvement Constructs
Author

Celsil and
(1988)

Olson

Antecedents

Felt Involvement

Situational
Involvement:
Activated means-end
knowledge

values of importance
to the consumer.

ISPR:
knowledge
structures m longterm memory
SSPR: Stimuli, cues,
contingencies in the
environment

A consumer's overall
subjective feeling of
personal relevance.

Consequences

•
•
•
•

Higie
(1988)

and

Feick

and
Ratchford
Vaughn ( 1989)
Mittal and Lee (1989)

Product involvement
• Interest
• Importance
Brand decision
involvement
• Risk Importance

Enduring involv:
An individual
difference variable
representing the
arousal potential of a
product or activity
that causes personal
relevance.
Interest
level
or
motivational intensity
Perceived value of a
'goal-object' (product
or purchase occasion)
that manifests as
interest in that goal
object.

•

•

Ongoing
product-related
information
search and
transmission
Opinion
leadership

•
•
•

•
•

•

3

Amount and
direction of
attention
Cognitive and
physical effort
expended during
comprehension
Focus of
comprehension
and attention
processes
Depth and breath
of semantic
elaboration

Interest in
advertising
Shopping
enjoyment
Product usage
Extensive
decision
processes
Brand
commitment
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Author

Antecedents

Felt Involvement

Consequences

Mittal (1989)

Purchase
decision
involvement

Chow et al. (1990)

ISPR

Extent of interest and
concern
that
a
consumer brings to
bear upon a purchase
decision task. Extent
to which he/she IS
motivated to make
the right choice.
Degree of personal
relevance

•
•

Perceptual bias
Conscious brand
choice

SSPR

McQuarrie
Munson (1992)

and

Knox et al. (1994)

Product
Involvement:
Experiences gained
in processing, using
or consuming a
product.
Purchasing
Involvement:
Interest taken in
making the brand
selection in a
particular context

Martin and Marshall
(1999)

Long-term, personal
interest
Short-term,
characteristics of the
decision situation
(promotion)

Importance
Interest
Activated knowledge
and meanings about
attributes,
consequences and
values

Enduring
Involvement
Situational
Involvement

4

Different outcomes
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Josie/Annie
EmotIonaI
engagement

RAT/
EMO

FEE·
LING

NEC&
TREAT

FUN

.-,TiME/EFF0RT -

RISK

PLEASURE
FIN
RISK

UNCERT

FAM!LIAR

COMPLEX

TIME

INF
ACQ

':\·,Ct

LOYAL· INTDETAIL TY
EREST

THO

.,..

,.M,,.vo£.VEtre'4l'l'f""~ 'n.~n:· -, ·rlr
IMP

INT'ACT IMAGE

BENE•
FIT

.,,,

_.,;;·

TOT

SOLE

11

11

8

Feelings

8

---

12

Enjoyment

12
26

Level of Need
Financial Risk
Uncertainty in
buying decision
Familiarity with
buying decision
Duration of
decision making
Complexity of
decision making
Amount of info
gathered
No. of thoughts
involved in
Detailed overall
prod. Evaluation

26

5

5

22

22

I

1

10

9

13

14

1

------

11

1

1

21

1

13

1

22

13

13---

1

-·

8

10

···-

'

16

Lovaltv behaviour
Interest in
purchase
Importance of
product
Interaction with
product
Socially
influenced
Impact of
consumption
No. of people
involved in

TOTALS
Reliability: Index
A

• :"···. -~Cl:(l

16
8

8
9

9
2

>,

2

2

13

17

17
4

11
95.8

8

12

26

5

23

9

13

-

i

12

-

I

22

,16
-

9

-

16

---·

8

9

2

13

17

15

----

4

---

237

6

I

95.8
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1

YOU WILL FIND FOUR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THIS
PORTFOLI.O.
PLEASE EXAMINE ALL FOUR ADVERTISEMENTS
DURING TlIE NEXT T\VO MINUTES.
THE PORTFOLIO IS THEN COLLECTED AND YOU WILL
BE GIVEN A QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT PRODUCTS AND
ADVERTI SING.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE IN YOUR

OWN TIME.

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE TO VIEW THE
ADVERTISEMENTS NOW

THANK YOU

rial Moisturising Handwash , Hand Lotion and Hand Gel.

care

till gett1 . g d
se T/Gel. It w
1cc1l1 , pr '1 .:•~11 11,

I dandr 111

c. r;

1

ve itcl y, flaky scalp.
ves hair snt1,

·

,y and manageable.

,

'

,. R'

.

1

Unnera:ity of Luton

·L

CON/A/WITT .

Education that wmk.s

This questionnaire is about products and advertising. There are no right or wrong answers. Only
your personal opinions are important. Please read the questions carefully and kindly observe that the
answer format varies (e.g. there is a mixture of positive and negative statements in some questions).
QI

How many credit cards do you have for personal use? Please tick the appropriate box.
4 or more
2-3

1

None
Q2

When did you last get a new credit card for your personal use? Please tick the appropriate box.
This week
Last week
In the last two weeks
[I

In the last month
In the last three months
In the last six months

D In the last year

CJ Not at all
Q3

When will you next apply for a new credit card for your personal use? Please tick the appropriate
box.

This week
Next week
Next month

D Within the next three months

D Within the next six months
More than six months from now
Not at all

Q4

What are your overall feelings about credit cards?
Please tick a box on each line that best shmvs yourfeelings about credit cards.

Not important to me

Important to me

LJ Relevant to me

Irrelevant to me
Unexciting to me
Interesting to me
Means nothing to me
Unappealing to me

□ □
□
□ □
□ □

□
□
□ □
□
□
□

□ □
□ □

Exciting to me

□

Means a lot to me

Boring to me

□ □ Appealing to me
1

Listed below are a number of statements about choosing credit cards in general.
For each ofthe following statements, circle the number that best expresses your opinion about choosing a credit
card.

I Disagree

Agree
Strongly

Strongly

Choosing a credit card is complicated

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using a credit card helps me express how I feel

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

In choosing a credit card, I worry about making
a mistake
If I use a credit card, it is important what other
people think
If I choose a credit card, I have a lot to lose by
making the wrong choice
The credit card I use says something about me
to others
In choosing a credit card, I am certain of my •
ch01ce

How do you feel about your credit card(s) specifically?
Please circle a number that best describes your feelings about credit cards.

Disagree
Strongly

Agree
Strongly

I do not find it pleasurable to use my credit
card(s)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) makes me feel good

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) is not enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) gives me a sense of
satisfaction

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) is a treat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) is not fun

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT CONSUMPTION AND PURCHASING OF
CHOCOLATE BARS

How often do you buy a chocolate bar for personal consumption? Please tick the appropriate box.

D
D

4 times or more a week
2-3 times a week
Once a week or less
I don't buy chocolate bars
2

i8

When did you last buy a chocolate bar for personal consumption? Please tick the appropriate box.

D Thisweek

□ Last week
In the last two weeks

□
□
□

In the last month
In the last three months
In the last six months
In the last year

□

Not at all

When will you next buy a chocolate bar for personal consumption? Please tick the appropriate
box.

This week

D Nextweek
D Nextmonth
Within the next three months
Within the next six months

D More than six months from now
D Not at all
10

Listed below are a number of statements about buying chocolate bars in general.
For each ofthe following statements, circle the number that best expresses your opinion about buying chocolate
bars in general.

Disagree

Agree
Strongly

Stromtlv
!

Buying chocolate bars is complicated

Buying chocolate bars helps me express how I
feel
In purchasing a chocolate bar, I worry about
making a mistake
If I buy a chocolate bar, it is important what
• other people think
lfl buy a chocolate bar, I have a lot to lose by
making the wrong choice
The chocolate bar I buy says something about
i me to others
• In purchasing a chocolate bar, I am certain of
I my choice

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

!

3

11

\Vhat are your overall feelings about chocolate bars?
Please tick a box on each line rhat best shows yu11r feelings about chocolate bars.

Important to me

C-, □

Irrelevant to me

L

Unexciting to me

□ □

L,

Unappealing to me

G

,------,

Relevant to me

D

I

Exciting to me

□ □ □
i I [J

Interesting to me [J

12

[

_j

Means nothing to me

□ J\ot important to me

~

7
u

Boring to me
Means a lot to me

□ C

Appealing to me

How do you fee] about chocolate bars specifically?
Please circle a number that best describes your feelings about chocolate bars .

--

Agree
StronglL

\ Disagree
• Strongly

-

I do not find it pleasurable to eat chocolate bars

2

3

4

5

6

7

-- --

Eating a chocolate bar makes me feel good

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Eating a chocolate bar is not enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Eating a chocolate bar gives me a sense of
satisfaction

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

Eating a chocolate bar is a treat

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

7

--···--

--------

Eating a chocolate bar is not fun

13

l

2

3

4

5

How do you feel about advertising in general?
Fur each of the following swtements. circle the nwnher that best exprcoses your opinion about advertising in
general.

Disagree
Strongly
Advertising is essential

--

---

1
-

Most advertising insults the intelligence of the
~ average consumer_ _
1n general, advertising results in lower prices

!

i

Advertising often persuades people to huy
things they shouldn't buy
In general, advertisements present a true picture
of the product being advertised

\ Advertising helps to raise our standard of living

i Advertising results in better products for the
public

2

--

1

Agree
Strongly
3

4

5

6

--

2

3

7
-

4

5

6

-

7

··--··-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

i

i
i

I

4

Q14

Can you please provide some information about yourself?
Please tick the appropriate box on each line.

Male•

Gender:
Age:

Under 18

Nationality:

British

---

Female
18-25 :

~-~

Other EU

Above 25;
Non EU

Thank you for cornpleting the questionnaire
When you have finished, please place the questionnaire upside down on your desk and await
collection.

5

I
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l.Juiwnity of. Luton
Education that works

fhis questionnaire is about products and advertising. There are no right or wrong answers. Only
rour personal opinions are important. Please read the questions carefully and kindly observe that
he answer format varies (e.g. there is a mixture of positive and negative statements in some
Juestions).

Jl

How many credit cards do you have for personal use? Please tick the appropriate box.
4 or more

2-3
1
None
~2

When did you last get a new credit card for your personal use? Please tick the appropriate box.
This week
Last week
In the last two weeks
In the last month
In the last three months
In the last six months
In the last year
More than a year ago/not at all

~3

When will you next apply for a new credit card for your personal use? Please tick the
appropriate box.

This week
Next week

D Nextmonth
D Within the next three months
Within the next six months

D More than six months from now
D Not at all
Q4

What are your overall feelings about credit cards?
Please tick a box on each line that best shows your feelings about credit cards.

Important to me

□
Unexciting to me
□ □ □
Interesting to me
□ □
Means nothing to me
□
□
Unappealing to me
□ □
□
Irrelevant to me

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

Not important to me
Relevant to me
Exciting to me
Boring to me
Means a lot to me
Appealing to me

Q5

What went through your mind when you saw the credit card advertisement?
Please use bullet points to list all the thoughts that you had while you were looking at this advertisement.

Q6

In your opinion, what is the advertising trying to communicate about the credit card brand?
Please write your answer below.

Q7

Listed below are a number of statements about choosing credit cards in general.
For each ofthe following statements, circle the number that best expresses your opinion about choosing a
credit card.

Disagree
Strongly

Agree•
Strongly

Choosing a credit card is complicated

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using a credit card helps me express how I feel

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

In choosing a credit card, I worry about making
a mistake
lfl use a credit car~ it is important what other
people think
If I choose a credit card, I have a lot to lose by
making the wrong choice
The credit card I use says something about me
to others
In choosing a credit card, I am certain of my
choice

2

Q8

How do you feel about your credit card(s) specifically?
Please circle a number that best describes yourfeelings about credit cards.

Disagree
Strongly

Q9

Agree I
Strongly•

I do not find it pleasurable to use my credit
card(s)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) makes me feel good

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) is not enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) gives me a sense of
satisfaction

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) is a treat

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using my credit card(s) is not fun

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I think the credit card advertisement is...
Please circle a number on each line that best shows your thoughts about the credit card advertisement.

QI O

Uninformative

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Informative

Believable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unbelievable

Convincing

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unconvincing

Ineffective 1
Persuasive 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Effective

2

3

4

5

6

7

Non-persuasive

Please now write below the brand name and all the product claims, facts, or specific
characteristics about the advertised credit card that you can remember.
Anythin~ vou can recall is imoortant. Please use bullet points to list your answer.

QI 1

I feel the credit card advertisement is...
Please tick a box on each line that best shows your feelings about the credit card advertisement.

□
□

Good
Unpleasant

□
[

□
□

Nice

Favourable
Irritating

□

Bad

[

Pleasant
Awful

□

Unfavourable

□
LJ

Not irritating
3

Ql2

I think this brand of credit card would be...
Please circle a number that best describes your feelings about the advertised credit card.

Ql3

Useful to me

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Useless to me

Unimportant to me

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Important to me

How do you feel about advertising in general?
For each of the following statements, circle the number that best expresses your opinion about advertising in
general.

Agree
Strongly

Disagree
Strongly
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

• Most advertising insults the intelligence of the
average consumer

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

In general, advertising results in lower prices

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Advertising helps to raise our standard of living

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Advertising results in better products for the
public

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Advertising is essential

Advertising often persuades people to buy
things they shouldn't buy
In general, advertisements present a true picture
of the product being advertised

Ql4

How do you feel about the credit card brand you saw in the advertisement?
Please tick a box on each line that best describes your feelings about the advertised credit card.

D
Unfavourable D
Good

Positive

Q15

□

□
□
□

□
IJ

□

□
□
□

Bad
Favourable
Negative

Can you please provide some information about yourself?
Please tick the appropriate box on each line.

Male I~~

Gender:
Age:

~I-~
British ~I-~

Under 18

Nationality:

Female

~I-~

18-2s

1

Other EU

I

~-~

~-~

Above25
Non EU

I

~-~

~I-~

Thank you for completing the questionnaire
When you have finished, please place the questionnaire upside down on your desk and await
collection.
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Appendix E

Case Processing Summary

Valid

N
Number of thoughts
about ad
no of claims recalled
Product Involvement
Social risk
Pleasure
Beliefs about the
advertisement
Attitude towards the
advertisement
Attitude to advertising
in general
next buy prod.

Percent

N

Cases
Missina
Percent

Total

N

Percent

359

55.0%

294

45.0%

653

100.0%

359
359
359
359

55.0%
55.0%
55.0%
55.0%

294
294
294
294

45.0%
45.0%
45.0%
45.0%

653
653
653
653

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

359

55.0%

294

45.0%

653

100.0%

359

55.0%

294

45.0%

653

100.0%

359

55.0%

294

45.0%

653

100.0%

359

55.0%

294

45.0%

653

100.0%

Descriptives

Number of thoughts
about ad

Mean
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range

no of claims recalled

5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Std. Error
.065

2.68
2.50
2.00
1.499
1.225
0
7

7

Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean

Statistic
2.55
2.42

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

1
.468
.450
1.10
.99

.129
.257
.057

1.21
1.04
1.00
1.158
1.076
0
4
4
2

.584
-.733

.129
.257

I

Descriptives

Product Involvement

Social risk

Pleasure

Beliefs about the
advertisement

ude towards the

Mean
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

Statistic
4.4763
4.3259

Std. Error
.07648

4.6267
4.5267
4.6667
2.100
1.44906
1.00
7.00
6.00
2.00
-.529
-.272
2.9406
2.7897

.129
.257
.07671

3.0914
2.8804
2.6667
2.113
1.45346
1.00
7.00
6.00
2.33
.430
-.783
4.3630
4.2282

.129
.257
.06858

4.4979
4.3977
4.3333
1.688
1.29934
1.00
7.00
6.00
1.67
-.382
.126
3.6919
3.5776

.129
.257
.05814

3.8063
3.7028
3.8000
1.214
1.10161
1.00
6.00
5.00
1.60
-.167
-.593
3.5944

.129
.257
.06090

Descriptives

Attitude towards the
advertisement

Attitude to advertising
in general

next buy prod.

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

Statistic
3.4747

Std. Error

3.7142
3.6006
3.6000
1.332
1.15394
.80
6.60
5.80
1.60
-.152
-.085
3.9172
3.8494

.129
.257
.03451

3.9851
3.9195
3.8571
.428
.65385
1.57
6.00
4.43
.86
-.058
.543
4.61
4.40

.129
.257
.106

4.82
4.68
5.00
4.043
2.011
1
7
6
3
-.551
-1.000

.129
.257

Tests of Normality

Kolmoqorov-Smirno-r
Sig.
df
Statistic
Number of thoughts
about ad
no of claims recalled
Product Involvement
Social risk
Pleasure
Beliefs about the
advertisement
Attitude towards the
advertisement
Attitude to advertising
in general
next buy prod.

Statistic

Shapiro-Wilk
df

Sig.

.178

359

.000

.929

359

.000

.228
.096
.105
.073

359
359
359
359

.000
.000
.000
.000

.845
.965
.945
.979

359
359
359
359

.000
.000
.000
.000

.073

359

.000

.984

359

.001

.067

359

.000

.989

359

.007

.059

359

.004

.992

359

.050

.218

359

.000

.878

359

.000

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

istogram

Number of thoughts about ad

150

120

>-

(,) 90
C

Q)

:::,

er

~

u.

60

30

Mean= 2.5
Std. Dev.

U~iiik;;;;;:;;;;L.-....,.JN = 433

0

2

4

6

Number of thoughts about ad

8

= 1.202

no of claims recalled

200

150

~

C

Q)

:I
O" 100

f

u.

50

Mean= 1.06
Stcl. Dev. = 1.073
illll-11.-_jN = 411

0
-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

no of claims recalled

Product Involvement

60

50

40

~

C

Q)

:I
O" 30

f

u.
20

10
Mean = 4.3709
Std. Dev.= 1.51081
N=617

0

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Product Involvement

6.00

7.00

Social risk

100

80

~ 60
C

a,

:,

"'

!
u.

40

20

Mean = 2.8972
Std. Dev.= 1.42647
c::::111..,_,N = 642

0

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

6.00

7.00

Social risk

Pleasure

100

80

>u
C

60

Q)

:,

"'

I!
u.

40

20

0

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

Pleasure

5.00

Beliefs about the advertisement

80

60

>,
0

s::
a.,
:I

0-40

~

LI.

20

Mean =3.695
Std. Dev.= 1.13418
~~,....iN=419
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

7.00

6.00

Beliefs about the advertisement

Attitude towards the advertisement
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>,
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20
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Std. Dev.= 1.17302
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Attitude towards the advertisement

7.00

Attitude to advertising in general

100

80

>,
U 60
C
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:::,
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f

1L
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20
Mean = 3.8725

i..:::...,____
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

Std. Dev. = 0.67696
N = 575

7.00

Attitude to advertising in general

next buy prod.
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Appendix F

Model Fit Indices
------

---

Product
Catee:ory

All
products

Group

n/a

All
Risk
Pleasure
All
Mobile
Pleasure
tel.
Risk
All
Chocolate
Risk
bar
Pleasure
Credit
card

'--------

Sample
Size

Chisquare

d.f

433

25.748

19

136
68

6.634
6.547
6.660

6
6
6

16.479
13.322
9.708
9.206
5.138

15
13
9
9
5

68
80
81
136

68
68

------

p

Chisquare/d.f.

RMR

GFI

AGFI

TLI

CFI

RMSEA

0.137

1.355

0.057

0.988

0.966

0.970

0.987

0.029

0.356
1.106
0.037
0.984
0.945
________ :__
0.365
1.091
0.024
0.971
0.900
0.353
1.110
0.065
0.969
0.891
No model fit could be achieved for the total sarriple
0.351
1.099
0.104
0.954
0.889
0.423
1.025
0.118
0.957
0.908
0.069
0.375
1.079
0.997
0.945
0.419
1.023
0.127
0.954
0.893
0.399
0.083
1.028
0.972
0.917

0.986
0.980
0.964

0.995
0.992

0.986

0.028
0.037
0.041

0.954
0.978
0.990
0.994
0.995

0.976
0.987
0.994
0.996
0.997

0.035
0.018
0.024
0.018
0.020

---

P:
Model fit probability
A non-significant chi-square is desirable (Arbuckle, 1997) citing Joreskog ( 1969:200).
d.f.:
degrees of freedom
Chi-square/d.f.:
A ratio> 2.00 represents an inadequate fit (Arbuckle, 1997) citing Byrne (1989:55)
RMR:
Root Mean Square Residual RMR of0 indicates a perfect fit (Arbuckle, 1997)
GFI:
Goodness of Fit Index
}
values close to 1 indicate a very good fit (Arbuckle, 1997)
AGFI:
Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index
TLI:
Tucker Lewis Index
CFI:
Comparative Fit Index
RMSEA:
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (values of0.05 or less are desirable according to Arbuckle (1997)).

